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ABSTRACT 

Baltimore’s contemporary housing culture is the 

result of decades of discriminatory housing practices. 

Decades later from those insidious roots, residents are 

rightfully skeptical of innovative and alternative concepts 

when traditional solutions have repeatedly failed at 

paradigm shift. Proposals must then hold specific regard to 

the very-human, emotional effects that racism plays in 

setting structural expectations; both literally and 

institutionally. To the former expectation, an account of 

the traditional and innovative building types with an 

account of past successes and failures by local government 

can regain public confidence. Yet only if an alternative 

proposal offers a pragmatic, financially achievable and 

proven scope. But to the latter institutional expectation, the 

public feels amiss but does not know why. Like a patient 

who cries to be healed but watches as their doctor cannot 

get the serum just right, Baltimore residents are used to 

illness spreading; more rowhomes being abandoned than 

being rebuilt. Yet residents expect the standard formula to 

somehow net a body-wide cure when the pain’s cause is 

layered, requires multiple visits, and must be accompanied 

by the faith of optimism to prevent nihilism. In Baltimore 

City, market values are painfully askew yet residents expect 

business as usual to net a magic solution; whilst 

furthermore, actively disbelieving that any other route 

could reasonably address the problem. Among the many 

building types available to supplement an affordable 

housing inventory, “tiny houses” – often standalone 

foundation-based dwellings of an especially small footprint, 

often less than 400 square feet– may be an increasingly 

attractive option.  

With an emphasis on Baltimore’s Black (African-

American) population, what follows summarizes historical 

concerns, identifies groups for which “tiny houses” are an 

appropriate housing solution, and documents 

neighborhood indicators for or against their application. 

Based upon a survey of recent literature and a compilation 

of local questionnaires, this research will review cultural 

attitudes towards “tiny houses.” Recommendations about 

how they may be reintroduced successfully into Baltimore’s 

housing market will also be accompanied by proposed 

changes to legislation recently under consideration by the 

City Council. Whereas foundation-based homes, alley 

rowhomes, carriage houses, and marinas, are already 

permitted, their homeowners’ values are not well 

communicated. These recommendations will provide 

verbal outreach messaging as well as land use and 

landscape strategies that planners and developers can use to 

address contemporary residents’ positive and negative 

preconceptions. Lastly, this research is a preliminary effort 

to provide such a guide, as well as to document the 

evolving cultural and historical framework within which 

“tiny houses” are contributing to a more robust and 

equitable housing market in Baltimore, Maryland. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction: What is home to you? Acknowledgments 1 

Figure 2 Guilford Avenue in Abell/Charles Village. Credit: LiveBaltimore 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION: 
WHAT IS HOME TO YOU? 

The picture that comes to mind 

Calling Baltimore ‘home’ summons many defining 

images in the American lexicon. Somewhere between 

images of an idealized port city, the star-spangled banner, 

generations of blue-collar families, and a love affair with 

industry; sits today’s Baltimore rowhome. The rowhome is 

central to the city’s image, either as a promotional photo of 

a colorful home in Federal Hill or Reservoir Hill as a 

shining example of charm, or it is found in a newspaper 

article depicting abandonment and population loss. Yet as 

pervasive as these negative images might be, like all 

American metropolises, there are two cities: one of 

generational growth in its city’s planning that results in 

high property values downtown and in certain 

neighborhoods along the Jones Falls; and one of 

generational dismissal, ignorance, and complacency 

everywhere else. The latter image becomes a reflection; it 

tells city residents they have been ‘left-behind.’  

This April 2020, will mark a full 5 years since the 

tragic death of Freddie Gray, and the tragic uprising that 

followed. Locals will be reminded just how much or rather 

how little it has changed. Where growth should be 

championed in news coverage and political commentary; 

national leaders still see the City as stagnant and are only 

too eager to sensationalize defeat. Sadly, this messaging is 

common on the international stage.  In July 2019, the 45th 

 

1 Redner, Sidney. “Available City Population Data: Baltimore.” Boston University. 

https://physics.bu.edu/~redner/projects/population/cities/baltimore.html. 

U.S. President wrote publicly that the City’s 7th District 

was ‘rat-infested.’ This criticism not only speaks to 311 

sanitation calls; it is a dog-whistle for condescension, for 

race-baiting, and for criticism over a lack of vision. 

Ironically, the incendiary criticism falsely posits that the 

late Councilman Cummings was missing-in-action, when 

his local presence and his nationwide work in the U.S. 

House of Representatives are praised. The term ‘vision’ in 

the year 2020 then solicits not the critique of ignoring or 

undervaluing the blight that is public safety, but criticizes a 

failure of leadership that fails to consistently construct and 

complete proven policies, to innovate new strategies, and 

to emphasize the city’s image as one of zeal, of 

accountability, and of growth rather than death. 

Institutional change can conjure images of pessimism: of 

sneakiness, of greed, and of residue. It is fitting that the 

image of a rat has become the City’s unofficial mascot on 

bumper stickers and mugs.  

Unlike mugs in the kitchen or stuffed animals on 

the bed, rats do not make good bedfellows, neither in local 

government nor in the home. Yet since its highest 

population of 939,024 in 1950, the city has seen a third of 

its population flee; scurrying to neighboring empty 

counties like rats run to neighboring vacant homes when 

pest control arrives.1 Yet for people, migration is 

dependent on good homes; which need a good 

community, which need good infrastructure, which need 

Figure 1 Bumper stickets, credit Matt Fouse / Ratczar.com 

https://physics.bu.edu/~redner/projects/population/cities/baltimore.html
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good city planning, which needs vision, from the big 

picture to the tiniest detail.  

WHY SO MANY VACANTS 

The census records that in 1950, there were 4065 (0.01%) 

vacant, non-seasonal homes in Baltimore City.2 By 1980, 

21045 homes (7%);3 and by 2000, 42,481 homes (14%).4 

As of 2018, the census estimates 35,095 (8%) of residential 

homes in the City are vacant; while City leaders split that 

value as roughly 16,784 vacant residential buildings with 

the remaining 14,000 being vacant residential lots in the 

City.5 By 2018, vacancies makes up 8.2% of the total 

housing stock.6 Of vacant buildings, the City records that 

75% of vacant homes are nonetheless privately-owned, 

whilst their owners struggle or give-up on selling. This 

hopeless way of thinking counters the city’s current 

diligent, dominant remediation programs, such as Vacants-

to-Value, Receivership, and Adopt-A-Lot.7  

In 2010, the City began its Vacants-to-Value 

(V2V) program to combat a portion of its 16,800 

vacancies. The program slices its numbers by a number of 

factors, chiefly if privately or city-owned, and if in a 

‘middle income stressed’ or ‘stressed’ neighborhood. By 

the start of 2015, the program had rehabilitated a modest 

4,200 abandoned units back to the market.8 Still active, its 

goal is to rehabilitate vacant homes in partnership with 

 

2 "Table 2-Age, Martial Status, and Economic Characters by Sex, by Census Tracts: 1950-

Con." United States Census of 1950 Population: MD. Census Tracts. District of Columbia: 

U.S. Department of Commerce and Bureau of the Census, 1952, 49. 

https://www2.census.gov/library/publications/decennial/1950/population-volume-3/41557421v3p1ch2.pdf 

3 "Table DP-1. Profile of General Demographic Characteristics : 1980-2000." U.S. 

Census. https://planning.maryland.gov/MSDC/Documents/Census/historical_census/sf1_80-00/baci80-00.pdf 

4 ibid. 

5 Pousson, Eli. “Vacant Buildings 101: How does Baltimore count vacant buildings?” 

Baltimore Heritage. https://baltimoreheritage.github.io/vacant-buildings-101/guides/counting-vacants/ 

6 "Percentage of Residential Properties that are Vacant and Abandoned: Baltimore City 

2010 to 2018." Baltimore Neighborhood Indicators Alliance. 

https://bniajfi.org/indicator/Housing%20And%20Community%20Development/?chkYears[]=2010&chkYears[]=2018 

developers who can rehabilitate those properties. While 

beneficial, ironically, the number of vacant stock grew by 

more than 500 properties during the V2V program’s first 

four years, resulting in 16,636 vacants by the start of 2015, 

according to an Abell Foundation report.9  

In addition to V2V, the city’s existing receivership 

law fines vacant, abandoned properties, which if not paid 

and resolution provided to address the abandonment, 

results in housing court, followed by an appointed 

receiver’s oversight of the property’s sale to a buyer who 

can rehabilitate the property. Receivership and the V2V 

program allow developers and builders who are capable, to 

restore housing stock one-by-one; or if able, to restore 

multiple houses at a time. 

Yet, another city program, Adopt-A-Lot, records 

65% of the city’s 4,000 vacant lots as being in 

neighborhoods without ‘foreseeable redevelopment.’10 

Anecdotally, vacant lots and vacant homes are often 

located beside one another, with a vacant lot often being 

the site of a formerly demolished house with its surviving 

neighbor next door. The program’s goal is to allow existing 

residents near lots to adopt rather than buy vacant lots to 

cleanup those lots and perhaps reprogram them. The city 

also offers a Side Yard Adoption program, which offers a 

minimum $500 bid to claim an eligible lot. 

7 “Frequently Asked Questions - Welcome to Baltimore Housing” 2017. 

“BaltimoreHousing.org. http://www.baltimorehousing.org/vtov_faq  

8 Holmes, Tamara. “Vacants to Values: Making A Pipeline for Vacant Rehab.” ShelterForce. 

November 13 2018. https://shelterforce.org/2018/11/13/making-a-pipeline-for-vacant-building-rehab/ 

9 ibid. 

10 McHugh, Colleen. “Cutting through Red Tape: How Baltimore’s Vacant Lot Programs 

have made it easier for communities to revitalize the underutilized and blighted spaces in 

their neighborhoods. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 2012. 2-6. 

http://web.mit.edu/nature/projects_12/pdfs/McHughBaltimoreVacancy1SMALL.pdf 

https://baltimoreheritage.github.io/vacant-buildings-101/guides/counting-vacants/
http://www.baltimorehousing.org/vtov_faq
https://shelterforce.org/2018/11/13/making-a-pipeline-for-vacant-building-rehab/
http://web.mit.edu/nature/projects_12/pdfs/McHughBaltimoreVacancy1SMALL.pdf
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While these options allow individual residents to 

reoccupy homes and beautify lots, these programs are not 

intended to improve upon and lower the cost of an 

affordable, quality home for low-to-moderate income 

residents. Their goals are to stimulate a depressed housing 

block. Appropriately, the City works ardently to position 

public-private developments to communicate a stable and 

upwards market, where the price of homes will then gain 

in their market assessments and wider economic rapport 

can root. This method communicates that private 

developers are the means to solve affordable housing. Yet 

because profits tend to increase with housing prices, 

developers will only build affordable units when 

construction costs are low and demand for higher-priced 

housing is satisfied. 11 This may encourage inclusionary 

zoning for multifamily developments, or it may swell 

nearby rent costs. In the latter case, the average cost to 

build an affordable housing rental unit in Baltimore, 

comparing 26 developers’ construction costs between 2016 

and 2018 was $324,206.40 per unit, with $214,183.53 for 

an existing unit. 12 If a developer can receive higher market 

rents for more units without the stigma of low-moderate 

income residents, those market units and their residents’ 

interests will be prioritized. 

However, when multi-unit construction is 

sponsored by area non-profits and the Baltimore and 

Maryland Departments of Housing and Community 

Development, only the former goal is guaranteed. This 

work is essential, but the sheer quantity of abandonment 

 

11 Litman, Todd. “Affordable-Accessible Housing In A Dynamic City. Victoria Transport 

Policy Institute. April 28, 2015. http://www.vtpi.org/aff_acc_hou.pdf. 

12 Publicly Subsidized Rental Housing in Baltimore City Completed or Under 

Construction City Fiscal Years 2016 – 2018. Baltimore City Department of Housing & 

Community Development. 

https://dhcd.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/dhcd/attachments/Affordable%20Housing%20Projects%20in%20Baltimore

%20City%20Fiscal%20Years%202016%20through%20....xls.  

13 Duncan, Ian and Zhang, Christine. “Baltimore is furiously knocking down vacant 

houses — but barely keeps up as new ones go empty.” Baltimore Sun. October 2019. 

demonstrates that the need cannot be met alone with the 

current strategies employed by housing advocates. 13 It 

requires community-based non-profits and private 

developers to introduce innovative housing typologies that 

have no tradition in the city; and implement new 

development practices to build, convey and maintain these 

new residences. 

BARRIERS TO REBUILDING BALTIMORE’S 
DEFINING HOUSING TYPE 

While Baltimore is known as a city of rowhouses, 

the City must experiment with other housing types if it is 

ever going to regain its lost luster and be a dynamic and 

appealing city. While yes, there are ample examples of 

high-quality, well-maintained rowhomes to communicate a 

safe and prosperous, ‘charming’ Baltimore, a forward 

imagination must abandon a false sense of nostalgia or 

charm, and accept that a variety of housing can be 

marketable in a city that is missing a 1/3 of its population. 

The City’s population has dropped to nearly 593,490 as of 

July 1, 2019.14 As evidenced with the old-hat strategies of 

the above-mentioned programs, the city’s current stock of 

abandoned private homes are expected to be diligently 

rehabilitated owner-by-owner, but as the city fights to 

rehabilitate or raze its vacants, new vacants are being 

reported.15 The priority is to stabilize and rehabilitate what 

has not fallen down; but should the city discourage for 70 

more years, a feasible new alternative to filling-in smaller 

attached lots? 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-vacants-demolition-progress-20191018-mw3cb5vlbjb4dmnxlbjvjg7tdy-

story.html 

14 Knezevich, Alison. “Baltimore population drops below 600,000, the lowest total in a 

century, census estimates show.” March 26, 2020. Baltimore Sun. 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-population-estimates-20200326-

nebck2k2anbwrcfsbknphsfgwi-story.html 

15 Duncan, Ian and Zhang, Christine. “Baltimore is furiously knocking down vacant 

houses — but barely keeps up as new ones go empty.” Baltimore Sun. October 2019. 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-vacants-demolition-progress-20191018-mw3cb5vlbjb4dmnxlbjvjg7tdy-

story.html 

http://www.vtpi.org/aff_acc_hou.pdf
https://dhcd.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/dhcd/attachments/Affordable%20Housing%20Projects%20in%20Baltimore%20City%20Fiscal%20Years%202016%20through%20....xls
https://dhcd.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/dhcd/attachments/Affordable%20Housing%20Projects%20in%20Baltimore%20City%20Fiscal%20Years%202016%20through%20....xls
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-vacants-demolition-progress-20191018-mw3cb5vlbjb4dmnxlbjvjg7tdy-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-vacants-demolition-progress-20191018-mw3cb5vlbjb4dmnxlbjvjg7tdy-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-population-estimates-20200326-nebck2k2anbwrcfsbknphsfgwi-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-population-estimates-20200326-nebck2k2anbwrcfsbknphsfgwi-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-vacants-demolition-progress-20191018-mw3cb5vlbjb4dmnxlbjvjg7tdy-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/politics/bs-md-ci-vacants-demolition-progress-20191018-mw3cb5vlbjb4dmnxlbjvjg7tdy-story.html
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With 14,000 empty lots resulting from 

demolitions, often the individual lots left within block 

groups, between surviving homes become untended and 

are thus interstices, colloquially known as ‘empty urban 

space’ or ‘missing teeth.’ These illustrate the detrimental 

absence of replacement housing stock on vacant, 

abandoned land. Perhaps lots are purchased by the 

neighboring property or adopted to be reactivated as 

gardens and yards, but less likely, the land will, while zoned 

for residential single-family housing (SFH), likely never 

again see a new home built there. The City just has too 

many with too few new residents seeking quality existing 

stock and too many vacant lots.  

Leaving lots unused is literally untenantable, if the 

goal is to repopulate neighborhoods and to restore the 

street fabric, that communicates health and fullness. If the 

City is working to decrease abandoned, vacant units, why 

leave vacant lots to happenstance of ‘greening’ or to 

defacto parking lot? Without a roadmap for new 

tenantable construction, these lots are neglected by 

 

16 Mallach, Alan. “The Empty House Next Door.” Lincoln Institute of Land Policy. 

https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/policy-focus-reports/empty-house-next-door, 41-

42. 

17 Strommen, Beth, Rashelle Celestin, Mark Cameron, Miriam Avins. “Lot-by-Lot: 

Baltimore Strategies for Creating a New Urban Landscape through Vacant Lot Reuse.” 

default. There are innate challenges to infilling interstices. 

Firstly, interstices are caused by demolition, where a unit 

can cost $13,000-$40,000 to demolish, including 

constructing neighboring party walls. 16 When not strategic, 

a block can see a “sawtooth” or “swiss cheese” effect, 

where vacant lots alternate with occupied structures. 17 

Once an interstice is created, the lot can be purchased, the 

land itself then be inspected to ensure new construction 

can be plausible—assuming that a former-basement has 

not been infilled with rubble, the neighboring properties’ 

party walls must be inspected to consider an adjoining 

load; and then the new construction must align with 

zoning and building code requirements. But the inherent 

cost to construct a new rowhome can often cumulate in an 

expensive sales cost beyond the neighboring sales prices, 

and in a stressed neighborhood, this will dissuade a 

developer’s choice to rehabilitate an existing unit. 18 

Otherwise, this scenario supposes that the city’s 

population desires new infill rowhomes, as opposed to 

retaining, restoring, and re-tenanting what already exists 

and is salvageable. 

Solutions must be realistic. By not re-tenanting the 

empty land, the city’s public infrastructure that already 

runs to each property line is wasted by not being utilized. 

This then places an unduly burden of overgrowth and 

underuse on occupied residents. Likewise, this burden 

counteracts the ever-desired and commendable, ongoing 

goal of rehabilitating Baltimore’s stressed neighborhoods 

with their enormous ‘wealth’ of vacant homes. If the 

collective goal is to design for nearly 600,000 people and 

not 900,000, then the City must consider innovative ways 

https://www.newpartners.org/2015/wp-content/plugins/schedule-viewer/data/presentations/Saturday/1.45-

3.15pm/lot%20by%20lot/Strommen_Rupp_Celestin_Cameron_Avins.pdf.  

18 U.S. Government Accountability Office. “Vacant Properties: Growing Number 

Increases Communities’ Costs and Challenges.” U.S. Government Accountability Office. 2011 

p.39-40. https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-12-34. 

Figure 3 “Most Common Vacant Lot Types”, credit: Strommen. 

https://www.lincolninst.edu/publications/policy-focus-reports/empty-house-next-door
https://www.newpartners.org/2015/wp-content/plugins/schedule-viewer/data/presentations/Saturday/1.45-3.15pm/lot%20by%20lot/Strommen_Rupp_Celestin_Cameron_Avins.pdf
https://www.newpartners.org/2015/wp-content/plugins/schedule-viewer/data/presentations/Saturday/1.45-3.15pm/lot%20by%20lot/Strommen_Rupp_Celestin_Cameron_Avins.pdf
https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-12-34
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to support rehabilitating the existing housing stock, 

including infilling vacant lots where blocks have missing 

teeth; where the price of building new homes is cost-

prohibitive; and where residents practically want to live. 

AN AID TO COMBAT HOMELESSNESS 

At the root of a home’s unaffordability is that 

each person must live somewhere, but the shape, style, and 

scale of what a home is− can and should vary as much as 

peoples’ needs vary. Whether the ‘where’ is 

homeownership, renting, public housing, or even 

incarceration, or none of the above, the chief underlying 

need is that more affordable housing units, built as quickly 

and efficiently as possible, in varying styles that truly afford 

desirable options, can create a springboard on which other 

needs can be met. Known as ‘housing-first’, this 

homelessness model establishes that once an individual 

feels and is safe in a home, the individual’s desire to live a 

healthy, fruitful life, can be firmly planted, and from that 

ground, they can partake in any number of neighborhood 

services to accomplish their goals.19 While this principle 

may be taken for granted by those who have means, it is 

crucial to regain a foothold for those do not have one. 

Those who are homeless and for whom a standard-scaled 

house would become too much of a weight to maintain, 

but where existing apartments are too expensive or not 

desired, would be the right fit. Unfortunately, the demand 

for housing assistance is astronomical: Of the 21 area 

providers, the city’s lead voucher provider, the Housing 

Authority, alone received nearly 74,000 applications in 

 

19 “Housing First.” National Alliance to End Homelessness. 

https://endhomelessness.org/resource/housing-first/ 

20 Wegner, Yvonne. “Baltimore Housing Authority tries to identify families seeking 

public housing as it moves through big wait list.” Baltimore Sun. January 23, 2018. 

2014 for only 1,000 vouchers.20 Proper supply is tragically 

being unmet by current means and is necessary.  

Vacants and affordable housing become 

inextricably linked in a city with disproportionate levels of 

homelessness (although any percentage of homelessness 

should be unacceptable). If existing vacants cannot be 

renovated without a detrimental high cost, then a smaller, 

more affordable, new unit on cleared land would sidestep 

the renovation costs of existing units.  

SCALING EXPECTATIONS, SCALING CHANGE 

In summary, whether the goal is to help middle-

to-moderate income Americans, or the goal is to target 

specific populations like at-risk homeless leaders, seniors, 

or veterans, the public must foresee a future that demands 

an atypical, different idea of ‘home’ and community. The 

scale need not be a grand, big scale, but one that is 

personal and intimate. A public vision for a safe, 

affordable housing stock that squeezes between the 

existing stalwart efforts that the city’s housing advocates 

are already addressing⎯ smaller, modern dwelling units for 

single-adults, often less than 400 square feet, called ‘Tiny 

Houses,’ is a sensible evolution. 

As later summarized in this research, tiny houses 

can be built in a variety of styles and price points for 

different residents’ incomes, in varying neighborhoods. 

These values of do-it-yourself (DIY) self-

reliance/autonomy, communal interdependence, and 

privacy with a visible presence, are paramount for 

neighborhoods where the neighborhood’s character, 

existing city infrastructure, and current neighbors’ views 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-public-housing-wait-list-

20190122-story.html. 

https://endhomelessness.org/resource/housing-first/
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-public-housing-wait-list-20190122-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-public-housing-wait-list-20190122-story.html
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align. The challenge is understanding where tiny homes 

can be located: whether built or affixed on a foundation; 

and where they are allowed to standalone or appear 

attached to a neighboring rowhome. This research argues 

against antiquated stigmas that congest the air opposing 

alternative housing. Rather, if the goal is for permanent 

tiny residence, there are viable options built to proven 

certification standards, which under adopted building 

codes, can be permitted given they meet the bulk-

regulations for their underlying zoning district.  

However, in the case of mobile tiny homes “on 

wheels”, the most popular subset of the wider tiny house 

form, while many are built by certified construction firms, 

they are not permitted for permanent residence two-fold: 

because they are not manufactured by assembly as they are 

firstly not yet certifiable by the U.S. Department of 

Housing and Urban Development (HUD). And 

furthermore, their selling point—being transient and on 

wheels, must be removed in order to be on permanent 

foundation within City limits. Whereas manufactured 

homes are certified and can be affixed, their siting in 

Baltimore requires their chassis to be permanently affixed 

to a foundation, yet not within a cluster, which likely 

makes the enterprise cost-prohibitive.21 Anecdotally, this 

prohibition against a cluster is built upon an antiquated 

distaste for extant pre-1976 ‘trailer home parks.’22 Yet 

ironically, all models post-1976, if maintained, are eligible 

for a conventional loan, can appreciate in value, and the 

can be built with luxury features.23  

Yet while various firms have introduced projects 

over the years seeking alternative housing, no 

 

21 "Manufactured Housing Used As Dwelling; SECTION E101 SCOPE 101.1 General." 

Baltimore City Building, Fire, and Related Codes. 

https://ca.baltimorecity.gov/codes/Art%2000%20-%20Bldg,%20Fire.pdf 

22 Jamie, Smith Hopkins. "Zoning, Hot Land Prices Reduce Md. Trailer Parks ; Leaving: 

Mobile-Home Parks are Declining, the Victims of Rising Land Values and Restrictive 

comprehensive review had been attempted in order to 

reenergize the campaign forward. Most recently, in 2018, 

Councilman Dorsey worked with a team of constituents to 

write a bill for auxiliary (accessory) dwelling units (ADUs) 

with tiny homes in-mind, but the bill’s progress was halted. 

Yet more proposals by capable firms are underway, both in 

the city and across the State. This research reviewed the 

legislation; located relative case studies across the State; 

dissected regulatory barriers in the City Code regarding 

zoning, land use, building and landscaping; offered a 

summary of existing tiny house forms in Baltimore; 

introduced case studies of existing firms’ proposals; and in 

response, conducted its own questionnaire study, receiving 

90 responses. In turn, this produced a set of rubrics to act 

as neighborhood indicator assessment rubrics, to 

accompany 5 Proposals that each reimagine how tiny 

homes can be reintroduced. These tools are innovative in 

that they aid the innate frustrations that stemmed from 

past attempts at introducing ADUs into the city (including 

legal status, government politicking, land valuation system, 

affordability, construction and capital infrastructure, and 

social attitudes).  

At its root, tiny living represents a capable, self-

actualized mindset. Baltimore residents can lead and 

shepherd the City to support tiny homes in all their forms, 

but the most prudent path forward is a long, one-step-at-a-

time approach with patient, capable developers and 

homeowners. Together, residents can embrace a different 

attitude to land and shelter to ultimately reimagine their 

own American Dream.  

Zoning Laws." The Sun, Apr 08, 2004. https://search-proquest-com.proxy-

ms.researchport.umd.edu/docview/406604894?accountid=12557 . 

23 "The Advantages of Manufactured Housing." https://www.mhiofmd.com/faq 

https://search-proquest-com.proxy-ms.researchport.umd.edu/docview/406604894?accountid=12557
https://search-proquest-com.proxy-ms.researchport.umd.edu/docview/406604894?accountid=12557
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Chapter layout 

Chapters 2-5 nest four prescriptive questions.  

• Chapter 2 asks: What literature already exists?  

(previous studies, ethnographic dissertations, journal 

articles and guides) 

o to support and detail common thinking within 

the tiny house ‘movement;’ 

o to recreate community in the inner-city 

through alternative house forms; and 

o to investigate urban housing history and its 

impact on Baltimore’s Black neighborhoods. 

Next, Chapter 3 begins the findings and analysis section on 

page 45 with methodology results and conclusions, 

comparing first-hand accounts with the literature. Chapter 

4 follows, investigates barriers to developing tiny homes in 

Baltimore, asking:  

• How does the City’s zoning and land use ordinances 

address tiny living? What modifications are needed? 

Concluded by Chapter 5, offering a hierarchy of proposals: 

• What steps should be taken and in what order to 

address spatial block needs?  

• Along with a primer on: what is a tiny house and 

who are tiny house people? (by design factors, siting 

of homes, and values held, as well as misconceptions); 

• Conclusion with next steps for future research. 

Methodology 

APPROACH 

How can Tiny Homes be re-introduced to benefit 

Black Baltimoreans? 

This research employed a qualitative, ethnographic 

methods approach to record the sentiments of Baltimore 

City residents comparing their feelings on tiny homes with 

the traditional housing stock. This approach invited 

respondents to understand their voice is unique and highly 

valued in an interpersonal conversational format, which 

then set a relatable context to inform and not just find 

preferences. With this approach, respondents thought and 

learned as they completed a questionnaire and/or attended 

a listening session, which ultimately allowed those verbal 

sentiments to corroborate the findings of the literature 

review and to add to the discourse. Principle questions 

were shaped along three sub-values: 

Who will realistically be the future residents of 

tiny homes in Baltimore? What values do they hold? Will 

tiny homes be good for Black residents? This research 

asserts that residents’ sentiments must be included in 

decision makers’ plans or else the alternative design 

strategies that are inherent to tiny houses may 

inadvertently exclude those most in need of housing 

intervention. 

SAMPLE SIZE: 

This research sought to conduct a systemic 

investigation of cultural acceptance of tiny homes. Ninety 

questionnaires were returned online or in-person, and were 

sorted into five groups. The five groupings included firstly, 

Baltimore tiny house enthusiasts and owners; second, city 

residents at-large; third, supporters who were not city 

residents but lived in a nearby county or regionally had a 
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connection to the city; fourthly, Maryland area housing 

advocates who work in the field professionally; and lastly, 

Maryland area home builders. All respondents were 

sourced from the general public and from African-

American interest groups.  

The city-wide solicitation thus pulled (1) overall 

values and beliefs into verbal, written sentimental ‘sound 

bites’ as well as (2) succinct polling, in order to deduce 

general opinions. When reviewing sentiments, a weighted 

emphasis to African-American voices allowed a sample to 

compare with the group at large. Only a heated sensitivity 

to harm and displacement were notable. Meanwhile, 

polling garnered a count and neighborhood-map of 

enthusiasts; income, gender, and age; household size and 

home scale; and other attitudes towards tiny houses being 

relatable and/or realistic.  

 When combined with the literature review, these 

voices corroborated and informed a series of proposals 

and assessment tools to affirm the study question: How 

can Tiny Homes be re-introduced to benefit Black 

Baltimoreans? 

THREE QUESTIONNAIRES: OVERVIEW 

The City Resident Questionnaire was completed by 

sixty-three resident enthusiasts and tiny house owners 

who can be described predominantly as prospective tiny 

house supporters. The questionnaire sought to learn how 

city residents view home currently; to record how they 

imagine which ‘camp’ their neighborhood will fit in 

supporting or disliking tiny homes; and to invite personal 

recollection and opinion over monoculture and 

predilection. This respondent body was sourced from 

current housing advocates working in Baltimore housing 

who shared word of the study on their platforms, through 

direct solicitation to Baltimore-area and Tiny House 

Maryland-area online discussion groups, neighborhood 

associations, and lastly from area churches. An additional 

fifteen responses identified as living outside of the 

City and as such, were guided to best complete the 

questionnaire to the best of their ability. 

Second, the Builder Questionnaire was completed by 

seven area tiny house builders/developers who can 

best be described as practicing tiny house builders or 

standard house builders seeking to expand their portfolio, 

working within 50 miles of Baltimore City. The 

questionnaire was designed to greet and record a tiny 

house builder or developer: to share their mission, values 

and goal in developing homes; to invite investigation of 

preconceived notions as well as unconsidered factors; and 

to invite analytic comparison of their budget, timeline, and 

process. Sourced from builders who exhibited at Mid-

Atlantic Housing Expo and by searching online for 

construction firms. 

Thirdly, the Housing Advocate Questionnaire was 

completed by five area housing 

organizations/advocates who can best be described as 

housing counselors, realtors, or urban planning 

consultants. The questionnaire was designed to capture 

institutional questions and provide context in relation to 

other tiny house concepts in other cities that can be of use 

in Baltimore.   

Constraints 

While at first, a sample of just thirty responses 

were desired, a wide response rate of enthused voices 

submitted questionnaires, causing the methodology for 

analysis to be adjusted. This change allowed more voices 

from city residents on the whole, rather than the initial 

presumption to weigh residents who were aware of village 

concepts currently under proposal in their neighborhoods. 

Additionally, this change was especially valuable for two 

reasons; firstly, most concepts already introduced were 

either too premature to receive comment. Second, too few 
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respondents actually lived in tiny homes, evidencing they 

are an ‘invisible population.’ Those non-respondents either 

expressed concern over anonymity and legality and 

declined responding, and/or had moved out of the City 

proper. Or ironically, some were already so content in their 

own living situation that they had phased out of advocacy 

and were hard to find. In the case of alley house or 

carriage house residents, some did not consider their home 

to be a ‘tiny house.’ Furthermore, despite the project title, 

unfortunately, the bulk of respondents were not Black. 

While Black responses did not differ in content textually, 

respondents at focus groups were enthused and more 

descriptive. The lack of difference in textual responses 

between races infers that topically, the tiny lifestyle can 

appeal to residents regardless of race, assuming suspicions 

against classism and discrimination are addressed. In 

summary, a longer and better publicized period would 

better coach more individuals into visibility. 

 

Data Collection 

Three questionnaires were distributed in four settings: 

1. In-person at one of three scheduled focus 

group listening sessions. To be returned upon 

completion, or; 

2. Online via secure form generator, promoted 

additionally via invitations to post on 

Maryland-area housing blogs, tiny house 

forums, and to follow-up with contacts who 

attended tiny house open house events; and 

3. Impromptu direct invitation via email, phone, 

or in-person, or via a 

4. Poster at housing advocates’ offices, to be 

completed online independently. 

QUESTIONNAIRE PROCESS 

Internally, three response periods were scheduled 

between January 6 and February 15, 2020, through which 

questionnaires were solicited via three referral community 

organizations, and to the public at-large. Each session was 

self-led by Mr. Fair with a renowned referral organization 

being a magnet for legitimacy and inherent supporter of 

the research. None of the referral organizations had any 

fiscal, influential, employment or conscientious 

relationship with the researcher, aside from their own 

desire for goodwill. 

Timeline: 
#1: Wed. Jan. 8 –  

Wed. Jan. 22  

(2 weeks) 

Launched Questionnaire 
Distribution; Began preliminary 
review. Session: Thur., Jan. 9 at 
6:30pm at Old Major in Pigtown 
in the Southwest Partnership, 
with support by Smalltimore 
Homes 

#2: Mon., Jan. 23 – 
Wed. Feb. 5  
(2 weeks) 

 

Reminded Individuals and 
Organizations who had not 
responded; Continued review. 
Session: Tue. Jan. 21 at 6:30pm 
at Function Coworking 
Community on Hamilton-
Lauraville Main Street, with 
attendance by Cormony Dev. and 
Councilman Dorsey. 

#3: Thu., Feb. 6  – 
Sat., Feb. 15.  

(1.5 weeks) 

Reminder; Conclude deduction. 
Session: Sun., Feb. 2 at 1:30 pm 
at Civic Works Pilot Tiny House 
On Wheels, beside Coldstream-
Homestead-Montebello; with 
discussion at Zeke’s Coffeeshop 
in Lauraville. 

The three response periods centered around each 

community meeting to invite immediate or eventual 

responses; and ensured that any public community 

meetings had ample notice.  Each meeting included a brief 

presentation up to 30-minutes minimum followed by an 

hour and a half for discussion. Each meeting included a 

projector or laptop with the project image board on 

display. 
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Successful Outreach: 

Three notable opportunities were solicited during 

the short response period. Firstly, the research was 

announced as a pitch at the January 20th property 

development community meeting with Greenmount West 

Neighborhood Association, where fifteen members 

listened and were offered a modest opportunity for 

feedback. Second, just days before the third community 

meeting, a reporter from the Baltimore Sun interviewed the 

researcher for an hour for an anticipated published article. 

The reporter and a photographer also attended the third 

community meeting, for which video and photographs 

were taken of respondents (with their permission). 

Furthermore, during the questionnaire period, an open call 

with invitations were extended to various community 

groups and churches to hold a meeting. During the final 

two weeks of the questionnaire period, a flood of 

responses from an area Black church (St. Bernardine) were 

received thanks to a member newsletter. 

Lastly, all meetings as well as ‘recap’ blog posts 

were shared promptly online on the research website and 

the researcher’s social media tools. Furthermore, the 

researcher’s telephone number was made available, for 

which seven telephone interviews were conducted outside 

of the community meeting format in place of or to 

complement written questionnaires, to allow respondents 

to verbally communicate their responses instead of an 

online form.  

Form Design 

Below the consent form, each questionnaire 

included a single collage of tiny home models and 

typologies. This image board acted as a brand for the 

project and as a collage to provide varied context to the 

respondent. To iterate, images varied in architectural style, 

location type, and types of people shown in the photos, in 

accordance with the literature review’s Shearer-Burton 

typology descriptions. In offering variety, the chart did not 

dispel respondents’ prejudices to the styles, but introduced 

a wider gamut of ideas to respondents with a single banner 

image.  

Review Process 

Anecdotally, questionnaires took an average of ten 

minutes to complete if responses were written or dictated 

in one setting (a copy of each is on page 153). Questions 

were open-ended and did not ask intrinsically-triggering 

questions, like asking residents to describe traumatic 

situations or to communicate more than they feel is 

appropriate. Each question allowed for a paragraph-style 

response, a single-line response with no limit, or a radio or 

checkbox; with an additional ‘other’ write-in. Questions 

were qualitative, in that they allowed for long-form 

response and encourage iterative text or verbal thought. 

Iterative can be better described as a thought-out response, 

a well-dissected monologue, or even ‘off-the-top-of-the-

head.’ A short anecdote at the top of the questionnaire 

invited both verbose or succinct responses. Respondents 

were not restricted from researching the topic. 

Questionnaire Consent: Confidentiality and Digital 
Intake Security 

All questionnaires began with a consent statement 

where the respondent had to understand and agree that 

their response was voluntary, uncompensated, private and 

confidential, and that their participation will have no 

influence on the subject’s housing status or any 

prospective applications. Respondents were given the 

option of anonymity (See notes on page 162). 

 

Analysis of Responses 

Questions either existed to count respondents or 

to gauge sentiments. For questions related to counting 

respondents, rather than apply a stark multi-criterion 

analytic hierarchy as was initially proposed, given the 
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similarity of value responses in the City Resident 

Questionnaire, responses were “cleaned” or “scrubbed” 

for clarity. Then, a numerical count of yes/no and single-

selection responses were weighed to generate an initial 

profile of the respondent. Whereas for questions regarding 

sentiment, the respondent often assessed consensus or 

opposition towards each question’s tenet. These qualitative 

responses were categorized by commonality such as 

‘affirming,’ ‘skeptic,’ or ‘discouraging.’ Lastly, if the 

respondent identified racially as Black or spoke 

ethnographically in their comments about race or 

discrimination, those comments were weighted. A set of 

highlights are assembled in Chapter 3. Lastly, if the 

respondent completed more than one questionnaire type, 

each was noted as if separate individuals, to clarify ‘wearing 

different hats’ (as was the case with at least five responses). 

In summary, the responses informed conclusions, 

summarized in Chapters 3 –  5, offering a wider narrative 

as to how tiny houses can operate in Baltimore. 

Chapter 2 begins on the next page, with a 

summary that succinctly connects all sources’ through-

lines, followed by a literature map on page 14. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE AND 
BEST PRACTICES 

Roadmap of Primary Sources  

The American housing landscape is intentionally 

standardized to lock residents into an institutionalized 

mindset that discourages experimentation and denies 

logical, reasoned alterations to fit individual lifestyles. This  

roadmap stitches twelve sources, named in bold, as to  

why, how and for whom tiny homes are realistic.  

TINY HOUSE MOVEMENT  

Shearer & Burton define two types of tiny 

homes with six subsets (Types 1 and 2, A, B, and C) 

describing the prevailing styles and briefly describing the 

movement’s recent popular uses. Accordingly, an 

investigation into the 2018 Appendix Q Guidance gives 

builders specifications within which land use planners and 

permitting inspectors can approve homes and ensure 

public safety. However, a viable house must be sited with 

political support and technical influence to be embraced at 

the local level. This push-pull between legality and 

affordability is what often stops or prevents an individual 

from pursuit. This hyper-local navigation questions who is 

afforded the right to build their own home and live at the 

scale they can themselves manage.  

Grant answers that the movement is rooted in 

cherishing consumer goods intentionally, and that this is 

an American liberty. Furthermore, tiny homes are an 

autonomous tool that challenges but then harmonizes 

culture, consumerism, and undeniable systemic 

misconceptions, but this comes at a cost. Termed spatial 

authenticity by Hutchinson, the innate satisfaction gained 

by reframing one’s life by living in a tiny house is 

unfortunately misappropriated by those who can firstly 

shoulder the legal and financial risks. These are widely the 

people most Americans have watched on interior design 

and realty reality television shows on HGTV. Hutchinson 

asserts that those who are most likely to benefit from 

challenging housing norms, chiefly those who are of low-

and-moderate income, those who are not White, and those 

who are not subject to discrimination, are right to be 

skeptical. They should practically follow after very real 

societal and financial risks have been addressed and fixed.  

Going tiny as described in Sandberg’s research, 

emphasizes that ‘downsizing’ occurs often for financial 

reasons over the desire to minimize possessions alone. 

Specific terminology encourages a reset to one’s lifestyle 

into maintaining a small home. This goal is married to 

irrefutable knowledge, skills, and technical capacity. As 

described by Summers, technical proficiency elevates tiny 

house values to reaching a new American status symbol yet  

these themes should be central to create a true national 

movement, not just a commodified fad. Accordingly, he 

refutes the term ‘movement,’ as he digests the efficacy of 

balancing those who feel privy to bend the rules to do so 

until they are accepted, over those who cannot.  

CREATING COMMUNITY IN THE CITY 

Taking those themes of spatial relief and self-

actualization, Roeswood inquires how dwellings should be 

placed within a landscape to ensure wellness and not 

jeopardize community values. Furthermore, Roeswood 

and Sandberg provide specific, affirmative terminology and 

phrasing. Each of these branches of research are then 

articulated into practice. Firstly, Evans designs and 

compares a Visual Preferences Survey to listen to South 

Carolinan community feedback on exterior facades and the 

communal impact of those aesthetics. Second, Fowler 

articulates the knowledge into a pioneering foundation-

based model to house 25 Detroiter renters who are mired 

in poverty; while offering a comparison of other national 
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models to offer operational and logistic best practices. 

Thirdly, Morin lays a framework as to how to regenerate 

housing onto unused land in American urban cities.  

THE IMPACTS OF URBAN HOUSING ON THE 
BLACK EXPERIENCE 

Penultimately, Belfoure & Hayward chronicle 

Baltimore’s history with housing discrimination, describing 

the city’s growth of rowhomes along with migratory 

changes based on housing styles and stock. Lastly, 

Gardner provides a Black Feminist perspective that 

exemplifies themes naturally evidenced in the prior 

primary sources, where she describes two builders’ 

experiences, offering an epistemological review of the 

importance of effective residential land use for three Black 

residents.  

Together, these sources articulate and then place 

the tenets of the tiny house form into a communal, urban, 

built environment. While many of the sources themselves 

cited ample papers, they did not bridge the values of tiny 

living with a structural and equitable set of land use 

recommendations. This review seeks to align their insights, 

where each includes an abridged takeaway summary with 

a longer set of highlights articulating points of interest. 
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The Tiny House Movement 

What are Tiny Home typologies? 

TINY HOMES SHOULD: FOLLOW GOOD DESIGN 

Takeaway: Researchers Heather Shearer and Paul 

Burton’s 2017 article “Towards a Typology of Tiny 

Houses” in the Journal of Housing, Theory and Society identifies 

that tiny homes are designed to meet various needs and as 

such, are built differently for size, mobility, and owner 

lifestyle. Tiny homes are typically dwellings about 400 sq. 

ft. or less that can be affixed to or built on a foundation, 

or are mobile dwellings. Additionally, some structures 

blur the tiny house definition and naturally cause 

misconceptions. This analysis starts with typology, and 

then by reviews construction style. 

Highlights: Shearer and Burton describe tiny 

homes in residentially-zoned permitted areas with two sets 

of three established typologies each, as summarized:24  

TYPE 1. MOBILE (FULLY OR PARTIALLY) 

1. Type 1A: iconic tiny house on a trailer (see Tiny 

Home on Wheels (THOW) on page 109); or  

2. Type 1B: a relocatable tiny house, moved to site 

then fixed or semi-permanent (where the trailer 

frame can then be affixed to a concrete 

foundation if desired); or 

3. Type 1C: fully mobile dwellings (e.g. caravans, 

boats, buses “skoolies”, trucks, tent, or tepees). 

TYPE 2. PERMANENT (NON-MOBILE) 

1. Type 2A: Purpose-built tiny house/cottage (e.g. 

frame construction, typically on foundations); or 

 

24 Shearer, Heather & Burton, Paul. “Towards a Typology of Tiny Houses.” 

(Housing, Theory and Society. 36:3 2019), 298-318, 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14036096.2018.1487879.   

2. Type 2B: Converted non-residential building (e.g. 

shed, garage, barn); or 

3. Type 2C: Tiny house village (e.g. apartment 

complex/cottage/townhouse in intentional or co-

housing community, including apartments). 

All typologies lend themselves to the potential of 

receiving a certificate of occupancy, depending on the 

municipal code, and all lend themselves to DIY 

construction. Of upmost importance with being 

introduced to any tiny house typology, Shearer & Burton 

highlight that very small dwellings are the norm in every 

country, yet just being small does not identify them within 

the tiny living mentality nor the tiny house movement of the 

1990s onwards. Indeed, scale and intentional place matter 

the most: mobility sets precedence as to who would 

want to live in a tiny house, where and how they would 

live, and who would then live near one. Indeed, through 

the frames of mobility, each typology can be reframed into 

one of three typologies: either Type 1 fully mobile (on a 

trailer base/wheels; the most popular in the movement); 

Type 1B partly mobile (on a temporary foundation, skids 

etc.); or Type 2A permanent (fixed to the ground on a 

foundation).25 

 

25 Shearer & Burton, 259-261. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14036096.2018.1487879
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Figure 5 Graph of Housing 
Typologies credit Justin 
Fair, using Shearer/Burton 
Typologies by Mobility 
Model 
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U.S. TINY HOUSE MOVEMENT: HISTORY 

Shearer & Burton identify the 1850s as the start of 

a counter-culture response to conspicuous American 

consumerism and the dominant culture’s preponderance 

for ‘freedom’ and “individualism to love more simply.” 

The authors identify poet Henry David Thoreau’s writings, 

post-war houses of the 1940s, and architect Lloyd Wright’s 

Natural House alongside the environmental movement of 

the 1960s as informing the contemporary tiny house 

movement. Outside the United States, tiny homes and 

those on wheels can be found as a norm throughout many 

cultures. In Europe, the Romani Vardo wagon in the 

1500s, mobile house trucks in the 1800s, and mobile home 

trailer parks of the twentieth century are all part of a long 

tiny house tradition. However, these small dwellings were 

not “trendy” rebels or the life of liberty, but deemed 

pejoratively as “trailer trash” and “shacks.”26 This omission 

of classist and racist ethnic discrimination underscores the 

truth that many cultures of the world have lived in and 

most still do live in small dwellings. Unfortunately, those 

structures became equated with “slums” as residents are 

viewed lesser-than by those who can afford more or value 

themselves higher. 

Indeed, absent from the authors’ summary are the 

presence of innately small homes throughout the southern 

United States, formed out of necessity and adaptation 

during slavery. The shotgun style home, “once scorned, 

now cherished” in New Orleans, is notable as a structural 

house form on which many international decorative styles 

have been applied. 27 Folklorist Michael Vlach theorized 

that the shotgun diffused from Africa to Haiti through 

 

26 Shearer & Burton, 301. 

27 Campanella, Richard. “Shotgun geography: the history behind the famous New 

Orleans elongated house.” NOLA.com. February 12, 2014. 

https://www.nola.com/entertainment_life/home_garden/article_30323e2e-402d-5eaf-b3ee-

c21c69a6d831.html 

New Orleans and up the Mississippi and Ohio valleys.” 

While this house form has only recently become the target 

of preservation and renovation, multiple narratives have 

surfaced to map its history. Yet, none as valid as the 

folklore that the homes likely came to the banks of the 

Mississippi following the slave insurrection in St. 

Domingue that concluded in 1803. Prior to the 1900s, the 

United States saw the Awowak ajupa or bohio home as late 

as the 1500s, which surely influenced the shotgun. Vlach 

notes that housing was suitable as slave housing “because 

of its similarities to houses that African slaves preferred.”28 

Indeed, later historians have noted a gable-roofed housing 

stock from Yoruba culture. By 1856, a sash-and-door 

fabricator in New Orleans had begun selling its own plans 

internationally and prefabricating homes across the delta.29  

 

Figure 6 Haitian home in Port-au-Prince, credit: Vlach 

In the 1900s, the tiny house movement gained 

traction in the United States, notably due to Iowan Jay 

Shafer of Tumbleweed Tiny House Company in 1998. The 

movement reintroduced small homes at “near 400 sq. ft. 

 

28 Vlach, John Michael. “The Shotgun House: An African Architectural Legacy: PART II 

(Part I Appeared in the January 1976 Issue).” Pioneer America 8, no. 2 (1976). 65. 

www.jstor.org/stable/20831835 

29 Campannela, Richard. 
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and mobile on trailer bases,” where small homes were self-

made for primary residence. Small stemmed from a distaste 

for restrictive planning laws, such as mandatory 

consumption laws which required minimum room and 

house sizes, connection to utilities, and ownership of 

land.30 The movement was sparked by less of a desire for 

Americans to caravan across the country, and more a 

campaign to affirm independence, the right to be off-the-

grid, as well as the relief by minimizing possessions and 

being environmentally sustainable. However, affirmations 

were made by those who could afford to make them. Shearer 

& Burton describe those individuals as “[arguably] the 

privileged, mostly-white, middle class” who wanted 

housing affordability yet were economically insecure, yet 

“unwilling to live in unattractive trailer parks” due to 

perceived stigma. Thus, aesthetically desirable small homes 

opposed the grandiose ‘McMansions’ (a term now-

popularized by Baltimore/DC’s own Kate Wagner), to 

create a culture of tactful physical and socio-economic 

counter-resistance.31 Contextually, Shearer & Burton cited 

that in the United Kingdom and its colonies, interrelated 

factors like “unaffordable housing, low population 

densities, greater amounts of vacant land, and the 

expectation of a ‘backyard’ as part of a suburban good life” 

were innate themes within urban planning to form a 

divergent ‘push-back’ housing market.32 

“TINY” IS RELATIVE, SO IS PUSH-BACK 

Mobility and size are immediate measures of a 

bonafide tiny home, followed by affordability, adaptive 

self-made design, legal status, environmental sustainability 

and lastly, community focus. For any of these not to be of 

some philosophical importance, then the home is arguably 

not ‘tiny.’ However, the 400 square foot measure, 

 

30 Shearer & Burton, 301. 

31 Britto, Brittany. 

excluding the loft, is a 

relative limit chosen for the sake of establishing a code. 

Especially for foundation-built Type 2A tiny homes, which 

are not built on a trailer chassis, this distinction muddles 

the term mobility. For Type 2A foundations, the barrier to 

living tiny is purely a constraint to scale/size and  

location/proximity to neighbors. However, for units that 

are mobile or portable because they have a chassis (Type 

1), the constraint is a preventative fear for public health. 

The goal is to prevent the popularity of a amateur build 

that will inadvertently cause a costly or deathly mistake in 

mistaking insulation, electrical, structural, or moisture 

mishaps. These concerns are vetted with certified housing 

inspection but not for vehicles. The legal repercussions of 

violating established permitting ordinances are anything 

but small and mobile. Many testimonials online speak to 

DIY builders constructing tiny homes on wheels or 

hunting through message boards and referrals to find a 

jurisdiction accepting of their unconventional dwelling. 

Individual fears are often compounded by circumstance; 

whether sufficient or disadvantaged, tiny house enthusiasts 

often have familial or economic struggles, who are drawn 

to a lower-cost homeownership option that resists a 

debted yet expedited manufactured home, single family 

home, or apartment (more considerations on page 96).  

While, some concerns can be resolved with added 

cost, some cannot. For instance, in the winter of 2012, one 

Appalachian couple awoke to an eviction notice, which 

32 Shearer & Burton, 302. 

Figure 7 Credit Tumbleweed 
Tiny House Company. 
“Weebee” model is 102 sq. 
ft., starts at $49,000.  
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necessitated tracking-down a third-party engineer to 

inspect their home, in order to approve the heat resistant 

value of the insulation of their home.33 The cost of this 

inspection was over $400 in an economically depressed 

area. In another testimonial, in winter 2017, an Oregon 

veteran and his wife and two toddler daughters awoke to 

an eviction notice, served because their tiny house was an 

unauthorized accessory dwelling unit (ADU) to the single 

family home they owned yet rented out in the City of 

Bend.34 With a 10-day deadline or face daily fines of $750, 

the family risked evicting their renters from the single 

family house in the winter with less than two weeks’ notice 

to make space. In a cruel twist, their City had recently 

adopted a tiny house ordinance but only to allow a cluster 

of 4 to 12 tiny homes. In both the Oregon and Appalachia 

cases, it appears that the residents could afford to comply 

with the law, were willing, and did not receive any 

discrimination. Yet for many Americans considering tiny 

housing, the mere suspicion that mobility will put them at 

risk of a regulatory fine or eviction negates the benefits of 

living in a small dwelling. Imagine building a sound, 

beloved home over a year’s time that costs between $10-

$30,000 in materials and time, whilst balancing other life 

responsibilities; only to receive a yellow sticker of an 

eviction? The abovementioned examples are suburban and 

rural cases, respectively. Indeed, the Maryland Tiny Houses 

Group on Facebook recants numerous stories and 

abandoned posts where residents express concerns and 

restlessness over skirting legality and fearing visibility. 

Meanwhile within cities, the desire for tiny living is often 

 

33 Berzins, Hari. "And We’re Legal! A Certificate of Occupancy for our Tiny House." 

Tiny House Family. February 21, 2013. http://www.tinyhousefamily.com/2013/02/21/and-

were-legal-a-certificate-of-occupancy-for-our-tiny-house/  

34 Shumway, Julia. “Family of 4 evicted from 272-square-foot tiny home in Bend.” Bend 

Bulletin. February 4, 2019. https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2019/02/family-of-4-

evicted-from-272-square-foot-tiny-home-in-bend.html 

and reasonably conflated with older, tight, unhealthy, 

housing stock; a sharp difference from what tiny living 

communicates today. Unfortunately, for those without the 

means to upgrade their homes to modern normative 

standards of sanitation, structural durability, and fire safety, 

the demonstrable neglect of extant structures legitimately 

stymie blanket progress across any city’s inspection 

capacity.35 Thus, the goal to live in larger, airier dwellings 

stemmed from unsafe construction and maintenance, 

which still restrict today’s small dwellings, no matter their 

conventions of tall ceilings and ergonomic design. 36 

Meanwhile, while there are native, permitted tiny house 

forms in urban cities like alley rowhomes, carriage homes, 

and even boats in marinas; yet those house forms are 

excluded from Shearer/Burton’s typology review. 

For many enthusiasts, confidence in tiny homes 

became codified when thought leaders independently 

organized and worked with the International Building 

Code authors to write and publish the Appendix Q Tiny 

Houses Guidance, within the 2018 International Residential 

code (IRC), described on the next page.37  

  

35 Byrne, Esq., Kathleen E. "The House is Crumbling, Now What? Baltimore City Code 

Enforcement." Baltimore City Department of Housing and Community Development: 

Permits and Code Enforcement Legal Section. https://mvlslaw.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/MVLS-

PRESENTATION-002.pdf 

36 Gray, Nolan. "The Urbanist Case for Trailer Parks."  CityLab. 

https://www.citylab.com/equity/2018/07/the-urbanist-case-for-trailer-parks/566123/ 

37 Shearer & Burton, 304. 

https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2019/02/family-of-4-evicted-from-272-square-foot-tiny-home-in-bend.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2019/02/family-of-4-evicted-from-272-square-foot-tiny-home-in-bend.html
https://www.citylab.com/equity/2018/07/the-urbanist-case-for-trailer-parks/566123/
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What does the Appendix Q guidance allow? 

Takeaway: The construction industry of the 

United States follows the Industrial Residential Code 

(IRC), a Building Performance Standards guide. 38 In 2018, 

among its alphabetized appendices offering additional 

guidance on various construction models, its “Appendix 

Q” provides a principle description for small, single-family 

dwelling units constructed on a foundation. Short yet 

detailed, maximum and minimum measurements for 

ceiling height, loft area and stair/rail access, and 

emergency escape and rescue openings are codified for 

foundation-based dwellings. These details align with other 

codes within the IRC and were developed in collaboration 

with leaders from the American Tiny House Association 

(ATHA) and Tiny Home Industry Association (THIA). 

Regionally operated with representatives from various 

states, ATHA organizes lobbying experts in each state 

while THIA branched to lobby inspection protocols best 

practices while forming strategic partnerships with 

innovators, investors and builders (see page 109). Both 

memberships reside predominantly in the western U.S. 

TINY HOUSE  / TINY HOME : A small dwelling best 
defined in the International Code Council as “a dwelling that 
is 400 square feet (37 sq. m) or less in floor area excluding 
lofts,” as described within the 2018 IRC Appendix Q.39 This 
house form was popularized in the United States within a tiny 
house ‘movement’’ that began popularizing compact living in 
the 1990s on a trailer chassis. The house form is typically 
constructed of wood or aluminum frame to standard home 
construction standards, to read visually as a compact, smaller 
single-family house. 

Highlights: The Appendix Q is the “foundation 

system” on which the tiny home ‘movement’ has 

 

38 Tiny House Industry Association. “Appendix Q.” International Building Code. 2018. 

39 “What Are Tiny Houses?” Tiny House Build. 2017. https://tinyhousebuild.com/what-

are-tiny-houses  

40 Morrison, Gabriella. “Tiny House Appendix Q”. TinyHouseBuild.com.  

https://tinyhousebuild.com/code/  

41 American Tiny House Association. “Tiny House Demographics.” American Tiny 

House Association. 2018. http://americantinyhouseassociation.org/tinydemographics.html. 

accomplished legitimacy and is the start of which further 

efforts for tiny homes can be further developed.40 

Ironically, it does not reference mobility; the chief 

constraint with tiny homes being their wheels; but the 

authors hope to revisit this matter for later consideration.41 

Theoretically, to adjoin construction methods for a 

chassis/trailer to the earlier “Appendix E” on 

manufactured homes. Nonetheless, this distinction 

between foundation and movable homes is essential to 

recognize residents’ rights to housing choice and their 

means to living in and thus accessing their communities. 

The Appendix Q authors chose the 400 square 

feet measure not because it was the standard, but because 

it fit the norm for road-travel (ironically) and the lifestyle 

values of downsizing, autonomy, and mobility. While the 

standard single-family home in the United States has 

increased 1,000 square feet between 1973 (1,450 square 

feet) to today’s 2,336 square feet, tiny homes juxtapose the 

conventional mindset.42 This shift highlights that average 

household size has decreased while stronger insulation and 

energy efficiency methods have improved.43 Conversely, 

while the desire for larger dwellings may be the American 

norm, there is an increasing nationwide demand for 

smaller families to meet a lower barrier to accessible, 

quality housing.44 Yet while the Appendix is an 

authoritative source, it is optional guidance for the wide-

reaching needs of building/permitting departments; yet 

many are unaware of the appendix as their state awaits to 

adopt the larger year’s codes.33  

42 “Median and Average Square Feet of Floor Area in New Single-Family Houses 

Completed by Location.” U.S. Census Bureau. https://www.census.gov/const/C25Ann/sftotalmedavgsqft.pdf.  

43 Perry, Mark J. “Today’s new homes are 1,000 square feet larger than in 1973, and the 

living space per person has doubled over last 40 years.” AEI. 2014. 

http://www.aei.org/publication/todays-new-homes-are-1000-square-feet-larger-than-in-1973-and-the-living-space-per-person-

has-doubled-over-last-40-years/.  

44 American Tiny House Association.  

https://tinyhousebuild.com/what-are-tiny-houses
https://tinyhousebuild.com/what-are-tiny-houses
https://tinyhousebuild.com/code/
http://americantinyhouseassociation.org/tinydemographics.html
https://www.census.gov/const/C25Ann/sftotalmedavgsqft.pdf
http://www.aei.org/publication/todays-new-homes-are-1000-square-feet-larger-than-in-1973-and-the-living-space-per-person-has-doubled-over-last-40-years/
http://www.aei.org/publication/todays-new-homes-are-1000-square-feet-larger-than-in-1973-and-the-living-space-per-person-has-doubled-over-last-40-years/
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What does having a home mean? 

Reverend Faith Fowler of CASS Social Services in 

Detroit recognizes that “the word ‘home’ [hints that 

residential buildings are] more than structures.”45 She 

astutely observes that “the word ‘house’ implies a building, 

generally a temporary place such as a birdhouse, a 

dollhouse, a doghouse, a treehouse, a whorehouse, an 

outhouse, a crack house, a jailhouse or even the White 

House.”46 The term, ‘home,’ then is a subjective term that 

respects the human right to shelter while recognizing a 

place where an individual lives regularly as their primary 

dwelling, especially as a member of a family or household. 

Furthermore, a sense of ‘home’ must be a place that is 

suitable for a comfort and feels safe: The difference 

between a place to lay one’s head versus a real ‘home.’ 

WHAT DOES HAVING A HOME INTERNALIZE? 

Takeaway: Annetta Grant’s philosophy 

dissertation, “There’s No Space Like Home Examining the 

Cultural Complexity of Creating the Space of Home” 

(Queens University in Ontario, 2017) argues that residents 

(whom Grant terms “consumers”), negotiate what home is 

by viewing ‘their place’ as a reflection of their personal 

identity. In exploring the values Americans place in their 

domicile, Grant denotes how the space created in between 

physical walls communicates psycho-social messages. 

Those messages merge beliefs, finances, and circumstance 

through two core concepts, that of America’s middle-class 

being free and economically prosperous, and that of a 

home being “the epicenter of private life for individuals 

and family.” Thus, Americans view home as a private 

sanctuary for privacy and personal resistance, whereas their 

 

45 Fowler, Rev. Faith, Tiny Homes In A Big City. (Detroit: Cass Community Publishing House. 

2017), 73.  

46 ibid. 

house becomes a public projection of market forces. 

Naturally, renovating one’s home is innately stressful. Her 

coinage, “an outdated home reflects an outdated identity,” 

exemplifies the choice to desire to harmonize one’s home 

and mental state. Any resident undertaking a renovation 

would benefit from a “space orchestrator” – a purist, 

optimist cross between a realtor, interior designer, 

therapist, and sociologist.47 

A PRIVATE PLACE OF RESISTANCE 

Highlights: Grant connects emotional stress to 

consumer market studies, comparing research on 

commercialization, alienation, and inauthentic 

relationships. In short, where the public space (like 

shopping centers) are places with meanings that 

consumers are used to associating with the market; the 

home is a place where consumers are comfortable resisting 

(or giving into) those influences, albeit it by favoring self-

expression. Unfortunately, self-expression is a contentious 

paradox: it is a mindset of conformity and yet also of 

individual power. Home can be restructured according to 

one’s taste, their aesthetics, their refinements, or it can be 

structured according to the perception of others for what 

belongings are appropriate, how rooms are used, how one 

keeps their space tidy, and even as a setting for frequent 

social, interpersonal health, like entertaining guests.48 Grant 

views these factors through French Marxist theorist Henri 

Lefebvre’s 1974 model of The Production of Space as the basis 

for capturing a renovated space’s “physical and imaginative 

aspects.” Grant reaches four findings: first, that creating a 

home through commercial means confronts ideas that 

innately threatens one’s identity and that once this occurs, 

the “right” configuration cannot be undone, only resisted. 

47 Grant, Annetta. “There’s No Space Like Home: Examining the Cultural Complexity of 

Creating the Space of Home.” (Diss., Queen’s University, 2017). 

48 Grant, 1-3. 
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Second, the anonymous gaze regulates residents’ behavior 

with scrutiny and judgement. Thirdly, the only way to fight 

these expectations is through designing harmony into 

one’s home with culturally-influenced or individually-

driven structural choices, belongings, and spatial uses. 

Therefore, residents seek help with navigating modern 

signs and symbols to make sacred consumerist materials.49 

NEGOTIATING PRESCRIBED HOME STANDARDS 

Grant’s research is dense with historically cited 

viewpoints of the American home being influenced to 

manifest the promise of the “American good life.” In 

short, this ‘good life’ formed for good individual and 

collective hygiene, then as a functional mechanical 

efficiency to live comfortably in a limited space. This 

manifests today by consumption patterns ranging from 

magazine culture to “trading-up” to a larger, newer or 

better home.50 This desire enveloped 

consumer niches like ‘home design’ 

articulating the ethos of family togetherness 

through crafts and mass-produced 

furnishings, to ‘promoting sociability within 

the nuclear family’ like scheduling of home 

television or organizing family-outings and 

family dinners.51 Whereby individually, the 

home is for the unfiltered-self, privacy becomes paramount 

for comfort, stability, and opposing public vulnerability.52  

Yet opinions for internalizing the meaning of 

home were widely popularized through colored appliances 

in printed advertisements in the mid-20th century.53 These 

goods, married with war-time government advertisements 

 

49 Ibid, 96-111. 

50 Ibid, 15-16. 

51 Ibid, 22-23. 

52 Ibid, 27. 

53 Ibid, 15 

and financial schemes birthed prescribed meanings in 

American culture.54 The cost however to these affirmative 

meanings is that for the wide culture to measure 

attainment by globally produced goods, “stigmatized, 

alterative, counterculture and fringe markets” were 

formed. Unfortunately, these markets have “enforced 

social conformity, delimited influence and thereby 

empowered specific groups of market actors…”55 Sadly in 

the digital age, home renovation networks like the Home 

and Garden Television (HGTV) channel continue this trend, 

projecting over-scaled, luxury standards upon those with 

less disposable income, generating an industry of knock-

off products and DIY craft projects that conflate 

commercial luxury with purposeful, practical and cleanly 

design.56 Fittingly, introduction of an industry of ‘space 

orchestrators’ who can navigate absolving consumers of 

their conceits with physical renovation, all 

while realigning introspection into spatial 

design, is apt to the psyche of the tiny house 

residents.  

 

54 Ibid, 35, 38. 

55 Ibid, 41. 

56 Britto, Brittany. "Building A Following; Peabody Student is Making a Name for 

Herself by Taking McMansions to Task." The Baltimore Sun, Jul 30, 2017. https://search-

proquest-com.proxy-ms.researchport.umd.edu/docview/1924627970?accountid=12557.  

Figure 8 Credit: 
HGTV Magazine 
"More Style for Less" 

https://search-proquest-com.proxy-ms.researchport.umd.edu/docview/1924627970?accountid=12557
https://search-proquest-com.proxy-ms.researchport.umd.edu/docview/1924627970?accountid=12557
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Who gets to live authentically?  

A homeowner of a larger, standard single-family 

home may doubt that a neighbor’s tiny home could ever 

equate to the reward they feel with their larger home. Why 

is living in a tiny home worthy of respect and how does it 

affect neighboring home values? 

Takeaway: Researcher Daniel Hutchinson 

defines in his humanities dissertation, “Struggling for 

Spatial Authenticity” (University of Colorado, 2016)  

‘spatial authenticity’ as the “unification of design with the 

needs and particular practices of the users of domestic 

space.” Chiefly, living tiny as “a reclamation of the primacy 

of usability…within the design of the home.” To 

Hutchinson, it is the adaptability that offers an increased 

sense to see one’s individual needs reflected in one’s home 

as manifested by transforming one’s lifestyle from seeming 

small as a reaction to not being able to afford more, to 

conspciously selecting a simpler lifestyle. 

IS THE RISK WORTH IT? 

Highlights: Hutchinson argues that tiny homes 

“cost more, per square foot, than traditional homes and 

carry numerous hidden costs, such as the land on which to 

place them.” However, the home is significantly smaller. 

The essential risk however is the opposite: in most 

jurisdictions, tiny homes fail to meet minimum space 

requirements, as well as other zoning and coding 

restrictions. It is this visible participation that comes at the 

cost of exposing oneself to “very real legal and financial 

risks,” especially for people already marginalized who 

would feel the “consequences for the tactical use of tiny 

homes” to resolve their already renegotiated inequities.  

 

57 Doug Rossinow, The Politics of Authenticity: Liberalism, Christianity, and the New Left in 

America. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998), 342. 

WHO’S THE FACE OF THE MOVEMENT? 

Enthusiast Doug Rossinow coined the term: 

“New left: young white radicals [who] desired a break desired a 

breakthrough to solidarity with ‘others’ that has remained, from 

the acme of the interracial civil rights movement until the present, 

an ineradicable aspect of the vision of breakthrough to new, 

authentic life. …[They are] not necessarily the population that 

stands to gain the most if the ‘movement’ is successful in 

achieving legal change. [The progressive or radical nature of the 

[movement] may…be less a product of altruistic efforts by the 

voluntarily tiny community and more a by-product of these 

individuals’ struggles for their own …spatial authenticity.” 57 

Thus, learning to treasure a purchase in order to 

“[learn] what is essential and what can be foregone in one’s 

life” is the lifestyle lesson.58 This profound sense of 

memory and choice allows “[designing a tiny home to be] 

as personal as a thumbprint, as custom as a tattoo” quotes 

writer Janet Eastman. Hutchinson further identifies that 

because tiny homes are so small and intimate, they cannot 

compete to articulate as a status-symbol that the socio-

economic importance standard homes do. Appropriately, 

tiny house enthusiasts of all means share photographs, 

stories, and experiences online to service a digital 

demonstration of “something much more personal;” their 

inequity, creativity and pride. This transforms any feelings 

of loneliness and tightness to choosing to be alone and 

choosing closeness.    

58 Ibid, 11. 
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Why are people willing to downsize? 

Takeaway: Maria Sandberg’s \ “Downsizing of 

Housing: Negotiating Sufficiency and Spatial Norms” 

article (Journal of Macromarketing, 2017) compares the 

potential for lessening and reprioritizing one’s possessions. 

Sandberg empirically reviews two advertisement campaigns 

for a recent tiny house micro-apartment and six concurrent 

detached units in Finland. She compares messaging 

strategies and recommends verbiage for developers and 

public officials in Finland to normalize smaller dwelling 

sizes to strategically reduce environmental impact. 

REDEFINING DWELLING SIZE 

Highlights: Downsizing first requires defining a 

sufficient dwelling size, from which to ‘downsize.’ 

Conceptualized as “that [which] meets the minimum 

acceptable dwelling size for an acceptable standard of 

living, but does not exceed the limits for what the planet 

can sustain,” Sandberg cites that the number of rooms, 

size of living space per person, and shortage of usable 

space, and the burden of overcrowding, are factors for 

sufficiency of dwelling size.59 Sandberg cites a study by 

architecture researcher Pernilla Hagbert (2016), who argues 

that from an environmental dimension of sustainability, 

the goal to decrease excess, both in one’s home and to the 

wider carbon footprint, is central to downsizing but not its 

root. Rather, the choice to own less demonstrates a 

voluntary simplicity motivated by financial need rather than 

environmental concerns alone; it is “both as a voluntary 

choice and as an involuntary necessity.”  

REBRANDING WITH AFFIRMATIVES 

Sandberg reviews two pioneering Finnish 

companies: the prefabricated detached Kastelli Talot (527 

 

59 Sandberg, Maria. “Downsizing of Housing: Negotiating Sufficiency and Spatial 

Norms.” (Journal of Macromarketing. 2017). 156. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0276146717748355.. 

to 1130 sq ft) and the Sato rental apartment (166 sq ft). 

Sandberg distinguishes that voluntary sufficiency frames 

downsizing as desirable whereas involuntary reduction 

frames the action not as an imposed necessity but rather a 

choice. Sandberg translates effective terminology: that 

small homes are “reasonable;” avoid unnecessary space; 

and elevate buyers’ precision for not being willing to 

accept waste; furthermore, “less is enough” and “bigger is 

not always better.”60 Kastelli further “favors simplicity” 

where “comfort of living is no longer measured by an 

abundance of space” but to reason “a functioning whole” 

with “smaller expenses.” Rarely did any of the texts 

promote environmental sustainability except as having less 

space to heat. Yet rather than stressing limitation, the text 

emphasizes the lifestyle change as a choice due to limiting 

circumstances. Like the American Dream, the Finnish 

dream is reapplied to the smaller units as “affordable” and 

“reasonably priced.” The builder wants to “alleviate the 

shortage of housing” with small apartments.” Moreover, 

Sandberg notes that the small units ‘contain everything 

needed.’ “Nothing is missing” and “a whole home fits in 

[160 sq. ft.]”61 She continues to cite terms like ‘using the 

small space efficiently’ and that the units are “spatial 

wonders” with “polished floor plans and well thought-out 

use of space.” Pragmatic design choices like high ceilings 

and large insulated windows denote natural light so the 

space feels “light and airy and thus more spacious,” rather 

than being dark and cramped.62  Sandberg concludes that 

in practice, financial constraint and not environmentally-

sustainability are what drove motivation to the units in her 

study. Ironically, she writes “energy efficiency...dominated 

understandings of sustainable housing, [leaves] little room 

for alternative interpretations of sustainable housing.” Her 

60 Ibid, 159-160. 

61 Ibid, 160-161. 

62 Ibid, 161-162. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0276146717748355
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research concludes that designing small spaces to be 

multifunctional to “still contain all functions of a modern 

home, despite their small size” is essential. If “reduced too 

drastically or eliminated altogether, there is a risk of 

rebound effects” including cohousing.63 While her research 

is limited to the Finnish market and does not assess sales 

occupancy frequency, she does translate insight into 

affirmative universal marketing terms that reflect 

pragmatic tiny house design choices. 

 

 

63 Ibid, 162-163. 

How do Tiny House people claim reputability?  

Takeaway: Nikolas Summers describes in his 

dissertation, “A Study of Tiny Houses: Reconstructing the 

American Dream In An Era of Urban Unaffordability” 

(University of Indiana, 2018) that tiny house enthusiasts 

are chastised for wanting to own their own homes, yet is 

this not the American Dream? Tiny living consumes the 

responsibility to become a tiny homeowner, which itself 

involves a hunt for land and maintenance, both of which 

require knowledge, skills and capacity. Summers identifies 

that tiny house residents seek to carve “a plausible path to 

high-status consumption and lifestyle signifiers” that 

would otherwise be unattainable. Thus, the public image of 

the tiny lifestyle should emphasize individuals who radically 

isolate individual choices that the standard housing culture 

would not. In turn, this esteemed technical awareness 

should capture public attention rather than “hipster” 

misrepresentation. 

Highlights: Performing adaptive behaviors, such as 

“renting storage space, taking more showers at work or 

school…[or scheduling ‘alone time’ with a partner]” are 

crucial to shaping one’s experience acclimating to a small 

space.64 While behaviors sometimes cause frustration, 

respondents often reported the cost as worth the expense, 

to avoid hidden ownership costs or to resolve immediate 

relationship troubles.  

“Living in tiny homes requires symbolic work for owners to 

plausibly claim the mantle of reputable homeowner.”  

Furthermore, customization exemplifies learning 

construction practices beyond that of an amateur, devoting 

one’s own time to building and maintenance, and with a 

64 Summers, 1-9. 
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tiny home, lowering costs to “a fraction of the cost [but] 

with little long-term commitment.”65  

TO CHOOSE TO LIVE WITHOUT 

To live tiny, the American Dream is recast as 

essentially trading in significant costs of homeownership 

for a larger property with worries of large maintenance 

obligations, large mortgage payments, down payments, and 

inflexibility.66 In doing so, enthusiasts maintain financial 

flexibility by reducing big housing costs including 

maintenance and property taxes without sacrificing the 

benefits of homeownership. Ironically, the constraints of 

American consumption still exist between the ‘movement’ 

and the conventional home market, even within the tiny 

house community. Despite the promises of tiny living, the 

split in the ‘movement’ orients between low-cost resale 

and a more upscale market for luxury tiny homes, often to 

be used as vacation home or luxury travel trailers.67 

Juxtaposed with Grant and Hutchinson’s research, 

Hutchinson’s respondents identify misconceptions like 

stigmas and snobbery even within the DIY community, 

such as building or purchasing luxury finishes as ‘living 

tiny the wrong way,’ or even competitively living-smaller 

with lesser-square footage per each new unit constructed.68  

Accordingly, for those who do not choose to live 

minimally but are legitimately struggling and are forced to 

downsize, Summers’ respondents found themselves 

overshadowed by those with means on popular depictions 

on HGTV and Dwell Magazine. Seemingly White and above 

moderate income, those enthusiasts became spokespeople 

in a way, yet they appropriated a real class struggle, 

relabeling the movement into “silly affectations” by 

 

65 Ibid, 11. 

66 Ibid, 145. 

67 Ibid, 162. 

68 Ibid, 14. 

“hipsters.”69 The critique holds that those tiny lifers on 

television are privileged people who are “ignorant of ‘real’ 

experiences grounded in struggle and poverty.” These bad 

actors then make a lifestyle focused on small-scale living 

exclusionary in terms of class and race. As such, residents 

without means become silenced as the popularity of tiny 

houses become the talk of hipsters, rather than those who 

are of low-and-moderate-income who truly need to live tiny. 

The choice to live independently, without the guise of a 

larger home to conceal oneself within, is doubly of 

concern for individuals who routinely face racial and 

cultural oppression, namely people of color.  

The broader critique questions the legitimacy of a 

‘movement’ whose organizing leaders regionally organize 

at roadshows, workshops, jamborees, and online, 

knowingly promoting a monoculture of trendsetters with 

means.70 Ideally, a strategized, nationally-organized housing 

agenda could promote and represent all tiny house 

residents including those who are underrepresented, to 

truly earn the title ‘movement.’ 71 Yet that would require a 

leadership that could leverage emotional resilience with 

technical proficiency, to distinguish a shared national set of 

housing goals over land use acceptance alone. Therefore, 

those with power within the ‘movement’ must then 

transverse those barriers alongside disadvantaged 

enthusiasts in order to advocate for the movement to 

expand to those most apt..  

69 Ibid, 14. 

70 Ibid, 71. 

71 Ibid, 71. 
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Creating community in the city 

Can Tiny House villages really work? 

Takeaway: Researcher Marina Roeswood writes 

in her dissertation, “Building Belonging: How Spatial 

Design Influences the Social-Emotional Factors of Health 

and Wellbeing At Home” (University of Colorado, 2017) 

of the personalized value that accompanies the choice to 

live near others. Rather than looking into tiny housing 

initially, Roeswood begins by exploring the value of 

“belonging, place attachment, and community 

attachment.” Social community bonding deepens identity, 

bonding, and rootedness of people in place, through the 

lens of landscape architecture. In doing so, bonding 

internalizes freedom by emphasizing the joys of personal 

choice. Roeswood concludes by detailing through home 

placement in small villages how social-emotional 

experiences can be formed through thorough place 

attachment. In whole, she challenges ‘planners and 

architects who neglect their professional opportunity and 

obligation to create beneficial places for collective welfare 

to do so via evidence-based landscape design.72  

INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES 

Highlights: Landscape architects have an 

obligation to enhance wellbeing by creating intentional 

communities rather than neighborhoods in general. 

Roeswood asserts the benefits of “cohousing, ecovillages, 

communes, and co-ops” from the 1960s onwards as 

reactions to urban sprawl, gated communities, and the 

increase in single family housing size despite the decrease 

in household size. These villages formed functional 

communities as a process of ‘sheltering, clothing, feeding, 

educating, and fitting-in’ to maintain social order whilst 

 

72 Roeswood, Maria. “Building belonging: How spatial design influences the social-

emotional factors of health and wellbeing at home”. (Diss. University of Colorado, 2017). 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/1914323792?accountid=12557, 1-2. 

citing ‘globalization, job-related mobility, and urbanization’ 

as compounding measures to create “an increasingly 

fragmented…costly…dangerous society…[Villages of all 

scale then] reinforce group cohesion, emphasizing values 

such as individual autonomy, privacy, and personal 

rewards.”73  Thus, by recognizing intentional communities’ 

goals yet weighing their structural lapses like financial and 

social strain, individualism in a group cohort is best 

exemplified by passively facilitating community 

engagement.74 Shared activities then are designed around 

core principles of belonging. For instance, safety is 

comprised by maintenance, gardening, community meals, 

meetings, and rituals, are proven measures. Another 

example includes balancing individual and common 

identity by ‘developing a cohesive pallet’ “that contains 

enough diversity and opportunity for customization” via 

“style, color, and symbolism to create a feeling of 

groupness.” In creating a place that accommodates varying 

perceptions of individual identity as establishing context, 

both by distributing space as well as focusing on material 

items, residents can see a “treatment of 

boundaries…indicating who belongs, what they do here, 

temporal use, sense of location, and the meaning of place.” 

DESIGNING AND MEASURING NEIGHBORLINESS 

Roeswood then cites ecovillage researcher Diana 

Christian to measure creating opportunities for social 

spaces between neighbors, concluding “fewer than 12 

households puts too much pressure on individuals to 

socialize while more than 35 overwhelms,” placing “the 

sweet spot…around 20 households per community.”75 

Regarding design standards, Christian identifies “a cozy 

distance between houses” being 25’-40’ to allow neighbors 

73 Ibid, 4. 

74 Ibid, 2-5. 

75 Ibid, 12. 

https://search.proquest.com/docview/1914323792?accountid=12557
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to greet each other with “consolidating footpaths from 

parking to houses to maximize casual encounters.” 

Furthermore, Christian describes a 10’ transitional zone 

between shared walkways and homes, to differentiate 

public and private areas, whilst encouraging each dwelling 

to have “somewhere to sit outside in seclusion” in addition 

to a seating elsewhere “available to neighborly interaction.” 

Lastly, dwelling windows between houses should not 

directly face one another. Each of these concepts, “cues 

for where to go and how long to linger.”76 Furthermore, 

community attachment is engendered in the landscape by 

offering open invitations to congregate one-on-one and in 

groups, with common lawns, plazas, gardens, and play 

structures, along with a common house, being essential for 

meals, meetings and recreation.77  

Regarding the outdoor area, she recognizes 

serenity as being key to establishing meaning in a space, 

bonding “access to elements like water, fire, dirt, and 

growing things” to enjoyment, security, and a sense of 

ownership. This “community glue…[designs for friendliness 

by] placing our access ways and building in patterns” to 

allow for [centripetal] human interaction.”78  Unfortunately, 

Roeswood’s analysis assumes a green, rural area like a 

campground and not an urban grid. While these principles 

may work within the context of an urban block, persons 

entering an urban village must, as author Ross Chapin 

describes in his book, Pocket Neighborhoods, shepherd all 

persons through a sense of commons to self-police the 

grounds and negotiate privacy (described in Chapter 5 on 

page 130). Ultimately, the architectural design of the 

homes and the residents who adorn them are critical to 

establishing neighborhood character. 

 

76 Ibid, 16. 

77 Ibid, 11. 

78 Ibid, 17-19. 

What can neighboring Tiny Homes look like? 

WHAT IS A VISUAL PREFERENCE SURVEY? 

Summary: Researcher Dr. Krista Evans’ article, 

“Exploring the relationship between visual preferences for 

tiny and small houses and land use policy in the 

southeastern United States” (Elsevier Land Use Policy, 2019) 

designed a survey tool called a Visual Preference Survey 

(VPS) to “examine individuals’ perceptions of tiny and 

small homes at…case site locations.” Evans cites the need 

to avoid the “ugly aggregate” in Horry County, SC, arguing 

communal aesthetics towards “harmonious” and “in-

context.” The hybrid qualitative-quantitative model is 

distributed to “planners, real estate organizations, tiny 

house, advocacy groups, building and architectural 

associations, neighborhood, associations, and city 

commissioners [and their] membership.”79 The tool 

addresses respondents’ validity threats by establishing 

image comparability. 

Highlights: Visual factors included photographs 

that were not-local, unfamiliar/unpopular, in-color, 

similarly-angled,  and taken in good-weather. Images were 

ranked via a two-step sort and rank task to establish 

consensus from different groups of students, whose work 

was then sorted into at least three sets to result in twenty-

eight images for survey inclusion. Survey participants then 

ranked each image on a five-point ‘Likert scale’ and 

answered multiple-choice and two open-ended questions 

on “how they would feel about the integration of various 

types of tiny and small houses in their own 

79 Evans, Krista. “Exploring the relationship between visual preferences for tiny and 

small houses and land use policy in the southeastern United States.” (Elsevier Land Use Policy. 

2019.) https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0264837718306252 p.212. 

https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0264837718306252
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neighborhoods.”80 Ultimately, respondents favored 

scattered ADUs over villages or infill, chiefly due to 

concerns of adverse property value impacts, logistics for 

parking, and visibly appearing out of context with the 

surrounding neighborhood. 

Furthermore, respondents compared tiny houses 

by four styles: traditional architecture, non-traditional 

architecture, THOWs, and various building materials. The 

average preference of respondents was for traditional 

architecture but Evans did note that perceptions again 

would be influenced by local policy development (as South 

Carolina had recently prohibited local architectural 

standards other than for historic districts). Similarly, 

THOWs’ uncertainty as vehicles returned inconclusive or 

non-supportive responses, assumingly due to local 

opposition to existing THOW urban infill. Lastly, as the 

images provided included an unequal material of material 

types, responses were limited by the study design: 

corrugated metal, adobe and brick, high quality wood, and 

shipping container materials were compared. The study 

concluded that a THOW of brick veneer and shingle was 

preferred, with wood being preferred for all styles of 

house. 

 

 

80 Ibid, 213-215. 

Can Tiny Homes help those at-risk? 

Takeaway: Rather than conduct a survey ahead 

of programming, Reverend Faith Fowler of Detroit’s Cass 

Community Social Services wrote the book, Tiny Homes In 

A Big City (2017) to chronicle the construction of twenty-

five 250-400 sq. ft. foundation-based tiny homes 

specifically designed for formerly-homeless residents. Cass’ 

earnest desire to resolve structural inequity relates the 

desire to live tiny as the same will to not be homeless, poor, 

and/or criminalized, especially for both. Fowler cites 

examples of tent city urbanism across the country offering 

community to those in need of healing and of collective 

social services. She chapters villages in the form of case 

studies, describing encampments/tents, those that 

upgraded to tiny houses, and those that have accomplished 

municipal sanction. Sanctions legally support villages’ right 

to exist, right to public health, and the public-relations 

fight for solace.  

IT IS HARROWING TO BE HOMELESS 

Highlights: Fowler argues that tiny houses can 

play a vital role in rehousing the homeless and providing 

dwelling options for at-risk or low-income populations. 

Her constituency was and still is low-income people, 

whom she defines as “formerly homeless, senior citizens, 

and college students who have aged out of foster care, 

who have established a regular source of income but lack a 

single asset.” These individuals make “as little as $9,000 a 

year for whom the American Dream was elusive at best.” 

Cass’ model contrasts Housing First by assisting those who 

already have some means, either by partaking in Cass’ 

shelter, food pantry, classes, or other supportive housing, 

but still are “mired in poverty” and must overcome 

“economic hurdles.” Their work seeks to address the 
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ongoing mental, physical emotional, and financial issues; 

only after displaying commitment and progress are those 

individuals eligible for the Cass tiny house program. 81   

LIMITED CLIENTELE Defined by HUD criteria as 
LOW-TO-MODERATE INCOME (LMI) persons who are 
elderly (62+), severely physically or mentally disabled, 
battered spouses, abused children, homeless persons, 
illiterate adults, persons living with AIDS, or migrant farm 
workers. 82   

Relating the cause of homeless as personal disaster 

to regional disaster, Fowler emphasizes that when 

Hurricane Katrina struck in 2005, FEMA provided 300 sq. 

ft. trailers; a first-foray into tiny homes for many 

Americans. Fowler’s journey across the American 

landscape vividly portrays the poor and devastated mass of 

Americans over the decades across the country who took 

to tiny homes in shanty towns (like New York City’s 

‘Hooverville’) in response to economic and/or 

environmental disaster.83 Through these urban references, 

Fowler emphasizes common themes that arose upon 

comparing village programs from the early ‘aughts across 

the country.  

Village issues described by Fowler are compiled 

into the following list of operations and logistics: 

OPERATIONS 

1. Often owned and self-managed and self-governed 

by co-op committee. May form a community land 

trust (CLT). 

2. May form or are adopted by a non-profit. 

Municipal staff may offer a homelessness task force 

to aid residents. 

 

81 Fowler, 5-6. 

82 “CDBG National Objective: Eligible Activities.” HUDExchange. 

https://www.hudexchange.info/onecpd/assets/File/CDBG-National-Objectives-Eligible-

Activities-Chapter-3.pdf. 3-14. 

3. Term limits may be real or perceived. Residents 

may view residency as short-term transitional 

housing or as long-term.  

4. A single entrance serves as a security gate for intake 

application. A committee vets the candidate for a 

short waiting list to enable privileges like shower or 

sleep access. 

5. If residents are formerly incarcerated or of limited 

clientele, a dual entrance and/or security fence may 

be necessary, but these features should accompany 

a colorful and warm campus within. Fowler warns 

against “[sending] the message that the population 

must be controlled…out of sight.” 

6. Depending on if federally funded, children may not 

be allowed on-site if there have been no criminal 

background screenings. Unrelated, may or may not 

allow sexual offenders. 

7. Require low monthly rent ($35-90) with volunteer 

labor (10 hours a week); 9 to 40 residents, usually 

one or two residents a home depending on size and 

family household size. 

8. Residents may prefer a central common space to 

serve as a communal yurt for heat, at not all homes 

are connected to electricity.  

9. A decorated wooden stockade-style fence can 

provide security and privacy, allowing tops of 

homes to be seen from outside without disclosing 

occupants.  

10. Rules can vary by camp, but are: No violence, no 

theft, no alcohol or illegal drugs on-site, no 

83 Fowler, 13. 

https://www.hudexchange.info/onecpd/assets/File/CDBG-National-Objectives-Eligible-Activities-Chapter-3.pdf
https://www.hudexchange.info/onecpd/assets/File/CDBG-National-Objectives-Eligible-Activities-Chapter-3.pdf
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persistent, disruptive behavior, and everyone must 

contribute to village operation and maintenance.  

11. Common space and/or village theme may attract 

certain residents who leverage knowledge. If 

constructing and selling furniture, planters, 

birdhouses, candle holders, signs, etc. If farming, a 

chicken coop or apiary; or a medical clinic or 

hospice care facility. 

LOGISTICS 

12. Town support from prior to its formation can 

allow a conditional use permit to locate to a light-

industrial zone close to city services, downtown, 

transit. If not, to be sanctioned, a permit may come 

after public negotiation and even then, may led to 

relocation on a parcel not near the city center nor 

public transportation. Parcel may be suspect in 

flooding, odor, or lacks plumbing and sewer; must 

rely on “porta-potties and a single-propane-heated, 

outside shower”. 

13. If unsanctioned, the village may last temporarily; if 

sanctioned, lease for a year or for indefinite time. 

14. Municipal support and personal stories greatly 

negate NIMBYism. 

15. Homes vary from 60-180 sq. ft. (~8’x8’ to 14’x14’). 

Unit construction varies from $2,400-$65,000 per 

village. If THOWs, weight restrictions may alleviate 

municipal registration and can minimize disruption 

of village disbands.  

16. Tiny houses may be clustered in a street-grid 

format or around an existing building structure, 

 

84 Fowler, “Dignity Village in Portland, Oregon (2004-Present).” In Tiny Homes In A Big 

City, 22-37. 

85 Fowler, 59-66. 

including a common space. O around natural 

features like a retention pond. 

17. A richly colored brick walkway connecting 

structures, flowerbeds, and outdoor lighting 

supports communal spirit.84  

 

CREATING A COMMUNITY CAMPUS 

Fowler described at-length misconceptions about 

temporary shelters related to privacy, sound, logistics, 

security, health, and manners.85  Thereby, thanks to Cass’ 

intake process, neighboring pedestrian amenities could 

directly meet these needs: addiction support, bicycle rental, 

a distribution center, food services and gardening, a digital 

center, medical clinic, employment, an education center, a 

fitness center, tool warehouse, canteen, and place of 

worship.86  

In selecting architectural features and floorplans, 

the Cass team selected individual choices for each home to 

read as “different, distinctive and attractive…interesting 

and inviting” rather than purchasing 4-5 plans and 

patterning the models. Furthermore, energy-efficient, 

visually-appealing plans were purchased online that had 

been “perfected over time” rather than hire an architect. 

Plans cost between $300-1,500. The first model was a 

“stunning Tudor design embellished with a stone fireplace 

and chimney.”87 Accordingly, Fowler provided practical 

recollections, such as taking cautioned against potemkin 

“fake residences” that “were like old movie sets with 

nothing behind them,” better described as tiny ‘houses’ 

that were actually meant to be office use, children’s 

playhouses, or sheds. 

86 Ibid, 74-75. 

87 Ibid. 85-87. 
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Similarly, tiny homes must be designed for the 

urban area in which the homes will be sited. For instance, 

Fowler identified that Slab-on-grade foundation is “sturdy 

and termite-proof…a better barrier to rodents…is less 

elevation from the ground (needing one or two steps,” and 

cost $12,000 to $15,000 per house.88 As such, only lots at-

grade with quality fill become candidate sites. While 

Fowler included a multitude of examples, access to the site 

from the neighborhood is most important. Due to 

Detroit’s downfall following the Great Recession of 2008,  

building materials like copper and even appliances were 

stolen at night. Cass’s solution after initial loss was to 

install live security cameras and to hire an “around-the-

clock” security company until the homes were enclosed 

and occupied.89 Furthermore, the homes’ deadbolts, alarm 

systems, and window sensors were also alarmed. 90 Lastly, 

Fowler detailed several design choices she would 

recommend for future wood frame construction: 

1. A PTAC (Packaged Terminal Air 

Conditioner) to offer heat and air-

conditioning; also to install ceiling fans; 

2. Mount microwaves above stoves and install 

large apartment-sized refrigerators to limit 

grocery trips; 

3. Alter floor plans to use standard-sized 

windows and doors; 

4. Use pavers rather than concrete for the front 

walkway; 

5. Pay extra for spray foam insulation, it 

regulates temperature and is a sound barrier. 

 

88 Ibid, 97-98. 

89 Ibid, 104-105. 

Note, insulation and finishing drywall requires 

a heated house; 

6. Use two-by-sixes rather than two-by-fours to 

afford room for insulation and pipes; 

7. Plan with the municipality to guarantee 

electricity and water hook-up; and 

8. Choose cathedral ceilings.  

 

This Detroiter model was based specifically on 

Cass’ capacity and their hyperlocal sensitivity to the needs 

of the at-risk homeless population in Detroit. Their model 

did not speak to the race of their clients, and as such, 

recognized some class and personal safety challenges, but 

did not articulate tactics to address trauma for clients who 

viewed their sense of security through the lens of racial 

justice and parity.  

In a city like Baltimore, many of these 

observations, interventions, and prescriptions can smooth 

the initial concern of building or placing tiny homes in an 

area that sees little to no investment. However, care must 

be taken to place tiny homes onto lots where neighbors 

will welcome the shift. See additional recommendations in 

the Findings primer beginning on page 101. 

90 Fowler, 105. 
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Can Tiny Homes fill the vacant space in cities? 

Takeaway: Elaine Morin’s environmental design 

dissertation, “Sustainable Regenerative Housing in Urban 

Interstices” (University of Calgary, 2013) empirically 

investigates the measures for building smaller units of 

housing in unused land within dense cities. These units 

then create a vibrant residential neighborhood. But “lost” 

spaces can be reused once reenvisioned; as such, Morin 

developed a framework for defining and addressing those 

spaces with the sole purpose to regenerate and heal that 

urban area from its forgotten and disinvested state.  

REVERSING LOSS 

Highlights: Interstices are “lost spaces” often 

like vacant lots from torn-down structures as a result of 

blighted homes as well as brownfield, roadway systems; 

parking lots; landscape, paved or unutilized spaces like 

setbacks or buffer spaces. Where blighted homes connote 

abandonment, which drains critical human activity, the 

remaining lot affords promise to its surrounding 

neighbors. This recognition is supported by authors Rudlin 

and Falk’s four principles in Building the 21st Century Home: 

beneficial neighborhoods are comprised of “reducing 

inputs, maximizing local resources, minimizing waste and 

making use of urban economies.”91 Smaller, pre-built 

homes can do this by swiftly instilling a level of walkable 

access as described by Jane Jacobs as a good pedestrian street. 

Furthermore, sanitary and comfortable enclosed small 

spaces have a natural appeal: “conveniences…reduced 

maintenance…landscaping, garden work…ideal for 

“singles, young couples, students, empty-nesters and 

pensioners, small families, transient, or…workers, and 

 

91 Rudlin, David, and Falk, Nicholas. Sustainable Urban Neighbourhood : Building the 21st 

Century Home. (Oxford: Architectural Press, 2009, 183). 

92 Morin, Elaine. “Sustainable Regenerative housing in urban interstices.” Diss. University 

of Calgary. 2013, 33). https://prism.ucalgary.ca/handle/1880/40261. 

low-income persons.” Standalone dwellings avoid features 

found in apartments, row housing and condominiums, like 

shared wall construction, light penetration, noise, access, 

and some shared ventilation.92 As such, where the 

minimum property width of several cities ranges 25’-35’, 

explicitly to create setbacks and minimum lot widths, the 

precipice for dwellings’ placement on lot sizes makes their 

empty demarcation zones into principle places to install 

restorative mechanisms of environmental design.93 For 

instance, roof gardens and vegetation can improve air 

quality while surface permeability and urban climate are 

additional potential short-term solutions. As written in 

Death and Life, “the clear demarcation of private and public 

zones better accommodates strangers.”94 Whereas poor 

city design choices from centuries ago will still effect 

collective sanitation build-up like impermeable roadways, 

dark absorptive surfaces that raise then impede 

hydrological cycles, and invasive species, the 

reintroduction of new housing stock can gut antiquated 

choices and help residents better cope. 

MEASURING DENSITY WITH YOUR EYES 

The route to build in-between structures where 

they will rebalance the visual mapping of space is to 

identify where people welcome comfort where before was 

an abyss. For instance, to identify lots that could site an 

accessory dwelling unit or to split apart a lot to form two 

residential lots, can be easier contemplated with the use of 

figure-ground maps that distinguish the rectilinear form. 

The map mechanism assesses the positive space 

surrounding buildings for transportation networks, roads, 

parking and pedestrian corridors; green space, waterways 

93 Ibid, 96. 

94 Jacobs, Jane. The Death and Life of Great American Cities, (New York: Random House, 

1961). 
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as well. 95 Together, these form sufficient dimensions for 

human habitation, where residential, institutional and 

commercial uses are often more accepting of increased 

densities and unconventional building forms.96 Yet, while 

an area may have void or available space, if the new 

demand can overwhelm existing, sufficient infrastructural 

connections that cannot accommodate the new unit, then 

a shared load becomes a burden and a non-starter.  

An urban block needs “sufficient urban grain, a 

consistent building line, and a condition of enclosure” to 

feel whole.97  If a building encloses the street, this forms an 

urban design that negates holes, thus terraced building 

forms reinforce visual connectivity building-to building 

and form comforting scale-oriented transitional zones. Morin 

equates these to suburban front yards and porches that are 

only a ‘little more than a flight of steps, a doorway, 

recessed doorway, or awning’ that provides identity and 

“protects the interior life of the building.”98 This 

recognition establishes a relationship of personal sensitivity 

to public sightlines of arriving or leaving, with buildings 

communicating beneficial interdependence.  

REGENERATIVE HOUSING HEALS PEOPLE 

Effecting change in unusable or overlooked 

spaces will “metaphorically mend the city fabric”. When 

near public transit and within mixed-use districts, small 

affordable housing units, an injection of homes create a 

beneficial “piecemeal infiltration” as an alternative to 

“large scale development projects.”99 This recognition to 

“heal the city” is significant. Interstitial regenerative 

housing is not just to provide its own energy and resource 

 

95 Ibid, 36. 

96 Ibid, 36-38. 

97 Morin, 105. 

use and disposal, but to reconnect the economic, social 

and ecological viability of distressed urban areas.  

In conclusion, filling-in “lost space” asks residents 

to negotiate over perceived congestion, parking concerns, 

policing, impact of land values, forgotten or invisible 

places, and the goal to retain employers zealously over 

aiding distressed neighboring urban areas. However, for a 

City like Baltimore where much of the city’s visible 

vacancies are former residential and/or commercial 

properties, reoccupying vacant space can resurrect memory 

of racial injustice that caused those spaces to become lost. 

Furthermore, a priority of desirable reoccupation forms in 

any neighborhood where local previously-harmed 

populations are asked to secure support and partnership 

over land previously unavailable to them. To reestablish 

urban grain and enclosure, a weakened city needs to recall 

what it has lost to dream anew. 

98 Ibid, 40-41. 

99  Ibid, 53. 
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The impacts of urban housing on the Black 
experience 

Today’s Baltimore is the product of nearly two 

centuries of changes in workforce industry, racial 

migration, and cultural self-manifestation. When its 

population was at its highest in 1950 with 949,708 

residents, neighborhoods were dense and largely 

segregated. 100 While steel manufacturing, canning, the 

railroad, and other marine industries were strong, equal 

access to upward mobility across the races was not. All 

tides were not uplifted; that snapshot in time was not 

smooth and not sustainable. By 1954, downtown office 

vacancies skyrocketed as highways opened to new 

suburbs.101 A national 2018 report notes: 

“During the 20th century, segregation and Jim Crow forcibly 

lowered the quality of neighborhood conditions for blacks and 

impeded their financial ability to move to better opportunities. 

…As a result of that dynamic and the continuation of [deed 

restrictions, redlining, and zoning] that exclude working-class 

housing from non-black neighborhoods, majority black 

neighborhoods suffer from lower quality housing and limited 

access to good schools and neighborhood amenities.”102 

Today, the City’s population has dropped to an 

estimated 593,490 as of July 2019.103 Sadly, surrounding 

counties’ growth in population has sapped population 

from the City, meaning that while City is less segregated, 

so many residents have flocked away, leaving current city-

lovers to combat the effects of out-migration. The 2018 

 

100 Redner, Sidney. 

101 Pietilla Antero. Not in My Neighborhood. (New York: Ivan R. Dee Publisher, 2010), 

217-219. 

102 Perry, A., Rothwell, J., and Harshbarger, D. "The Devaluation Of Assets In Black 

Neighborhoods: The Case Of Residential Property," Metropolitan Policy Program at 

Brookings. November 2018. 13. https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/2018.11_Brookings-

Metro_Devaluation-Assets-Black-Neighborhoods_final.pdf 

103 Knezevich, Alison. 

American Community Survey marked the city’s population 

at 602,495, with its total housing units estimated at 

293,633.104 The gender breakdown was 53.1% female to 

46.9% male; with ages highest at 25-34 years comprising 

19.1%; 35-44 years at 12.6%; 45-54 years at 11.6% 45-54 

years, and seniors 65+ at 8.3%.  

Meanwhile, racially, the city was 62% “Black” (or 

African-American) with 371,664 residents and 30% 

“White” (or European-American) with 183,276 residents. 

Demographically, since 1950, where the city was just 24% 

Black, the city’s Black population has only grown by 

146,565 residents in four decades, while the city lost over 

340,000 in count.105 These numbers reflect only census 

figures in city limits, not the stories of that upward battle. 

Rather, these numbers articulate that in 2018, the City was 

predominantly Black; but a review of the City’s median 

household income distribution charts Whites at 35.1% of 

the population earning $75,778 while Blacks are 58.2% yet 

earn $40,770. A difference in income of $35,008 despite 

numbering 21% more of the population. Unfortunately, 

104 American Community Survey. “2018 1-Year Estimates Data Profile: Demographic 

and Housing Estimates.” Census.gov. 

https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=Baltimore%20City&g=1600000US2404000&hidePreview=false&tid=ACSDP1Y2018.D

P05&vintage=2018&layer=VT_2018_160_00_PY_D1&cid=DP05_0001E 

105 "Table 1-Characteristics of the Population, by Census Tracts: 1950-Con." United 

States Census of 1950 Population: MD. Census Tracts. (District of Columbia: U.S. 

Department of Commerce and Bureau of the Census, 1952, 9.) 

https://www2.census.gov/library/publications/decennial/1950/population-volume-

3/41557421v3p1ch2.pdf 

Figure 9 Regional population increases while City decreases 1970-
2010s, credit Baltimore Heritage 
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the median income for Blacks is still less than any other 

ethnic group. Despite the Fair Employment Practices Law 

being passed in 1957 and decades of activism that earned 

opportunities and protections, the Black experience is still 

financially underrepresented.106 When compared with the 

high need for single-adult housing, the data shows that 

childless households make-up 20% of the population 

earning $38,052; with men living alone earning $32,290, to 

women living alone earning $28,359.107 The cost of 

housing must be lowered when a single Black woman 

living alone earns the least of any other group.  

Why are certain areas of Baltimore predominantly 
Black today? 

Takeaways: The Baltimore Rowhouse by Charles 

Belfoure and Mary Ellen Hayward (2011) chronicles how 

neighborhoods were constructed with detail to significant 

events, design trends, and opportunities that informed 

those choices. As Baltimore is a city of rowhomes built by 

many landowners developing selling and building homes 

on plats of land, this allowed Americans to buy individual 

homes of varying competing sizes, location, styles, and 

decorative modifications and embellishments. Homes were 

affordable because in Baltimore, homeowners only paid to 

own the dwelling itself, upon which they paid ground rent to 

the lot owner, thus lowering the cost of housing to a wider 

variety of residents.108 The authors describe that in the 

1900s, almost all residents lived in rowhomes, with the 

wealthiest in architect-built homes whereas everyone is in 

homes built by speculators, which today leads various 

neighborhoods with plats of subdivisions and lots with 

very different options.109 By the middle of the century 

 

106 Terry, David Taft. The Struggle and the Urban South: Confronting Jim Crow in Baltimore before 

the Movement” (Athens, Georgia: University of Georgia Press, 2019), 213-218. 

107 American Community Survey. “Median Income in the Past 12 Months (In 2018 

Inflation-Adjusted Dollars).” Census.gov.  

https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=Baltimore%20City%20income&g=1600000US2404000&tid=ACSST1Y2018.S1903&t=I

ncome%20%28Households,%20Families,%20Individuals%29&layer=VT_2018_160_00_PY_D1&cid=S1901_C01_001E&vintag

e=2018 

however, after World War II, rowhomes were deemed 

older, deteriorating housing stock and as such, Federal 

Housing Administration (FHA) financing programs and 

local governmental policies led the City to raze and replace 

inner-city rowhouse blocks whilst developers built 

outwards onto neighboring counties.110 Unfortunately, the 

replacements homes were often not houses, but 

notoriously unsuccessful public housing towers and 

apartment complexes. These ultimately failed due to a 

incapability with residents’ sense of identity, home, 

community, and safety, exacerbated by poor maintenance 

funding, societal racism, crime and poor access to jobs.111 

Meanwhile, the tearing-apart of neighborhoods via 

evictions and discrimination before, during and after these 

replacements impact these neighborhoods to this day. 

Likewise, in neighborhoods where inner-city rowhouses 

were deemed worthwhile for preservation up until the 

1980s, “whole sections of the city were reclaimed and 

gentrified.”112 While appreciation for the rowhome has 

reengaged homeownership for some, for others, the 

benefits of walkable, accessible city-living that has been 

muted due to the past century’s spread of development.  

108 Belfoure, Charles and Hayward, Mary Ellen. The Baltimore Rowhouse. Princeton 

Architectural Press: 1st Edition, 2011. 2-3. 

109 Belfoure and Hayward, 4. 

110 Ibid. 

111 Pietilla, Antero. 

112 Belfoure and Hayward, 4 
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Figure 10 This Residential Security Map displays census tracts in purple 
being lower in grade. Credit Mapping Inequality, Home Owner’s Loan 
Corporation, 1937 

NEIGHBORHOOD GROWTH 

Within the City, Belfoure and Hayward 

differentiated four phases of concentric housing 

development as a direct result of new housing accessible 

by automobile and streetcar.  

1. The Walking City, dates 1790-1855, briefly describes 

neighborhoods walkable from downtown, containing 

Greek Revival and Federal style homes;  

2. Parks and Squares dates 1850-1890, describing 

Italianate-style rowhomes bordering lawned public 

squares accessible by horsecar lines yet still walkable to 

factories and the harbor; 

3. Streetcar Suburbs dates 1875-1915, describing 

picturesque standalone Queen Anne and Renaissance 

Revival style homes, advertised in periodicals; and  

4. Automobile Suburbs, dated 1915-1955, with Daylight 

Rowhouses offering wide front porches, small front 

lawns, and a nearby shopping center.113  

 

113 Belfoure and Hayward, 179. 

114 Ibid, 179-180. 

 

Figure 11 Walking City, 1790-1855 

 

Figure 12 Parks & Squares 1850-90 

 

Figure 13 Streetcar Suburbs 1875-15 

 

 

Figure 14 Automobile Suburbs 1915-
55. Credit: Steven Allan114 

Highlights: Furthermore, the authors describe in 

detail how with the City annexation in 1918 added 50 

square miles for development potential, namely to escape 

rowhomes in favor of detached and semi-detached cottage 

district plans like Ednor Gardens and Windsor Hill, with 

some restricted apartments in affluent areas like Druid 

Hill, Lake Drive, and Charles Street.115 Aptly, shopping 

districts were spaced far-apart rather than employ a mix of 

uses amongst homes, with some discretion allowed in 

piecemeal fashion.116 Unfortunately, restrictive covenants 

in addition to zoning and FHA financing were introduced 

to prohibit families of certain ethnicity from moving into 

115 Ibid, 152. 

116 Ibid, 153. 
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new neighborhoods, proliferating a so-called “negro-

invasion.”117  

“At no time shall the land included in this lease, or any part 

thereof, or any building erected thereon, be occupied by a negro or 

person of negro extraction.”118 

These policies only exacerbated housing 

conditions in predominantly Black neighborhoods already 

suffering the “geography of blight,” now deemed wholly 

slums, where blocks had manifested horrid public health 

conditions for decades. In 1934, the City announced a $18 

million housing program to target five blighted sites in the 

center of the city. While one reporter for the Architectural 

Correspondent wrote to no effect: 

“…Large numbers of the [homes] could be livable by 

renovation…we see no point in tearing down good houses only to 

replace them with other good houses, when the same money could 

be used to eliminate worse houses and build better.”119  

Thousands of rowhomes were demolished 

between 1940-1945 to build low-rise apartment projects 

Poe Homes and Gilmore Homes, along with skyscraper 

apartment buildings for Lafayette Courts and Flag House 

Courts (for Whites) in the 1950s-1960s. Unfortunately, 

rather than tot lots, large interior grass courts, playgrounds, 

and community gathering facilities, as initially presented, 

the properties have each fared poorly in their own means. 

As an example, Lafayette Courts was demolished in 1995 

devolved due to mismanagement as residents became 

discontent with ill-fitting high-rise living that instead 

offered “broken elevators, crime, trash-strewn grounds 

 

117 Ibid, 173. 

118 Ibid, 154. 

119 Ibid 

120 Daemmrich, JoAnna. "Lafayette Courts ends in 20 seconds of explosions, cheers, 

tears." Baltimore Sun. August 20, 1995. https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-

1995-08-20-1995232004-story.html  

121 Belfoure and Hayward, 172-175. 

and tiny gardens” (the insufficient, bad kind of tiny).120 

“The Projects” did not “solve urban ills” nor with their 

density would help “solve the ‘negro housing problem’ for 

4,500 Black residents.”121 Today, Lafayette Courts may be 

replaced by Pleasant View Gardens, but the chronic 

ailments of crime persists.122 

ALLEY HOMES AND ALLEY DISTRICTS 

Mary Ellen Hayward’s Baltimore’s Alley Houses, 

chronicles several pockets of “numerous small, neat, and 

comfortable,” narrow rowhomes called alley homes, which 

neighbor larger, more costly homes on streets and 

avenues.123 However, the relationship for some Black 

families, those whose ancestors were freed from slavery 

and migrated to south, west and east Baltimore is 

constrained. In 1911, the City passed a racist covenant 

ordinance that sharply locked African-Americans for 

decades out of new housing.124 As such, housing was built 

on building and loan associations that favored immigrants 

over Blacks, and furthermore, forced Black residents to 

crowd together. While wealthier “prominent” and 

“respectable” Black residents lived in higher-quality 

housing, pockets of a higher percentage of residents lived 

in adjacent smaller, tighter rowhomes along alleys to avoid 

higher rents, which in turn led to racist negative 

perceptions.125 As a consequence, the homes became 

tenements for multifamily use for the “unskilled” laborer 

workforce.126 A 1900 census of Biddle Alley district along 

Pennsylvania and Druid Hill Avenue in West Baltimore 

noted alley residents as laborers whereas their wealthier 

122 Ibid, 168-169. 

123 Hayward, Mary Ellen. Baltimore’s Alley Houses. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 

2008). 2. 

124 Hayward, 29-33. 

125 Hayward, Mary Ellen. Baltimore’s Alley Houses. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
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neighbors were “public school teachers, coachmen, an 

undertaker, a waiter, and a meat packet among their 

members.”127  

Furthermore, the societal impacts of 

discrimination doomed many residents to squalid 

conditions. The density eventually resulted in public health 

sanitary concerns and was referred to, at least as early as 

1933, as blighted and as slums, and thus most homes in 

these “alley districts” were deemed, overcrowded, and 

below-standard for rehabilitation.128 Sadly, sanitation and 

lack of aide was so lacking in certain districts they became 

known as “lung blocks” due to high rates of tuberculosis. 

While health concerns were also noted in White alley 

districts, those were less in number. In 1933, the City 

formed a Rehabilitation Committee to oversee demolitions 

of properties marked in decline over ten years, where 

homes were 50-90 years of age, along with high rates of 

tuberculosis, crime, juvenile delinquency and infant 

mortality.129  

While journalists, architects, and residents wrote 

of concern for slum clearance and fears of containing an 

ethnic population, by 1936, the Committee identified areas 

and ultimately scheduled demolitions throughout the 

40s.130 The cultural impacts of these decisions can still be 

felt today, and are better described on page 13. Today, 

almost a century later, still known as narrow “small 

streets” for “smaller, more modest” styles, this attached 

housing style certainly requires a more compact living 

arrangement. Several maps of neighborhoods with clusters 

of surviving and rehabilitated alley homes are recorded in a 

University of Maryland Fall 2017 studio project that acts as 

an addendum to Hayward’s chronicle.131 Yet for most, has 

 

127 Hayward, 231. 

128 Hayward, 31-33. 

129 Hayward, 241. 

been overlooked and is not innately considered part of the 

tiny house movement though it most definitely fits the 

definition of Type 2A housing. For investigative detail on 

the impacts of Baltimore’s most-notable small housing 

type, see Alley Houses on page 69.  

  

130 Hayward. 241-243. 

131 Wells, J.C. “Baltimore Alley House Study” University of Maryland. December 2017. 
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Figure 15 Portugal street is an alley in Fells Point, credit Hayward 
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Tiny Housing for Black Americans? 

Takeway: Researcher Tia-Simone Gardner writes 

in her dissertation, “Sensing Place: House-Scale, Black 

Geographies, and a Humanly Workable City” (University 

of Minnesota, 2018) of building a tiny house as a single 

Black woman and artist. She asserts that African-

Americans should be allowed to “inhibit our homes.”132 As 

a doctoral student and artist, she asks the simple yet 

deceptive question, “How does one house oneself in an 

U.S. city on $17,000 per year?” She relates her quest for 

housing as a means to fight against cultural oppression. 

Gardner’s interviews with two influential Black then-

District of Columbia residents and tiny house enthusiasts, 

Dominque Moody and Jewel Pearson, who best testify 

how African-American culture, gender, and tiny home 

culture interrelate. 

Takeaways: Gardner cites author Katherine 

McKittrick, that “the auction house, then, the ‘big house,’ 

and the courthouse are all sites from which we can and 

have seen Black life abused…a house may teach us about 

life in cities.”133 If the home then, is architecture that 

‘brackets place, time and materiality to events to produce 

meanings and discourse,’ she cites of architect Mario 

Gooden, then poet Audre Lorde surmises “the master’s 

tools will never dismantle the master’s house.”134 Gardner’s 

research articulates many of the central elements that 

Morin, Grant, and Shearer & Burton, described the home 

as a ‘good place’ to live the ‘good life,’ that Roeswood saw 

 

132 Gardner, Tia-Simone. “Sensing Place: House-Scale, Black Geographies, and a 

Humanly Workable City.” (Diss. University of Minnesota, 2018.) 5. https://search-proquest-

com.proxy-ms.researchport.umd.edu/docview/2171033310?accountid=12557. 

133 Ibid, 5-6. 

134 Ibid, 9. 

as communal, and that Fowler saw as essential to 

walkability. Gardner writes, “Living smaller, I argue, may 

be a necessity for survival as it makes living in urban areas, 

where there is greater access to work, education, 

transportation, etc., possible.”  

Her research draws on a sense of pride and 

“circulation of sociality” that “having a tiny house does not 

limit the Black living that can happen in a house but 

expands it.”135 By leveraging access to people and places, 

and recognizing how “loaded with symbolic value, a 

marker of status and an expression of style” an owned 

house can be, Gardner emphasizes that living tiny is about 

“truly enjoying living, and truly owning one’s life; choosing 

to rely on structures but not being beholden to even your 

most important—your shelter.”136 Gardner relates that 

memory is based upon what happens in a physical place, 

and thus intimacy is about a “more humanly, workable 

scale.”137 She stresses that living tiny is to ‘unpack housing’ 

and that ‘being housed…must be unpacked.’138 

ACTING ON YOUR CAPABILITY IS RADICAL 

Moody began her interview by acknowledging that 

she viewed her means of building capital for her home as 

predicated on her ability to choose established financial 

systems that viewed her not as a consumer but as an asset 

leader. “…What makes it even more radical is that as a 

person of color, particularly as a person of African descent 

where at one time we were the capital, and the product, 

that to shift from that is then tremendously different. 

…We get blow back for that, stepping out.”139 
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136 Schwartz, Alex. “Housing Policy in the United States.” Routledge. 2014 p.2. 
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Moody’s recognition that the house in America is 

consumerist culture demonstrates a recognition that to 

persevere within a larger set of financial systems that then 

replace an intimate setting with that of an institutionalized 

financial product, is against the point of owning one’s 

home. “I can’t sit comfortably in that space. And therefore 

I did not want to commodify this.” 

Moody is an artist, and as the weight of standard 

housing culture became literally untenantable to her 

lifestyle, her desire was to create a tiny house that she 

could live in and then exhibit as an art installation itself. 

However, Moody did not know where to begin. “…This is 

about an art expression this about me living a way of life 

and the art of living that way of life. [Yet] without it 

becoming a pure commodity to get enough money and get 

sponsorship, you oughta get somebody who can 

underwrite this whole thing.” Fittingly, Moody did not 

want an institution like Home Depot to “put their name 

on it…if this is my art I can’t have that happen.” 

The answer did not appear overnight; Moody 

stumbled across an advertisement for Jay Shafer’s 

Tumbleweed Tiny House and shared this with a friend. 

She was entranced by the idea of Shafer in front of his 

home on a road, traveling and being autonomous. Her 

friend responded affirmatively: 

“I know as an artist, it’s a scary thing to do that. Cause you’re 

going to have to kind of release [your fear]. And you don’t 

always know what’s going to happen with that idea[…] as 

artists we tend to keep things close to the vest. Our studio 

experience is sacred. It’s a sanctuary. And until that seed is 

ready to bloom it doesn’t come out of there.” 

 

140 Ibid, 55-57. 

Moody realized she had to manifest her fear, she 

had to “extend a level of trust which is really hard to do in 

a world that does not often respect trust.”140 
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THE ANCESTRY OF A HOUSE 

One subsequent conversation Moody had during a 

home visit, was that within the tiny house ‘movement,’ 

visitors would meet her and marvel at her autonomy as a 

Black woman building her own home, yet fail to “see the 

connection between the architectural conventions they 

follow and these small, but immobile house types, created 

by African-descended peoples.” She relates with Gardner 

that the popularity with which THOWs are ‘replicating are 

the precise model’ that African-descendants, e.g. African-

Americans, built and popularized: the shotgun house.” 

Common in the southern United States in areas like New 

Orleans, Gardner and Moody continue, “it is a shotgun 

house, its shorter, slightly more-narrow in some cases, 

but…not always. ...And I think that’s why they started 

doing the little bungalow style with the multi-layered roof.” 

Moody further describes the growth of 

architectural styles:  

“[They] went modern with the asymmetric, because they 

otherwise would have had to go for that gable end and they also 

then did the side doors…It’s such a shame because if they had 

acknowledged that there is this precursor, I think it just 

would’ve opened it up more, it’s not that. [Why] be frightened or 

ashamed of a model that is so significant that it’s coming back. 

[That’s] where I then have to say to them it’s something else, 

there’s something else…there’s reluctance to celebrate something 

should be celebrated.”141 

WORDS HURT 

Moody describes that vernacular housing is the 

predominate architecture of the globe; a hyper-local 

structure made with the use of local materials and 

 

141 Ibid, 50-52. 

knowledge by laymen, not industry professionals. She 

describes that “each group, tribe…culture, creates its own 

architecture in line to that collective thought and aesthetic. 

…There isn’t another culture on the planet that would 

name that expression off a weapon.” Furthermore,  

Shotgun houses’ roots in African culture, in the Spanish 

and French colonized culture of Haiti and the Caribbean 

Islands, and of the American Louisiana Purchase.  

“Emancipation and the fact the freer movement of Black people 

put people in places that they had not been before certainly free 

and when that happened, White folks had a particular way of 

addressing [that…] you shoot into them to dissuade them from 

being there.” 

Co-opting and colonializing culture by distorting 

names to minimize other cultures’ contributions is not 

new. “Mammy was distorted from Mamé, which meant 

great mother” whilst “Pitney is an endearment for a child” 

yet this transformed into “Pickaninny…a different element 

of the culture was twisted in it actually became very toxic 

to use. …That was intentional to create this estrangement 

in the ways that we associates relationships.” She notes 

that a relationship builder is akin to a house builder: 

“..So to make that house…like the relationship of a mother or 

that of a child…that’s a tremendous amount of power to be able 

to shift that. And you don’t have to do anything else.” 

Moody finishes her interview with Gardner by 

opining that she believes the original term for shotgun was 

the West African Yoruban tribe’s term “Shugun,” meaning 

God’s house.142  

142 Andrews, Denise. “The Bahamian Influence on the South Florida Shotgun House.” 

Kislak Foundation. http://klislakfoundation.org/millennium-exhibit/andrews1.htm   

http://klislakfoundation.org/millennium-exhibit/andrews1.htm
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“You don’t have to put chains on it, you don’t have to whip it, 

you just distort those fundamental connections by the name.”143 

BEING BLACK ON TV 

Gardner’s next interview with Jewel Pearson, who 

began her interview by emphasizing how “unique to her 

life and personality” her tiny home was by insisting to her 

contractor that a Juliette Porch was possible with a 

THOW.144 For Pearson, her years of research and her build 

was not to be a “hipster” or “we-going-back-to-the-basics” 

lifestyle but that “I wanted my house to give me home 

again.” She downsized and worked with a contractor to 

build her THOW in just three months. Coincidentally, she 

applied for and was featured on an HGTV television 

show, and ironically found herself laid off, but “its kind of 

like reset, and some[one] has more control over your 

future than you do.” She leveraged the television show’s 

corporate pressure with that of her family, friends, and 

current lease.145 Meanwhile, as a single parent, she wanted 

to allow travel into her life, yet found that an RV park was 

not an adequate setting for her THOW to live 

permanently, for her neighbors were in “White 

Territory…I wasn’t even thinking of the racial 

implication.” For Pearson, her standard practice was living 

in White spaces, but her recognition became undeniable 

when the popular Steve Harvey Show featured an episode 

where the host “stated that anyone who would want a Tiny 

House needed to get a bigger dream.”146 Pearson was upset 

with his judgement, but even in her beloved social media 

tiny house group, her fellow enthusiasts referred to him by 

a derogatory racist term, and despite others decrying 

racism, her “[phone] dinged all night long.” 

 

143 Gardner, 64-65. 

144 Gardner, 68. 

145 Gardner, 68-69. 

Pearson realized there was a dichotomy occurring:  

“…the divide in the finances of the nicer tiny homes and people 

who can afford [not to[ live in mobile home park[s]. …But 

because they’re all white it all…looks the same to them.” 

Ironically, the television show received such 

controversy that it featured a subsequent episode with an 

influential tiny houseowner, but, Pearson noted, they 

spoke only to the shared values of tiny living in reshaping 

and downsizing the American Dream, and not to the racist 

and classist associations. Considering this screening, 

Pearson recognized that a digital community she thought 

supported her autonomy did not represent her 

economically and racially. 

Pearson and Moody then organized and joined 

other influential tiny house owners like DC resident, Lee 

Pera, to approach organizers of popular regional tiny 

house expositions to address this disparity, principally of 

the subsequent issue with land use and social conditions 

that revealed “where and how to place your home as a 

Black person as a person of color, [these tools and 

guidance] weren’t in place for you.”147  

RESIDENTIAL LAND USE AND TIME 

Gardner concluded by quoting Black feminist 

author bell hooks, who viewed “living smaller…as a 

necessity for survival as it makes living in in urban areas, 

where there is greater access to work, education, 

transportation, etc., possible.” hooks wrote: 

“White smallness is a livable scale that has [been allowed] 

through studio, efficiency units, garage apartments…[but] it 

carries with it a connotation of not just scale but space-time.”148 

146 Gardner, 74-75. 

147 Ibid, 75-76. 

148 hooks, bell. Art On My Mind. (New York: New Press, 1995.) 158. 
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Recognizing tiny houses as continuing the modern 

Shotgun style, hooks’ view of Black vernacular architecture 

restructures what she terms ‘Black geographies and spatial 

justice.’ Gardner relates that while influential builders like 

Shafer’s Tumbleweed Tiny House Company may have 

popularized the housing typo and legitimized an industry 

of home building, “there is however another history, and 

present, that can and should be considered when thinking 

about living small.” Gardner notes that “these kinds of 

houses carry a particular class and geographic codes. Until 

they became associated with a particular kind of white 

desirability, freedom of choice, and liberal affluence 

through the [movement], however, this kind of living was 

unremarkable and also unappealing.”149 Gardner notes this 

“alternate genealogy” not to the American history of 

Massachusetts as Shearer & Burton had, but to Brazilian 

favelas and to tin houses across South Africa, amongst 

other examples.  

Gardner’s paper conclude that Moody and 

Pearson like hooks have a civil right to view tiny housing 

as a permanent solution to economic access, whether it is 

permanent, transitional and/or temporary. She asserted 

her sources’ frustration that the American political and 

urban planning landscape has not come to the same, 

legalizing conclusion.150 Ultimately, by providing a 

testimony from a African-American, proactive female lens, 

Gardner established an individual set of stories that affirm 

tiny housing as a fruitful, attractive, diversified means to a 

prosperous life of freedom and liberty.  

 

149 Ibid, 120-121. 150 Gardner, 125-126. 
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CHAPTER 3. FINDINGS AND 
ANALYSIS: TINY HOUSES IN 
BALTIMORE 

Findings Outline 

Following a review of ninety questionnaires, three 

focus group community listening sessions/focus groups, 

and Chapter 2’s literature review, this Chapter includes a 

set of summaries and a review of cogent quotes. Those 

voices corroborate the literature, introduce concerns and 

skepticisms summarized in the proposals, and frame 

respondents’ desires and concerns in their own words. 

QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY 

Listening sessions evidenced that for tiny houses 

to be adopted and incorporated as a viable albeit atypical 

building form, the cultural expectations of Baltimore’s 

majority-minority population must be reconciled and 

negotiated with the tiny lifestyle. Until that happens, tiny 

homes are presumed by popular convention to be 

antithetical to the ‘American Dream’ and thus a 

disqualifying harbinger. One Black respondent 

evidenced this suspicion in another institution they live 

with: ground rent, describing it as “the unnecessary cost 

paid for your house to sit on the land;” questioning the 

 

151 Brown, Lawrence. “Baltimore Tent City: From Homelessness to Autonomous 

Transitional Housing Communities. Medium. August 27, 2017. 

https://medium.com/@BmoreDoc/baltimore-tent-city-from-homelessness-to-autonomous-transitional-housing-communities-

6a94ae9e07ef  

value of the land if the surrounding infrastructure isn't 

maintained and crime and pest control are a constant 

plague. Without firsthand testimonial to the benefits of 

tiny living, residents are likely to see tiny homes as an 

affront to residents’ own promise of ascension and 

stability; in short, the convention overwhelms immediate 

relatability. Furthermore, the suspicion is emotional and 

experienced personally, at the crossing of housing 

improvement and approved density: that any improvement 

in traffic, parking, utility, neighborhood and political policy 

change will disadvantage current residents—that ‘that 

change is not for us.’ As another Black respondent attested 

at a listening session, “I’ve been in this situation before 

[where I’m erased/invisible.]” Yet another respondent 

responded, “People see tiny homes and they see strollers, 

dog sitting daycares, feelings of not being directly involved 

in a city but rather of their convenience. Proximity: White 

people are bringing their communities with them [and not 

assimilating to our community that was already here.]” 

Another respondent asserted, “If we don’t start advocating 

for the under privileged, they’ll just see tiny homes as lake 

and beach houses...they will get in on it [and not us.]” 

   This belief is rooted in the living history of 

redlining, blockbusting, and today’s high rates of mass 

rental evictions (1st in the nation per capita), mass 

foreclosures (4th nationally in 2015), and cost-burdened 

housing and homelessness, according to Morgan State 

University Professor Lawrence Brown.151 Brown further 

describes a proliferation of ‘lending deserts’ as the result of 

systemic disinvestment in predominately-Black 

neighborhoods, forming a central ‘Black Butterfly’ 

centered by a ‘White L’ shape on a map of the City.152 

152 Theodos, B., Hangen, E., Meixwell, B., et. al. 2019, February 5. “The Black Butterfly.” 

Urban.org. https://apps.urban.org/features/baltimore-investment-flows/  

Figure 16 Vacancies in neighborhoods with predominantly 
Black residents, credit Baltimore Heritage, U.S. census 

https://medium.com/@BmoreDoc/baltimore-tent-city-from-homelessness-to-autonomous-transitional-housing-communities-6a94ae9e07ef
https://medium.com/@BmoreDoc/baltimore-tent-city-from-homelessness-to-autonomous-transitional-housing-communities-6a94ae9e07ef
https://apps.urban.org/features/baltimore-investment-flows/
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While individual units’ assessed values can vary 

dramatically based upon individual improvements; as a 

whole, the City’s housing typology map demonstrates 

block groups by stress levels. Unfortunately, when 

compared with ethnic distribution, neighborhoods within 

the Black Butterfly demonstrate the most stressed with the 

lowest sales values and higher vacancies.153 Stressed 

housing then illustrates systemic and purposeful 

disinvestment that, when remediated, can communicate 

perseverance and trust. Yet all too often, this is a 

subjective, idealized projection: that an individual cannot 

have the American Dream within a disinvested, urban low-

to-moderate neighborhood. This presumes that once a 

household, even a single adult, can afford to, they would 

build a larger home, perhaps away from their current 

neighborhood, and that to do otherwise once one has the 

means, would be a limiting, unrealistic, financially 

imprudent, or an emotional affront to their self-worth. As 

one respondent said at a listening session, “People of 

Color are seen as not responsible, not being reliant because 

of their own ignorance. [But that is a self-fulfilling 

stereotype.] ‘I don’t want to be snitching so I put up with 

[landlord neglect].’ [This is an opportunity for education 

and reclaiming a sense of pride [in your neighborhood].” 

 Therefore, for minorities—African-Americans in 

particular—this premise has formed from a long history of 

systemic oppression, forced disadvantages, and personal 

trauma and grief that must be recognized for the American 

community as a whole, and not just a single resident. 

Respondents collectively voiced that City leadership 

should view tiny homes as viable options for the long-term 

future, and not just a less-deserving, substituting measure 

for affordable housing. Furthermore, respondents voiced 

 

153 “Baltimore City’s 2017 Housing Market Typology.” City of Baltimore Planning 

Department. May 2018. https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/FINAL_HMT2017_DataSeries_0518.pdf  

that tiny houses will obviously not be appropriate for the 

majority of Baltimore households; but they should be a 

tool within the housing toolkit. The house form can fill a 

small niche of strategic reinvestment that speaks to self-

affirmation that is not already being met. 

  

 

https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/FINAL_HMT2017_DataSeries_0518.pdf
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Research Questions and Itemized Answers 

HOW CAN TINY HOMES BE REINTRODUCED TO BENEFIT BLACK BALTIMOREANS?  

1. Yes, demand is evidenced in housing needs, and there are builders and non-profit advocates working 

now to generate models.  

2. In addition, Baltimore’s rowhome culture supports tiny living, and the city is already home to tiny 

homes in the form of alley homes, carriage houses, and marinas. 

3. Due to decades of housing inequality, the variety of options available has purposely discouraged and 

pigeonholed a disproportionate number of Black residents into disinvested neighborhoods.  

4. Respondents’ values articulate that Black attitudes are evidenced in the general population, desiring 

representation to relate past objectification of the tiny lifestyle to base beliefs like independence, 

adaptability and mobility. 

5. Values are further evidenced in residents’ desire to quality housing stock, lower cost, a sense of privacy, 

autonomy, and neighborliness.  

6. Placement of homes require a rubric for land use and for neighborhood readiness. This rubric is 

informed by People of Color and can be accompanied with a promotional campaign of representation, 

and in charrettes. 

WHAT ARE PEOPLE’S ATTITUDES?  

1. Respondents were generally supportive for tiny lifestyle, and evidenced that in promotion and 

implementation, the representation of Blacks and of People of Color is key, as is of seniors and 

women.  

a. Certain design features should be evidenced to articulate street scale and being walkable with 

access to a specific central amenity. 

i. A patio/porch (or vestibule) is necessary in the inner-city; 

ii. High, long windows; or windows with shutters 

iii. Façade aesthetic that blends into neighborhood, with historic veneer options like 

controversial formstone or brick, not just modern trends.   

2. Skepticism can be addressed by framing tiny homes as a contemporary alternative to ongoing rehab 

work in the city, that highlights autonomy and hyperlocal neighborliness.  

a. Representation of People of Color is central, in addition to ergonomic design needs.  

b. The narrative should be contextualized: following decades of housing inequalities. Residents are 

mainly skeptical because they haven’t been introduced to villages in other cities, and they are too 

familiar with modernist high-rise projects that were designed from on-high not for residents’ 

existing values, thus advocating a unrealistic paradigm shift.  
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WHY ARE PEOPLE ATTRACTED TO TINY HOMES? 

Anecdotally, most Baltimoreans do not want to live in such a small dwelling, but for those who do want 

the option, they should have permission and a guide on how to do so within the inner city. 

Furthermore, that permission should be leveraged to reframe the city’s image. Six summarized arguments 

support what is appealing about the house-form: 

  

1. Autonomy on a smaller scale: Tiny homes are built like a normal house, but on a smaller scale. They can 

have quality materials like granite countertops, a walk-in shower, skylight, laundry, a full-size bed, a kitchenette. 

2. Comes in multiple types: Some can be built on trailer frames/chassis and then affixed to a foundation, but 

that doesn’t need to be the default 

3. Care: Tiny homes are not RVs as they do not have engines, but can be manufactured homes. Tiny house 

residents are often owners of the homes, who work with a professional builder. In cases where there is 

concern over low-income meaning lack of care, this is innately not the case because tiny house residents often 

invest in the homes and are homeowners, or the home is built with a non-profit to operate a rent-then-own 

model. Homes are given affectionate names, have residents’ design details for nuance, ergonomics, 

organization, and décor.  

4. Placement matters: Tiny homes can be in pocket neighborhoods like villages or alley streets, can be scattered 

across a neighborhood, or can be permitted as accessory/auxiliary dwelling units (ADUs). There are criteria for 

each; for all, privacy and personality matter. When in pocket neighborhoods, access to a shared or central 

amenity is key, like a commons for personal and home care like cooking, bathing, or meeting rooms; or a 

neighborhood amenity like a grocery store, transit hub, urgent care, library, or daycare. 

5. Knowledge and Social Capital: Not only is there a culture of technical knowledge for maintenance, but 

homes are typically located near tool banks and gardens to encourage regular and yearly maintenance.  

Depending on how they are built, there is usually regular assessing of gutters, of refuse (unless connected to 

city utility), of water collection and any food composing, and of the foundation. Lastly, shared needs and any 

shared facilities onsite help residents keep eyes-on-the-street and reinforce communal expectations, including 

community engagement and community policing.  

6. Heritage: The original tiny home as we know it was the shotgun or shogun house, often seen throughout the 

south, anecdotally originally from West Africa via Haiti. Meanwhile, Baltimore’s rowhome culture and its 

predominant Black population can recapture a shared loss of autonomy from decades of housing inequality; 

and can reinforce a connection to the earth by reoccupying vacant land in neighborhoods where 

supply/demand meet. Representation and cultural reclamation for healing of trauma is key. Furthermore, 

contemporary housing needs for senior accessibility and for single-adult housing, evidence existing demand. 
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RECEPTION AND RESPONSES  

Ninety responses were recorded to the 

questionnaires, which sought to corroborate the 

literature review with firsthand data, to record 

personal, hyper-local sentiments. Concurrently, the 

three listening sessions additionally allowed a 

conversational focus group setting with an average of 

eight individuals at each session. Most questionnaire 

respondents did not attend a listening session, allowing 

the bulk of respondents to engage in the way they were 

most comfortable. Furthermore, for those that did, if 

they were influenced by the discourse, they then took 

note to object or affirm to specific questions in their 

responses. In summary, the questionnaires and of the 

listening sessions was to corroborate the literature, to 

solicit verbal, written data that would illustrate real 

residents’ values with sentimental anecdotes from 

respondents’ own beliefs and histories, count a sample 

of those in support of and/or living in tiny homes, and 

solicit additional considerations not evidenced in the 

literature.  

Limitation #1: Format 

Of the qualitative data, the public solicitation 

of questionnaires was limited in its sample size, in that 

especially of the African-American experience, it is 

inherently difficult to assess ‘the Black Experience’ in 

its entirety because the bulk of the Black population in 

Baltimore is not engaged in the discussion of 

architectural design. Not only are most people, 

regardless of race, not familiar with the vernacular 

language regarding the built environment, home décor 

and neighborhood layout, but an online questionnaire 

does not appear to be the most conducive 

environment to ask for personal anecdotes. Especially 

to a stranger to whom one may not meet. Accordingly, 

while the questionnaire did not fully fit with the topic 

properly introduced, as might a design charette have 

been; in conjunction with literature, the solicitation did 

generate original, individual experiences of value from 

Black respondents. Lastly, a limit in the data form is 

that some respondents chose not to answer every 

question, such as gender or age, leaving a negligible 

number of ‘empty’ variables. 

Limitation #2: Timeframe 

In addition, in establishing sample size, a 

constraint was that the questionnaire period spanned 

Jan 8 through Feb 15 in order to meet class scheduling 

requirements. Being only a month and a half at the 

start of the calendar year, the scope was always reduced 

to a self-selecting audience. Furthermore, I was 

surprised by how little assistance I received from the 

Baltimore local chapter of the NAACP, who, in 

hindsight, are quite busy with legal judicial civil rights 

affairs and do not have the staff time to assemble a list 

of area church points-of-contact, for instance, for a 

graduate student, even if he himself is a member. 

Nonetheless, ‘Black Twitter’ came to my rescue, in that 

a notable regional housing advocate and local 

supporters helped to promote the study.  

 

Figure 17 Tweet from Carol S. Ott, Maryland Fair Housing Advocate 
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Resident demographics 

Indeed, the 20% of respondents who 

identified as Black were, as well as all respondents, 

familiar with either matters of the built environment to 

enable fine-grain assessments, or they were 

respondents who offered personal anecdotes that 

communicated nuanced imagery even without the 

verbiage. On the whole, respondents recognized that 

tiny homes are ‘different from what you see on TV’ 

and mostly every respondent resonated affirmatively 

with themes of autonomy, seeing themselves outside of 

the ‘white silo’ and asserted that smaller living was a 

benefit to what they are used to, and could blend well 

with Baltimore culture.  

All residents affirmed support for tiny houses 

in their responses, albeit a mixed bag of responses 

from housing advocates. Of residents, 60% were 

female, with 11 aged 55-64 whilst the remainder varied 

from 15-44% or not responding. No predominant 

features were identified by age. As such, 45% 

respondents lived in rowhomes, followed by 25% in 

single family homes, then 11% in apartments, 

articulating common concerns of trash pick-up calls, 

high property taxes, living in an old home in need of 

renovation, not having adequate insulation, and being 

close to neighbors, with liking a walkable environment. 

Key to weighing responses was understanding 

on whole if the respondents could relate to the needs 

of those living in tiny homes as evidenced in the 

literature. Unsurprisingly, given that respondents were 

self-selecting, black resident respondents did not 

evidence disproportionate effects like paying less or 

more on their homes or living in a specific area of the 

city; this implies anecdotally that respondents of Color  

Figure 18 Residents by race  

Figure 19 Respondents sorted into affirming, discouraging and skeptical 

Figure 20 Residents by age 
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 are likely educated, have reached a level of income 

stability, and like their current neighborhoods.  

In addition to typical demographics, questions 

asked about residents’ length of time in their homes, to 

asking about rent and mortgage costs, to household 

size, to ancillary areas like proximity to groceries and 

what features were in their homes.

Figure 21 Residents from central neighborhoods 

Near North Ave (Greenmount West (9) and Reservoir Hill (5) were well represented more so than other 

neighborhoods which typically saw just 1 response. This evidences that existing community association support is 

fundamental to gauging support. Nonetheless, the questionnaire as designed received a wealth of responses across the 

city. However, not represented were South Baltimore outside Federal Hill, as well as Northwest Neighborhoods like 

near Pikesville and Park Heights. 
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The bulk of residents paid up $500-$1000 on 

rent currently, evidencing a comparable monthly cost 

expectation. Meanwhile, unsurprisingly, given 

Baltimore’s food deserts and lack of reliable, quality 

produce at corner stores/bodegas, most residents get 

their groceries at a grocery store within .25 miles of 

their home (a 5-10 minute walk); whilst 53% of 

residents shopped at a grocery store. This fact supports 

that easy access to a central amenity, i.e. a grocery 

store, is necessary to any tiny home village. 

Figure 27 Residents’ preference for where to get groceries 

Figure 26 Residents’ distance to grocery store type; most go to a central market 
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In addition to access to grocers, personality 

questions like desirability to cook, and physical 

belongings were illustrative. For instance, 77% of 

residents preferred to cook, evidencing that a viable 

method to articulate livability and desirability when 

promoting the house form, could be to demonstrate 

how a tiny home resident could prepare a full meal with 

a small range and/or oven.  Similarly, when asked which 

belongings residents had in excess, 32% replied they had 

too many clothes, while 21% too many books, and just 

12% too much cookingware; so while respondents may 

not be the most likely to live in a tiny home themselves, 

emphasizing innovating storage methods, staging 

downsizing, and holding thrifting events may prove 

effective tools to  articulate relatability and a personal 

sense of relief cherishing these belongings.  

However, place-based questions may prove to be 

the most viable and speak the most truth to the benefits 

and costs of tiny living; but this is not clearly affirmed in 

the data. 42% of respondents did not live on a block with 

a vacant home, which illustrates that those respondents 

can imagine the benefits of tiny living but did not 

themselves currently live with common-reported 

safeguards against crime in the inner-city. For example, 

41% reported their home has an air conditioner unit on 

the first-floor, which anecdotally communicates that 

some respondents themselves know the risk of trading 

cool air in the summertime for fear the unit will be kicked 

in and their home robbed. Yet the remainder did not 

experience this fear in the summer. Meanwhile, when 

asked how often residents enjoy their yard, window, or 

stoop,  26% said they do not stay outside for long, 

whereas  14% said they spend time outside every day, 

while 16% said periodically 

in spurts throughout the day.  Additionally, when asked if 

residents had any vacant vacant lots on their block, most 

respondents did not. Thus, while a common note in 

respondents’ comments were that vacant land can be 

reoccupied, the current respondent pool does not 

themselves speak from current experience. 

Lastly, in summary, just 50% of 63 respondents 

reported they had been inside a tiny home before, while 

84% (50 individuals) reported they would enthusiastically 

spend a weekend away in one. The numbers support that 

respondents can dream of tiny homes in their mind, but 

have not themselves put their ‘skin in the game.’  This 

evidences two results: one, that a pilot rental program 

where residents could ‘field trip’ to a tiny home village 

would be beneficial for a future study; and two, that 

residents should visit Baltimore’s existing scattered tiny 

homes to sell the house form: alley homes, carriage 

homes, and boats at city marinas. 

Figure 29 Personality questions help gauge relatability and consumer ideology 

Figure 28 Is there a vacant lot on your 
block? 

Most residents do not live with vacant lots 

on their block. They live with a limited 

view of a communal problem. 
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Residents’ own words 

Certain affirming responses were quite telling. In 

no particular order: 

5. Current residents want more options than  

unsafe management companies and feeling 

unsafe: 

“My home is quite affordable. This is the largest and cheapest 

apartment I’ve ever had. The apartment is well laid out and 

looks rather pretty…The management company and building 

owner are very transparently apathetic about maintenance and 

code compliance (ensuring heating is adequate, repairing 

leaking roof, repairing leaking heaters, repairing broken 

elevators, etc.)…The alley immediately next to my home is 

frankly sketchy A.F. after dark. I’m a larger dude 

and…That alley is not a place where I feel comfortable…too 

many hiding spots, and have too many folks loitering to make 

it a comfortable area to walk at night.” 

“I really see the value in separate, free standing homes. As an 

immigrant, I saw, first hand, the sense of independence and 

pride my parents took in owning their first home, even though it 

was frankly quite dumpy.” – 12Blue 

Takeaway: Villages with walkaways should be well lit;  

and visibility of quality materials along with regular 

maintenance tutorials are beneficial. 

6. Insulation is a valuable selling-point 

“I love living in a bustling urban area with lots of activity and 

green spaces for my children to enjoy. However, I live in a food 

desert and I have to travel at least 10 minutes away to get 

access to quality groceries. Also, while my block is fairly safe, 

the violence in the surrounding communities and the influx of 

drug activity in the last couple of years is concerning.” 

“My home lacks sufficient storage space, lacks insulation and 

overall was not well-renovated, which we did not realize until 

after we moved in.” – Super2225Purple 

Takeaway:  Older rowhomes that sell may sell higher for 

proximity to neighborhood amenities yet have poor air-

flow. Tiny homes should be introduced alongside 

tutorials for existing neighbors to relate to better, 

sustainable practices. 

 

7. Leverage Downsizing with Tax Money 

“My partner would like to have one at some point and I 

suspect we will, probably out in the county somewhere. I think 

tiny houses have a piece to play, but that we should also be 

reusing the houses that need minor repairs as well. But the city 

should at least find ways to allow tiny house lots if they want 

their tax money .”  – Wildcats3517SkyBlue 

Takeaway:  A tight-knit co-op village/pocket 

neighborhood can absorb the goal of leaving the city for 

old-age. Proximity to aging-in-place resources would help 

reclaim long-empty lots in middle-stressed 

neighborhoods. 

 

8. Privacy and Balancing Visibility is Crucial 

“My neighborhood has beautiful architecture and gorgeous 

scenery [but things will be stolen if left outside…While it is a 
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lovely neighborhood, I hate that there is so much crime…I do 

not stay outside at all since I was robbed in the vestibule while 

trying to retrieve my mail. I get inside as quickly as possible. - 

Spartans1000Blue 

Takeaway: While the goal to reclaim stressed and 

middle-stressed neighborhoods is noble, the surrounding 

neighborhood crime cannot be ignored. Any tiny home 

village should be designed with singular ways in and out 

and proper lighting to prevent robbery and ease of flight. 

 

9. Scattered standalone tiny homes already exist 

“[There are 4 vacant houses and 4 vacant lots on my block. I 

live in a tiny house on wheels, and] I like saving money, not 

owning things, and having less responsibility.” – Eagle 2239  

Takeaway:  Residents in stressed neighborhoods enjoy 

proximate access to other desirable amenities nearby, 

even their block has blight. A ‘every bit helps’ mentality 

encourages residents to look past undesirables outside of 

their control.    

 

10. Supporters come from afar, including the 

Automobile Suburbs 

“I like that [my neighborhood] is convenient by car or public 

transit, a middle-class neighborhood rather than rich or poor, a 

good public school, active neighborhood association, minimal 

crime, and a leafy green neighborhood with walkable streets and 

ample park space. …so I can downsize when my sons finish 

college and high school, respectively.” 

“I think it is a great idea for infill housing for Baltimore, 

especially for young adults transitioning from foster care, folks 

transitioning from experiencing homelessness, and folks 

transitioning from incarceration. In all of these three cases, the 

tiny homes would ideally be paired with a community space for 

fellowship, laundry, and a caseworker to assist with accessing 

other resources to support these folks in living happy, healthy, 

productive lives. Also good for folks who want an in-law space 

for older family members to living semi-independently adjacent 

to their houses, and for students who have just graduated from 

high school or college and don’t want roommates or to live at 

home, but can’t afford their own places.” – Panthers5733Blue 

Takeaway: A shared commons may already exist in the 

form of community spaces like churches, laundromats, 

and food pantries. Residents who can afford a better 

home may prioritize their own comfort over an equitable 

‘sweat-in-the-game’ mentality. Nonetheless, supporters of 

tiny homes need to be activated elsewhere, as they often 

work but do not live in stressed and middle-stressed 

neighborhoods.  

 

11. Local residents who want to reinvest are 

restricted by NIMBYism. Not everyone wants to 

rehab an existing unit. 

“I’ve stayed in 4 AirBnB tiny houses in West Virginia.  I’ve 

vacationed in Pittsburgh PA, in Portland OR, and in 

Anchorage AK. I was here for the ADU bill and I attended 

those roundtables. There’s a preponderance that people are 

afraid of shanties that would make the neighborhood look off. 

Or that a $40,000 tiny house next door will impact a 

$200,000 property, but I’ve been here for 13 years. I want to 

invest. I want to build a 220 sq. ft. tiny house with a local 

Baltimore-based architect. I’m putting my money where my 

mouth is. Is the owner of that $200,000 property?” -K1J 

Takeaway: A Visual Preferences Survey along with a 

financial literacy and real estate seminar that posits tiny 
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house owners as smart neighbors with capital could be a 

viable solution to calming local concern.  

 

Supporter responses 

9. Veterans know what works. They are disciplined 

and leaders and drivers. 

“In my first tour in Afghanistan, I was in a Connex 

Container with a full bath, bed, sink, tv. No bath. Most of life 

necessities. 8’x20.’ Had to go to a dining facility, but I could 

see that with a loft, you have more space, more like a house. 

Awning windows hint out from the top so they can be open 

while raining, but only a couple of inches or they’ll take on 

water. I would’ve gone with traditional windows since propane 

and water equals condensation. Moisture ruins wooden siding.   

I now have a Tumbleweed-style basic model with indoor and 

outdoor shower with a full kitchen with stove and oven, a drop 

sink, even a washer/dryer combo, and A/C. I have 

supplemental heat with propane plus electric. I live out in the 

country now and am about to be shipped overseas. Need to find 

someone to rent to. …[I designed it like I wanted.] Mine is 

pine tongue and groove. A lot of comfort.  Mine is like a log 

cabin. If you’re someone who likes metal I-beams, steel sidings, 

that’d be different in the city.  Culturally, it depends where 

you’ll put it. There are cultural ties…you need to also know 

how to maintain it. Living in Baltimore would be really cool, it 

would’ve been fun and different, but if you moved my unit there, 

no. It would get damaged; definitely broken into. I have a law 

enforcement background, the nature of life is people will break 

in.  …Everyone here is armed. There has to be resilience in 

tiny house living. I watch Youtube a lot, my wife says too 

much. People have to try, fail, then figure it out.” - P1Q 

Takeaway: Veterans and military servicepeople are 

already familiar with tiny living. Those who have returned 

home or are in between deployments can be valuable 

leaders, especially at addressing cultural dynamics. 

 

10. Tiny homes can be a restart and each siting can 

be a step in a larger housing goal 

“I’m starting my life all over again. I am trying to find a place 

to put my tiny house on wheels in Maryland or DC. I’ve 

driven 35,000 miles from the San Francisco Bay Area. Why 

own when you can buy cheaper? I’ve lived in small places…I’m 

part Native American and I do not believe in land ownership. 

I can’t afford to keep paying rent or parking behind my sister’s 

house where it isn’t legal. I bought my tiny house on wheels. 

But [this RV Park in Pennsylvania] is racist. Racism found 

me because I was a black woman living in a tiny house in an 

RV community. ...I was floored, I didn’t have my radar on as 

I normally would. As we try to push for tiny houses to be 

accepted in communities, right now, the most welcoming 

communities are rural areas and RV communities. There’s a 

place in Lothian near Annapolis that has Black, Latino, 

White kids…I need diversity. I need to move then resettle 

myself.” 

“I’m moving to Aqualand an hour away from DC and I 

couldn’t be happier. Owner is awesome. …My next move will 

be to my own property!” – Tiger5318Green  

Takeaway: Tiny homes on wheels allow mobility and 

some are welcome at area RV Parks. Each park has its 

own culture and lease structure. Therefore, central cities 

with ancillary unincorporated, populated places that invite 

tiny homes on wheels can advocate registration county-

wide. If cities work with neighboring RV park operators 

to be area-shepherds, this is a viable alternative for cases 

where removing the wheels from a trailer within a 
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municipality is not an option or does not meet inspectors’ 

criteria.  

 

11. Lawns and Gardens have double-meaning for 

Baby-boomers 

“I’ve always lived in a home but since my husband’s death, I’m 

forced to downsize. I find it very challenging from living in a 

full home to an apartment. An apartment gives me shelter but 

no independence. The elevator’s been broke for 6 days. This is 

about my affordability. There have to be people like me who 

say I can’t live in a box like this. I can hardly have any plants 

here. 30 years of marriage and now I’m reduced to a small 

space that isn’t mine. A house gives you independence, it gives 

you ownership back. This gives you an avenue, an outreach, a 

market, a need. I don’t have the resources to just go out and 

start over again. Do you see me getting a mortgage at 62 and 

paying it off at 92? If I have a lawn I can grow my vegetables, 

I can have a pet. I don’t need as much house. It’s ideal but it’s 

like living in an apartment but on the ground! I want a front 

door, a back door, to be able to walk around my house. Give 

me a kitchen, a bathroom, and a bedroom and I’m good. But 

how do you get the land?  

I used to live in a single-family home but the house next door 

became a nuisance house and I watched it get torn down. Before 

my husband died, I wanted to use the land to farm. In 

Sandtown-Winchester or next to Hopkins, all of those 

residences could reemerge. I want to see trees. There are people 

with emotions who remember the simple way of life. A tiny 

house will give me that.” - Viking400Blue 

Takeaway: Testimonials from older residents who are 

empty-nesters or have had recent life changes can help 

sell the pitch for tiny homes. 

 

12. Baltimore has a history of sheltering people to 

remain in their neighborhoods, in their 

expectations and in distrust. 

 “My family has roots in Baltimore and when my mother was 

sick, I could hide my tiny house away and not have to worry 

about it. If I was attached to a typical lease, I may not have 

been able to leave and my mother wouldn’t have made it.  

Out here in Pasadena, California, we have Bungalow Porches. 

Vulnerability is the top concern for public safety. The front 

porch is an African-centric concept where the most internal 

room is away from the edge of the home. The porch is 

reinterpretation of a setting to greet guests. The porch is a 

distinct cultural imprint of African home has gifted America. 

America has failed to render cultural aesthetic in public 

housing: they are institutionalized. It engenders a seed of 

distrust. Whereas if you build with a notion of home, you are 

gifting people to a larger community. It should be built into the 

structure. 

Being a nomad is my story, my family’s story, my culture’s 

story. We are a nomadic people. We needed to move, pushed 

and pulled to move. This was my shift. I always have a home 

base that welcomes me home. I just have to find it. Something 

and somewhere that is visually expressive. 

It takes resilience, self reliance to build your own shelter. Your 

power. Now we have very few skillsets to contemplate taking 

action. Do not be discouraged through bureaucracy. Social 

challenges have marginalized then normalized within the 

African-American community. It is economically layered. 

Overly represented, sheltered people who remain in their 

neighborhood. 

I have seen people of both backgrounds (rich and poor) visit 

despite their differences to her home. People recognize aesthetics 

and the appeal. ‘This reminds me of my grandparents’ home’ 
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they say. The focus is on the porch gable, not on the wheels. The 

things that make it unique and not cramped. People share their 

story on the porch, I welcome them. It is useful because I am 

partially blind.” 

A man who was incarcerated and now has PTSD came to my 

house during a tour. On his second day to visit, the man came 

back when it was quiet and not crowded. He said it feels 

nothing like a cell. ‘You’ve built love in this place… there’s a 

skylight, I cannot touch the ceiling.’” - D1M  

Takeaway: A narrative that emphasizes restructuring 

one’s life by recognizing a longer history of public 

housing missteps can also emphasize home 

personalization and customization. Tiny homes are not 

about space consolidation alone, they communicate 

‘building your own home because you are building a 

notion of home yourself in a new way.’  

  

Focus group highlights 

What have you seen of tiny homes in magazines, 

television, conversation? 

• “White hippies = yuppies. I’m here though, I’m 

neither!”  

• I think of tiny homes and [I hate it but] I think of 

granola hippy types 

• Lack of representation: People of color...not 

wanting to be publicized v. ‘I don’t have the 

time.’ 

• [Here and on TV,] “I’ve been in this situation 

before [where I’m erased/invisible.]” 

• You want to be better than your parents were. 

• People see tiny homes and they see strollers, dog 

sitting daycares, feelings of not being directly 

involved in a city but rather of their convenience. 

Proximity, so white people are bringing their 

communities with them [and not assimilating to 

our community that was already here.] 

• There’s a perceived financial barrier. A concern 

of not having responsibility.  

• People of Color (PoC) are historically displaced 

and were seen as not responsible, not being 

reliant because of their own ignorance. [That is 

the wrong reason.] “I don’t want to be snitching 

[so I put up with landlord neglect.]” An 

opportunity for education and reclaiming a sense 

of pride. 

• Tiny houses as a middle ground for affordable 

housing 

• “The brown kids” is “Not congruent” 

• Attracted to tiny homes from AirBnB 

• “Ecological building form: Earth rock as 

opposed to OSB and lumber.” 

• Vocational: “Pay in while they pay you” 

• Hidden costs come in the hookup. 

• Greenmount West? Can’t build standard houses 

because of MARC train, so tiny houses could 

work!  

What brought you here today? 

• “I want one source I can get information on tiny 

homes in Baltimore. How do I get set up? I have 

many questions.” 

•  “Cities are made of uncongruent structures that 

are disjointed.” 

• “Alley house is a tiny house!” 

• “I used to live in a co-op situation every year the 

rent went up. My own home paid for but with a 

tiny house, where do I park it? Being a veteran, 

sustainable housing matters to me. You offer to 
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secure a home. They can come in, lock the door. 

Their heart, spirit, is healing. There’s a mental 

health aspect.” 

• “[Why my own place?] Costs? Bed bugs. No. 

This tiny house is yours and in every direction.” 

• “I can seek out tiny house communities...I can 

rattle those off to a movement.” 

•  “It’s a change of conversation...but who’d do 

that [(living tiny)]? Nobody. Our society is 

consumerism. It sounds so backward.” 

• “I don’t know all the sides of town.” 

• “I’m single...I’m gonna love being in a tiny house. 

[If I was not in a village] I’d be afraid. I don’t 

know the neighborhood. I’m not afraid of the 

people, I just don’t know where I am.” 

• Current city policy: AirBnB - If not primary 

residence, unless you opened one before [and are 

grandfathered in]. 

• “Build a village! People love to be in a 

community. Not back behind somebody’s 

property.” 

• “They [Downtown developers] have big ol’ 

apartment buildings that no one’s buying!” 

• “Paying rent for someplace that’s not yours is not 

cost effective.” 

•  “In alley streets, in West Baltimore, but not Fed 

Hill. They tend not to go there. A small alley 

street offers a real community setting. Everyone 

knew each other, a small neighborhood.” 

• “I’m beginning to think about retirement. Do we 

have enough money to live out our days? Not 

right there with tiny houses...I used to live in a 

micro-condo. [It was comforting as a 

neighbor]...’I haven’t seen here’...[offers] some 

support. My expenses for a year with a 

homeowners association is $5000. That is 

sustainable for me. The affordability.” 

• Location! Do you own a car? Bus? 

• “Technology...if everyone came to this village 

with a car, where do they park?” 

 

What do you associate with a tiny house, in regards 

to age and gender? 

• “I came of age when the housing bubble 

burst…it made me leary of owning a big 

house.” 

• “So many black women in power positions do 

give me a platform.” 

• “Build wealth into peoples’ future early on.” 

• “My mother lived in her home 27 years. That’s 

an anomaly. When I think of how many 

neighbors have moved…” 

 

What attracts or detracts you from living in a tiny 

house? 

• “Initially I wanted to live off-grid but ‘I hate that 

idea.’ My thing was not money, it was septic and 

sewer...not wanting a composting toilet, but an 

incinerator waste ash toilet. I found a 3-prong 

electrical outlet - like an RV at a campground. 

Like, I kinda got you handled….maybe one day!” 

• “It’s having a standard. In Fells Point, old ladies 

who remember outhouses will remember 

standardizing the city to a city-wide level. So you 

don’t have unscrupulous landlords. People don’t 

want to live near a tiny house because they look 
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at their own house [and don’t want to see it 

undervalued.]. ...No, they want people to say 

‘That house I built is not equal to that shack.’” 

• “Being from across the country...Arizona, 

Oregon, Savannah...there’s villages almost 

everywhere. This is how to get more people to 

come here.”  

Builder responses 

Two affirming highlights from builders were insightful: 

 

LaQuida Chancey of Smalltimore Homes – Change 

the Attitude: 

This is a loose barrier entry to homeownership. Let’s use 

affordable housing to address blight, homelessness and housing 

insecurity. I started rehabbing for first-time homebuyers. “A tiny 

house in a lot of cases resell for what you built it for...unless extreme 

change in technology. So the question is, do you want to own 

something or not? Ownership = A sense of achievement. Go big or 

go home. People go into the conversation already closed-minded. But 

A majority of American’s can’t afford a $400 emergency. Not 

everyone can afford a $200,000 home. Furthermore, a single 

purchase is ‘not the be all end all; Very few people stay in and buy 

their first home! With a forever home...some people never have one. 

Smalltimore Homes has close to 200 volunteers over the 

course of a year at our micro-shelter builds. Plenty of women there 

saying ‘Yes I’m a woman. I can build a house! So can you. Those 

people don’t look like me. That’s a guy.’ But African-American 

men can be difficult. Women are adaptable. Men are more presented 

in society. Big = car, house; doing work; being on top of my [stuff]. 

How many other black women were there at the [Mid-Atlantic 

Tiny House] Expo? Follow the handful. We are here. My home is 

264 sq. ft. I hear all the time it is ‘Bigger inside than I expected!’ 

Built with a WV contractor. People say ‘Wow, she builds houses, I 

see what she’s doing on wheels. It’s above-code; with a rooftop 

deck...granite countertops...patio doors...a sunlight...utility hookup.’ 

For those who see tiny homes and say ‘this would be great for our 

lakehouse, our summer house,’ OK I’ll talk to you too!” 
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Figure 30 Credit Smalltimore Homes on Instagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 31 Credit Ben Kirk of Bmore Tiny 

Ben Kirk of Bmore Tiny – Build With Passion: 

“A tiny house can be a diving board, a spring board, to the life 

I want to live. I’m almost debt free. 

One client is a couple who are 21 and 24, got married 3 weeks 

ago. Same deal, they want to live affordably, pay off student 

loans. Going to grow their family and save some money. I have 

4 people in the queue. I don’t depend on the internet for 

anything other than ordering supplies. My marketing is 0, I 

started a website so somebody could find me. It’s word of 

mouth. Search Baltimore Tiny house! Mostly people just call 

me...my woodworking business is the same way. I’m behind 6 

months in orders. 

I bought a 500 sq ft house on 2 acres in Baltimore County 

near Westminster. I have a wife and a 4 mo old. I have saved 

so much money. Mortgage is $145 a month. Pays like $30 a 

month for electricity; propane, heater. As a SFH home builder, 

I have flipped 8 houses. For my own, my team ripped whole 

house apart and lived in tiny house on side. 

If you’re passionate in life, do it, and don’t let people tell you 

no. I own land and do what I want with it. I utilize it for my 

benefit. The laws are going to change at some point. I’m just a 

builder. If someone buys a tiny house from me, I can build it. 

From there, I don’t know what they do with it. I’m in the 

middle of tiny house build right now. The biggest question is 

where do you put them! Next question is how do you pay for 

it? It’s hard to offer financing. My wife works in real estate. 

We’re thinking of starting a rental community of houses. 

What’s an affordable way?  

Teach a man to fish!  
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Advocate responses 

While resident and supporter respondents were 

fully self-selecting, housing advocates were less affirming 

chiefly due to the difficulties an individual faces securing 

financing. Their concerns were insightful with four sets of 

anecdotal responses: 

1. Does the buyer really want to live tiny or do they 

just want a typical home? 

SKEPTICAL: “…We have a very plentiful stock 

of vacant houses, and housing costs are much lower than 

many cities in the country...You could spend $40,000 

building a tiny house from scratch, but $30,000 on utility 

connections, regulatory hassles and permits. Or, you 

could shell out $1,000 for one of the 16,000 vacant 

homes and $69,000 to renovate a house into livable 

condition, and you’d have a much larger living space with 

much better resale potential.” -Andre Stone of Renewable 

Rowhomes 

 

2. Are tiny homes actually sustainable? 

AFFIRMING: “Tiny house living is satisfying 

and we believe sustainable as the use of resources and 

drain on municipal budgets are less. The opportunity for 

communities to benefit from having greater diversity in 

their midst is great and as other communities have 

shown, the ability to adopt the Appendix Q building 

codes and modify the status quo zoning can be done. Just 

look at San Luis Obispo, San Diego, or Los Angeles in 

California.” -Phil and Karen Ashford of Agape House Journey 

3. Who will fund these at-large? 

DISCOURAGING: “[We] need more creative 

solutions to building and financing.” - Scorpion4207Blue 

 

4. What is the neighborhood incentive? 

AFFIRMING: “Opportunities: 1) Vacant 

Property; 2) Offer Positive Community Attitudes; 

Challenges: 1) Crime; 2) Low Appraisals and Values.” – 

Charlie Duff of Jubilee Baltimore 

 

 

The Neighborhood Indicators Comparison 

Matrix along with a Rubric on page 163 in the appendix, 

along with the case studies on the next page, would help 

assess a neighborhood’s reception to the introduction of a 

tiny house or a village of tiny homes.   
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CHAPTER 4. BUILDING TINY 
HOUSES IN BALTIMORE: BARRIERS 
AND OPPORTUNITIES 

 

Site planning regulatory code constraints 

Urban design is premised on policy guidelines 

outlined in the City’s land use standards, zoning code, 

permitting process, and influential changes and tweaks 

created through the leadership of the city council. Codes 

are further influenced by historic and contemporary 

socioeconomic policies, some of which are described in 

the penultimate literature by authors Belfoure and 

Hayward on page 36. This chapter will detail interesting 

policies in-place throughout the Maryland region that 

Baltimore’s City Council can consider adapting into the 

City’s policy guidelines. This section will also describe the 

recent changes to the City’s zoning manuals, including a 

primer on land use and relative city council bills. 

BUILDING CODE AND LANDSCAPE MANUAL 

Baltimore’s Building & Fire Code mandates in 

Section 404 Occupancy Limitations are simple and 

follow-in line with Appendix Q, in that they require that 

dwelling units be arranged to provide privacy, are separate from 

adjoining units and common areas, and have a separate means of 

access from a hallway, landing, stairway, or street.154  

As such, the unit must have at least 240 sq. ft. of 

clear floor area; with at least 120 sq. ft. clear in one room. 

 

154 “Section 404. Occupancy Limitations. Baltimore City Code.” November 15,  2019. 

https://ca.baltimorecity.gov/codes/Art%2000%20-%20Bldg,%20Fire.pdf. 

The minimum room size must be no less than 7’ in any 

direction. Of note, is that a kitchen must be 35 sq. ft. of 

floor area, is required, and demarcated if in a corridor by 

3’ of floor space with which to walk pass. Furthermore, in 

regards to a restroom, toilet rooms must be no lower than 

6.5’ notwithstanding beams, girders, or ducts. Lastly, 

bedroom lofts should not be closed-off, and rooms 

exclusive to sleeping or study must be 7’ tall and be at 

least 70 sq ft. floor area for one adult; or at least 50 sq. ft. 

for each occupant. 

 

Figure 32 Minimum Area Requirements 

An additional factor in Baltimore’s code is the 

2010 adoption of the addition of fire-resistance detection 

and sprinklers according to the ICC’s International 

Property Maintenance Code (IPMC) 155. “The cost to 

connect to public water sewer can be as much as the 

house” says Katy Byrne of Baltimore DHCD. “You may 

have to upgrade the pressure from the main line in the 

street so that the pipe for the water and fire sprinkler.”156: 

155 “Baltimore, MD Passes Residential Fire Sprinkler Requirement.” 

ResidentialFireSprinklers.com. June 30,  2010. https://www.residentialfiresprinklers.com/baltimore-md-passes-

residential-fire-sprinkler-requirement/. 

156 Byrne, Esq. Kathleen E. Personal interview by telephone. April 8, 2020. 

https://ca.baltimorecity.gov/codes/Art%2000%20-%20Bldg,%20Fire.pdf
https://www.residentialfiresprinklers.com/baltimore-md-passes-residential-fire-sprinkler-requirement/
https://www.residentialfiresprinklers.com/baltimore-md-passes-residential-fire-sprinkler-requirement/
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704.1.1 AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS  

704.1.2 Fire Department Connection – Smoke alarms in the 

path of egress from the bedroom;157 not less than 3’ from the 

bathroom.158 Note, the source can be battery-only when there 

is no new construction; if alteration or repair requiring wall or 

ceiling exposure, then a connection to a commercial source with 

a battery backup is needed.159 

Lastly, all residences must have access to utility 

access for water, sewer, gas, trash collection, and 

electricity and cable services as defined in Section 101.4, 

with cursory excerpts: 

ARTICLE 32 § 14-340. UTILITIES AND ELECTRIC 

SUBSTATIONS 

(b) Aboveground structures. Except as otherwise provided in 

subsection (c) of this section, electric substations and any 

aboveground utility structures, such as pedestals for cable wire 

access or other access points for underground infrastructure 

(communications wiring, fiber optic, etc.): (1) may not encroach 

into a required front yard; and (2) must be screened from any 

public right-of-way.160 

ARTICLE 2 § 2-3. COLLECTIONS. 

(d) Quantity limits – Exceptions. (1) Single-family dwellings. 

The Director of Public Works shall adopt rules and 

regulations for granting exceptions from the quantity limitations 

specified in subsection (c) of this section for single-family 

dwellings whose occupants demonstrate an inability to meet 

those limitations. However, the total amount of mixed refuse to 

 

157 “[F]704.2.1.1 Group R-1. 2015.” International Code Council: International Property 

Maintenance Code (IPMC). https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/document/chapter-7-fire-safety-

requirements#IPMC2015_Ch07_Sec704. 

158 “[F]705.2.1.4. Installation near bathrooms” In IPMC. 

159 [F]704.2.3 Power Source In IPMC. 

be allowed under an exception may not exceed 160 gallons. (2) 

Condominiums, etc. …161   

ARTICLE 24 § 2-8. WATER-FOR-ALL PROGRAM – GRANT 

OF CREDIT.  

(a) In general. Each eligible residential- or tenant-water-utility 

customer who submits a complete application, containing the 

information required by § 2-7 {“Water-for-All ... – 

Application for Program”} of this subtitle, shall receive a 

Water-for-All Credit as follows: (1) Eligible residential-water-

utility customers shall receive 1 fixed annual credit for each 

household. Only 1 credit is allowed per household per calendar 

year. (2) Eligible tenant-water-utility customers shall receive 

only 1 annual credit per eligible customer. However, where there 

are multiple tenants sharing rent in a household, the credit 

shall be divided among those who are on the lease or rental 

agreement or who otherwise verify that they are eligible tenant-

water-utility customers. For subleases, the credit shall be 

prorated for the time that the sublessee is an eligible tenant-

water-utility customer living in that household. 162 

2903 PERMITS 

2903.3 To whom issued. A permit may be issued only: 1. to a 

master plumber licensed to do business in the City, 2. to a 

master gas fitter licensed to do business in the City, or 3. for 

on-site utility facilities, to an on-site utility contractor licensed to 

do business in the City.163 

160 City Code, 69. 

161 City Code, Article 23, Section 2 p. 6. 

162 City Code, Article 24, Section 2 p. 6. 

163 Baltimore City Revised Code, International Building Code, 97 

https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/document/chapter-7-fire-safety-requirements#IPMC2015_Ch07_Sec704
https://codes.iccsafe.org/content/document/chapter-7-fire-safety-requirements#IPMC2015_Ch07_Sec704
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2905 LICENSING REQUIREMENTS 

2905.2.2 Owner remains responsible. Notwithstanding the limited 

liabilities of the surety and the master plumber or on-site utility 

contractor, the owner of the property is responsible at all times to the 

City to correct any defects in the plumbing installations in or on his 

or her property.164 

 

 

 

ZONING AND LAND USE ORDINANCES TO 
INFILL LOTS  

For cases where there is financing to infill a lot 

within an otherwise full block of homes, the following 

factors are pertinent within the City of Baltimore’s Zoning 

Design Manual, to respect the domicile street fabric of a 

block. As previously covered, a single small tiny home 

being constructed on a vacant lot is already allowed if on 

a permanent foundation, assuming a specific street’s 

setbacks and other land use factors are met. To better 

encourage homes on foundations to be constructed, 

ethnographic promotional messages as described in the 

literature and methodology are necessary.  

Four residential dwelling code guidelines are 

prevalent: detached dwellings, infilled rowhomes, rooftop 

decks and multifamily dwellings –all ways in which tiny 

homes can respect existing zoning design guidelines. The 

following also allow for complementary 

recommendations as described earlier under Conspicuous 

Design Best Practices on page 130. 

 

164 Ibid, 98 

165 Baltimore Zoning Design Manual, 7. 

DETACHED DWELLINGS 

4.1.A. - The front entry must be a dominant feature on the 

front elevation of a home.  The front entry should be 

emphasized as an integral part of the structure, using features 

such as porches and raised steps and stoops with roof overhangs 

or decorative railings, to create a protected entry area and 

articulate the front facade.  Windows and other architectural 

features are required to avoid the appearance of blank walls 

facing the street.165 

The entrance to the dwelling should be evident 

and visible from the front elevation. However, given 

earlier research indicating anxiety regarding line of sight 

when entering and leaving the dwelling, an inverted 

corner, or an interstitial of street furnishings, or an 

exaggerated exterior entrance, are recommended to 

accommodate safety and a protected entry area.166 Further 

examples are included in Chapter 5 on page 130.  The 

code also describes that blank side facades are prohibited 

when facing neighboring home, and that corner lots  

must also “visually address both street frontages.” With 

emphasis on “the front entry as a dominant feature,” the 

secondary face “must include articulation, such as 

windows, porches, and other architectural features, to 

avoid the appearance of a blank wall.” Appropriately, the 

code is thus encouraging either a secondary door for 

egress or for an accessible wheelchair ramp, carport/alley 

access, or simply to encourage a façade of latticework, 

greenery, or public art.  

 

166 Fleming R, Baum A, Singer J.E. “Social support and the physical environment”. In: 

Cohen S, Syme SL, eds. Social Support and Health (Orlando, Fla: Academic Press; 1985): p. 327–346. 
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ONE OR MORE ROWHOUSES IN A NON-COORDINATED 

GROUP 

2.2.b - The new construction of 1 or more rowhouses within an 

area of rowhouse development that was not originally designed 

and developed as a coordinated rowhouse group.’167  

The principle intent of this guideline is to 

continue the flow of the block even though the attached 

rowhomes are mix-matched. By maintaining the 

placement of the home to setback of the new 

development to either neighboring property, this 

consistency in doors and windows’ proximity to the 

sidewalk, lawn and street blends new development with 

the old. This conduct is described in mind specifically 

“within rowhouse neighborhoods where additional design 

flexibilities are needed.” 

Note: For Zones R-7, R-8, R-9, the most likely 

candidates for tiny homes— while the underlying zoning 

seeks “rowhomes” that are attached homes, there is 

flexibility for detached structures. 

 

2.2.b.a. The ground floor elevation of the rowhouse shall not 

exceed the existing ground floor elevation of the development by 

more than 10%, as determined by the ground floor elevation of 

the existing rowhouses immediately adjoining each side of the 

lot, with accommodation for grade changes or City Code 

requirements.   b) If the ground floor elevation of the 

immediately adjoining rowhouses varies, the rowhouse may be 

built with either ground floor elevation. 

By determining that the elevation of the new 

development fit within 10% of the dwelling beside it, this 

ensures street-level access. This is of note for Type 1A, 

 

167 Baltimore Zoning Design Manual, 11. 

1B and Type 1C; in that the chassis could be as high as 3’; 

including wheel structures. The total height cannot 

exceed 14’. In any case, the chassis must be permanently 

affixed to the foundation. 

 

2.2.c. Windows.  a) A minimum of 40% of the lineal 

horizontal dimension of the facade of each floor must be 

windows or openings. 

b) Brick arch work and stone lintels over windows are 

encouraged. 

c) Use of special window designs, such as bays, boxes, and 

pairs, is encouraged. 

d) Recessed windows with mullions are encouraged to develop 

shadow lines. 

e) Ornamental window grilles and balconettes may be 

incorporated. 

These standards ensure that windows fill the 

horizontal space of the home’s façade and in doing so, 

promote a visual character to the structure. Furthermore, 

with established façade materials and various window 

types, these provide multiple choices to allow for privacy. 

This interpolation of inner comfort to the exterior of the 

street is further captured in the guidelines by an emphasis 

on exterior building materials. 

 

2.2.e.a. Standard modular clay brick is encouraged on all front 

and corner side facades.  

b) Brick colors should be consistent with Baltimore traditions 

and may vary from building to building to create variety.  The 
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brick color must be consistent within a given facade.  Accent 

brick trim in a different color is permitted. 

c) Building materials used to accentuate architectural features 

or roofs are permitted, but must match those within the group. 

“Certain rowhouse developments within the City were 

constructed with larger, more prominent structures on corner 

lots (at the intersection of two streets).  Accordingly, corner lots 

may include additional architectural features that define a 

corner structure.”168 

Design materials are preferred to communicate 

kinship with the surrounding, traditional, rowhome 

building form. 

 

 

Figure 33 TinyHouseContainer of Ridgely, MD features a variety of 
exterior facade options that can be attached to mask and thus blend the 
container with surrounding facades. 

 

168 Baltimore Zoning Design Manual, 14. 

ROOF DECKS 

2.5 “[Roof decks are] unenclosed, occupiable spaces constructed 

atop a roof structure of a building.” 

2. 5bc “A roof deck is considered a permitted appurtenance 

and is not subject to the building height limitations of the 

zoning district.” 

2.5d “Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (2) of this 

subsection, no permanent or temporary structure is permitted on 

the roof,  roof deck, or terrace, including pergolas, arbors, 

outdoor kitchen units, or hot tubs if visible from the public 

right-of-way standing across the street. b)This subsection does 

not apply to common outdoor furniture.” 

In cases where tiny homes would sit above 

rooftops, assuming an engineer has confirmed the 

structure is loadbearing, a unit would only need be placed 

at least 8’ from the front façade of the existing rowhome.  

2.5.1bc “For roof terrace additions to existing rowhouses, the 

following regulations also apply:  

i. On a rowhouse in a coordinated group, the parapet wall or 

similar structure, shall not alter the rhythm of the existing roof 

or cornice line,  as viewed from standing height at the sidewalk 

across the street.  

ii. If there is an existing cornice, the cornice must remain in the 

existing location.  

iii. The front wall and front 6’ of the side walls must be 

addressed cohesively.” 
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MULTI-FAMILY DWELLINGS 

3a) Entrances 

Entrances shall face the primary street.  Secondary entrances 

should relate to the primary entrance through the use of 

materials, canopies, and other architectural details. 

b) Avoiding large, flat facades. -Large, flat facades must be 

avoided.  This can be accomplished by articulating the building 

mass to create substantial shadows and visual interest. 

For tiny homes that could be ADUs and affront 

streets or face any viewpoint, the home is to read as 

visually interesting and to blend-in with the surrounding 

neighborhood frontage, to avoid stark opaque blank 

walls. Reference earlier guidance on building materials. 

Existing Tiny House land uses 

ALLEY HOUSES 

Alley Houses, being small and less expensive to 

nearby higher-income housing on primary and secondary 

streets, were historically home to African-American 

residents and immigrants over the 19th century.169 A 

century later followed chronic vacancy and dilapidation 

has led to reckless demolitions and interstitial vacant 

lots.170 A University of Maryland study investigated 

researcher Mary Ellen Hayward’s 2017 research, which 

reveals 88 units (12%) across the City as having at least 

one vacant lot within a cluster/group.171 As with typical 

rowhomes, Hayward’s research identifies that vacancies 

 

169 Hayward.. 22. 

170 Belfoure and Hayward, 168. 

171 Hayward, 10. 

172 Hayward, 31. 

173 Sharkey, Steve. “Alley Gating and Alley Greening Process.” Baltimore City Department 

of Transportation. 

are also compounded by perception of alley houses’ lack 

of appeal to the contemporary, standard homebuyer.172  

Therefore, as proposed in Proposal A, re-tenanting 

vacant alley lots with tiny houses would serve as a viable 

pilot space to introduce tiny homes. Separately, as 

described in Proposal B-5, reoccupying vacant clusters 

within standard blocks may also be worthwhile but even 

more expensive. Hayward specifically notes the South 

Baltimore Gateway Plan and the Sharp-Leadenhall, Southwest 

Partnership Plan and the Monument-McElderry-Payette Plan as 

being of significant attention. Indeed, since July 2015, the 

Department of Transportation has developed a guide to 

the introduction of the Baltimore Alley Gating and 

Greening Program, which allows residents a walkthrough 

guide to ‘create a quiet space or a green space’ in any of 

over 600 miles of alleys.173 Additionally, the Community 

Greens Institute developed a guide to pair with the 

Program, to analyze and guide block safety, property 

value measurements, best practices, and contacts.174  

 

Figure 34 Neighborhoods with clustered vacant parcels, credit UMD JC 
Wells.

http://transportation.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/Alley%20Gating_Greening%2

0Process.doc. 

174 Nathanson, Benjamin and Emmet, Danielle. “Baltimore Alley Toolkit.” Community 

Greens, an initiative of Ashoka: Innovators for the Public. April 2015. https://nacto.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/04/baltimore_alley_toolkit.pdf.  

https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/baltimore_alley_toolkit.pdf
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/baltimore_alley_toolkit.pdf
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CARRIAGE HOUSES 

As an alternative to the standard one primary 

dwelling unit per parcel/lot ordinance, there is a 

predecessor/grandfather ordinance related to an ADU 

within the city code: allowing the conversion of carriage 

stables into separate residences. Defined as a garage for 

horses, not a THOW a la Oregon Trail ‘carriage’, carriage 

stables are allowed to be converted by permit into a 

carriage home, but to do so must be on a separate parcel 

from the parcel that houses the primary dwelling. As 

such, the homeowner will need to split the lot via a 

permit review.175 

 

 

 

175 Baltimore City Zoning Code § 1-303(s). September 30, 2019 from  

https://ca.baltimorecity.gov/codes/Art%2032%20-%20Zoning.pdf.  

BY-RIGHT ALLOWANCES AND MARINAS 

Tiny houses built upon or permanently 

foundations are already allowed where land use standards 

permit. Additionally, while thoroughly complicated, the 

concept of building a multifamily complex of tiny homes 

is possible. Thirdly, Baltimore’s marinas are already home 

to tiny homes; however, they are not deemed “houses” 

but boats. Seven boat slip complexes are peppered 

throughout Baltimore’s Patapsco River to the many 

creeks of the Chesapeake Bay (listed on page 84). While 

docking prices and communities vary, Type 1C tiny 

homes (motorboats: houseboats, trawler boats, and cabin 

cruisers) are innately familiar to Baltimore. While land and 

sea can be opposite forces, the people who choose to live 

on watercraft share beliefs with those of tiny house 

enthusiasts on land. For the privately-owned Middle 

Branch Harbor, which will see neighboring 

redevelopment as the Middle Branch Park seems 

significant redevelopment, the site is well-positioned. 

Alternatively, a less-likely yet viable option for by-right 

development is to incentivize the City’s vacant land on 

which stood public housing. These are typically not 

located in walkable, well centralized neighborhoods.  

Figure 35 Carriage 
Houses slide from 
City info. meeting 
3/19/18. 

https://ca.baltimorecity.gov/codes/Art%2032%20-%20Zoning.pdf
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Baltimore firms case studies 

A handful of local developers and housing 

advocates in Baltimore are now, in 2020, exploring village 

concepts that think ‘outside-the-box.’ The lynchpin for 

these variety of models is not just land use, but spans 

related industries. For instance, bank lenders will not 

offer mortgages to moveable tiny homes because, to 

reiterate, they are not considered permanent homes; they 

are deemed a vehicle and not a home, no matter their 

permanent, domicile placement or construction method. 

Conversely, any home built upon or permanently installed 

onto a foundation, including manufactured homes built 

on a chassis, are automatically presumed to accrue in 

value. Yet, the argument that permanently affixing a tiny 

house on wheels to a foundation should make it eligible 

for accrual, is still an argument and not a given.176 As 

described in the literature review, these legal and financial 

reasons are just one reason why alternatives to standard 

housing stock should be considered.  

Each project concept now underway in 

Baltimore has its own goals. They are summarized as 

follows:  

 

CIVICWORKS IN COLDSTREAM-HOMESTEAD-

MONTEBELLO 

CivicWorks is a Baltimore-based non-profit 

located within Clifton Mansion. The non-profit 

established a program called Youth Build, where they 

 

176 Kasperkevic, Jana. “Tiny homes seem perfect for most millennials, except for one 

big problem.” Marketplace.org. June 15, 2017. https://www.marketplace.org/2017/06/15/your-money/tiny-

homes-seem-perfect-most-millennials-except-one-big-problem  

177 Van Hollen, Sr. C. and Cardin, B. “Van Hollen, Cardin Announce $1.1 Million For 

Baltimore Civic Works’ Youthbuild Program.” Senate.gov. Janaury 30, 2019.  

provide high school students and ex-felons with 

construction training and certifications, assistance in 

earning a high school diploma or GED, and job 

placement services.177 CivicWorks is part of the ‘Housing 

Is A Human Right’ Roundtable, and is following similar 

models throughout the country in cities like Nashville, 

TN; Dallas & Austin TX; Detroit, MI; Seattle & Olympia, 

WA; and Burlington VT, to name a few. Each of these 

cities feature innovative non-profits or government 

partnerships who own land to increase housing for low-

income families and for the homeless (to build rowhomes 

or detached dwellings, like tiny houses). CivicWorks, like 

Washington DC’s D.C. Students Construction Trades 

Foundation with Academy of Construction and Design, 

regularly hold open houses to better gauge public 

interest.178  

CivicWorks is now building its second THOW; 

while its first model tours tiny house expos, including the 

Mid-Atlantic Tiny House Expo and this past summer 

2019 during the National Association of Home Builders 

and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 

Development’s first inaugural Innovative Housing 

Showcase.  

CORMONY DEVELOPMENT IN GLENHAM-BELHAR (SE 

OF HAMILTON) 

Lead developers Samuel Polakoff and Joshua 

Greenfield held their first community meeting in March 

2019.179 Cormony Development already has good rapport 

as the firm completes its nearby 16-unit mixed-use 

https://www.vanhollen.senate.gov/news/press-releases/van-hollen-cardin-announce-11-million-for-baltimore-civic-works-

youthbuild-program 

178 “District teens build a tiny house (even though, technically, no one can live in it.” 

Elevation DC. May 13, 2015. 

http://www.elevationdcmedia.com/features/tinyhouses_051315.aspx 

179 Bingel, Jeanette. 

https://www.marketplace.org/2017/06/15/your-money/tiny-homes-seem-perfect-most-millennials-except-one-big-problem
https://www.marketplace.org/2017/06/15/your-money/tiny-homes-seem-perfect-most-millennials-except-one-big-problem
https://www.vanhollen.senate.gov/news/press-releases/van-hollen-cardin-announce-11-million-for-baltimore-civic-works-youthbuild-program
https://www.vanhollen.senate.gov/news/press-releases/van-hollen-cardin-announce-11-million-for-baltimore-civic-works-youthbuild-program
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development at 4800 Harford Road, multiple locally-

owned restaurants on the ground-floor.180 Glenham-

Belford, an adjacent residential neighborhood 

immediately southeast of Hamilton, is comprised of 2,900 

homes including large, individual homes and smaller 

single homes, as well as duplexes and apartments. The 

neighborhood is described as a bedroom community that 

is diverse and its neighborhood association vocally 

encouraging diverse residents for ethnicity, sexuality, age, 

and income.181 

Cormony specifically selected the site, 3018-20 

Hamilton Ave, zoned Office Residential Zoning (OR-1, a 

mix of office and multifamily residential), due to the 

wider neighborhood’s character. Cormony is currently in 

talks with CivicWorks to build foundation-based homes 

for the property. 

HEART’S PLACE SERVICES HOPE VILLAGE IN OLIVER 

The non-profit, Heart’s Place Services, is 

developing HOPE Village, which plans to open three 442 

sq. ft. modular units to open in Spring 2020.182 Executive 

Director Christian Wilson reports that a total of 27 total 

lots are being purchased through the City’s Vacants 2 

Values program. While containers were originally 

considered, the costs were prohibitive. The modular units 

are financed through the Neighborhood Assistance 

Corporation of America (NACA) underwritten by Bank 

of America with mortgages expected at $400 per month 

not including electric utility and plumbing costs, although 

 

180 Simmons, Melody. “Welcome to ‘SoHa’: Apartments, retail development planned 

for Lauraville.” Baltimore Business Journal. January 19, 2017. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/baltimore/news/2017/01/19/welcome-to-soha-apartments-retail-development.html 

181 Wiseman, B. L. “Welcome mat is out in Glenham-Belford.” Baltimore Sun. July, 14, 

2002. https://www.baltimoresun.com/business/real-estate/bal-cp-glenham-story.html 

182 Wilson, Christian. Personal Interview/E-mail Dialogue. Sent 21-22 October 2019. 

EnergyStar appliances are being explored. As A Heart’s 

Place works to support children and young families, and 

serves on many coalitions for homelessness and the City 

Board of Education, the units are being marketed to 

single mothers and fathers with small children. The units 

are to remain mortgaged by the non-profit, and are not 

rent-then-own (a model akin to Fowler). 

Heart’s Place Services has received interest from 

Greenmount West Civic Association and in Harlem Park.  

BACKYARD BASECAMP’S BLISS MEADOWS IN 

FRANKFORD 

A 2.5 acre community farm on an undeveloped 

lot is being cultivated on Plainfield Avenue; between a 

vacant single family home and and undeveloped 

parkland.183 Billed as “creating equitable access to 

nature,” the Director of Backyard Basecamp and 

Baltimore’s Free Forest School, Atiya Wells, worked with 

the property’s owner, tiny home advocate Greg Cantori, 

to cultivate the land to grow sweet peppers, tomatoes, 

squash, and more. Wells also worked to fundraise to 

purchase the adjacent vacant home. Her team’s goal is to 

rehabilitate both into an agricultural community center 

for African-American ecology, education and food 

production.184 While the home is undergoing a full multi-

year renovation, Wells welcomes seasonal lots in the farm 

for community innovation, such as a resident tiny house 

for education workshops, a apiary, or and tool sheds.  

183 Condon, Christine. “At an urban farm in Baltimore, plans for activism, African 

American history and maybe even tiny houses.” Baltimore Sun. August 26, 2019. 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-bliss-meadows-20190826-d47jegag6ze7ff4a6t7m7rilsu-

story.html 

184 Fontaine, Jennifer. “A Community Farm in Downtown Baltimore? Yep. And They 

Need Our Help.” Outdoor Families Magazine. May 31, 2019.  https://outdoorfamiliesonline.com/bliss-

community-farm-baltimore/ 

https://www.bizjournals.com/baltimore/news/2017/01/19/welcome-to-soha-apartments-retail-development.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/business/real-estate/bal-cp-glenham-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-bliss-meadows-20190826-d47jegag6ze7ff4a6t7m7rilsu-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-bliss-meadows-20190826-d47jegag6ze7ff4a6t7m7rilsu-story.html
https://outdoorfamiliesonline.com/bliss-community-farm-baltimore/
https://outdoorfamiliesonline.com/bliss-community-farm-baltimore/
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Furthermore, Wells contrasts memories of 

ancestral trauma with modern suburban achievement as 

the impetus for the project.185 Akin to Gardner’s 

interviewees testimonials and that of a proliferation of 

black minimalist books and resources online, this 

agricultural solution can encourage DIY vegetable 

gardens as a modern reinvention of the freedom-garden. 

As Frankford is a 80% Black, bedroom community of 

modest, middle-income single family homes, Wells 

envisions the farm and community center as a catalyst to 

transform the wider neighboring parkland into a 10-acre 

campus of Black, nativist agriculture.  

 

SMALLTIMORE HOMES IN PIGTOWN 

Citing Reverend Fowler’s Cass Tiny Homes in 

Detroit as inspiration, Baltimore-based LaQuida Chancey 

started a non-profit in West Baltimore assist the city’s 

30,000 yearly homeless residents, by creating tiny houses 

built through a community-based vocational training 

model. Currently, Chancey holds monthly builder 

workshops at Baltimore Community Toolbank to build 

micro-shelters as an immediate solution for individual 

homeless adults. Chancey counts 200 volunteers in total 

in a year’s time. The 6’x4’ micro-shelters’ designs are 

tweaked from an online found schematic, and feature 

shelves and seating that can fit enough interior space for a 

twin-size waterproof sleeping bag bed, an LED charger. 

Each unit is built on casters and will have a small solar 

panel on its roof. Two micro-shelters have been 

 

185 Condon, Christine. “At an urban farm in Baltimore, plans for activism, African 

American history and maybe even tiny houses.” Baltimore Sun. August 26, 2019. 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-bliss-meadows-20190826-d47jegag6ze7ff4a6t7m7rilsu-

story.html 

completed with an estimated total of 12 hours each; close 

to 12 units are currently privately funded.186 

Chancey is working with the Baltimore Planning 

Academy to address zoning for micro-shelters. In the 

long-term, Chancey has partnered with a PA-based 

builder who has built her own tiny home on wheels, to 

fundraise for future tiny homes and to raise funds to 

build more micro-shelters. 

 

 

Each firm continues to redevelop their 

proformas as they balance their staff capacity with their 

core project portfolio. Upcoming challenges with each of 

these case studies are to raise funds to build coalitions for 

community support; to leverage that support in concert 

with detailed site plan review fees; and to leverage that 

support into recommended adjustments to the City Code.  

 

186 Hayes, Theo. “Smalltimore Homes hopes to house Baltimore’s homeless.” WBAL. 

March 12, 2019.  https://www.wbaltv.com/article/smalltimore-homes-hopes-to-house-baltimores-homeless/26798281 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-bliss-meadows-20190826-d47jegag6ze7ff4a6t7m7rilsu-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-bliss-meadows-20190826-d47jegag6ze7ff4a6t7m7rilsu-story.html
https://www.wbaltv.com/article/smalltimore-homes-hopes-to-house-baltimores-homeless/26798281
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Baltimore’s Proposed Auxiliary Dwelling Unit 
(ADU) Legislation 

In February 2018, Baltimore District 3 

Councilman Ryan Dorsey, introduced Bill 18-0188 to 

enable “Auxiliary Dwelling Units” (the same as 

“Accessory” Dwelling Units/ADUs).187 The bill followed 

many internal meetings and amendments with 

Councilmember Shannon Sneed with 13th District, the 

Department of Planning, Maryland Building Association, 

and multiple consultants, in addition to a public 

informational meeting led by the Councilman as well as 

Joshua Greenfield of Cormony Development, an ADU 

advocate and development consultant.188 

Dorsey asked of the City’s increasing housing 

inequality, “why are we prohibiting a class of housing that 

could help alleviate these problems?”189 In his statement 

on his campaign’s Facebook page, he wrote that while the 

city does allow carriage houses on which to build an 

accessory unit, “…the zoning code doesn’t allow for new 

ones to be created as an affordable housing opportunity 

in neighborhoods with grocery stores, transit access, low 

rates of violent crime, decent schools, and small business 

job opportunity. This does that simply by allowing 

homeowners with ample space to have a tiny home in the 

back yard.”190  

The legislation’s use standards as currently 

written would allow for one or more ADUs to be 

constructed on a lot as long as the ADU and its primary 

 

187 Dorsey, Councilman Ryan. “File #: 18-0188.” City of Baltimore. 

https://baltimore.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3336811&GUID=57BF1EEF-507B-4015-B795-

897E6B8294FC&Options=&Search= 

188 “CCB#18-0188 – Auxiliary Dwelling Units Informational Meeting – 19 March 

2018.” Baltimore City Department of Planning. 

https://livestream.com/accounts/17371294/events/8118761/videos/171942123.  

189 Cordes, Michael. “AI Baltimore Chapter – June 2008 Meeting: Auxiliary Dwelling 

Units.” Chapter Scribe. June 20, 2018. http://www.laibaltimore.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/6-20-

2018-Auxiliary-Dwelling-Units-Scribe-Report.pdf 

dwelling comply with that district’s established minimum 

requirements, assuming the lot owner has applied and 

been approved for a conditional use from the Board of 

Municipal Zoning and Appeals (BMZA) and pass 

U&O.191 A brief description is as follows:  

• Detached 

• Single Family Dwelling 

• Located on same lot as principle 
structure 

• Subordinate in Lot Coverage and Area 
to that principal residence 

• Gross floor area not to exceed 750 
square feet192 

Dorsey noted that with the City of Vancouver, 

CA as a model, “less than ½ of 1% of all eligible 

residences have built an axillary structure” so it is unlikely 

ADUs would have a significant dramatic impact on-large, 

but would have an enormous impact to the lives of those 

who choose to age in place or create a rental unit.193 

Unfortunately, the bill has stalled despite 11 co-sponsors 

and an endorsement from the Department of 

Transportation. A proposed date to add amendments and 

clarify for specificity within a second reading has yet to be 

announced.  

DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED BILL 18-0188 

ADUs must be detached and would be capped at 

750 square feet; would be prohibited from any front yard; 

and this would include a garage and storage area. 194 Each 

ADU can be no taller than 14’ tall from grade, and is not 

inherently restricted in any residential zone. Additionally, 

190 Dorsey, Cm. Ryan. Elect Ryan Dorsey. February 5, 2018. 

https://www.facebook.com/electryandorsey/posts/1600444219991746 

191 Bianca-Pruett, Laura.. “Public Meeting Recap: Baltimore City Council Bill 18-0188 – 

Zoning Auxiliary Dwelling Units.” The Unsheltered Homelessness Blog. March 20, 2018. 

https://homelessness.blog/2018/03/20/public-meeting-recap-baltimore-city-council-bill-18-0188-zoning-auxiliary-

dwelling-units/ 

192 Cordes, 2. 

193 Cordes, 2-3. 

194 “Article 32 CB18-0188.” Baltimore City. 

https://baltimore.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5789604&GUID=9A5D4B42-5260-497E-ACD1-

7584D5B3C114&fbclid=IwAR0hBqPvoHxU5sndXtpQ7pCyDgxVeILWggyiNYLxZBUdT_o3NVjhIpbXPRY  

https://baltimore.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3336811&GUID=57BF1EEF-507B-4015-B795-897E6B8294FC&Options=&Search=
https://baltimore.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3336811&GUID=57BF1EEF-507B-4015-B795-897E6B8294FC&Options=&Search=
https://livestream.com/accounts/17371294/events/8118761/videos/171942123
http://www.laibaltimore.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/6-20-2018-Auxiliary-Dwelling-Units-Scribe-Report.pdf
http://www.laibaltimore.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/6-20-2018-Auxiliary-Dwelling-Units-Scribe-Report.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/electryandorsey/posts/1600444219991746
https://homelessness.blog/2018/03/20/public-meeting-recap-baltimore-city-council-bill-18-0188-zoning-auxiliary-dwelling-units/
https://homelessness.blog/2018/03/20/public-meeting-recap-baltimore-city-council-bill-18-0188-zoning-auxiliary-dwelling-units/
https://baltimore.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5789604&GUID=9A5D4B42-5260-497E-ACD1-7584D5B3C114&fbclid=IwAR0hBqPvoHxU5sndXtpQ7pCyDgxVeILWggyiNYLxZBUdT_o3NVjhIpbXPRY
https://baltimore.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=5789604&GUID=9A5D4B42-5260-497E-ACD1-7584D5B3C114&fbclid=IwAR0hBqPvoHxU5sndXtpQ7pCyDgxVeILWggyiNYLxZBUdT_o3NVjhIpbXPRY
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ADUs’ gross floor area measurement would exclude 

porches and decks that themselves would measure 75 

square feet or less, and would exclude any area below 

grade. This bill does not reference any ADUs on non-

residential zones (e.g. commercial, industrial, or open 

space zones) as this was outside the scope of the bill. 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS IN THE TABLE OF 

PERMITTED AND CONDITIONAL USES  

The proposed ordinance would allow all 

residential districts, R-1 through R-10, to allow ADUs, 

theoretically in accordance with the requirements of the 

primary dwelling being met.  

These districts vary from single-family detached 

(R-1 being 5.9 units per acre) to single-family semi-

detached (21.7 units per acre), to townhouses (58 units 

per acre) to multi-family complexes (217.8 units per 

acre).195 Each district would then need to measure the 

lot in question for minimum lot area (stretching between 

3000 sq ft up to 2 acres), the minimum lot width 

(stretching from 30’-100’), all at 14’ height or less 

assuming the primary dwelling is at most 35’ tall. Of 

specific note only in District R-1A is that a “Community 

... Open Space Garden or Farm” of 2 acres minimum lot 

area would allow for ADUs; fitting for villages. 

Furthermore, the maximum lot coverage must in all 

districts, along with the primary dwelling unit, together 

cover 50% of the lot. In doing so, both dwelling must 

allow for the maximum impervious surface to measure 

55%. 

In Districts R-5 through R-10, the primary 

dwelling could be no larger than 3,000 sq. ft. with no 

higher than 35’ high. The ADU would also be capped at 

14’ tall, with the maximum lot coverage spanning 60-80% 

 

195 “Zoning Summary.” City of Baltimore, 

https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/RZONINGSUMMARY.pdf 

for both structures. For denser areas like R-6 to R-10, “a 

bit more of the total property can be improved upon.” 

PARKING 

For all ADUs, no off-street parking space would 

be required, whereas a single standard SFH dwelling and a 

live-work dwelling are allowed a single parking unit each; 

with multi-family warranting 1 parking space per 2 

dwelling units. Of note however, is that any ADU would 

have to be specifically placed with respect of alley access 

and fire equipment access. 

APPLICATION PROCESS 

ADUs follow the same permit requirements that 

any dwelling must pass, once applied through a 

conditional use from the Board of Municipal Zoning 

Appeals (BMZA); wherein the applicant applies for a 

zoning application for an ADU and is denied, to which 

the case is elevated to the BMZA. The Board then 

reviews each case to ensure that density of dwellings per 

acre as well as any and all housing and health code 

revisions are being respected.  

From comments and topics at the meeting, this 

research has extrapolated a rubric of questions to ask for 

each ADU, on page 166.

https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/RZONINGSUMMARY.pdf
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Figure 36 Bulk and Yard Regulations for Detached and Semi-Detached Residential Districts, credit City of Baltimore 
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Once applied for, the legislation signals the 

Municipal Board of Zoning Appeals (MBZA) to 

deliberate and provide approval or denial within a day, 

typically, of the hearing. Summary rejections include at 

the information meeting include: 

1. Public health, safety or welfare is 

endangered; 

2. Use is precluded by an Urban Renewal Plan; 

3. Authorization would be contrary to public 

interest; 

4. Authorization would not be in harmony with 

purpose and intent of code.    

A few of the public comments to the proposed 

legislation, to be clarified at a to-be-scheduled review 

reading, reads:196  

1. The legislation is a blanket allowance of 

doubling density in certain neighborhoods; 

this takes away single family neighborhoods. 

2. Conditional uses by definition are a 

permitted use unless there is an unusual, 

extenuating circumstance. Therefore, 

residents voicing concerns at the BMZA 

hearing does not automatically negate the 

allowed use. 

3. One water and one sewer connection per lot. 

4. The fear of placing an ADU in the path of a 

potential vacancy collapse. 

 

196 Informational Meeting – March 19, 2018. 

5. The fear that an ADU would be built by a 

renter and not a landowner, which would 

necessitate better code enforcement. This bill 

underestimates who will actually take 

advantage of this legislation. 

6. The concern that existing additions onto 

SFHs as long-term secondary dwellings per 

lot, that were not permitted by variance, are 

already skirting ADUs already. 

7. The concern that non-residential ADUs, e.g. 

garages, will be converted under-the-radar of 

permitting, and not detected by code 

compliance. 

8. The concern that multiple individuals per 

ADU dwelling is not curtailed in the 

legislation. 

9. The concern that more than 1 ADU per 

primary SFH is problematic. 

 

Upon my meeting with Councilman Dorsey 

during his open-hours in October 2019, he reiterates the 

bill has not been rescheduled for further readings and thus 

is in limbo. Legislation takes time to be reintroduced, so 

this is a positive and not a negative. For instance, this 

research’s existence and ability to influence the legislation, 

is just one voice being added to the numerous comments 

by the public. Lastly, of note, is that as of Spring 2020, 

the City has not yet adopted the 2018 IRC which includes 

the guidance of Appendix Q. The City still uses 2015 IRC 
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guidelines, since the State of Maryland’s Building 

Performance Standards guidance was only adopted March 

2019. 

Furthermore, there are interested parties 

exploring tiny homes through other mechanisms in 

Baltimore’s code that can be a viable route to legally 

proceed to increase density, especially with a village. 

Realistic examples fit within this research’s Proposal B.  

(1) A handful of Community Land Trusts in 

Baltimore exist for ensuring existing housing 

stock remain affordable. They may consider 

“landominiums.” 

(2) Cormony Development, on which Mr. 

Greenfield is a lead, that is developing a 

village on multifamily-zoned land; or  

(3) A handful of ecological urban gardens in 

Baltimore that are bridging/adjoining 

neighboring tiny homes on independent lots, 

such as BLISS Meadows.  

(4) A reframing in kin to marinas, as the same 

principle but on land, not water. 

CASE STUDIES COMPARING MARYLAND ADUS 
AND VILLAGES: 

There are several notable ‘tiny house enthusiast’ 

professionals in the field of zoning, permitting, building 

inspection, and non-profit management within the State 

of Maryland. As Baltimore is central to the state, its 

 

197 “Code Administration News - MBPS - The Maryland Building Performance 

Standards.” Maryland Department of Labor and Licensing Regulation. 

https://www.dllr.state.md.us/labor/build/buildadmin.shtml 

potential as a viable village community that could support 

alternative living scenarios, invites a comparison of City 

zoning and land use policies with that of neighboring 

jurisdictions.  The State of Maryland is governed by home 

rule, meaning that once the state adopts the latest IRC, 

each jurisdiction can subsequently do so, and each can 

choose to adopt the Appendix Q once the state has. The 

state did such on March 25, 2019.197 This research sets 

into an endeavor to compare the planning advancements 

or stagnations across Maryland’s jurisdictions on p. 163. 

The slogan that Maryland is ‘open for business’ 

necessitates that leadership should follow other states like 

California and Oregon that each offer an homeowners’ 

Technical Assistance Booklet for ADUs.198 A call to action 

would better address the angle a multi-county ‘Buy from 

Maryland-based home builders’ campaign, to optimize 

not just promotion but also to advocate proposed county 

permitting incentives: 

• A leaner-cost permit (fee reduction) by leveraging 

the ADU impact/utility; or 

• A tax credit for site-specific shared utilities; or 

• A zone-specific tax credit to recognize the ADU 

akin to solar energy storage.  

Local press as of 2018 notes at least 10 

Maryland-based construction firms specializing in tiny 

home construction (Garrett, Baltimore, Montgomery, 

Harford Counties), and those press articles note at least 

two instances in Germantown and in Pasadena of 

198 “Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs).” State of California. https://www.hcd.ca.gov/policy-

research/AccessoryDwellingUnits.shtml#booklet. 

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/AccessoryDwellingUnits.shtml#booklet
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/AccessoryDwellingUnits.shtml#booklet
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homeowners purchasing models from California and 

Ohio, respectively (though their long-term occupancy is 

nonetheless not permitted). These examples are linked in 

the Contact List deliverable on p. 163. These builders 

currently compete to sell their designs and units with 

regional builders at the Mid-Atlantic Tiny Housing Expo. 

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY’S EXPLORATION OF ADUS 

MISPERCEPTION OF TINY HOME IN THE TOWN OF 

COLMAR MANOR 

A real-life instance of the need for the distinction 

between residential and non-residential ADUs can be 

found in a 2016 Town of Colmar Manor case. In 2016, 

the Prince George’s County District Council ruled in 

favor of a homeowner seeking to place a stationary 

storage shed in his front yard.199 In this case, due to their 

home’s atypical lot size, frontage, and the home’s lack of 

a basement, the Board of Appeals granted an exemption. 

This case, even though it regards a stationary shed and 

not a residential accessory unit at all, illustrates that the 

structure was mistaken by a neighbor to “look like a tiny 

house.” In doing so, this misperception feeds into the 

concern of code-enforcement: that when visible to a 

public-facing street in a front yard or a front driveway, 

that the structure would degrade rather than maintain or 

complement the visual integrity of the residential 

streetscape.  

Where the Baltimore proposed ADU ordinance 

sets requirements per each residential district, this does 

not factor neighborhood character; whereas elsewhere in 

Maryland, the incorporation of foundation-based Type 

 

199 Notice of Final Decision of Board of Appeals: V-117-16 Tina Boston 2016. “Prince 

George’s County Board of Appeals. https://pgccouncil.us/DocumentCenter/View/1860.  

2A tiny homes may in some cases be already incorporated 

into a neighborhood’s character by default.  

CITIES OF HYATTSVILLE AND MOUNT RAINIER WITH 

TOWNS OF BRENTWOOD AND NORTH BRENTWOOD (4 

TOWNS, 1 ARTS DISTRICT) 

A prime example for neighborhood character can 

be found in the Prince George’s County Gateway Arts 

District, a taxation overlay zone stretching four streetcar-

suburbs along industry-heavy arterial U.S. Route 1 (the 

towns’ main street). In the Arts District, a tiny home 

could be welcomed for its shared-cultural value to the 

community, in the otherwise historic multi-residential 

community (MRC) zone or density-seeking town center 

zone. This presumption is based on two factors: In the 

Gateway Arts District, conversions of existing non-

residential accessory structures are permissible (they are 

‘grandfathered-in’) but not for residential dwelling. The 

only exception is that accessory dwellings are already 

permitted in Prince George’s County (and others) when 

described as manufactured-homes for rural-agricultural 

purposes in rural zones. 

 

Figure 37 Credit Gateway Arts District Overlays200: Non-residential 
ADUs are allowed in MRC orange and TRN yellow. Meanwhile, Artist 
Live-Work allowed in TC Red.  

200 “Maps.” Prince George’s County Gateway Arts and Entertainment District. 

http://mygatewayarts.org/visitors-corner/discover-the-arts/map-of-the-gateway-arts-district/#googlemap.  

https://pgccouncil.us/DocumentCenter/View/1860
http://mygatewayarts.org/visitors-corner/discover-the-arts/map-of-the-gateway-arts-district/#googlemap
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Second, is that the artist live-work zone, for 

instance, identifies the desire for development that offers 

live/work units and recreation/entertainment uses to 

support residential living and walkability. Tiny homes 

could serve these desires optimally as well; not only to 

support residential near existing suburban nature-based 

infrastructure like hiker-biker trail systems or access roads 

that already have ample lawn. In addition, tiny homes 

could also occupy vacant lots that may, for instance, 

suffer significant flood plain or storm water management 

issues on the bulk of the lot that, once inspected and 

certified, may be permissible to a home of a smaller 

footprint if yard depth and frontage allow.201 Civic leaders 

may also find permitting tiny homes beneficial if placed 

adjacent to similar-uses like artist live/work multifamily 

facilities or standalone artist studio properties. Of note is 

that artist studios themselves require a minimum square 

footage per lot; in Prince George’s County, at least 700 

square feet per studio.202 Converted accessory units into 

non-residential artist studios are already welcome in the 

Gateway Arts District Overlay Zone, and as such, nearby 

community-based arts and cultural heritage sites and 

attractions could be ideal sites for tiny homes.203 In this 

scenario, those residences can house an immediate 

workforce for the community amenity and serve as an 

educational tool for vocational trades. 

 

201 “Sec. 13-162.01. - Rental facilities in flood areas; notice to prospective tenants.” 

Prince George’s County. 

https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george’s_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGEC

OMA_SUBTITLE_13HOPRST_DIV3LANARE_SD2LANACO_S13-162.01REFAFLARNOPRTE.  

202 “Sec. 27-464.05. - Artists’ residential studios and performance arts centers.” Prince 

George’s County. 

https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george’s_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGEC

OMA_SUBTITLE_27ZO_PT6COZO_DIV5ADRESPUS_S27-464.05ARRESTPEARCE.  

Outside of the Gateway Arts District zone, aside 

from the above-mentioned agricultural ADU allowance, 

ADUs are not allowed. In fact, Mount Rainier’s 

residential lots are all nonconforming to the modern 

zoning ordinance; the county does not want smaller lots 

for single-family homes.204 Lot coverages vary from 30-

60%, a rarity where the county’s R-55 zone restricts 

percentage to just 30%. If anything, the county’s code is 

designed for large suburban, ‘exhurban,’ and rural SFH 

lots. To contest, a variance can be requested to waive and 

permit a homeowner to build on a lot smaller than the 

standard 5,000 or 6,500 square feet once a public hearing 

has been held. However, variances are only likely to 

succeed when a site has “exceptional conditions” that 

result in “unusual practical difficulties or undue 

hardship.” This definition is not taken lightly and the 

Board narrows cases to those that are “peculiar,” “of such 

degree of severity that their existence amounts to a 

substantial and unnecessary injustice to the applicant.”205 

The voluntary purchase of an abnormally-sized property 

would not qualify on its own as “undue hardship.”  

 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ADU LEGISLATION 

The nation’s capital proceeded in combining its 

affordable housing policy with its ADU legislation in 

203 “Uses Permitted.” 2004 Approved Sector Plan and Sectional Map Amendment for the Prince 

George’s County. M-NCPPC. 146. http://outdoors.pgparks.com/Page10253.aspx.  

204 Loh, Tracy Hadden and Bolin, Brent. “Mount Rainier as we know it couldn’t be 

built under today’s zoning laws.” Greater Greater Washington. June 30, 2017.  

https://ggwash.org/view/63943/mount-rainier-as-we-know-it-couldnt-be-built-under-todays-zoning-laws 

 

205 “Board of Appeals Zoning and Administrative Variances.” 2018. Prince George’s 

County Council. https://pgccouncil.us/DocumentCenter/View/2162  

https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george's_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGECOMA_SUBTITLE_13HOPRST_DIV3LANARE_SD2LANACO_S13-162.01REFAFLARNOPRTE
https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george's_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGECOMA_SUBTITLE_13HOPRST_DIV3LANARE_SD2LANACO_S13-162.01REFAFLARNOPRTE
https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george's_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGECOMA_SUBTITLE_27ZO_PT6COZO_DIV5ADRESPUS_S27-464.05ARRESTPEARCE
https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george's_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGECOMA_SUBTITLE_27ZO_PT6COZO_DIV5ADRESPUS_S27-464.05ARRESTPEARCE
http://outdoors.pgparks.com/Page10253.aspx
https://ggwash.org/view/63943/mount-rainier-as-we-know-it-couldnt-be-built-under-todays-zoning-laws
https://pgccouncil.us/DocumentCenter/View/2162
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2016.206 Tiny homes are sometimes looped into zoning 

regulations for accessory dwelling units or as in DC 

affordable dwelling units, but tiny homes are not always 

accessories or affordable, and sometimes the term 

”ADU” can refer to one or the other.  

Defined in DC that “accessory 

apartment units may not occupy more than 35% of the 

gross floor area of the house,” they must be attached to 

an existing structure and still must only exist in R-19 and 

R-20 special exemption zones.207 In DC, ADUs are 

allowed in most residential zones as-of-right, in a house 

as small as 1200 sq ft with no minimum lot size required 

(there is still unfortunately a higher bar for R-1 zones’ 

minimum square footage being 2000 ft). Furthermore, 

accessory apartments are allowed by permit, to ensure no 

more than 3 persons live in an ADU. In 2018, 

approximately 20 ADUs are applied for per year. DC 

differentiates placement of an ADU by three factors: that 

an ADU can be built behind the home (or if a corner 

unit, beside the home); that the ADU can be built on an 

existing parking pad; or that the ADU can be built 

appended to the existing primary SFU. Lastly, a key 

concern with DC, as with Baltimore, is that ADUs read as 

residential homes and blend into the urban fabric. 

Unfortunately, this restricts all recreational vehicles (RVs) 

 

206 Perry-Brown, Nena. The Essential Guide to Building an Accessory Dwelling Unit in 

DC. UrbanTurf. June 28, 2018. https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/want-to-build-an-adu-here-are-some-

basics/14165 

and Type 1C tiny homes including schoolies and Type 1A 

THOWs for long-term use, due to DC’s frequency of 

tourism visitors. Appropriately, campgrounds near DC 

are the only setting for tiny homes on wheels and for 

RVs.  It is likely that DC limits one residential ADU to a 

SFH lot to avoid the perception of THOWs creating a 

village to skirt existing zoning.  

Unfortunately, the mere mention of shared utility 

access akin to a village, is seen as so foreign and peculiar 

to the standard model of single-family, townhouse, or 

apartment, that DC did not permit ADUs until 2017. 

DC’s Council is however progressing in its thinking as its 

residents fight for housing affordability amongst growing 

income inequality. 

Whereas its only ADU non-apartment example, 

called ‘Bone Yard Studios’ in the Stronghold 

neighborhood, closed ironically just a couple years prior 

to the ADU amendment. Its founder, Brian Levy of 

Minim Homes LLC, stated the closure was due to the 

internal challenge of disagreement with his two tiny home 

lot-mates.208 In his case, Brian created formerly 

incarcerated citizens the co-operative/collective in 2011, 

purchased a 0.12-acre Stronghold alleyway parking lot in 

April 2012 for $29,000. 3-4 homes existed on the lot 

although not zoned for permanent living. No formal 

leases or written agreement, and thus Levy shouldered all 

the financial burden, where he “busted up concrete,” and 

built a studio shed for shared construction. Each of the 

tenants paid monthly rent to offset costs. No business 

207 Accessory Dwelling Units. DC Zoning Handbook. October 9, 2019. 

http://handbook.dcoz.dc.gov/use-categories/other-uses/accessory-dwelling-units/ 

208 Brian Levy. Personal interview by telephone. February 27, 2018. 

Figure 38 Credit DC 
Zoning Handbook, 
yellow allows ADUs if 
minimum 
requirements are met. 

https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/want-to-build-an-adu-here-are-some-basics/14165
https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/want-to-build-an-adu-here-are-some-basics/14165
http://handbook.dcoz.dc.gov/use-categories/other-uses/accessory-dwelling-units/
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was formally done on the site technically, but they did 

organize concerts and movie nights. To exacerbate the 

issue however, an online review of discussion boards 

assesses that the noise caused by these few events and the 

long-term ongoing construction of one of the builders, 

who was also a single-mother, drew the ire of some 

Stronghold neighbors.  

Lastly, to speak of valid tiny homes in DC, aside 

from houseboats in marinas, is an innovative concept 

that came to fruition in 2017: the 150 micro-unit studio 

apartments in the Southeast DC luxury development, 

‘The Wharf.’ The Wharf is a set of micro-units aimed 

towards higher-income individuals. 209 The residents of 

this complex differ from the standard residents of the tiny 

lifestyle in that they are typically of upper-income, and the 

location of micro-unit apartments is for real estate 

convenience and glamour, not to solve income inequality. 

While not deemed an ADU in DC code, it is a method to 

allow a developer to take advantage of the spirit of the 

ADU legislation yet not to benefit affordable housing. 

 

 

209 “The Design Of DC’s Tiny Homes On The Wharf.” Urbanturf. 2018. 

https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/micro-units_at_the_wharf_will_have_built-

ins_and_multi-purpose_areas/7229. 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY ADU LEGISLATION 

On July 23, 2019, Montgomery County amended 

its zoning laws after over a year’s worth of research by 

Councilmember Riemer. In short, the ADU legislation 

allows units in specific single-family zones with minimum 

front widths (R-90, R200, R-60).210  The drive is to enable 

“accessory apartments” akin to in-law suites in existing 

garages, attics and basements, or to build tiny homes akin 

to a garage that has separate entrances from the primary 

dwelling, which itself must be 5 years old. In doing so, 

ADUs will add more principal dwelling single-adult 

housing supply while upholding existing SFH occupancy 

standards in suburban neighborhoods. Each residence’s 

habitable square footage must be less than 50% of the 

primary dwelling, or for standalone units, less than 800 

sq. ft., and must have a parking space/driveway for the 

unit (if not two), or a waiver must be granted. Details 

apply, but this is the succinct summary. 

210 “Zoning Text Amendment No. 19-01 on Accessory Dwelling Units.” 

Commissioners of Montgomery County. January 15, 2019. 

https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/COUNCIL/Resources/Files/zta/2019/20190723_19-06.pdf 

Figure 39 
Potential ADU 
in DC R-1-B 
Zone, in indigo. 
Credit Wiencek 
and Associates.  

https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/COUNCIL/Resources/Files/zta/2019/20190723_19-06.pdf
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The legislation faced NIMBY critiques citing 

fears  of “crime-ridden and poverty-stricken slums.”211 

Where accessory dwellings had been legalized prior, only 

475 units were identified out of 175,000 SFHs; thus, the 

new legislation removes prohibitions on detached 

dwellings on lots smaller than one acre and in small-lot 

single family zones.212 The bill expects to add 100 

affordable housing units per year.  

  

 

211 “Housing in Brief: Montgomery County MD Votes to Allow ADUs.” Next City. July 

26, 2019. https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/housing-in-brief-montgomery-county-md-votes-to-allow-adus.  

212 Tan, Rebecca. “Officials call it a common-sense zoning change. These homeowners 

say it’s a ‘betrayal.’” Washington Post. July 22, 2019. https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-

GARRETT COUNTY’S BLUE MOON RISING VILLAGE 

CABINS IN MOUNTAIN MARYLAND 

Only one land-based village exists in Maryland, 

outside of efforts within Baltimore, and that is of the 

cabin campground of the privately-operated Blue Moon 

Rising (BMR) in “Mountain Maryland.” Located beside 

the village, lodges and resorts of Deep Creek Lake in 

Garrett County, BMR had its first “cabin” installed in 

2012 and operates as a campgrounds of 14 Type 2A 

(permanent) cabins on-site.213 Additionally, depending on 

the season and yearly discretion, visitors can find 

THOWs on pad sites throughout the campus. Local tiny 

house builder, Hobbitat Homes built the cabins and also 

builds custom units to customers throughout the Allegany 

Mountains and throughout Appalachia. 

 

MANUFACTURED HOME COMMUNITIES/PARKS 

As described earlier in the chapter on 

misconceptions on page 118, Baltimore City does not 

allow manufactured homes in its zoning code, however, 

the adjacent counties in every direction do via 

manufactured home communities/parks. While the 

likelihood of a tiny house owner locating to a park is 

possible, and indeed a viable route as evidenced by a 

respondent with Aqualand beside Prince George’s 

National Harbor, any of the protocols operated by a park 

can be adapted for a tiny house village. Site-specific 

concerns and park operation would determine best 

practices.   

politics/officials-say-its-a-common-sense-zoning-change-these-homeowners-say-its-a-betrayal/2019/07/22/5eb48724-a295-

11e9-b732-41a79c2551bf_story.html  

213 “First Walden Delivered to Blue Moon Rising.” Blue Moon Rising. June 6, 2012. 

https://bluemoonrising.org/walden-delivery/.  

Figure 41 MidAtlantic Tiny House 
Expo, 2018 at Howard County 
Fairgrounds. Photo by J. Fair 

Figure 40 Blue Moon Rising Cabins in 
the wintertime. Photo by J. Fair. 

https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/housing-in-brief-montgomery-county-md-votes-to-allow-adus
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/officials-say-its-a-common-sense-zoning-change-these-homeowners-say-its-a-betrayal/2019/07/22/5eb48724-a295-11e9-b732-41a79c2551bf_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/officials-say-its-a-common-sense-zoning-change-these-homeowners-say-its-a-betrayal/2019/07/22/5eb48724-a295-11e9-b732-41a79c2551bf_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/officials-say-its-a-common-sense-zoning-change-these-homeowners-say-its-a-betrayal/2019/07/22/5eb48724-a295-11e9-b732-41a79c2551bf_story.html
https://bluemoonrising.org/walden-delivery/
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In Baltimore County, examples include Dundalk, 

Sparrows Point, Elkridge, Middle River, Granite; in 

Carroll County, Finksburg; in Anne Arundel County: 

Brooklyn Park, Parole, Pasadena; in Howard County, 

Hanover and Laurel; in Harford County, Edgewood and 

Belcamp; and in Prince George’s County, College Park. 

Zoning for each county is similar. For instance, in Prince 

George’s County, in R-M-Z communities, the community 

is allowed a minimum lot size of 4,000 square feet, unless 

a single home is individually permitted by special 

exemption for rural or agricultural uses like that of R-O-

S, O-S,- R-A, and R-E zones.214 

RECREATIONAL PARK TRAILERS AT CAMPGROUNDS 

Separate from manufactured home communities, 

are parks that house recreational vehicles (RVs) for a 

temporary time period. More common and acceptable in 

the county for RVs, Tiny house (Type 1A THOW and 

1C) owners can stay at a daily rate in residential-rural (R-

R) zones like Cherry Hill Campgrounds in College Park, 

MD, where RVs and moveable tiny homes are classified 

and permitted per-night as Recreational Park Trailers via 

“RVIA” certification. Individual campgrounds do 

however enforce rules against consecutive stays. 8 nearby 

parkgrounds include: Orems Trailer Park and Patapsco 

State Park in Baltimore County; Ramlbin Pines in 

Frederick County, Capitol Kampgrounds, Adventure 

Bound and Fort Meade in Anne Arundel County; 

Columbia Association RV Park in Columbia; and 

Greenbelt State Park, Cherry Hill, Port Tobacco RV 

Resort, and notably, Aqualand Marina and Campground 

 

214 “Sec. 27-250. - Mobile homes and trailer camps (mobile home parks.” Prince 

George’s County. 

(which recently began to vocally welcomed tiny homes on 

wheels), in Prince George’s County.   

 

MARINAS 

Neighborhoods of boats are villages, in that their 

residents often share a commons building, walk through a 

central gate, and develop their own sense of culture, to 

give a few examples. Marinas in Baltimore area include:  

Middle Branch Harbor, Port Covington’s Baltimore 

Yacht Basin, Inner Harbor Marina, Harborview Marina, 

and in Fells Point-Canton, Harbor East Marina and 

Anchorage Marina, and Oasis Marinas at Lighthouse 

Point. 

  

https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george’s_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGEC

OMA_SUBTITLE_27ZO_PT3AD_DIV6NOBUSTUS_SD2ADRESPNOUS_S27-250MOHOTRCAMOHOPA.  

https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george's_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGECOMA_SUBTITLE_27ZO_PT3AD_DIV6NOBUSTUS_SD2ADRESPNOUS_S27-250MOHOTRCAMOHOPA
https://library.municode.com/md/prince_george's_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITI17PULOLAPRGECOMA_SUBTITLE_27ZO_PT3AD_DIV6NOBUSTUS_SD2ADRESPNOUS_S27-250MOHOTRCAMOHOPA
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CHAPTER 5. PROPOSALS FOR 
BUILDING TINY HOUSES IN 
BALTIMORE 

Upon reviewing 90 responses and conducting 

three listening sessions, a set of ‘best practices’ criteria, 

proposal examples, five sets of succinct proposals 

emerged. The research, having recognized that tiny 

houses are introduced in various formats in other cities, 

recognizes the house form’s adaptability makes them 

uniquely sited in a historic row house environment like 

that of Baltimore. To effectuate this solution, the 

proposals are recommended in hierarchy/order to act as 

thought-experiments, based upon five different Baltimore 

vacant block typologies, as begins on the next set of 

pages. Each proposal is framed with a set of ‘Who, What, 

Why, When, Where, and How’ for ease of readability. 

Accompanying the proposals are a set of neighborhood 

indicator assessment tools and a primer/guide for best 

practices facilitates how to create a setting for coalition 

building. 

 

The five proposals are: 

A. Infill Alley Streets; 

B. Develop Village Pilots: 

C. Holding Community Charrettes; then 

D. Allow Scattered Infill; while 

E. Reintroduce ADUs. 

 

PROPOSALS: SUMMARY 

Firstly, streets lined with alley homes that have 

vacant lots are innate sites of reoccupation for tiny 

housing (Proposal A). Tiny homes that can built offsite 

and within a week, can be permanently affixed to a 

foundation whilst connected to a prepped utility 

connection, can be individually placed throughout a 

neighborhood to ‘infill’ individual, eligible vacant lots to 

immediately rehabilitate and repopulate a neighborhood, 

assuming they meets bulk-regulations for the underlying 

district. 

Second, a collective of tiny homes in a 

‘village’/’pocket-neighborhood,’ operated by a non-profit 

or a developer can, once afloat, offer eligible low-and-

moderate income (LMI) housing units that cost less to 

build than a standard apartment (Proposals B). 

Furthermore, a village that firstly offers housing to at-risk 

populations with special conditions, like those who are 

homeless who want to live tiny, can be implemented with 

best practices. But, as evidenced in further depth, this 

would best follow a private model as the city’s first 

introduction to a village, to invite public relatability rather 

than to restrict village benefits into setting a precedent for 

being apt for at-risk groups. Ideally, both models could be 

pursued at the same time as their timeframes would 

naturally vary by developer. Additionally, a co-operative 

“landominium” model for niche groups like veterans, 

artists, formerly incarcerated citizens, and even AirBnB 

rentals, would provide housing for groups who typically 

skirt the low-income threshold who gather based on a 

shared set of needs. A charette process across middle-

stressed and stressed neighborhoods, organized by local 

non-profits should negotiate land ownership and 
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eliminate receivership fees (Proposal D). Once villages 

have been introduced in the inner-city, scattered infill of 

tiny homes should be encouraged where zoning allows 

(Proposal D), beyond alley home pocket neighborhoods. 

Once these models emphasize the culture behind tiny 

living as beneficial and adept, the City Council should 

revisit the tabled ADU bill (Proposal E) to allow ADUs 

in the Inner/Walking City, in neighborhoods with Parks 

and 

Squares, and then only in streetcar suburbs where actually 

walkable. Charettes can help address culturally-sensitive 

opinions and a vocal support network. 

 

 

 

 

Red circles are drawn by-hand over stressed and then 

middle market stressed neighborhoods. 

Figure 42 2014 City Housing Market Typology, credit City 
Department of Planning.  
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PROPOSAL A: INFILL ALLEY STREETS 

What: Infill vacant lots in alley streets  

 

When: As soon as possible 

 

Why: Reclaims alley homes as valid tiny homes (Type 2A) 

in pocket neighborhoods and acts as an exemplar pilot 

where land use is already scaled appropriately 

 

Who: Departments of Planning and Department of 

Housing and Community Development (DHCD) Permits 

and Inspections to assess load for affixing to foundation, 

then promote with Baltimore DHCD; Private residents to 

purchase from City or private owners, and to work with 

builders offsite to fabricate individual units; Neighborhood 

Associations to use resident assessment and Codebook 

from UMD Studio Project under instruction of J.C. 

Wells;215 Community Greens’ Guide for alley gating; and 

seek private sponsorships. 

 

215 Wells, JC 

How: Use rubric to evaluate existing foundations or pour 

anew, purchase land, then evaluate utility connection, then 

place units built offsite for quick installation.  

 

Where: Look for vacant lots where alley homes once 

stood within neighborhoods that have high alley clusters, 

sourced from UMD Project under instruction of JC Wells.  

1. Infill in between alley homes and on side-streets 

2. Fully reoccupy vacant alley clusters where desired 

as a new village (See Proposal B-5) 

SW: 

New Southwest/Mount Clare 

Hollins Market 

Union Square 

Franklin Square 

Carrolton Ridge 

Washington Village/Pigtown 

Boyd-Booth 

Barre Circle 

Ridgely’s Delight 

Federal Hill 

South Baltimore 

Riverside 

Sharp-Leadenhall 

Otterbein 

Locust Point 

 

SE: 

Butcher’s Hill 

Upper Fells Point 

Fells Point 

Patterson Place 

Canton 

Jonestown 

Patterson Park 

Baltimore Highlands 

Highlandtown 

 

W: 

Sandtown-Winchester 

Midtown-Edmonson 

Mondawmin 

Druid Heights 

Penn North 

Upton 

Easterwood 

Walbrook 

Bolton Hill 

Seton Hill 

Mount Vernon 

Remington 

NE: 

Oliver 

Broadway East 

East Baltimore Midway 

Greenmount West 

Remington 

Barclay 

Johnston Square 

Gay Street 

Berea 

Biddle Street 

Milton-Montford 

Care 

McElderberry Park Figure 43 Alley House Clusters per Neighborhood, credit J.C. Wells 
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Figure 44 Proposal A infilling alley streets with existing zoning within a cluster 
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PROPOSAL B: DEVELOP VILLAGE PILOTS  

What: Reoccupying larger empty lots to form pocket 

neighborhoods of tiny homes in a specific layout: 

1. Assemble multiple lots together along a large city 

block, to stagger within existing lot lines; or 

2. Geometric layout along existing lots, e.g. 

horseshoe; centric around a garden courtyard or 

stormwater drainage pond; or 

3. Place homes around a new pedestrian path, street 

or woonerf on a large, pastoral layout to follow 

land typography; 

4. Proposal B-1 in a tighter plat to read as 

rowhomes. 

5. Proposal B-1 in an alley home cluster. 

 

When: After alley house streets introduction 

 

Where: Wide vacant lots near a central amenity in middle-

stressed and stressed neighborhoods, east and west, by 

reviewing neighborhood development map from Hayward. 

Ideally R-7, R-8, R-9. 

 

Procedural Pathways: Of-right, Re-Zoning, 
Subdivision 

o Where lots are zoned for attached residential 

rowhomes, follow existing zoning to insert and 

adjoin tiny homes to neighbors.  

o And to reoccupy vacant alley lots; 

o Or request to amend zoning lot with a code 

modification, or appeal to BMZA; 

 

216 Bogel-Burroughs, Nichols and Mirabella, Lorraine. “Baltimore receives $30 million 

federal HUD grant for Perkins Homes, East Baltimore redevelopment.” Baltimore Sun. July 

o Assemble multiple lots into a single large plat 

through one of four options:  

o Operate of-right in multifamily lots; or 

o a Community Land Trust; or 

o Request ADUs on a large SFH lot; lastly, 

o Split a large lot into a smaller property 

subdivision. Then of-right with new re-zoning. 

 

These options would be based entirely on the support and 

timeline of the City Planning and DHCD Permit and 

Inspections offices to excuse zoning and utility fees, and 

with mayoral support to appeal to the BMZA. Examples:  

• Greenmount West has land affected by proximity 

to the Penn Station railroads that cannot be built 

upon, but a land study could prove viability. 

• Grace Medical Center (Lifebridge recently 

purchased Bon Secours Hospital) partners with 

Bon Secours Community Health & Wellness near 

Boyd-Booth. Recent CDCs’ projects throughout 

the Southwest Partnership like Franklin Square or 

in Pigtown have identified larger vacant lots to act 

as nodes for redevelopment for housing. 

• Near Johns Hopkins University, the City is 

working to redevelop the Perkins Homes site. 216 

Smaller vacant lots nearby could provide a viable 

alternative for residents to not need to move away 

during development, thereby keeping residents’ 

social networks intact. 

• Park Heights Renaissance has several projects to 

address vacant lots identified in its Master Plan. St. 

19 2018.  https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-choice-neighborhoods-hud-grant-20180719-

story.html  

https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-choice-neighborhoods-hud-grant-20180719-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-city/bs-md-ci-choice-neighborhoods-hud-grant-20180719-story.html
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Ambrose Housing Aid Center has also developed 

an alternative housing concept. 

• Land Trusts like McElderry Park are where 

Habitat for Humanity Chesapeake installed 

modular homes in 2009. Land trusts’ goals are 

often to purchase existing housing stock, they 

could consider expanding in their later years to 

purchasing and tenanting vacant city-owned lots. 

 

Why: Villages create pocket neighborhoods: they allow 

similar-minded residents to homestead/form a foothold. 

Villages can become their own self-fulfilling campaign that 

reinforces how to get ‘the ratios right:’ number of homes, 

police presence, utility connection troubles, disturbance, 

lighting and sound questions. 

 

Who: Neighborhood Associations, and Non-Profits like 

Civic Works, Smalltimore Homes, aforementioned, and 

see other case studies. With support from the City 

Planning Department to minimize ballooning utility 

connection costs with the Permit Department, and to issue 

planning guidelines for interstitial housing. 

 

Who Villages Are For 

I. First: Private villages of market-rate or for low-

to-moderate income (LMI) residents (non-profit 

for private developer); 

II. Then limited clientele villages for long-term or 

temporary shelter for at-risk persons, e.g. elderly 

persons, battered spouses, homeless persons, the 

severely disabled, illiterate adults, persons living 

with AIDS and migrant farm workers; 

III. Then co-op build especially for niche affinity 

groups (veterans, formerly incarcerated citizens, 

arts districts artist live-work, student housing). 

These three options depend entirely on the funding model 

as described under ‘Due Diligence’ within in Proposal C. 
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BUILDER TYPE 

I. Community volunteer based (e.g. Smalltimore 
Homes volunteers); 

II. Vocational build (e.g. CivicWorks as apprentices, 
Habitat for Humanity Chesapeake as architect); 

III. Corporate sponsorship (i.e. an artist builds one 
with a cultural museum like RFL, or AVAM, or 
National Building Museum, or BMA; or with a 
local supplier like Brick and Board or Home 
Depot, or a Shipping Container Company); or  

IV. Cooperative Build (the village builds units itself as 
occupants become members if formal co-op, or 
sign leases with pad sites if just neighborly; consult 
with Habitat for co-op build process). 

 

Any type of village builder must work with the 
Departments of Planning, Permitting, and the BMZA to 

1. First permit smaller property subdivisions, then  

2. Simplify the application process for zoning 

modifications that meet the intent and minimum 

requirements. Specifically, pro-rate subdivision and re-

zoning costs based on property area to encourage 

more small-scale interstitial developments. Then, 

3. Decrease engineering and other utility costs; e.g. by 

lowering or forgiving fees for city-sponsored pilots.  

 

How: Prioritize wider housing need to assess model’s 

financing and development. Then use rubric to evaluate 

site. Work with neighborhood associations to vet area and 

use community charrette for village type and layout, which 

then is fine-tuned for utilities.  

 

Key Factors in Village Creation 
I. Shared Common Amenities 

a. Health care; e.g. a major attraction like a 
hospital and/or urgent care; 

b. Walkability to services, grocery (within 10 
minutes’ walk), transit; 

II. Lot 

a. Community Messaging; 

b. Zoning; 

c. Parking; 

III. Urban Grain 

a. Vacancy/blight; 

b. Infrastructural Capacity (e.g. ground 
stability for rail, flooding, plumbing); 

c. Cultural Attitude (e.g. arts district, transit 
district, heritage area); 

IV. Demand for a Central Village Hub 

a. Personal care: 

i. Bathrooms/Toilets and Showers; 

ii. Kitchen; 

iii. Laundry; 

b. Communal or commercial services: 

i. Daycare; 

ii. Construction Shop/Studio, 
Toolbank, or maker space; 

iii. Meeting Room; 

iv. Retail (thrift or convenience). 

Further village considerations on page 129. 
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Village Utility Connection Costs 

The final and most costly deciding factor on village layout is the existing utility structure of plumbing to a block 

group. Each developer must weigh the costs of installing additional connections from the city street, including plumbing 

pipe (street to building); electrical wire (runs at-grade or above ground via a pole from a central conduit); and television, 

video and internet (same process as electrical based on utility company like Comcast, Verizon, or a satellite dish). 

Additionally, unexpected/hidden costs can appear in conduits, whereby they are unconventional, old and in need of 

replacement, mislabeled, missing, and broken. Furthermore, a block-wide replacement may be necessary to address an 

individual site (see page 65). Furthermore, while this research does not corroborate the multitude of challenges, Mr. Chris 

Wilson of A Heart’s Place Services, states the following ballooning costs in planning Hope Village: 

“…If I was able to find a builder or contractor to assist in the production of such a property you are then faced with unbelievable costs such as 

connections to city water and sewer (...$19,000 to $30,000), permit costs, as an example just to get listed to all of the departments in the city it 

costs $750. …Engineering costs of $29,000 to comply with city land and soil testing requirements, then on top of that you have to put in 

sprinklers which initially involves another Engineering cost, along with a cost of $9,000 for a small unit, subject to exceed that figure. To get 

electricity to the property, you have to get another Engineer to issue a report to BGE for about $3,000 then face the cost of bringing the meter to the 

property which is high as well because an 8’ trench must be dug from the pole to the property.  Then there are site costs…  

[Working with us, the City could] save $10,000 annually for the vacant lots they tell me they maintain, $18,000 per year housing cost for these 

individuals for housing that not longer exists. In not being able to find a decent company to assist us in the construction of these container homes we 

approached the modular market and found several companies in Pennsylvania who could produce a suitable smaller home, say over 500 square 

feet…for $35,000…by truck and put on bollards at the site.  Cost of transportation $2,000.”217

  

 

217 Interview with Chris Wilson via email, December 9, 2019. 
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Figure 45 Proposal B 1-4 offers 4 varieties of pilot layouts 
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Figure 46 Proposal B-5 reoccupies vacant alley streets entirely  
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PROPOSAL C: HOLD COMMUNITY CHARETTES 

Articulate Tiny House Pros/Cons 
1. One story, perhaps with a loft, for people who want to 

live at a small space, who want a studio home they can 

maintain themselves. 

2. “No pay no say” rule: The occupant is the owner, 

purchases the land, and thus is ‘putting their money 

where their mouth is’ with multiple-year intentions, in 

addition to their working with a builder to design and 

potentially construct the home themselves. 

3. Build off-site so less stress on neighborhood regarding 

noise of construction, workers on site, and the fear 

that materials will be stripped and stolen. 

4. Emphasize lower barrier to cost of homeownership 

because it is a smaller house so less materials. 

5. Identify local infrastructural knowledge for known 

problems with utility connections and street issues. 

Conduct Due Diligence 
Charettes should follow an internal assessment where a 

developer or organizer is the lead contact. The project lead 

should assess a corporation structure to start the village: 

Prior to public messaging, the organizer should establish a 

separate non-profit organization for due-diligence and line-

up financing or investigate climate for a co-operative. 

Financing and mayoral support are integral and should be 

announced at the session. A Community Benefits 

Agreement can then be written and leveraged in tandem 

with any institutional offerings like corporate sponsorships 

or public subsidies like a land trust or if a commons is to 

be built, a lease. Furthermore, leaders should pre-

workshop their own “social identity worksheet” to assess 

their own ‘emotional and social intelligence’ to build a 

word-bank and facilitate their own worldview.218 

 

218 Goodman, Diane J. “Social Identity Worksheet, Peer Program Training Modules.” 

Time and Place at UBC: Our Histories and Relations. Diversity & Intercultural 

Communication. 2008. http://timeandplace.ubc.ca/files/2014/06/Appendix-2.pdf 

Assess Neighborhood Comfort 
In tandem with the Neighborhood Indicators Comparison 

on page 132 and the rubric on page  164  

1. Recognize how people want to live in proximity to 

one another in neighborhood: 

a. People want to ‘live in the woods’ (suburban 

model) OR 

b. People want to live around other people, but 

‘not directly up’ on neighbors (space/cushion 

between units) OR 

c. People want to live in homes that are fully or 

semi-attached. 

2. Reference decades of inequality and emphasize a 

community benefits agreement 

a. Hold a design charette for candidate sites219; 

for archiving memories of past structures on 

the land; conduct a Visual Preferences Survey 

and set a timeline for public comments. 

Consult UMD/Wells and Green Network Plan.  

b. Discuss past and recent trauma caused by the 

vacancy. Ask about fears and expectations. 

c. Ensure local leaders are engaged by 

inventorying residents’ skillsets, to invite 

visioning and for co-op potential 

d. Provide reference to nearby resiliency centers, 

food pantries, guaranteed ride-home, central 

amenities, and underused local services 

e. Differentiate what is a private discussion from 

what is useful for public relations 

f. Hold a ‘meet and greet’ where tiny house 

prospective residents can chat with neighbors 

over a catered or potluck meal. 

g. Survey a field trip to visit existing builders  

219 Urban Design Associates, Gindoz, Ray, et. al. The Urban Design Handbook: Techniques and 

Working Methods. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2003). 
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PROPOSAL D: ALLOW SCATTERED INFILL   

What: Permit individual units to reoccupy vacant lots  

 

When: After alley streets and after at least one village is 

implemented 

 

Where: Same neighborhoods as aforementioned alley 

streets, or happenstance as residents desire. Ideally R-7, R-

8, R-9. 

 

Why: Repair ‘urban grain’/’street fabric’ of blocks where 

‘holes’ exist.  

 

Who: Individual residents, housing providers and 

landlords seeking to offer low-cost housing stock. Partner 

with neighborhood associations and with Maryland-area 

builders to emphasize economy-of-scale.  

 

How: Use rubric. Assume detached with attached façade  

or just seek a code modification; secondly, seek to re-zone 

the block; or lastly, seek amendment from the City BMZA 

as needed.  

Note: Site-built is not recommended in dense 

areas as site control is unsecured and noise control could 

negatively affect neighbors. The latter is debatable in 

suburban areas, as a typical SFH new build would be 

acceptable there. 

Circumstances that lead to living tiny 
1. Discontent/Harmed 

a. Not qualifying for traditional mortgage 
b. Tired of renting 
c. Homeless (regularly) or at-risk or housing 

insecure due to emergency or chronic 
issue 

i. Domestic 
ii. Medical 
iii. Environmental 

d. Bad credit or other financial constraint 
e. Children or paying child support 
f. Mobility risk 

2. Route: Build or Rent? 
a. Familiarity of neighborhood 

i. Site 
ii. Network 

b. Technical Prowess for DIY build 
i. Self-driven construction 

management or  
ii. Hiring a contractor 

c. Maintenance 
d. Cost-effective 

i. Overall cost to build 
ii. Upfront or incremental schedule 
iii. Long-term benefit with 

ownership 
1. Plan to leverage as equity 

asset 
2. Nearly identical resale 

value if maintained 
3. Peer-Group Acceptability 

a. “Tiny” vernacular communicates weak or 
female or childish 

b. Layout scale 
c. Owning possessions 
d. Ethnic or religious values 
e. Individual adaptability 

4. Emotional Visual Associations 
a. Gender is a no brainer = standard male to 

female aesthetics. “Masculinity in a tiny 
house = fragility, vulnerability. 
Emasculation.”  

b. Aging (e.g. senior) as down-sizing or 
youth as cost-cutting (20s-30s) 

c. Couple or single or family 
d. Hyperlocal aesthetic 

 

Additional considerations for values that influence living 

the tiny lifestyle are described in the primer on page 121.  
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Figure 47 Proposal D assumes existing zoning  
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PROPOSAL E: REINTRODUCE ADUS 

What: Revise the proposed auxiliary dwelling unit (ADU) 

bill, summarized on page 74. 

 

When: After a village has been introduced and operating 

for at least a year. 

 

Where:  

I. Where zoning allows, firstly and predominantly in 

the inner-city/’Walking City’ (in backyards, in sally 

ports, and perhaps potentially rooftops where 

structurally sound); then  

II. In ‘Streetcar Suburbs’ only within walkable 

distance of a central amenity after community 

charettes; and lastly, least desirably in ‘Automobile 

Suburbs’ where density supports demand.220 

 

Why: With general support and a proven model underway 

for villages and scattered infill, revising the proposed 

auxiliary dwelling unit (ADU) bill would ensure residents 

are already informed on the cultural benefits of tiny 

homes. With nuance understood, a negotiation of density 

 

220 Belfoure and Hayward, 178-179. 

would be viable without dog-whistling over income 

inequality and NIMBYism, better described on page 74. 

  

Who: City Council, Councilman Dorsey, and non-profit 

housing advocates described in this research. 

 

How: Non-profits, the City Planning Academy, the 

Department of Transportation and Councilman Dorsey 

should coordinate ‘meet-and-greet’ style events ahead of 

reintroducing the bill to the council to establish further 

discourse over neighbors’ concerns over density, length of 

lot size and location, quality of public infrastructure, and 

specific utility connection doubts. Walkability to central 

amenities should target neighborhood support, and a GIS 

survey of lot sizes, emphasizing longer lots and lot ratios 

by zoning, should be considered. Then, neighbors and 

supporters should organize a letter campaign to produce a 

wealth of original, impassioned and considerate, letters of 

support to the Department of Planning. Furthermore, 

advocates should provide verbal, in-person support when 

the bill is being workshopped and receiving public 

comment.   

Figure 48 Example of potential 
responses to neighborhood 
concerns, credit Litman 
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Figure 49 Proposal E-1 assumes BMZA permits for ADUs for walkable neighborhoods  
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Figure 50 Proposal E-2 
assumes BMZA permits for 
ADUs in certain streetcar 
suburbs. Less desirable. 
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Baltimore primer on Tiny Homes 

PRIMER 

1. Conceptions and misconceptions on what is a 

tiny home is, based on how the dwelling is 

designed and how it is sited; 

a. Be Legally Sited; 

b. Innately Consider Accessibility; 

c. Include the Right Built-in Utilities; 

d. Incorporate Good Heating and Cooling; 

and 

e. Be a Financial Investment that Costs 

Less. 

f. Misconception: Tiny homes may or may 

not be micro-units, manufactured, or 

modular homes.  

2. Misconceptions with what may not be tiny; 

3. Values of ‘tiny house people’; 

4. Indicators of neighborhoods where they would 

go. 

 

1. Tiny Homes Should: Be Legally Sited 

To cite Baltimore’s Zoning Code, all residential 

dwellings, whether built on-site or constructed in a studio 

or yard, must obtain a permit for building or updating any 

substantial work; furthermore, to reside, there must be a 

 

221 “Building, Fire, and Related Codes: §105.” City of Baltimore. 

http://ca.baltimorecity.gov/codes/Art%2000%20-%20Bldg,%20Fire.pdf. 

222 “Baltimore Zoning Code, §1-305 r.” City of Baltimore. 

valid use-and-occupancy permit (U&O).221 A standalone 

dwelling is a: 

SINGLE-FAMILY HOME (SFH): A dwelling that is 
meant for a single-family unit (one individual, a couple 
people or three or more individuals). Occupancy is 
uniformly isolated to one single-family per dwelling per lot. 
Typically if standalone, is described as “detached.” 
Technically, while rowhomes are attached SFHs, the term 
SFH usually anecdotally refers to a detached unit and not to 
an attached rowhome. Baltimore’s zoning code defines a 
rowhome as “1 of 3 or more buildings, each of which 
contains a single dwelling unit used for residential 
occupancy, with each building having its own private 
entrance and being joined to the others by a party or shared 
wall.”222 

The Office of Permits and Inspections is 

operated within the Department of Housing and 

Community Development (DHCD), yet as a field is a 

component of zoning, itself a set of controls operated by 

the Department of Planning. Its policies and procedures 

ensure public health and quality of life through a web of 

related offices. This web is also known as Urban Planning 

(‘urban’ referring to cities and their suburbs, small towns 

and rural villages), where the web works with the aim of 

community development goals meeting economic goals 

for housing and jobs, which then meets physical goals of 

placement and design.223 

Zoning includes first evaluating neighborhood 

character, best described as a visioning process through 

community planning (in which a designated community 

has surveyed and formalized a set of values over a multi-

month period of time). It is paired with recommendations 

from staff to specify uniform policies for standard 

practice.224 At first, standard practice can appear opaque 

or arbitrary, as to why, for instance, a tiny house cannot 

223 “What is Urban Planning?” University of Wisconsin Milwaukee. 

https://uwm.edu/sarup/urban-planning/faq/ 

224 “Illustrating the Zoning Ordinance.” American Planning Association. 

https://www.planning.org/pas/reports/report165.htm.  

http://ca.baltimorecity.gov/codes/Art%2000%20-%20Bldg,%20Fire.pdf
https://uwm.edu/sarup/urban-planning/faq/
https://www.planning.org/pas/reports/report165.htm
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be located or ‘squeezed’ in a lot where it otherwise can 

literally fit without any practical interference; but there are 

wider factors to consider for the public good.  

Chiefly, residential use of land is not solely the 

land owner’s decision, but rather the housing type must 

be allowed by both zoning and land-use then approved by 

permit. For instance, while a neighborhood may be zoned 

residential, a specific set of housing within that zone may 

be allowed only in certain areas. This designation thus 

establishes a neighborhood set of preferences and/or is 

 

225   Greenlee, Andrew J., Mary Edwards, and Jerry Anthony. “Planning Skills: An 

Examination of Supply and Local Government Demand.”( Journal of Planning Education and 

Research 35, no. 2, June 2015). 161–73. doi:10.1177/0739456X15570321. 

designed to discourage or specifically disallow different 

types of residences beside one another, using housing 

types, and/or form overlay districts to further establish 

conduct. Land use and zoning then are best 

contextualized on the next page to define where in the 

Planning framework they fit.  

A list of land use criteria specific to tiny homes is 

included after the following chart:225

Figure 51 Planning Overview, sorted after reading Greenlee (2015), credit J. Fair 
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Land Use Standards include: 

List of land use criteria 

1. Neighborhood character and density, 

2. Allowable housing typology, 

3. Gross per floor area (GFA) per inhabitant; 226  

4. Dwelling size (width, length, height), 

5. Lot size, 

6. Land assessment, 

7. Ratio of the dwelling size to the lot size 

8. Site set-backs to determine how far the dwelling 

can be from the street, 

9. Standards for land coverage percentage for an 

attractive front and back yard, and 

10. Utility connection standards for fire safety/access, 

water and sewer connections, and storm water 

drainage. 

 

226 “Baltimore City Zoning Code § 1-306(j) ,Ord. 16-581.” 

Note, consideration for these standards do not inherently 

include the staff time necessary to rank and review a 

single project. Often that feasibility for a project can be 

measured in staff review time, acknowledging that 

political (mayoral), set financing, and initial technical 

support are integral to atypical scopes being deemed 

worthy of review to move forward. Furthermore, staff 

time includes fees. Therefore, of the 10 factors to 

consider in the criteria list, each of these factors can be 

dissected in a jurisdiction’s code between various 

departments (as shown in the prior Planning graph), 

under zoning, land use, fire and safety regulations, 

housing, and/or code enforcement. These work together 

to balance a street’s urban design, ensure healthy 

standards, and weigh public sentiments. Yet this 

burdensome process requires individual jurisdictional 

attention, and indeed, within the tiny house ‘movement’ 

there is a burgeoning industry of many regional resources 

dedicated to help residents relocate specifically to where 

they are permitted and can ultimately apply for a U&O 

upon their relocation.227  

227 Kanto, Jill. SearchTinyHouseVillages.com. http://searchtinyhousevillages.com.  

Figure 52 Example: “Illustrating the Zoning Ordinance” demonstrates 
land use standards like dwelling size, lot size, ratio, and setbacks, 
credit APA. 

Figure 53 Floor Area Ratio combines GFA of the dwelling compared 
with overall lot size and setbacks, credit American Planning 
Association (APA). 

http://searchtinyhousevillages.com/
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SMALLER LOTS MEAN LARGER GAINS: 

The 20th century minimum lot size cannot 

uniformly address the needs of all 21st century 

homeowners. This standard recognized that in a city, 

dwelling units were to be large enough for each individual 

to have sufficient habitable space with which to live; in 

Baltimore’s code, a standard rowhome is at least 16’ wide 

along the Right Of Way, and blocks no more than 500’ 

across by today’s measure.228 Blocks were developed from 

large parcels of land that were sub-divided into lots. This 

set a precedent where new neighborhoods were 

determined with an acceptable scale to determine the 

maximum lot sales price and this then reinforced the 

expected perimeters for medium-to-large sized homes to 

address the desired density. In the mid to late 20th century, 

this further developed the idea of the American Dream in 

suburbia.  

While tiny homes often below 400 square feet  

that are built upon a foundation can currently be built or 

placed as the sole dwelling upon a foundation (Type 2A), 

in either urban or suburban city neighborhoods where 

zoned low-density detached residential (e.g. Baltimore City 

zone R-7), then as long as all land use standards are met, 

foundation-based tiny houses are allowed. However, the 

reality is that this rarely happens in the free market, 

because residents are accustomed to compete to ‘fit in’ 

with surrounding neighbors to ensure resale value. 

Researcher Daniel Hutchinson cites that the allure to “go 

tiny” is, as Author Susan Susanka wrote in her own book, 

Not So Big House, to make space “more usable and 

personalized [to result] in increased satisfaction.” 

Hutchinson found that users “find themselves…more 

thoughtful about their purchasing and consumption” but, 

 

228 “Subdivision Rules & Regulations.” Baltimore City Code. December 22 2016. 33. 

229 Hutchinson, 17, 19. 

this leads to a “disproportionate focus on houses 

specifically as commodities for sale and resale.”229 Thus, in 

practice, the cost to purchase a standard lot only to then 

build a single tiny house that will only nominally increase 

the property’s sales price is unrealistic. The house would 

have to rival the cost of a neighboring standard-sized 

home to increase the value of the property. For many 

homebuyers who seek to build on a smaller budget or to 

avoid a mortgage, the goal is to minimize and consolidate 

goods and concerns. Likewise, the NIMBY fear that a tiny 

home can depress the selling price of a nearby single-

family home is unsubstantiated. Rather, a property needs 

to be designed well, managed and maintained. 230 

To illustrate why a current resident would want to 

build a tiny home on a typical sized lot today, one must 

break-down the costs.  

PURCHASE LAND, THEN PURCHASE HOUSE 

As with any purchase of property, a landowner 

must purchase a deed-of-trust on which the land will be 

taxed. Then the homeowner would build on that land. As 

the homeowner might seek a mortgage, a tiny homeowner 

could consider purchasing their own home out-front due 

to its significantly lesser cost, but they must still be ready 

for homeownership nonetheless. Throughout the 

Baltimore region, as noted in Belfoure/Hayward’s 

research, many homes are subject to ground rent, in that the 

land lots are owned by another party to whom 

homeowners must rent the land on which their home 

230 "Don't Put It Here!" The Center for Housing Policy. 

https://furmancenter.org/files/media/Dont_Put_It_Here.pdf 
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sits.231 For simplicity’s sake, the term ‘homeowner’ usually 

assumes the same individual owns both land and dwelling. 

BUY UPFRONT OR MORTGAGE? 

The goal changes to affordability, not increasing 

the cost of the land. If the cost of the home is low enough 

for an individual’s budget, the homeowner may not need 

to mortgage. Indeed, where the cost of a tiny home can 

vary from $15,000 up towards $100,000, with an average 

cost of $50,000 according to the National Association of 

Home Builders (NAHB), this low cost is comparable to a 

larger-sized home.232 In doing so, a lower total cost allows 

the tiny homeowner to invest their excess funds not spent 

on an average mortgage payment into the cost of land and 

into local markets (other passions and people).  

Local Baltimore-Anne Arundel area tiny home 

builder, Greg Cantori of Cantori Homes, wrote in his 

white-paper, on the strain of unreasonable housing costs: 

“In a year, the average Baltimore resident will spend $11,000 

to $20,000 on rent. Meanwhile, most fully outfitted tiny homes 

cost between $28,000 and $60,000 in total to purchase, 

depending on the materials and technology used. In other words 

— for a few years’ rent, an individual could own their own 

home. This is an especially promising option for close to 40 

percent of those whose rent now takes over a third of their 

paycheck. …Tiny homes require a fraction of the land and 

resources that the average 2,800-square-foot home requires, and 

can be as structurally sound as any other home built to 

International Residential Codes. Tiny homes are the ultimate in 

environmental sustainability”.233 

 

231 “Ground Rent.” Maryland Department of Assessments and Taxation. 

https://dat.maryland.gov/realproperty/Pages/Ground-Rent.aspx 

232 Hutchinson, 61. 

233 Cantori, Greg. “Tiny homes present big opportunities for Baltimore.” Baltimore Sun. 

January 5, 2017. http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/opinion/oped/bs-ed-tiny-homes-

20170105-story.html  

Another source detailing the nationwide guidance 

by the IRC Appendix Q describes: 

“With many Americans spending one-third to more than half of 

their income on housing, living small uses significantly less of a 

paycheck or savings for putting a roof over one’s head. …68 

percent of tiny house owners have no mortgage compared to 29.3 

percent of all U.S. homeowners. …The average cost of a 

standard-sized home in the United States is $272,000 (plus an 

additional $200,000 or so if the price comes with a 30-year 

mortgage at current interest rates). The average cost of a tiny 

house is $23,000 if built by the homeowner. The price tag 

typically doubles if a builder is used.”234 

Thus, each choice in a home’s construction results 

in its price, and each choice must be allowed by the code 

for which the home will be placed. Yet in order to allow 

for cost savings, a tiny home must first be allowed within a 

permitting and planning staff’s subjective, practical 

interpretation. Compounding the issue is that for most 

jurisdictions across the country, since tiny houses’ 

typologies are not popular nor in demand, they are not 

incorporated explicitly and therefore are simply not written 

into most jurisdictions’ codes. By then being absent in a 

jurisdiction’s code, they are widely understood as not being 

explicitly included, and thus are by default, ‘outside the 

law’ and illegal.  

Thus, assuming a tiny home is designed to local 

housing code requirements, City staff must tweak siting 

standards to set a welcoming public tone to permit its 

immobility or mobility (for Type 1A, B, C). Each of the 

above land use standards is premised on most 

234 Kaufmann, C. “The Tiny house Movement and Livable Communities.” AARP. 

https://www.aarp.org/livable-communities/housing/info-2015/tiny-houses-are-becoming-

a-big-deal.html  

http://www.baltimoresun.com/topic/entertainment/music/tameka-cottle-PECLB0000011120-topic.html
https://dat.maryland.gov/realproperty/Pages/Ground-Rent.aspx
https://www.aarp.org/livable-communities/housing/info-2015/tiny-houses-are-becoming-a-big-deal.html
https://www.aarp.org/livable-communities/housing/info-2015/tiny-houses-are-becoming-a-big-deal.html
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jurisdictions’ limitation (Baltimore’s too) that the permitted 

number of residential dwellings is one-family per one-

dwelling per one-lot. This prevents the most common way 

U.S. residents consider tiny housing—building a detached 

single-story tiny house cottage in their back yard.235 This 

then limits residences to areas either zoned specifically to a 

single-family dwelling per residential lot, or zoned to a 

multi-family residential lot. For tiny living, there are only 

four legal options remaining that a resident can pursue, 

currently. In order: 

1. File a variance; or 

2. Adapt the code to allow two or more 

dwellings per residential lot; or 

3. Allow tiny homes on wheels to be recognized 

as homes, not vehicles; or 

4. Build in a unique zone authorized for multi-

family tiny homes. 

Each of these four steps vary by each 

jurisdiction’s subjective permitting process. The most 

familiar route is a site-specific allowance, known as a 

variance: 

VARIANCE: A permitting waiver to prove reasonable use 
that the typically allowed use on a lot would prove very high 
/ unwarranted hardship. The variance process adapts that for 
a single instance, a change in use should response to a 
growing public concern or enable a detail that was 
unforeseen or unlikely to include in the original ordinance. 
Without the variance, applicant would be denied. In 
Maryland, variances specifically address  development on lots 
with environmental site constraints in accordance with the 
Maryland Critical Area Program.236 

 

235 “Floor Area Ratio.” American Planning Association. 

https://www.planning.org/pas/reports/report111.htm  

236 “Critical Area Study Raises Local Variance & Enforcement Concerns,” Maryland 

Association of Counties. December 22, 2016. 

https://conduitstreet.mdcounties.org/2016/12/22/law-clinic-critical-area-study-

raises-local-variance-enforcement-concerns/ 

To reiterate, variances are rare and require lengthy 

time consideration and may be costly. They are often due 

to specific circumstances that do not argue the existing 

code is defunct or extant, but that a special allowance 

should be made. This tactic needs sound reasoning in 

order to be enforceable as the purchase of a tiny home, 

while ignorant of code, does not warrant unforeseen 

hardship.237  

A more-common and burgeoning practice 

sweeping jurisdictions across the county is to allow 

enterprising private homeowners looking for additional 

forms of income, the ability to place a tiny home behind 

their single-family home.  

ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS (ADUs): Typically 
single-family homes that have secondary living units within 
the property lot that have been permitted to be rehabbed for 
rental, e.g. granny flats above a garage; basement apartments; 
a single spare room turned into a studio.  

Landowners who built ADUs should have a 

covenant and a deed. If leasing, a lease. ADUs go by many 

names, but are typically legally known as granny flats 

(apartments over a garage), repurposed garage spaces, 

basement apartments, or take place in permitted alleys. 

They typically blend into the urban fabric better than 

recreational vehicles (RV), which are also limited to period 

of residence and if parked “semi/illegally” can be cause 

problematic complaints from neighbors, even though they 

usually service the same purpose.238 

The questions become: how valuable is the 

demand to live in a neighborhood, and how much supply 

is there for affordable housing? In neighborhoods where 

237 Morrison, Gabriella. “How to Use A Variance To Legalize Your Tiny House.” 

TinyHouseBuild.com. January 31, 2016. https://tinyhousebuild.com/how-to-use-a-

variance-to-legalize-your-tiny-house-a-case-study/ 

238 Shearer & Burton, 303. 

https://www.planning.org/pas/reports/report111.htm
https://conduitstreet.mdcounties.org/2016/12/22/law-clinic-critical-area-study-raises-local-variance-enforcement-concerns/
https://conduitstreet.mdcounties.org/2016/12/22/law-clinic-critical-area-study-raises-local-variance-enforcement-concerns/
https://accessorydwellings.org/2012/06/04/beware-of-the-many-synonyms-for-adus/
https://accessorydwellings.org/2012/06/04/beware-of-the-many-synonyms-for-adus/
https://tinyhousebuild.com/how-to-use-a-variance-to-legalize-your-tiny-house-a-case-study/
https://tinyhousebuild.com/how-to-use-a-variance-to-legalize-your-tiny-house-a-case-study/
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there is adequate supply of space, the ability to place lower-

cost quality affordable homes becomes lower and thus 

more lucrative as a mean for additional income to single-

family homeowners at-large.  

According to AccessoryDwellings.org, ADU 

ordinances have been adopted sporadically across the 

country to address the existing system that restricts 

existing homeowners from building a residence in their 

yard or converting a basement or attic into a secondary 

dwelling unit, e.g. an efficiency, and in doing so, restricts 

the homeowner from choosing how best to utilize their 

excess land by tenanting to a relative or to a non-

relative.239 Therefore, if an aging homeowner were to build 

a tiny home on their lot so they may “down-size” and lease 

out their former home to a new, young family, this would 

not be permitted by default. As with any accessory 

dwelling, both a guest home, and an ADU, could still 

 

239 “Accessory Dwellings.” AccessoryDwellings.org. http://accessorydwellings.org  

240 Summers, 160. 

necessitate a permit, and it would, as any design change to 

a property may, impact the property’s overall assessed tax 

value. As a whole, studies of ADUs have not yet proven 

any negative impact to neighboring property values. 

Researcher Nicholas Summers describes ADUs attraction 

as follows: 

”Compared with large, multifamily developments, 

ADUs are more diffuse, can be sited throughout suburban 

neighborhoods reducing the concentration of resource 

demands (i.e., parking), can provide an opportunity for 

tenuous homeowners to supplement their household 

finances with rental income, and can increase social 

diversity in neighborhoods (e.g., young single people in 

neighborhoods that cater to families). … they are often in 

marginal spaces, and because they are often sited in middle 

class suburban neighborhoods, they are unlikely to lead to 

the physical displacement of the poor and working class, 

even if a mass market for tiny homes were to emerge.”240  

From a zoning perspective, the restriction of one 

dwelling per residential lot is historically standard, no 

matter if a tiny home’s scale on a lot in combination with 

the main dwelling is still within the allowed net coverage 

alongside other minimum requirements. Rather than 

splitting/sub-dividing lots (like those already grandfathered 

in for Baltimore’s Carriage Houses, see page 70), a different 

zoning practice has gained traction in other regions of the 

country: cooperatively-operated Community Land Trusts. 

COMMUNITY LAND TRUSTS (CLTS) 

COMMUNITY LAND TRUST (CLT) : State-recognized 
land that is owned by a non-profit on which homeowners 
form a cooperative to maintain stake in the land’s value.241 

CLTs are similar to but differ from ADUs 

whereby a non-profit-operated or municipality-recognized 

241 Meehan, James. “Reinventing Real Estate: The Community Land Trust As a Social 

Invention in Affordable Housing.” Journal of Applied Social Science, 2014. 

Figure 54 ADUs on roof, beside; or detached. Credit City of Boulder, CO 

http://accessorydwellings.org/
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CLT offers shared infrastructure needs to enable a more 

efficient and manageable means of affordable housing. 

Firstly, the trust either works with established dwelling size 

conventions in the land use code, or multiple homes are 

allowed on an assembled parcel, that is owned by a non-

profit, with a state-level overlay that waives property tax 

for a finite amount of time or as the state decides. 

Typically, CLTs are located in a community already 

seeking higher density. These homes could either be made 

available for purchase to homeowners or could be 

available to qualify for waivers through a state, city, or 

non-profit operated affordable housing program. A 

notable CLT exists in Austin, Texas: 

“[Community land trusts [operate in which] a local nonprofit 

acquires a parcel of land and pledges to use it for purposes that 

benefit the neighborhood, whether that be food production or 

affordable housing. In the housing model, the nonprofit builds a 

home on the land and sells it to someone in need. But the 

nonprofit retains ownership of the land that the house sits on, 

leasing it to the homeowner for a designated time period, typically 

99 years. Dividing the structure from the land has two 

important benefits: It ensures that the land won’t be sold to 

developers by keeping it in the community’s possession, but still 

allows people to buy a home and earn equity on the structure. 

…As part of the deal, the home will always be affordable. The 

lease between the homeowner and the nonprofit sets a fixed rate 

for the house’s appreciation, so that the homeowner builds equity 

while still keeping the price down for the next buyer.”242 

Functionally, CLTs can be described similar to 

condominium associations or co-operatives where each 

owner actually owns part of the collective land and any 

buildings on it, and shares voting rights. To define, a co-

 

242 Semuels, Alana. “Affordable Housing, Always.” The Atlantic. July 6, 2015. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/07/affordable-housing-

always/397637/. 

operative must formally be established via the Maryland 

Cooperative Housing Corporation Act, State Corporations 

and Associations Article, Title 5, Subtitle 6B. In this 

regard, the CLT is a co-operative that assembles multiple 

lots to adjoin the property as a developer would, but the 

benefit is that the multiple residents on that single land 

assemblage then have direct stake and say rather than 

being beholden to a landlord or an outside investor’s 

interests. Alternatively, a CLT can operate under the 

auspices of a non-profit organization instead of a formal 

co-op. 

CLTs are a particular route that would support the 

reuse of vacant land. As quoted in Alan Mallach’s The 

Empty House Next Door, governments are encouraged to 

“remove legal impediments in state law to effective reuse 

of vacant property; [To] enact and apply strong vacant 

property tools, such as land banks and receiverships.”243 A 

CLT allows the community to reserve land in its own 

interests and in doing so, cap greed-based price hikes. A 

list of factors that influence the design of a Community 

Land Trust is described on page 128. 

243 Mallach, Alan, 5. 

Figure 55 CLT Model Graph. Credit CommunityWealth.org 

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/07/affordable-housing-always/397637/
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/07/affordable-housing-always/397637/
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ADUS IN MARYLAND 

On the local and Maryland level, ADUs are a 

recent hot-topic of debate in the capital region, following 

the District of Columbia’s adoption of an ADU ordinance 

as well as Montgomery County’s adoption. Montgomery’s 

instance is advantageous due to its upholding the lot’s 

existing occupancy standards whilst detailing minimum 

floor areas, and as such, their ordinance pairs with the 

county’s affordable housing policies. In Maryland, they are 

not alone; Talbot County, for instance, allows for ADUs 

(albeit much lower density) and indeed, the City of 

Baltimore proposed an ordinance in 2018 (see page 74). As 

fruitful as this ADU progress is to Maryland tiny home 

builders who desire to build demand for potential new 

clients within the State, the bulk of Maryland’s residents 

still anecdotally associate tiny homes with Type 1A: Tiny 

Houses on Wheels (THOWs). Shearer & Burton, 

Summers, and many sources all attribute this to popular 

culture a la HGTV and many tiny house blogs and 

magazines.244  In Maryland, THOWs and the fully mobile 

Type 1C (e.g. schoolies, caravans) are typically not allowed 

altogether for long-term dwelling as they are viewed as 

vehicles. The exception is boats within Baltimore’s marinas; 

which are technically Type 1C. Unfortunately, the 

provision for foundations remains enforced for all of 

Maryland’s proposed and adopted ADU ordinances.  

TINY HOUSE ON WHEELS (THOW) (TYPE 1A)  : 
Movable or portable, built onto a trailer chassis that can be 
towed and may or may not have the structure supported by 
wheeled tires when stationary for domicile placement. Of 
upmost importance, as noted above, is the legal permission 
and adaptability for long-term residence, as while some 
enthusiasts may not intend the dwelling for their primary 
residence, its storage and proof of occupancy does not 
distinguish it in any case as a vehicle by most inspectors. A 
typical size for driving on U.S. highways, is without a special 

 

244 Summers, 132. 

245 Janzen, Michael. “Road Limits for Tiny Houses on Trailers.” Tiny House Design. 

August 19 2010. https://tinyhousedesign.com/road-limits-for-tiny-houses-on-trailers/. 

permit, defined as 13.5-feet tall, 8.5-feet wide, and 40-

feet long – 65-feet maximum including the tow vehicle.245  

Authors Michael Janzen’s Tiny House Design, 

Michelle Marie’s Tiny House Society, and Dan Louche’s Tiny 

House Design and Construction Guide each described that 

THOWs’ design properties depend on two significant 

variables: legal long-term placement as a home and not as a 

vehicle, and how a foundation is affixed. In regards to 

Baltimore City and surrounding counties’ land use, a 

vehicle does not have permission to permanently or 

temporarily stay in one place more than 7 days in a 90 day 

period. Otherwise, long-term placement is illegal. (see 

Campgrounds on page 84). Regarding weight distribution 

for road-readiness, THOWs’ design must be built around 

the trailer’s tongue and axles.246 Once built with appliances 

and furnishings installed, the typical THOW is estimated 

to average 10,000 lbs (4535 kg) in weight. For this reason, 

THOWs are built to be purposefully road-ready once 

tenanted, yet can be built to be mobile-capable but not 

intended to be easily portable. Furthermore, the Tiny 

Home Industry Association provides referrals for the 

construction and certification of structures by either self-

246 Marie, Michelle. “Tiny House On Wheels or Stationary Tiny House?” Tiny House 

Society. June 19, 2018. https://www.tinysociety.co/articles/tiny-house-on-wheels-or-stationary-tiny-house/.  

Figure 56 Baltimore’s CivicWorks Tiny House on Wheels at Mid-
Atlantic Tiny House Expo 2018, credit J. Fair 

https://tinyhousedesign.com/road-limits-for-tiny-houses-on-trailers/
https://www.tinysociety.co/articles/tiny-house-on-wheels-or-stationary-tiny-house/
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declaration/supplier’s declaration of conformity, trade 

association, or third party-inspection.247 

Certification is upheld by NTA Inc. to the 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 119.5 

standard of the ICC (International Code Council), that 

uses ISO industry standards, and is accredited by A2LA 

(American Association for Laboratory Accreditation; out 

of Frederick MD). Furthermore, certification is upheld by 

Bildsworth International and Pacific West Associates 

(related to the Tiny House Industry Association) to ASTM 

(American Society for Testing and Materials)’s E699-16 for 

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) in 

compliance with the RV Industry Association (RVIA) 

1192. These industry standards allow residents and 

builders engineering parameters to convince local 

inspectors that the structures are safe and tenantable.  

In some cases, as interviewed by Ethan 

Waldman’s Tiny House Lifestyle Podcast in summer 2019, in 

Lake Dallas, TX, a local permitting office or inspector may 

interpret affixing a THOW to a foundation as legitimate 

under Appendix Q; but this interpretation is subjective and 

not the norm.248 Anecdotally, in more rural areas, buyers 

may purchase and illegally place homes, but technically do 

so at their own risk of a perpetual code enforcement fine. 

Yet risk should not be taken lightly. As Hutchinson 

describes at length in his dissertation, each of the above 

technicalities requires the ability to shoulder risk, to absorb 

financial and legal consequence. To risk without legal 

permission is a display of socio-economic status; one that 

is often descriptive of the neighborhood’s climate.249  

 

247 “Inspection and Certification.” Tiny Home Industry Association. https://www.ntainc.com/why-

product-certification-matters  

248 Waldman, Ethan. “Real Estate Development and Tiny Houses: How to Build a Tiny 

House Village with Terry Lantrip – #079.” Tiny House Lifestyle Podcast.  

https://media.blubrry.com/tinyhouselifestylepodcast/content.blubrry.com/tinyhouselifestylepodcast/TerryLantrip079.mp3  

249 Hutchinson, 55. 

The final remaining option for a resident to 

convince a jurisdiction to allow tiny homes is, as noted in 

minutes of a Glenham-Belford Neighborhood Association 

Meeting, the planning process of “of-right zoning.”250 The 

term refers to a practice being capable within the existing 

wording of an ordinance, even if the new adaptation was 

previously unconsidered. Thus, in zones already zoned 

eligible for low-density, detached or mixed residential 

units, like office residential (OR-1), transitional residential 

(R-5), or mixed residential (R-7), these zones are already 

appropriate for multiple families to reside.251 The challenge 

for residents to consider this zone as viable is that the land 

is not innately a CLT designed to cap costs and leverage 

residents’ stakeholder-ownership. Rather, it is dependent 

on a developer developing the foundation-based homes 

just as they would develop a condominium or apartments, 

not a single family home subdivision.   

While by-right development is attractive to 

leverage wider community acceptance by presenting the 

project on-par with any other multifamily project, the 

price/cost of homes is often governed by the financial 

market and is thus highly specific, rare, and unique to the 

site constraints, the developer’s equity and intentions, and 

250 Bingel, Jeanette. “Proposed Tiny House Development.” Glenham-Belhar 

Community Association. http://livelauraville.org/2019/03/12/proposed-tiny-house-development 

251 “Map Legend and Zoning District Summary” In “Transform Baltimore Zoning 

Code.” Baltimore City Department of Planning. 

https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/transform%20legend_red_0.pdf. 

Figure 57 Lake Dallas Tiny Home Village, TX. Credit WFAA. 

https://www.ntainc.com/why-product-certification-matters
https://www.ntainc.com/why-product-certification-matters
https://media.blubrry.com/tinyhouselifestylepodcast/content.blubrry.com/tinyhouselifestylepodcast/TerryLantrip079.mp3
http://livelauraville.org/2019/03/12/proposed-tiny-house-development
https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/transform%20legend_red_0.pdf
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the neighborhood’s economic land values. These measures 

are true for any CLT, but are not checked innately by any 

public incentive, allowance, or partnership. Rather, any 

voluntary endeavors that are deemed acceptable by the 

community is all that is checked (if a community is 

organized at all). An example of this is summarized as a 

case study on by developer Cormony Development LLC 

in Glenham-Belhar on page 71. 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

Figure 58 3018-20 Hamilton Ave, 
proposed development of Tiny Homes 
as multi-family development by 
Cormony Development LLC. Credit 
above, City of Baltimore Department of 
Public Works;  below, Google Maps. 
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2. Tiny Homes should: incorporate good heating and 
cooling  

Baltimore is located along the Chesapeake Bay in 

the Piedmont Plateau, with varied weather throughout the 

year that ranges snow to boiling heat, between forest, 

hillside, and swamp. While southern architectural styles 

like the dogtrot, the shotgun, and the Charleston single 

house were familiar to Blacks as offering passive climate 

control throughout the southern United States, these were 

not a norm within Baltimore as with each wave of 

migration, Black migrants needed to move into existing 

housing options.252 Unfortunately, the existing Eurocentric 

housing styles evolved across northeastern cities.253 

Fittingly, the bulk of Baltimore’s neighborhoods are filled 

with rowhomes that date back to the late-1800s through 

mid-1900s, most with poor retrofitting of insulation and 

too few with quality passive architecture and modern air 

conditioning systems.254 Rather with the threat of hot 

summers and frigid summers, the notion of living in a tiny 

house that has a broken air conditioner or a broken space 

heater becomes a non-starter. According to a 2019 study 

called “Code Red” from the University of Maryland’s 

Howard Center for Investigative Journalism and Capital News 

Service, “average annual temperatures in Baltimore have 

gone up more than 3 degrees over the last century, nearly 

twice as much as the rest of the country.”255 Furthermore, 

poor in-house insulation effects more than just heating 

concerns, but spills into air filter issues for cooking 

exhaust, fire prevention, and even security, as many 

 

252 Horton, James Oliver and Horton, Lois. A History of the African American People: 

The History, Traditions & Culture of African Americans. Detroit, Wayne State University 

Press, 1997. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=L2RMRwJ1IUsC&newbks=1&newbks_redir=0&lpg=PP117&dq=dogtrot%2C%20shotgu

n&pg=PP117#v=onepage&q=dogtrot,%20shotgun&f=false 

253 Duff, Charlie. “North Atlantic Cities.” (Liverpool: The Bluecoat Press, 2019.) 

https://www.northatlanticcities.com/ 

254 Romanosky, Janice and Gaylord, Prescott. “The Baltimore Rowhouse: An 

Abbreviated Guide to Greening the Iconic Brick Rowhome.” (Baltimore: Enterprise 

Community Partners, 2014). https://www.enterprisecommunity.org/download?fid=2401&nid=4492. 13-17. 

rowhome residents, the fear of a break-in caused by a 

loose air conditioner discourages ground-floor air 

conditioners and outdoor child play.256  

The report goes on to affirm: “The streets have 

fewer trees than those in more affluent communities. 

Rowhouses, Baltimore’s signature architecture, trap heat 

and stay hot even when the heat eases on summer nights. 

The houses are old, often poorly insulated and hard to 

maintain. Crime rates are higher, so many people won’t put 

an air-conditioning unit in a first-floor window for fear of 

break-ins.”257 Sensibly, tiny houses would need to assuage 

fears that a more compact living space would suffer the 

same design flaws by being constructed of modern 

materials, and where possible, sustainably-sourced 

materials: 

• Concrete; Brick and other masonry; Cob, 

adobe, and other earthen construction 

materials; 

255 Round, Ian, Conner, Jazmin, Rowley, Jermaine, Banisky, Sandy. “Code Red: 

Baltimore’s Climate Divide.” University of Maryland, Howard Center for Investigative Journalism and 

Capital News Service at Merrill College of Journalism. September 8, 2019. 

https://cnsmaryland.org/interactives/summer-2019/code-red/neighborhood-heat-

inequality.html 

256 Shen, Fern. “Student journalists show who in Baltimore is hit hardest by climate 

change and why.” Baltimore Brew. September 7, 2019. 

https://www.baltimorebrew.com/2019/09/07/student-journalists-show-who-in-baltimore-is-hit-hardest-by-climate-change-and-

why/ 

257 Round, et. al.. 

Figure 59 Two tiny homes mimic the dogtrot style with a breezeway 
between. Credit: TinyHouseDesign.com 

https://www.enterprisecommunity.org/download?fid=2401&nid=4492
https://cnsmaryland.org/interactives/summer-2019/code-red/neighborhood-heat-inequality.html
https://cnsmaryland.org/interactives/summer-2019/code-red/neighborhood-heat-inequality.html
https://www.baltimorebrew.com/2019/09/07/student-journalists-show-who-in-baltimore-is-hit-hardest-by-climate-change-and-why/
https://www.baltimorebrew.com/2019/09/07/student-journalists-show-who-in-baltimore-is-hit-hardest-by-climate-change-and-why/
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• Natural plaster finishes;  

• Copper plumbing components; 

• Large expanses of glass; and 

• Cooking options vary from electrical or 

propane stovetops/ovens/fireplaces, single 

burner hot plates.”258 

3. Tiny Homes should: include the right built-in 
utilities 

As Fowler had emphasized for Detroit, residents 

of the Baltimore region have grown accustomed to 

modern appliances that must meet the region’s 

temperatures and climate. For residents who are skeptical 

that smaller dwellings simply can’t hold fit a ‘proper’ oven 

or a comfortable shower, or that if they have an air 

conditioner that it would then be too visible to 

neighbors—these concerns should not be undervalued. All 

tiny homes must contend with the following amenities 

either in the home or in a communal option: 

• Common Room (e.g. Living Room, Dining Nook) 

and/or bedroom; 

• Kitchen: hand and dish-washing, waste disposal, 

laundry (2-in-1 or stacked machines), and cooking 

amenities (stovetop or oven); and 

• Bathroom: Bathing shower, sink, sanitation toilet 

system (composting, sawdust, incineration toilets, 

storm drain disposal, porta potties, connection to 

county, or municipal or private treatment system). 

 

258Marie, Michelle. “Tiny House On Wheels or Stationary Tiny House?” Tiny HouseSociety.  

https://www.tinysociety.co/articles/tiny-house-on-wheels-or-stationary-tiny-house/  

259 “BALTIMORE GAS & ELECTRIC (BGE) | NEIGHBORHOOD Sun.” March 3, 

2019.  https://neighborhoodsun.solar/bge/ 

260 “EmPOWER Maryland Low Income Energy Efficiency Program.” Maryland 

Department of Housing and Community Development. 

https://dhcd.maryland.gov/Residents/Pages/lieep/default.aspx 

While utilities and amenities can shift based on an 

individual’s income, scale, and cultural preference, 

homeowners would be privy to take advantage of public 

current sustainability and resiliency opt-in incentives.  

This research has compiled a list of best practices: 

• High windows instead of security bars; 

• Solar Panel Tax Credits, on rooftops (until 

2021)259 or off-site energy credits and 

EmPOWER Maryland Low Income Energy 

Efficiency Program (LIEEP);260  

• Improve shade by painting roofs white  (“cool 

roofs”);261 planting via the Baltimore Tree 

Program;262 and seeking subsidized window 

air-conditioning units;”263 

• Mosquito net door and window screens; and 

• Install the correctly sized fan and heater unit 

per square footage.   

261 Wheeler, Timothy. “Push urged for more cool roofs in Baltimore.” Baltimore Sun. 

October 15 2015. https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/environment/bs-gr-cool-roofs-report-20131014-story.html. 

262 “Get a Free Tree For My Yard.” City of Baltimore :TreeBaltimore. http://treebaltimore.org/get-a-

free-tree/get-a-tree-for-my-yard/ 

263 Shen.  

Figure 60  TinyHouseContainer’s floorplan can be customized. Roger 
Brul  illustrates his ‘Salt and Pepper’ test gives residents multiple ways to 
hang, cover, and affix goods. His model offers 3 points of egress too. 
Credit J. Fair 

https://www.tinysociety.co/articles/tiny-house-on-wheels-or-stationary-tiny-house/
https://neighborhoodsun.solar/bge/
https://dhcd.maryland.gov/Residents/Pages/lieep/default.aspx
https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/environment/bs-gr-cool-roofs-report-20131014-story.html
http://treebaltimore.org/get-a-free-tree/get-a-tree-for-my-yard/
http://treebaltimore.org/get-a-free-tree/get-a-tree-for-my-yard/
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4. Tiny Homes should: innately consider ease of 
access  

Many popular culture depictions of tiny homes 

include tall one-level or more often, split-level structures 

that require a ladder or stair to reach a loft, but this should 

not be the dominant concept. Summers wrote that “if 

anything like a prototypical tiny home exists, it would be 

between 200 and 300 square feet, built according to 

standard construction practices on a towable trailer, with at 

least one lofted bedroom.” He further explains: 

”This prototypical tiny home would also be built with a 

conventional home aesthetic, perhaps in the style of a small 

country cottage with a pitched roof, or according to a more 

adventurous modern or minimalist aesthetic. …should look like 

a smaller version of a larger structure immediately recognizable 

as a home. …the standard.” 

Contrarily, while yes, the most popular designs 

feel surprisingly spacious with tall windows and stairs that 

are surprisingly easy to climb, there are many designs that 

emphasize accessibility first and foremost, both for single-

level layouts, and for easy-to-reach access. For instance, to 

aid those who are disabled, overweight and elderly— high 

counters, high cabinets, multi-level beds, switch access, 

lofts, and tubs should be avoided. Additional needs that 

involve climbing, reaching, and/or bending, like changing-

out a composting toilet bin, should be considered.264 Other 

examples include tweaking lips for shelving, tracks for 

drawers, and rough textures on select surfaces. Indeed, 

many newly built tiny houses are designed to abide in 

conjunction with the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968, 

the 1991 Americans with Disabilities Act’s 2010 ADA 

 

264  Nicole and Maggie. “The Tiny House Movement and Privilege.” July 21, 2014. 

Grumpy Rumblings (of the formerly untenured. https://nicoleandmaggie.wordpress.com/2014/07/21/the-tiny-house-

movement-and-privilege/?unapproved=74881&moderation-hash=b9a030371275e04d864825f23d568372   

265 “Physical Disability By Sex By Age By Poverty Status For The Civilian 

Noninstitutionalized Population 5 Years And Over” In 2005-2007 American Community Survey 

3-Year Estimates.  https://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/07_3YR/B18032/0500000US24510 

Standards for Accessible Design and the Fair Housing Act 

in-mind. Indeed, the 2007 American Community Survey 

(ACS) reported 13% of Baltimoreans (73,775 individuals) 

are disabled.265 Ten years later, and the 2017 ACS  reports 

21.9% of Marylanders are disabled, of which 13.7% are 

working-class Native American,  11.1% are working-class 

African-American (Black), followed by 8.8% Caucasian 

(White); and the highest prevalence of disability regardless 

of ages being Latinos at 6.1%.266 Furthermore, the 2010 

Census reports that of the then-21.5% of adults in 

Maryland with a disability, 40.7% were obese, and 5.6% 

wanting to be independent.267 Thus, to review, with half of 

those disabled are obese, tiny homes should particularly 

seek to accommodate this need; and many do this 

specifically for the elder in-mind, with wider access for 

turns, reachability gaits, and handlebars to enable ease of 

access.268 Furthermore, income has to be considered in the 

variety of choices made available: 

266 “2017 Disability Status Report.” Cornell University Yang-Tan Institute on Employment 

and Disability. http://www.disabilitystatistics.org/StatusReports/2017-PDF/2017-StatusReport_MD.pdf  

267 “Disability & Health U.S. State Profile Data for Maryland (Adults 18+ years of age).” 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. September 12, 2019 

https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/disabilityandhealth/impacts/maryland.html  

268 “Medcottage.com.” N2Care LLC. http://www.medcottage.com/attorneys-1.html.  

Figure 61 PA Builder Craft & Sprout exhibits a modern cottage style with 
full front-porch, at the Mid-Atlantic Tiny House Expo 2019, credit J. Fair. 

https://nicoleandmaggie.wordpress.com/2014/07/21/the-tiny-house-movement-and-privilege/?unapproved=74881&moderation-hash=b9a030371275e04d864825f23d568372
https://nicoleandmaggie.wordpress.com/2014/07/21/the-tiny-house-movement-and-privilege/?unapproved=74881&moderation-hash=b9a030371275e04d864825f23d568372
https://factfinder.census.gov/bkmk/table/1.0/en/ACS/07_3YR/B18032/0500000US24510
http://www.disabilitystatistics.org/StatusReports/2017-PDF/2017-StatusReport_MD.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/disabilityandhealth/impacts/maryland.html
http://www.medcottage.com/attorneys-1.html
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 “According to the National Organization on 

Disabilities, a significant income gap exists for persons 

with a disability, given their lower rate of employment. In 

Baltimore, the percentage of persons with a disability living 

in poverty was higher than that for persons without a 

disability.  In 2000, among all persons with a disability, 

26.9% lived below the level of poverty.  However, among 

all persons without a disability, 20.3% were living in 

poverty.”269 

Yet despite these troubling statistics, the FHA 

does not include any specific requirements that 

multifamily and SFH builders need to make their 

homes accessible (in fact, the only exception required is 

for leasing offices to be accessible).270 While the nature of 

why so many Maryland residents are disabled is not 

explored in this paper, the option of alternative designs to 

the frequent loft-style should be encouraged in order to 

proffer more individual choice.  

 

269 Mullin, Longeran and Associates. 17. 270 “ADA and FHA: What Builders Need to Know.” National Association of Home 

Builders. February 9, 2015. http://nahbnow.com/2015/02/ada-and-fha-what-builders-need-

to-know/.  

Figure 62 Roger of TinyHouseContainer in Ridgely, MD describes 
removable panels for adaptability and the ability to easily move 
furnishings to adjust for when the heater is turned on. This is however 
subject to the user’s remembering to move modular furniture. 

http://nahbnow.com/2015/02/ada-and-fha-what-builders-need-to-know/
http://nahbnow.com/2015/02/ada-and-fha-what-builders-need-to-know/
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Designs vary by builder but are typically purposely ergonomic and feel ‘larger on the inside’ with functional, airy 

concepts. In all, any accessible design choice should allow any tiny space an intangible separation of room functions that 

allow cooking and sleeping to take place safely and comfortably in one room. This research compiles a list of best practices 

relevant to Baltimore (see also similar considerations from Fowler on page 30) 

Good Practice Poor Practice 

Raising ground floor space underneath loft to 6’ tall 

(allowing 4’-5’ loft space). 

Cramping the area below the loft by assuming more 

room is needed to sleep in bed. 

Firstly, wrapping loft stairs along wall. Ladder for short-term use. 

Secondly, ladder in space; collapsible or built-in. Using wrong material for stair support, like pipe for grip 

or assuming a bookshelf can double-as-both. 

Higher windows for more wall space below, skylights; 

or casement or slide; magnetic mosquito netting on 

doors. 

Double-hung windows can prove hard to reach and pull. 

Two points of egress; to enable a stair and a ramp.  Tall and/or wide single-frame window frames. 

Textured tension strips along floor to discourage 

slipping. 

Lips on floor of doorways and shower stall. 

Modular furniture can allow for adaptation if a guide is 

given as to why certain placement at certain times of 

day. 

Single-use furniture; off-the-shelf storage containers that 

are not sized for the space.  

Front door with iron doorknob, wooden door to 

articulate firmness. 

Left, right: 

Figure 63 Credit Modern-Shed, CA  

Figure 64 Yes, this is a tiny house. MEDCottage ships this 288 sq. ft. 
unit in VA for $750 a month rental. 
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5. Tiny Homes should: be a financial investment that 
costs less 

As referenced earlier in Cantori and Summers’ 

research, tiny houses can vary dramatically in cost, 

ranging from a reported $10,000 if fully DIY labor, or an 

average of $50,000-$100,000 for a ‘going-rate’ DIY home, 

even move-in-ready custom built.271  

However constructed, the dwelling serves as a 

small, more-efficient, accessible and affordable standalone 

home as compared to a typically-sized single-family 

home. 

“The average American spends roughly 27% of their annual 

income on housing (nearly 11 hours of every 40-hour work 

week). 48% of households making less than $30,000 annually 

pay more than half of their income on housing, leaving these 

households less than $15,000 a year to purchase food, 

healthcare, education, clothing, and anything else. 

…A typical down payment on an average-sized house is 

$72,000, more than twice the full cost of a tiny house.272 

Cost will differentiate pragmatics from aesthetic. 

A brief range of costs from Shafer’s Tumblewood Tiny 

House Company  for Type 1A compares U.S. ranges:273 

• Trailer: $4,500 to $9,000  

• Lumber: $3,000 to $10,000 

• Doors and tempered glass windows rated for four 
season weather: $1,000 to $3,000 

• Metal roofing: $500 to $1,000 

• Insulation: $500 to $2000 

• Exterior siding: $1,500 to $3,000 

• Electrical wiring performed by a licensed electrician: 
$1,500 to $3,000 

 

271 Summers, 82. 

272 “2018 Tiny Houses Appendix Q in International Residential Code.” Northwest 

EcoBuilding Guild. 2018. Ecobuilding.org. https://www.ecobuilding.org/code-

innovations/policy-profiles/2018-tiny-house-appendix-to-residential-code  

273 Sullivan, Dierdre. “How Much Does a Tiny House Really Cost?” The Spruce 

September 4, 2019. https://www.thespruce.com/how-much-does-a-tiny-house-cost-4139914 

• Water heater: $500 to $1000 

• Propane or electric heater: $200 to $800 

• Tile shower: $300 to $1,000  

• Composting toilet: $800 to $1500 

• Additional bathroom fixtures and plumbing: $600 
to $2,000 

• Light fixtures: $200 to $800 

• Built-in storage and kitchen cabinets: $1,500 to 
$5,000  

• Kitchen counter: $300 to $2000 

• Basic kitchen appliances: $1000 to $3000 

• Wall paneling: $500 to $2000 

• Flooring: $300 to $2000 

• Nuts, bolts, screws and nails: $500 

• Paint: $50 to $200 

• Furniture: $500 to $2000 

 

While there are hidden-costs regarding initial 

decluttering, placement (moving fees, permit upcharge), 

ongoing site maintenance and homeowners insurance, 

and the accrual risk that tiny homes may not (or might) 

accrue value based on the jurisdiction, a less-expensive 

build is still on face-value less costly than a home six 

times the size and the investment.274  

Taking this principle to the extreme is diluting 

tiny houses to their mere bones: At a scale that is smaller 

than 200 square feet, ‘micro-shelters,’ invented as a term 

by Derek “Deek” Diedericksen, are the most cost-

efficient but for most in the movement, the least-

pragmatic choice for tiny living.275  

MICRO-SHELTER: Even tinier than a tiny house, micro-
shelters are typically made with reclaimed materials or 
inexpensive materials, can cost less than $200 a unit.276 

Scaling 3’5” to 5’10” in length, this form can serve as a 

274 Cahn, Lauren. “9 Hidden Dangers of Owning a Tiny Home.” Reader’s Digest. August 

22, 2018.  https://www.rd.com/advice/saving-money/costs-owning-tiny-home/. 

275 Diedricksen, Derek. Humble Homes, Simple Shacks, Cozy Cottages, Ramshackle Retreats, 

Funky Forts: And Whatever The Heck Else We Could Squeeze In Here. (Lyons, Colorado: Tiny 

Yellow House/Lyon’s Press, 2012), 2009. 

276 Wadler, Joyce. “The $200 Microhouse.” The New York Times. February 23, 2011.  

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/24/garden/24tiny.html 

https://www.ecobuilding.org/code-innovations/policy-profiles/2018-tiny-house-appendix-to-residential-code
https://www.ecobuilding.org/code-innovations/policy-profiles/2018-tiny-house-appendix-to-residential-code
https://www.thespruce.com/how-much-does-a-tiny-house-cost-4139914
https://www.rd.com/advice/saving-money/costs-owning-tiny-home/
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/24/garden/24tiny.html
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“homeless hut,” storage unit, camper/cabin, treehouse, 
children’s playhouse, mobile office, or animal shelter. 
Principally, these structures are regarded separately from 
tool sheds as they are custom-built to serve primarily as an 
area to sleep, or to seek shelter from the elements, or 
secondarily for dedicated day-storage. Typically, these 
structures are relatively quick to build using new and found 
materials, and can be disguised in permitting enforcement 
as incorrectly being classified as a tool shed.277 

To reiterate, micro-shelters are to many, cheaper 

and tinier versions of tiny homes, which in turn makes 

them suitable to emergency housing and shelter for 

homeless individuals, but this presumption traverses 

many legality issues, which may cloud the tiny house 

effort. Principally, as described earlier regarding legal 

placement, micro-shelters are essentially considered sheds 

and are not plumbed and thus not permanently 

tenantable. Furthermore, micro-shelters are typically not 

insulated and are thus comparable to children’s 

playhouses in function. While the inventor, Mr. 

Diedricksen, is 6’4” and welcomes at least one model as a 

“fancy camper” with a bump-out, he describes that the 

form can “sleep on the 4’x6’ floor, although if they are tall 

they would have to sleep diagonally.”278  

 

Figure 65 Tiny Microshelter, photo by Deek Diedricksen 

 

277 Pino, Alex. “9 Ways You Can Use a $200 Micro Shelter; with Derek Deek 

Diedricksen.” Tiny House Talk . November 23, 2011.  https://tinyhousetalk.com/9-ways-you-can-use-a-

200-micro-shelter/ 

278 Wadler. 

279 Rollins, Anne-Herbert. “Micro Units: The Latest Trend in High Density Housing.” 

Miles & Stockbridge. November 13, 2017. 

Misconceptions with what a Tiny House is not 

While the philosophy of ‘tiny living’ applies to 

many forms of compact dwellings, such as the above-

mentioned converted vehicles and industrial structures, 

there are three dwelling types that are arguably not 

perceived within the tiny house movement but do indeed 

use tiny living principles and can fit under the tiny house 

umbrella. The nuance is found within the daily lifestyle of 

their residents; their reasons to live tiny may vary from 

those within the movement, and they tend to have vastly 

different access to resources. This difference sparks a 

culture clash, which in turn, effectively differentiates 

those who inhabit those spaces from the rest of “tiny 

house enthusiasts.”  

 

MICRO-APARTMENT v. MICRO-UNIT: A micro-
apartment is valid tiny home, commonly called a small 
studio apartment, also known as an efficiency unit, that can 
span in size from 50 to 400 square feet. Instead of being 
located within a single-family dwelling, is located within a 
multi-family structure and is likely constructed purposefully 
to be small as either a complex-wide design philosophy or 
to economize an extra residential unit.279 

Alternatively, the term “micro-unit” sometimes 

used interchangeably, however, the term “micro-unit’ is 

often disingenuous, as this specific, separate term was 

invented by realtors to add ‘flair’ to micro-apartments that 

are specifically built within an expensive, luxury branded 

complex.280 Additionally, what differentiates the 

occupant’s lifestyle from the “tiny living movement” is 

that typically most micro-apartments outsource 

maintenance to a superintendent; may belong to a leasing 

http://www.mondaq.com/unitedstates/x/645432/real+estate/Micro+Units+The+Latest+Trend+In+High+Density+Housin

g. 

280 Shanesy, Lauren. “DC Micro Units Tap Into Small-Space Living Trend.” 

Hanleywood. November 19, 2018.  https://www.hanleywood.com/construction-wire/dc-micro-units-tap-into-

small-space-living-trend_s. 

https://tinyhousetalk.com/9-ways-you-can-use-a-200-micro-shelter/
https://tinyhousetalk.com/9-ways-you-can-use-a-200-micro-shelter/
http://www.mondaq.com/unitedstates/x/645432/real+estate/Micro+Units+The+Latest+Trend+In+High+Density+Housing
http://www.mondaq.com/unitedstates/x/645432/real+estate/Micro+Units+The+Latest+Trend+In+High+Density+Housing
https://www.hanleywood.com/construction-wire/dc-micro-units-tap-into-small-space-living-trend_s
https://www.hanleywood.com/construction-wire/dc-micro-units-tap-into-small-space-living-trend_s
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board or complex-specific neighborhood association; and 

units, no matter the price, are targeted to lease to 

residents who want to live in a ‘hip’ neighborhood and 

are not from that specific neighborhood.281 To contrast 

the expensive warping of micro-apartments becoming 

‘luxury’ “micro-units,” there is also a class-distinction 

with ‘poor’ manufactured homes built before 1976 with 

those built afterwards, being mistaken for tiny homes due 

to their also needing shared utility access and potential 

mobility. 

MANUFACTURED “MOBILE” HOME: A primary 
domicile home built within a factory according to HUD 
manufactured home certification, often in sections to be 
assembled once transported to a singular, permanent 
placement. Sized at least 8’w x 40’l, which when erected on-
site is 320 or more square feet, and “which is built on a 
permanent chassis and designed to be used as a dwelling 
with or without a permanent foundation when connected 
to the required utilities, and includes the plumbing, heating, 
air-conditioning, and electrical systems contained in the 
structure.”282  

When sized below 400 square feet, manufactured 

homes can fit within the Type 2B tiny home blueprint, 

however, its construction process varies from the rest of 

the tiny house movement. A manufactured home can be 

factory assembled, in nearly one’s week time, to be 

combined with another unit to form a larger footprint, 

and does not enable DIY construction. The house form is 

largely the antithesis of the attracting desires of the tiny 

lifestyle. Where the tiny lifestyle is sparked by a desire to 

create a home to be purposeful and customizable, self-

built or locally-built, at lower-cost than a mortgage, and 

perhaps mobile, manufactured homes pre-package the 

 

281 Young, Robin. “Are micro-apartments the next big thing?” Buildium. February 28, 

2017. https://www.buildium.com/blog/micro-apartments-1/. 

282 “24 CFR § 3282.13 - [Manufactured Home] Voluntary certification.” Legal 

Information Institute. 

283 Mitchell, B. “Tiny Home vs Mobile Home vs RV...What is the best deal for the 

money?” Wholesale Manufactured Homes, Inc. https://www.wholesalemobilehomes.net/comparing-

mobile-homes-tiny-home-vs-mobile-home-vs-rv/ 

end product with shelf-built design, akin to a catalog. 

Furthermore, a manufactured home can weight at least 

25,000 pounds whereas a tiny house, at least 10,000 

pounds.283 Nonetheless, if a manufactured home can 

offer autonomy in its end result, it is an admirable and 

fully beneficial route to homeownership with a 

conventional loan while tenanted. The challenge is that a 

starting cost can begin at least $51,000.284 

 “[Whereas] the typical cost of a site built [single-family] home after 
deducting the cost for land is typically around $90 and up per square 
foot…The typical cost of a new manufactured home is around $32 per 
square foot for a singlewide and around $40 per square foot for a 
doublewide home.”285  

The concept of the “manufactured home” dates 

to 1976, when HUD revised its guidelines and inspection 

policies to upgrade and outcry the classist and derogatory 

“trailer home,” despite its regular, vernacular use.286 

Ironically, its earlier misnomer, “mobile home” was 

anything but. Like Type 1A tiny homes on wheels, they 

are hauled in their entirety via the trailer chassis on which 

they are built, and an owner can hide their wheels with 

284 Mueller, Laura. “How Much Does A New Mobile Home Cost?” Moving.com. 2019. 

https://www.moving.com/tips/how-much-does-a-new-mobile-home-cost/ 

285 Reynolds, Dave. “Mobile Home Park Investing.” Mobile Home University. 2016. 

https://cdn.mobilehomeuniversity.com/mhu/books-and-courses/free-downloads/Mobile-Home-Park-Investing.pdf  

286 “Mobile vs. Manufactured Homes.” TheHomesDirect.com. July 27, 2017. 

https://www.thehomesdirect.com/blog/mobile-vs-manufactured-vs-modular-vs-park-homes. 

Figure 66 Modular on top, Manufactured “Mobile” on Bottom. Credit 
TheHomesDirect.com 

https://www.buildium.com/blog/micro-apartments-1/
https://www.moving.com/tips/how-much-does-a-new-mobile-home-cost/
https://cdn.mobilehomeuniversity.com/mhu/books-and-courses/free-downloads/Mobile-Home-Park-Investing.pdf
https://www.thehomesdirect.com/blog/mobile-vs-manufactured-vs-modular-vs-park-homes
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veneer skirting/siding; the difference is that Type 1A tiny 

homes on wheels are meant to be portable or mobile.287  

Whereas the pinnacle aspiration of many manufactured 

homes’ owners are to affix the trailer base of the home to 

a foundation “in order to give the home the appearance 

of a permanent one-family detached dwelling,” indeed as 

many county codes encourage.288 Yet ironically, 

manufactured homes are neither mobile nor suitable to be 

moved easily by their trailers, unlike Type 1 tiny homes 

on wheels. Indeed, should a landlord increase the ground 

rent exponentially on which a resident’s home sits, the 

cost to move the home itself can cost as much as 

$13,000.289 This cost is often unrealistic and predatory, 

especially to those of very low income.  

The terms “trailer park home” or “mobile home” 

are often code for people of low income, and the terms 

refer to both the house’s construction and the 

neighborhood setting. Before 1976, “trailer homes” had 

“aluminum wiring, bad plumbing, terrible insulation 

factors, weak 2x2 construction in the walls and ceiling, 

[and] poor aesthetic look.”290 Trailer homes are not 

eligible for a conventional loan and cannot appreciate in 

value.291 While a presumption that the communal utility 

needs and lot placement may be adaptable for a tiny 

house since both need a dedicated lot and utility access, 

 

287 ModularToday.com. 

288 “Baltimore City Zoning Code.” City of Baltimore. 

https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/TransForm%20Design%20Manual-%20Final%20_2019%20Update.pdf    

289 “The Cost of Moving a Mobile Home - What You Can Expect to Pay”. Moving.com. 

2017. https://www.moving.com/tips/moving-mobile-home-expect-pay  

290 Mitchell, B. 

291 "Mobile Home Sales, Transfers, and Land Use Changes." The People's Law Library 

of Maryland. https://www.peoples-law.org/mobile-home-sales-transfers-and-land-use-

changes 

292 Genz, Richard. "Why Advocates Need to Rethink Manufactured Housing." (Fannie 

Mae Foundation, Housing Policy Debate 12:2, 2001). 393. 

293 "Manufactured Housing Used As Dwelling; SECTION E101 SCOPE 101.1 

General." 

an existing park’s character and management cause 

manufactured homes to vary significantly, both in who 

chooses to live where, and by location what services are 

accessible. To exacerbate potential concerns, each park 

operates its utility billing differently: typically either a park 

will allocate pad spaces for which each home is 

individually metered for all utilities; or the renter will pay 

a flat cost or a breakdown of shared costs; or, a park will 

operate as a co-op (similar to a CLT) in which all owners 

pay into a shared fund.292 To exacerbate issues, the 

distinction of isolating a park to the outskirts of a 

metropolitan area amplifies that the homes’ construction, 

land ownership and classism are its differentiators. 

Unfortunately, manufactured homes in clusters 

are prohibited within Baltimore City.293 Foundation types 

typically include pier and beam, slab, basement, or crawl 

space.294 Rather, modular homes have had success in 

Baltimore’s McElderry Park via Habitat to Humanity 

Chesapeake, chiefly because they are pre-fabricated, not 

on a trailer chassis, and not clustered.295 

MODULAR HOMES: Built off-site then assembled on-
site, they do not receive a certified ‘HUD code.’296 Modular 
homes can be as large or as small as the builder desires as its 
sections are assembled and finished on-site onto a 
permanent foundation. Modular homes read irrefutably and 
accrue as single-family homes. However, the house form is 
more expensive at $200-300 sq. ft..297  

294 Clayton, Katie. "The Journey Home: Building on Strong Manufactured Home 

Foundations." Clayton Homes. July 10, 2017. 

https://www.claytonhomes.com/studio/building-on-strong-manufactured-home-

foundations/ 

295 Hopkins, Jamie Smith. "Habitat Goes Modular." Baltimore Sun. September 9, 2009. 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-2009-09-09-0909080057-story.html 

296 “Manufactured (Mobile) Homes and Modular Homes - Building Code 

Administration.” Maryland Department of Labor.  

https://www.dllr.state.md.us/labor/build/buildmobilehud.shtml 

297 Tiger, Caroline. "Prefab for Humanity." Dwell Magazine. December 25, 2012. 

https://www.dwell.com/article/prefab-for-humanity-0dfcbd8d 

https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/TransForm%20Design%20Manual-%20Final%20_2019%20Update.pdf
https://www.moving.com/tips/moving-mobile-home-expect-pay
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For whom are tiny houses the right niche? 

This research boils down six root reasons of who 

wants to live the tiny life, with new observations from a 

variety of secondary sources.  

1. Single-adults 

Single-adults, including at-risk groups like the 

elderly or homeless, who are attracted to tiny living, are 

already in demand for more housing options already 

exists nationwide: 

 “According to Census data, zero- and one-bedroom units 

comprised 21% of City’s total rental stock, while 34.9% of all 

households had only one person.  This fact would seem to 

suggest that the City’s rental market is short on housing 

options suited to one-person households.  It is worth noting that 

many one-person households, not all of whom represent 

protected classes, may be living in owner-occupied housing or in 

larger rental units.”298 

The desire to downsize is rooted in changing 

one’s lifestyle and one’s health. Resident Dee Williams of 

Olympia, WA, expressed in a popular Youtube video: 

“…Going small invites an opportunity to redefine community 

the relationships I have developed by living small have really 

surprised me. All of a sudden I have got a different relationship 

to the sun, different relationship to my friends, differently 

relationship to the food co-op and the laundromat and all these 

spaces I didn’t put much thought into before. All of a sudden 

all these people and places make my life possible…give me a 

sense of home.”299 

 

298 Mullin, Longeran and Associates, Inc., “Baltimore Metro Area Analysis of 

Impediments to Fair Housing Choice.” City of Baltimore. September 2010. 

https://dhcd.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/baltimore_city_ai_revised_10.10.1160859973.pdf p.32.  

299 “The Tiny house Movement: From Washington State to Washington D.C.” 

WatchTheDaily. December 13, 2012. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTTwzwKLZak  

Furthermore, “adults” categorizes not just the 

vernacular family structure, but should be opened wider 

to consider ‘low to moderate income’ (LMI) people, as 

described by HUD. This technical term refers to 

individuals of all ages who are below an area’s median 

income. HUD further defines different groups of LMI 

peoples, including those who are ‘Limited Clientele’, 

peoples who are presumed to be under median area 

income because they need hands-on support, such as 

elderly persons, battered spouses, homeless persons, the 

severely disabled, illiterate adults, persons with AIDS, 

migrant farm workers, as well as abused children.300 Tiny 

homes can provide a management sense of independence 

and also of interdependence if it fits the individual’s 

needs. There are plenty of designs for the elderly, for 

caretakers, and for those with other individualized needs, 

such as the Minka by Bill Thomas (“People of all ages 

and situations want to live life on their own terms”).301  

2. Smaller property owners or renters 

Whereas homeownership is touted as an 

admirable and proficient step to achieve financial success, 

for many, it is the frayed coupling of homeownership 

with a 30-year mortgage, unreasonable site maintenance, 

and the ability to successfully sell the mortgage if a move 

is needed, that allows ‘tiny living’ to be attractive. 

“A recent rise in non-family and one-person households, which 

constituted 46.6% of all City households in 2008, indicates an 

increased general demand for smaller units.  This need is 

demonstrated by HABC’s waiting lists, which are comprised 

300 “CDBG National Objective: Eligible Activities.” 

301 Thomas, Bill. “#101 Minka | Reply All.” Gimlet Media. https://gimletmedia.com/shows/reply-

all/rnhoaw 

https://dhcd.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/baltimore_city_ai_revised_10.10.1160859973.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTTwzwKLZak
https://gimletmedia.com/shows/reply-all/rnhoaw
https://gimletmedia.com/shows/reply-all/rnhoaw
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primarily of minority households and indicate a large unmet 

need for one- and two-bedroom units.”302 

Not only do this paper’s interview subjects 

provide ample support to this anecdote, but there are 

amply examples of press and investigative journalism that 

also provide testimony. A testimony from a Philadelphian 

tiny house resident emphasizes that tiny homes reflect not 

just a current lifestyle but a desire to shape one’s future:   

“… Jones said she has had to admonish her 

critics…‘[According to them], if I just wait a few more years, I 

can find an awesome well-paying job that will definitely pay my 

mortgage for the next 30 years. Because I totally want to have 

to work until I’m 76!” – Yvonne Jones”303 

3. Lovers of closed quarters 

Tiny living requires a desire not just for owning 

less, but for moving around in a space where surfaces and 

furnishings are close in proximity, and ideally, 

comfortable. Furthermore, most surfaces are designed for 

multi-purpose use with integrated functionality. Some 

designs feel spacious due to high ceilings, “floating 

furniture,” and “zoning” the room; these smart choices 

help residents fit the space to their height and weight, but 

this is a choice by-design and not inherent to the building 

form. Researcher Krista Evans joins researchers Shearer 

and Burton with the following context: 

Many people in the developing world have no choice but to live 

in very small homes and these housing arrangements are not 

viewed as liberating. Tiny and small home dwellers in these 

places frequently face undesirable living conditions such as 

rampant crowding, poor sanitation, and safety concerns. 

 

302 Mullin, Longeran and Associates, 33. 

303 Plaid, Andrew. “A tiny home of one’s own: Black women embrace the small house 

movement.” The Guardian. February 3, 2016. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/feb/03/small-

homes-tiny-houses-african-american-black-women 

Conversely, in prosperous countries, such as the United States, 

tiny and small house living is frequently being pursued as a 

means of achieving a higher quality of life.304 

The desire to live tiny is then comprised of three 

factors, first economic, second mental and social, then 

about ergonomic comfort. At the root of economic 

reasons, is that the cost of a home equates affordability, 

both in the home’s value and in the socioeconomic value 

of where a home is located in proximity to other 

neighborhood needs. The former notion is supported by 

the basic economics: less building materials needed for a 

smaller home rather than a larger home means a more 

affordable dwelling to ‘get the job done.’ 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING : Moderately-Priced 
Dwelling Units or MPDU : Housing that can be inhabited 
below or at market rate, by public decree because the market 
is actually not ‘market-rate.’ 

Socially, the desire to live in a small space is 

either to ‘live within one’s means’ emphasizes low-costs 

where the home is sufficient to the resident’s goals 

‘without bells or whistles’ and thus pairs with the  

philosophy of minimalism to have less belongings with 

practical sense of only having what one needs in the 

present. The opposite social desire is to emphasize 

comfort and security (and/or coziness) by being in a 

confined space, as Sandberg, Grant, and Gardner had 

described in their research.  

This desire to reach both of your hands in either 

direction and practically fill the entirety of one’s home, 

undeniably elicits anxiety in some people. For some, this 

comforts those (loners and introverts) who want to be 

alone by design; but on the other-side-of-the-coin, would 

304 Evans, 209-218. 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/feb/03/small-homes-tiny-houses-african-american-black-women
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/feb/03/small-homes-tiny-houses-african-american-black-women
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feel like heaven-or-hell for  people who either like or 

despite close proximity to family members overlapping or 

invading their personal space.305 The aptly named article, 

“How do couples live in tiny homes without killing each 

other?” is proof that this is subjective.306 Both the drive to 

feel relief by a confined settings or to feel anxiety are two-

sides of the same coin. 

 

MINIMALISM : For the purposes of this paper, a cleanly 
domestic appearance focused around less visual clutter with 
a sparsity of physical belongings and a concern of lessening 
the individual’s carbon footprint.307 Relates to an anti-
consumerism lifestyle that equates purposeful tiny living to 
self-sufficiency and self-actualization; equally raises fiscal 
freedom.308  

 

BLACK MINIMALISM : “[A lifestyle for African 
Americans not to] allow the pursuit of capitalism to wholly 
define [their lives] and [instead to] seek validation, worth, 
and value from other healthier sources: emotional well-
being, reciprocal, nourishing relationships, a strong sense of 
self-love.”309  

The lifestyle is not a focus on sparsity as a 

trendsetting choice but rather an intimate, interpersonal, 

 

305 Shearer & Burton, 299. 

306 Raczka, Rachael. “How do couples live in tiny homes without killing each other?” 

Washington Post. May 16, 2017. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/soloish/wp/2017/05/16/how-do-

couples-live-in-tiny-homes-without-killing-each-other/ 

307 Hyde, Bryttany. “Leaving the Norm” In Simply Black. eds. Yolanda Acree (2017: 

Blackminimalists.net).   https://gallery.mailchimp.com/2dfff4c8c639845035e499f6c/files/2f65f925-face-4b72-bde9-

abd0ffa7c341/SimplyBlackEbook5917.pdf  

308 Shearer & Burton. 

socioeconomic identifier for people of color that 

emphasizes “letting go of attachment to items and the 

pressures of assimilation.”310 While individual motives 

may vary from reclaiming ancestral connections to earth 

to land stewardship. 

Akin to Gardner’s interviewee’s description of 

shooting into shotgun homes, the common fear here also 

exists for feeling clean and safe. Claustrophobia is found 

in 7% of the U.S. population, where the association stems 

from feeling trapped, rather than being a logical response 

to fear.311 While one individual may feel large windows or 

better lighting resolves the fear, another may simply 

desire the freedom to move around a space without 

obstruction. As such, the fear for tiny homes stems from 

equating a small structure with a poorly constructed, 

unstable structure, like a harsh wind against an 

uninsulated shed.  

The opposite of the fear of claustrophobia that 

seeks to feel open by being open, is the embrace of 

storage and/or at its worst, hoarding. Thus, minimalism 

is, however, not entirely about owning less, but appearing 

to own less by covering belongings with often austere flat 

surfaces that streamline the home to appear less cluttered. 

Luckily, tiny houses, despite any myriad of multi-use 

storage options, innately encourages de-cluttering as the 

capacity to store belongings is only possible through an 

external storage unit.312 For many, this is an ironic about-

front for those who wanted to ‘go tiny’ but found those 

309 Okona, Nneka. “Is Minimalism for Black People?” PSMag.com.  September 23, 2017. 

https://psmag.com/social-justice/is-minimalism-for-black-pepo 

310 Okona, Nneka.  

311 Black, Rosemary. “A Guide to Claustrophobia (Fear of Small Spaces).” Psycom.net—

Mental Health Treatment Resource Since 1986. September 12, 2019. 

https://www.psycom.net/claustrophobia-claustrophobic-fear-of-small-spaces 

312 Okona, Nneka. 

Figure 67 Loss of Affordable Housing 2000-2008 from census, credit Mullin, 
Longeran and Associates, LLC. 
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https://psmag.com/social-justice/is-minimalism-for-black-pepo
https://www.psycom.net/claustrophobia-claustrophobic-fear-of-small-spaces
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aspects of minimalism unviable or impractical for their 

situation. Other than irrational hoarding, those who 

incorporate minimalism superficially through sheen or 

through off-site storage, and those who wish to have the 

ability to move-around unrestricted in an exaggerated 

fashion, are just as valid in their personal choices as those 

who do practice minimalism. 

The other notion with living in closed quarters 

combines both financial concerns with mental and social 

comforts, and that is the need for ergonomic comfort 

matching not just individual taste, but the ability to feel 

welcome socially. 

4. Active users who want accessible design 

The conception that a person can move 

comfortably within a small space relates predominantly to 

anecdotal self-selection, and to ergonomic design being a 

choice for many builders, who are designing custom 

units. However, this self-selection of reconfiguring one’s 

quarters throughout the day (crouching, bending, pulling, 

pushing and reaching) can prohibit the disabled obese and 

elders who are not spry, if not designed correctly. A 

prospective enthusiast is quoted on an online blog as 

stating: 

“Fat or tall people can’t live in those tiny houses, nor can 

people with many disabilities (these homes often involve 

climbing, reaching, and/or bending, limited use of a bathroom 

such as no tubs and composting toilets, etc.).  My partner and I 

could never physically fit ourselves into most of these places, 

especially the beds.  No, a queen-size mattress squished 

between 2 walls won’t do it, and we’re not the largest 

people.”313 

 

 

313 Nicole and Maggie.  

5. Those who want less financial burden: a smaller 
mortgage, a single purchase or to rent for less 

Shearer & Burton quote that “debt consumes time, 

and reducing debt gives more disposable income, 

provides a buffer against market crashes, and reduces 

future risk of energy, water and food shortages.”314 

Realistically, debt can be described as lack of credit, 

student debt, or even mental loads such as empty-nesting, 

or down-sizing. The economic need for home 

affordability is described in a September 2010 report for 

the City of Baltimore by the firm, Mullin, Longeran and 

Associates, analyzing the latest 2010 census and American 

Community Survey data: 

“Between 2000 and 2008, the number of affordable rental 

units renting for less than $1,000/month decreased by 39,961 

units, or 33.6% of all units in that price range.  …the fair 

market rent for a one-bedroom unit in the [metropolitan area] 

314 Shearer & Burton, 310. 
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is $1,052, this analysis reveals the significant loss of units 

renting for less than $1,000/month.”315  

This increase in housing cost is not supported by 

a general increase in the population. 

“In the City of Baltimore, the Fair Market Rent (FMR) for a 

two-bedroom apartment is $1,037.  In order to afford this level 

of rent and utilities without paying more than 30% of income 

on housing, a household must earn $3,457 monthly or 

$41,480 annually.  Assuming a 40-hour work week, 52 

weeks per year, this level of income translates into a housing 

wage of $19.94.”316 

This systemic disinvestment aligns with stressed 

and middle-stressed neighborhoods in the ‘Black 

Butterfly;’ ordered by least expensive, in the Baltimore Sun: 

“Broadway East 
($38,884) 

Shipley Hill ($39,113) 

Penn North ($39,952) 

Milton-Montford 
($44,842) 

Midtown-Edmondson 
($45,610) 

Oliver ($48,088) 

Carrollton Ridge 
($50,467) 

Mondawmin ($50,732) 

Darley Park ($51,673) 

Mosher ($51,988) 317 

 

…Nine out of the 10 least expensive neighborhoods qualify as 

areas of minority concentration, with a population that is at 

least 71.7% Black.  None of the 10 most expensive 

neighborhoods are located within areas of minority 

concentration.”318 

 

315 Mullin, Longeran and Associates,  34-35. 

316 Mullin, Longeran and Associates,  36. 

317 Hopkins, Jamie Smith. “Most and least expensive.” “Real Estate Wonk” In Baltimore 

Sun. February 19, 2008. 

318 Mullin, Longeran and Associates, 37. 

319 Mullin, Longeran and Associates, 39. 

…there is a large disparity in markets…the lowest sales prices 

occurring in areas of Black concentration.  A median income 

equivalent to only 61% of the White household income, Black 

residents are more likely to experience neighborhood limitations 

in locating an affordable home to purchase.”“319 

Tiny living is typically the result of those in 

financial constraint.  

“…most of all, it’s about money. Many can keep on renting 

because they can scrape up $900 a month, but spending 

$25,000 in one shot seems impossible.”“320  

• Adults in search of temporary or long-term 

housing (single parents, at-risk seniors, former 

renters or homeowners who can’t afford a 

mortgage; 

• The homeless and at-risk; 

• Millennials in an expensive market or those with 

substantial debt, e.g. student loans;321 and 

•  Seniors looking to downsize or age-in-place or 

move-away as empty-nesters. 

Of note regarding seniors who own homes and 

wish to legally live in a separate dwelling while leasing 

their main property, this is often due to caregiving for a 

sick relative, or developing in-law or young adult suite to 

create independence and maximize the existing yard. This 

occurs by the wider jurisdiction adopting Affordable 

Dwelling Units (ADUs). Furthermore, a longer list of 

320 Plaid. 

321 “Renting With a Desire to Buy: A Look at ULI’s Millennial Survey.” Urbanturf. 

November 3, 2015.  

https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/renting_walking_and_staying_put_a_look_at_ulis_millennial_survey/10541  

 

https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/renting_walking_and_staying_put_a_look_at_ulis_millennial_survey/10541
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possible financial constraints and circumstances is listed 

in Proposal D on 96. 

6. Creatives who want a “homey” residence 

The tenant is either a renter or an owner 

themselves, and they are beneficial for three reasons: they 

support DIY independent living; and/or living with a 

minimal carbon, social or financial footprint; and/or they 

emphasize affordable homeownership, albeit with a 

different mechanism than a typical mortgage, and 

accordingly, who owns the land on which a tiny house is 

placed is paramount. As such, tiny houses they are often a 

response to millennials in an expensive market or to ease 

those with student loan debt; or they are aimed at seniors 

looking to downsize or age-in-place (seeking a smaller 

blueprint after children have left the home); or to land 

owners who wish to legally live in a separate dwelling 

while leasing their main property. In short, the ‘haves’ 

versus the ‘have-nots’, the parent with a child who want a 

more affordable home option, or the adult who cannot 

pay a mortgage, and/or the persistently homeless, or a 

senior who wishes to downsize, to give a few examples.  

Just as complaints tend to be louder than praise, 

most public perceptions of tiny homes are based not 

around the practical benefits of self-sufficiency nor 

maintenance needs, but of aesthetics and the perception 

of vagrancy. In the private realm, aesthetics are tied to the 

assumption that residents own at least the basic staples, 

yet it is the abnormal furniture substitutes and off-grid 

adaptations that capture most attention. Yet 

multipurpose, foldable tables and composting toilets are 

practical concerns. More elusive are the psychological 

choices that challenge public perception of quality and 

relatability, like potted plants and outdoor lighting, or 

even gendered design choices. For the latter, while the 

‘look’ of the home is significant for public relatability; 

whether using veneer or granite countertops is superficial 

unless the tangible, in-person experience denotes 

intention and high-regard. For tiny homes listed on 

AirBnB rentals, the adaptability for a gender-neutral space 

can influence how desirable the unit is to a customer, as 

to whether the host switches out vases and airy bedding 

or has a gendered headboard. Whereas in the public 

realm, the public perception prefaces seeing an actual 

home. The notion that low-income individuals’ mere 

presence are stigmatized in popular culture as a threat to 

lowering neighboring property values, is coded in the 

acronym, NIMBY-ism, ‘Not In My Backyard.’ This exists 

for a variety of reasons, better outlined in the 

Neighborhood Indicators Comparison on page 132, but 

most often is a response to a concern for an individual’s 

inability to see tiny living as personally appropriate, and, if 

they have a visceral reaction, cannot empathize that 

another resident may find the scale of living desirable, are 

unable to mentally project themselves into living in such a 

‘small’ structure, regardless of how ‘big’ or ‘spacious’ the 

actual structure feels.  

Male/Utilitarian Neutral Female/Decorative 

Rugged surfaces, 
exposed concrete 

Books Flowers and vases 

Squared edges  
 

Rounded edges 

Rustic metals Woods Minimalism 

Darks Warms, 
Neutral 

Lights 

Blinds Skylight Curtains 

Chrome or 
concrete 
countertops 

Built-Ins 
(iterative  
furniture) 

Marble or granite 

Humor, crass 
writing 

Pop 
culture, 
Games, 
Tchotchkes 

Light, airy, uplifting; 
cursive, aspirational 
art/ writing 
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Welcoming neighborhood indicators 

WEIGHING THE VALUE 

While the addition of tiny homes can take 

advantage of urban interstices anywhere, they will only 

make financial sense in two scenarios of supply and 

demand.  

• Scenario 1: low supply, high demand: there is not 

enough land and there is an increased demand for 

single-occupant density; Or 

• Scenario 2: high supply, high demand: there is too 

much supply of available land (low-cost or poor-

quality lots or housing stock), and there is demand 

for quality single-occupant housing that exists at 

sufficient price points.  

In either case, the neighborhood character is then 

the last bastion to decide whether to welcome individual 

tiny homes, ADUs, and/or tiny house villages, as 

theoretically, they would improve demand, improve the 

supply of land (improve neighboring units and reoccupy 

vacant lots). 

Tiny homes can be sited where legal on empty 

yards, lots, wide-alleys, ‘nooks,’ roofs and upper-floor 

patios. Indeed, economic market forces are already more 

often forcing homeowners to reconsider how to make 

best use of the yard surrounding their single family home 

through ADUs. Zoning should justify these choices based 

on setback, neighborhood character and infrastructure 

 

322 Garvin, E., Branas, C., Keddem, S., Sellman, J., & Cannuscio, C. 2013. “More Than 

Just An Eyesore: Local Insights And Solutions on Vacant Land And Urban Health.” 

(Journal of Urban Health : Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine, 2003), 412–426. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11524-012-9782-7 

demands; however, this response and prediction only 

follows a demand increase in variances and permits. 

Examples include placing accessory units for dwelling, or 

for business use, or food-production gardens/hoop-

houses.  

 However, the desire to add supply to meet 

growing demand must be checked by the neighborhood’s 

existing infrastructure to handle the new demand. Good 

planning for comprehensive infrastructure is key. This 

often is not a problem for tiny homes as they are 

negligible; rather multifamily dwellings and subdivisions 

are more likely harmful when seeking to increase density. 

This harm is that boosted density is so unforeseen that 

new infrastructure for roads, plumbing, electricity, etc. is 

costly and often warrants the jurisdiction and/or 

developer handling the cost. In neighborhoods that have 

lost occupants have an excess of land already connected 

to gas, plumbing, electrical utilities; and empty lots are 

known to harm neighboring properties’ property 

values.322 Principally, the choice of density typology 

depends on an emphasis of whether the goal is 

• to repair a diluted neighborhood that is suffering 

with blight, where individual empty lots are 

sandwiched between occupied properties, and thus 

draw attention with a community-oriented 

installation like a community build-day or block 

party that can provide the benefit of their 

construction and/or placement that would add ‘life 

to the street;’323 or  

323 Goldman, Scott. “The 6th Branch.” Comcast Newsmakers. October 2, 2018. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nmj92FM3DU 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11524-012-9782-7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nmj92FM3DU
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• whether emphasis is based on a large lot that can 

communicate a larger communal solution to 

housing multiple individuals around a shared 

resource;324 or 

• whether privacy is desired and prioritized over any 

communal communication.325  

For this reason, neighborhoods with extant 

vacancies have lost density; resulting in delayed utility 

infrastructure maintenance with less tax dollars, which in 

turn results in less frequency and worsening quality. The 

same holds for undone maintenance in older 

neighborhoods. Comprehensive planning is thus key to 

ensure the addition of tiny homes will be negligible and 

not expose hidden flaws.  

WHY CREATE POCKET NEIGHBORHOODS? 

On-site construction (Type 2A) may be preferred 

over placing a tiny home built off-site onto a concrete 

foundation (Type 1B), as the leverage for community 

activation can be lost or ignored if residents do not 

witness the homes’ construction over the course of a year 

and view them as new, interesting, and a legitimate native 

development in their own neighborhood.326 In this 

respect, tiny houses are not only for the occupant, but 

when clustered are for the community as a whole.  

Additionally and separate from the act of 

installation, involves the choice to create a setting to 

address housing equity. A tug-of-war posited in 

Proposal B on village order on page 88, this involves 

choosing to announce enabling of those with means to 

 

324 Roeswood, 10. 

325 Fowler, 136. 

tenant the new housing stock, as opposed to publicly 

seeking to aide at-risk individuals to occupy the new 

homes (e.g. the homeless, veterans), which in turn would 

influence individual placement or collective placement as 

a village. Where the former renders as a nonplussed 

‘business as usual’ mentality to simply natively infill a 

neighborhood gradually with new occupants, the latter 

can become a publicly leveraged public service that the 

neighborhood stands behind and proactively supports.  

VILLAGE / TYPE 2C: Tiny house commune of 3 or 
more dwellings (on a single parcel or an assemblage of 
parcels), where the cluster is formed as a common interest 
community and thus a pocket neighborhood. 

 Typically, a central, common, shared indoor or 

outdoor space exists for utilities, food or restrooms, or 

for shared construction needs. If construction, a shared 

shop or ‘carport’ for maintenance rather than site-built 

construction, privy to rain, snow, mud, vandalism. 

Requires a wider community buy-in so the shared services 

extend beyond the common facility). See Community Land 

Trust on page 107. Each choice then informs a wider 

design for the project. The design of a tiny house village 

can vary significantly, especially by housing form, ranging 

clustered units of market rate homes, to co-operative 

models built on-site, to units built off-site or on wheels 

affixed to set foundations, to confined indoor quarters or 

even atypical outdoor quarters like a tiny house apartment 

complex or even a parking garage. There are numerous 

layouts, pros/cons with amenities offered, and funding 

models for villages. 

As described in the literature review, Roeswood 

describes that ‘a sense of community’ established a 

326 Fowler, 111. 
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collective “sense of bondedness,” interdependence, 

establishes a person’s “context,” and forms an emotional 

investment with others based on their physical 

investment.327 She identifies that the number of tiny 

homes in a village can be geometrically placed around the 

shape of a shared communal facility: “the greater the 

number of sides, the greater the area of the central 

space;” this then influences where parking is located, if 

units have a secluded back yard or a front porch to 

denote sociability, and lines of sight and sound.328 To each 

factor, Roeswood accesses geometric layouts by quantity 

of homes, even exploring double-digit clusters. 

Unfortunately, her research does not involve urban 

settings and does not consider unusable space. 

Equally valuable, Fowler described in her 

research for Cass Tiny Homes, that other placements 

around a central yard, retention pond, or building could 

be desired and equally valued. Layout considerations are 

explored in Proposal B on page 88. 

 

Figure 68Roeswood posits irregular cluster shapes based on quantity. 

“The residents lobbied for a horseshoe layout rather than 

clusters of cottages, in order to minimize cliques. And they 

traded interior area for sitting porches... ‘If I don’t want to see 

anybody, I don’t have to.’”329 

 

327 Roeswood, 12-14. 

328 Roeswood, 23. 

This research has compiled a list of 

considerations: 

Location of village is paramount 

1. Urban lot needs are site-specific based on 

layout, type and utility access; 

2. Who owns the land? CLT or private 

landowner or non-profit; 

3. Influenced by school districts and property 

tax values; 

4. Proximity to central amenity, e.g. transit, 

health, grocery 

Central third-place, porch culture, shared facility 
needs  

1. Abundantly public or internally private; 

2. Park place to play (kids and adults), street 

performance, music around a fire pit; 

3. Pop-up shop aka start up location (snowballs or 

coffee cart or outdoor brewery venue); 

4. Insular/reserved rental or membership; 

5. Shared skill institution for home construction 

and tool bank, outdoor yard maintenance, 

miniature library, kitchen and dining, restrooms 

and showers, trash collection, recreation space 

for art studio or games/sports, shared office use 

or community room for affinities or service 

provider visits; and 

6. Visual bulletin board. Any dues should either be 

in a safe (drop-box) or be mailed off-site.  

329 Tortorello, Michael. “Small World, Big Idea: Quixote Village, OR.” New York Times. 

February 20, 2014. https://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/20/garden/small-world-big-idea.html?_r:0 

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/20/garden/small-world-big-idea.html?_r
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CONSPICUOUS design best practices  

1. Prioritize design, affordability, environment;330 

2. Community Bulletin board that legitimizes 

values: Homeownership and the goal of rent-to-

own escalation, or purposefully renting because 

homeownership is NOT the resident’s goal; 

3. Elevated foundation with large front-facing 

porch/deck that extends an outdoor “living 

room”. Ground floor home security and feeling 

safe and comfortable in a small environment; 

• Large Enough (5’ across; 6’ minimum for 

an eating space; 9-10’ w x 12’ l); don’t cut 

through the middle; Keep the porch open; 

and define the edge (railing 27”-30” high);331 

4. Tree canopy, foliage, fencing, lighting and 

location of home entrances need to establish 

visual, tactile aural barriers. So low brick fences 

with decorative iron bar windows establish 

privacy but appear open. Assert collective 

territorial sense via a central shared commons 

that is semi- or fully fenced/gated. 

• Layer from Public to Private space: Residents 

and guests enter through ‘implied gateways’ 

near the mailbox kiosk or parking pockets 

into village. Then within the cottages, 

layering continues, with active spaces 

towards the commons and private spaces 

further back and above; 

 

330 Shearer & Burton, 312 

331 Chapin, Ross. 24. 

332 Chapin, Ross, 64-66. 

• Situate eyes on the commons: Kitchens and 

dining areas look onto shared common 

areas to notice strangers; 

• Nest the Houses: The open side of one house 

faces the closed side of the next. The houses 

are spooning. “Neighbors do not look into 

one another’s worlds.”332 An additional 18’ 

from shared commons to each home 

should layer personal space with a border of 

perennial plantings at the edge of the 

sidewalk, then a low fence, then a private 

front yard, then a frame of the covered 

porch with a low “perchable” railing and a 

band of flowerboxes, and a porch itself.333 

5. Arriving home to established boundaries of 

independence with a mailbox, planter, front 

door light, iron or brass doorknob, bolted door 

locks, and closed curtains/blinds for windows, 

high windows;334  

6. Outdoor vegetable gardening to communicate 

resilience and sustainable lifestyle of access to a 

job or fulfilling activity, also disaster planning. 

These principles surround minimal carbon, 

social or financial footprint. 

7. Accessibility to shared facilities as defined in 

City Code for plumbing, sewer, gas and 

electrical utilities, pathways and parking for 

vehicles or bicycling, package delivery, or just to 

gather. Place parking away from commons. 

333 Chapin, Ross. 81. 

334 Chapin, Ross. 57. 
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8. Access for emergency vehicles akin to Standard 

subdivision or multi-family norms for police 

access, security and threat detection; 

CULTURALLY PROGRAMMED CHARACTER BUILDING 

1. Named branding using the neighborhood 

terminology, a sponsoring non-profit, the 

term CLT, OR a purposeful lack of branding 

to guard anonymity for limited clientele; 

encourage naming/signing individual units; 

2. Togetherness and social capital and soft 

caretaking yet independent living;  

3. Shared skills: construction and maintenance, 

home decor, resiliency planning; 

4. Black empowerment, communal reclamation 

5. Compassionate values of comradery, humility, 

self-preservation and interdependence; 

6. A sense of permanence as opposed to 

temporary housing; 

7. Carefully establish community norms and 

rules for shared space as well as personal use 

of noise, liquor, congregating, outdoor fire 

cooking, firearms; yard work and home 

maintenance or construction; and 

8. Youth build options for construction 

apprenticeships. 

 

335 “SCADpad | Home.” Savannah College of Art and Design. http://www.scadpad.com/ 

MULTI-LEVEL VILLAGES 

Alternatively, a relatively-new concept that may 

prove a viable testbed for tiny houses are to define an 

above-ground village not within an apartment complex, 

but within a structurally-sufficient parking garage that is 

no longer is making a profit.335  

PARKING GARAGE CONVERSION: Tiny homes 
being built within a parking space’s scale within a garage, 
upon the end of the facility’s parking ticketing lifespan. 
Typically occurs when demand has been over speculated 
and the owner needs residential income but cannot afford 
or it is not practical to convert the structure into typical 
residential or commercial. Same principle as infill 
development. 

These tiny homes are typically Type 1B as pre-

fabricated homes assembled on-site, are THOWs (Type 

1A), or are Type 2A, being constructed on-site, in 

proximity to the garage’s particular design (e.g. 

accommodating grading, access to stairways, and 

retrofitting plumbing and electricity from a series of 

central conduits). This research does not explore garage 

conversion; but views it as a setting for a village is viable. 

In summary, any model for tiny homes must be 

properly fitted to the neighborhood’s needs in which the 

home is being introduced. For the sake of simplicity, the 

use of the term ‘village’ in this paper, aligns with a cluster 

stand-alone single-family at-grade tiny homes. Unless 

noted differently as such, it does not include above-

ground or below-ground apartment complexes. The term 

can apply to Community Land Trusts on page 107 and of-right 

developments on page 71. 

 

http://www.scadpad.com/
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NEIGHBORHOOD INDICATORS COMPARISON 

Given the aforementioned context for why the value of land influences public reception to tiny houses, this 

research has distilled conclusions into two sets opposing views and displayed them as a chart, as follows. These opposing 

indicators are:  

1. Tiny homes only make sense in neighborhoods where there is the will to advocate for certain practices; as opposed to 

2. Tiny homes will not work where residents support the opposite values.  

Table 1 Neighborhood Indicators Comparison Matrix (spans 2 pages) 

The Will to Advocate For 
VS 

The Need to Negate Against 

Fighting standalone vacant lots while transitioning 
neighborhoods to standalone single-family housing 

- by infilling larger vacant lots with 
temporary/interstitial tiny houses built off-site 
or as a cop-op village, so neighboring existing 
single-family homes can rise in value by not 
allowing land to remain vacant. This would also 
encourage more single-family new builds. 

- to increase home builder interest + increase 
more ways for residents to become 
homeowners 

 

 
Permanence- concern that temporary domicile 
housing is a farce to force permanent housing 
options to 

- Negate private homeownership 

- Prevent holding developers accountable to 
build better, larger homes for families. 

- Equate tiny house villages to classist beliefs 
on trailer parks not supported by 
manufactured home communities nor by 
villages in other states 

- A new model to encourage subsidized 
housing. 

- Prevent college-age adults from ‘turning’ a 
neighborhood from  family-oriented to a 
‘college town’ or limited clientele ‘ghetto’ 

Infilling missing teeth (Regenerative housing in urban 
interstices) in struggling neighborhoods with 
foundation-based tiny homes so  

- Neighborhoods keep street fabric proportions 
balanced; 

- Neighbors can remain in their neighborhoods; 

- Newcomers with a lower barrier to entry have 
valid housing options. 

WHICH SUPPORTS BOOSTING OCCUPANCY: 

● Increasing neighborhood density, one person at 
a time 

 
NIMBYism- bias against smaller housing bringing 
or keeping undesirable neighbors. The need to  

- New neighbors who are in a LMI bracket 
may ‘pop up’ in a neighborhood and need 
public services or encourage public 
congregating where the norm is private 
independence 

- Lifestyle or cultural issues may exist with 
newer homeowners who can now tend to 
their own land and homeownership in a way 
previously ignored 
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● Maintaining/Keeping residents in their 
neighborhood 

WHICH SEEKS CONGREGATIONAL 
INTERDEPENDENCE: 

● Walkability to local institutions like elementary 
school, playgrounds, local shops and residential 
environment 

● Community associations are commercial, 
residential or issue oriented  

● Eyes on the street and native policing 

● Limited clientele residences, shelters, daycares, 
shuttles, or other public subsidy facilities  

OCCURS IN COMMUNITIES WHERE 

- Developers are from ‘the outside’ (i.e.  there 
aren’t native housing developers); 

- Fear of development change is gentrification 
as Harbinger 

- Equate temporary homes with flippers who 
buy-homes-fast-for-cash; 

RILES CONCERN WITH: 

- Neighborhoods with a Project C.O.R.E. site 
that hasn’t been targeted for redevelopment. 

- Fear of upsetting traffic parking, utility 
management or distribution, or becoming a 
political football. 

- Upsetting taxation or decrease property 
values by sub-dividing lots (a misnomer). 

- Inherent privilege. 

Infill typically-unattractive slim or abnormally-
shaped residential lots where a tiny home could 
comfortably fit and is environmentally sensible, but has 
not historically been allowed due to permanent changes 
in 

- Stormwater management; 

- Millraces; 

- Alleys; 

- Land use for Manufactured homes, farms, etc.; 

- Artist live/work use or special event; 

- Plan for ADUs, to assemble villages in 
adequately sized lots, and for villages to be 
CLTs. 

 
Variety - Concern that all efforts should encourage 
rehabbing existing housing stock or building new 
standard-sized single-family or multi-family options. 
The concern is that we need to fix what we have 
now. 

- Communities eyed as ‘next hot spot’ for 
gentrification 

- Disbelief that vacant lots or delipidated 
vacants (that were once occupied but that 
the market has not yet built upon) can be 
desirable again so lets wait. 

- Dislike density by increasing land efficiency 
by encouraging multiple foundations and 
dwellings on a formerly SFH lot 

- Regard ADUs as an unwelcome high 
Density that will overwhelm shared utilities, 
streets, and driveways 

- Support consumerism and disagree with 
anti-consumerism 

  

A rubric to rate these indicators can be found on page  164
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CONCLUSION 

Next steps for future study 

While the scope of this project looks primarily 

into cultural and design messages that influence tiny 

housing, the project findings established that further 

research would be prudent to support a stronger technical 

network for tiny homes in the City and State. 

Furthermore, where this project investigates a primer on 

land use, zoning, and Baltimore area resources, the scope 

of this project could not generate all viable instruments, 

but can offer recommendations after speaking with area 

city and regional planners. Chiefly, future research should 

seek to conduct a larger study that treats Baltimore as the 

core of Maryland in industry but not in its tiny house nor 

planning contacts. Second, stronger messaging is needed 

for the tiny house movement within Maryland; chiefly 

more minority representation, frequent advocacy efforts, 

and a intercounty map of individuals and non-profits 

already at work. Thirdly, more tools need to be built to 

articulate the shared affordable housing needs chronic 

throughout the state, and the need for alternative housing 

within Baltimore City. Tiny homes only work as a viable 

solution if jurisdictions want to ground tiny homeowners 

rather than push them away.     

CONDUCT STUDIES WITH LARGER SAMPLE SIZES 

1. A City-wide study that markets to the City at-

large across a full year; e.g. partnership with 

housing non-profits operating in Black 

communities, questioning residents who live in 

existing tiny house neighborhoods (alley homes 

and marinas namely), and in Black 

neighborhoods with high vacancies and 

churches. 

2. Consult the State-wide study that samples 

housing providers and Continuum of Care 

providers across county. 

3. Reinstate the volunteer appointment of a 

representative for Maryland within Tiny House 

Associations, (ATHA, THIA, and Georgia-

Florida-based United Tiny House Association); 

who can then assemble a wider institutional 

policy network across counties and Baltimore 

City. Where Baltimore City is included within the 

body of this project, an examination of Talbot 

County’s policy is provided as an example in the 

appendix. 

COALITION/LOBBY WITH STRONGER MESSAGES 

4. Hire a photographer who is Black to photograph 

a diverse set of Baltimore area residents who live 

in tiny homes performing lifestyle activities like 

unpacking groceries, doing homework, looking 

over family photo albums, decorating their 

homes, assembling furniture and performing 

home maintenance; so these photos can market 

the housing type in a way that affirms residents 

living their lives. 

5. Upgrade this project’s ‘Neighborhood Indicators 

Scoring Rubric’ with a quantifiable method to 

scientifically score a proposed village or 

individual site, rather than relying on anecdotal 

factors. E.g. use a series of Likert scales 

described in Krista Evans’ Visual Preferences 

Survey in South Carolina. 
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MAKE THE RIGHT TOOLS 

6. Generate a local costs chart to compare City 

Code Permits Fees via Section 109 with 

testimonial from Christian Wilson on page 92, to 

combine procurement costs with local sellers. 

7. Create a city-wide figure-ground Nolli map layer 

within the Baltimore Cityview Platform, to better 

identify urban interstices. In addition, a 

interactive zoning and land-use map that can pull 

table summary data from the Municipal Code 

and the Landscape Manual, would be prudent to 

illustrate where across the city land use (set 

backs, lot ratio) and zoning (density) factors will 

be most impactful.  

a. UMD studio project dissected Mary Ellen 

Hayward’s 2008 Baltimore’s Alley Houses to 

generate a map of alley homes across the 

city. Hayward’s 2011 book with Charles 

Belfoure, The Baltimore Rowhouse outlined 

neighborhoods by development period 

(credit Steven Allan).336 In addition, several 

spatial image boards were developed in the 

MIT studio project, “AFTER-CITY” in the 

student project “Baltimore Grid: Tears in the 

Fabric” under instruction by Brent Ryan by 

students Yeon Wha Hong and Jonah 

Stern.337 MICA, Towson, UMBC, UBalt, 

CCBC and Goucher may too, as well as 

public health at Morgan, Loyola and Coppin. 

b. Ms. Renata Southard, Baltimore City’s 

Design Planner, identifies that as of February 

 

336 Belfoure and Hayward, 176-179. 

337 Ryan, Brent and Jazairy, El Hadi. “AFTER-CITY.” MIT.edu. 

http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-

2020, the most recent building layer online is 

two-years old. Her February 4, 2020 

instructions via e-mail, included in the 

appendix on page 172, detail how to start 

this mapping work. Likewise, a Maryland-

based collective, qGISMD, began in 2019 

and could provide a workshop-style monthly 

platform to beta-test the project. 

c. The “Power by Dirt” vacant lot reclamation 

guide is no longer online but its contents are 

summarized in the Baltimore Green Network 

Plan, with components in the Baltimore 

Greenspace Brochure and in the Green Pattern 

Book. The charette process should be 

replicated for village community meetings. 

Combine this guide with OpenData’s 

property data and filter by vacants. 

8. Partner across the State with the online Tiny 

House discussion group for Maryland-DC on 

Facebook, to activate Baltimore-based tags, to 

stimulate networking. Separately: speak on the 

Tiny House Lifestyle Podcast, organize a local panel, 

and organize a field trip to Blue Moon Rising and 

to next Expo. See #10. 

ASSEMBLE COMMITTEES FOR FUTURE WORK 

9. Seek an engineer’s report with a Maryland-

certified engineer to confirm a self-built Type 1A 

and 1B tiny home are safe for habitation. 

content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-1.pdf; 

http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-

content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-2.pdf  

https://dhcd.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/dhcd/attachments/permits_fees.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-1.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-1.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-2.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-2.pdf
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10. Form a city-focused coalition. Introduce tiny 

homes to the next meeting of the Baltimore Fair 

Development Roundtable. Lobby area hospitals 

who are building affordable housing, e.g. Bon 

Secours/Community Works; university off-

campus housing offices; churches and the 

NAACP; and the Departments of Planning and 

Transportation, to identify potential village sites 

with existing and proposed adjacent amenities. 

11. Clarify with the Departments of HCD and 

Planning within the Plans Examining office why 

manufactured homes (not ‘mobile homes’) 

cannot be clustered like a subdivision. 

12. Work with existing housing organizations to 

assemble a list of housing developers and 

financiers to develop proformas. Pitch to Mayor. 

13. Seek grant funds to license the St. Mary’s College 

‘eCo-Lab Tiny House Project’ infographic image 

boards and virtual walk-through.338 Style these 

akin to the Un-Design the Redline Project to publish 

visually attractive image boards for the need for 

tiny homes via touring exhibition across the 

City.339 

 

 

For contact information, see Maryland contact list on page 163.

 

338 Muchnick, Barry and Patterson, Carrie. “e-CoLab.” St. Mary’s College of Maryland. 

https://brmuchnick.wixsite.com/smcmsustainability/tiny-house. 

339 “Un-design the Redline.” Enterprise Community Partners, Inc. 

https://www.enterprisecommunity.org/news-and-events/undesign-the-redline. 

https://brmuchnick.wixsite.com/smcmsustainability/tiny-house
https://www.enterprisecommunity.org/news-and-events/undesign-the-redline
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APPENDICES 

(1) Author’s Expertise; 

(2) Interview Questionnaires that ask interview subjects open-ended ethnographic questions 

to solicit responses on their personal and cultural beliefs on living in a tiny home and/or 

living near a tiny home; 

(3) A Rubric Scoring Sheet (‘Neighborhood Indicators’) to assess immediate readiness; 

(4) A Look-Book for visual examples of best-fit tiny house designs;  

(5) A Maryland Contact List of tiny house contacts sorted by County with relevant news 

articles and comparison of counties’ policies. The list categorizes Builders, 

Communities/Villages, Press on Builders, or Press on the Topic at-large; Expos and 

Events, Financial Agents, Inspectors or Planners; Land use research, Neighborhood 

Assets, Neighborhood Groups; and a list of Residents of Interest.  

(6) Baltimore City Land Use GIS Map Instructions; 

(7) Guidance for the firm, Tiny House Container, to conduct business within Talbot 

County.   
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AUTHOR’S EXPERTISE 

I am a native West Baltimorean whose family lived in Harlem Park before moving to the county to 

the Security Square neighborhood. I now live on the county-city line in Catonsville and regularly drive and 

bus throughout Baltimore City. I have six years of experience working with a Community Development 

Corporation in Prince George’s County, where in summer 2018 I wrote a white paper on tiny housing for a 

possible pilot in the Hyattsville area. Since December 2018, I have worked full-time as a Project Manager in 

the Division of Neighborhood Revitalization within the State of Maryland Department of Housing and 

Community Development (Maryland DHCD). This has informed a statewide curiosity in housing needs for 

low-to-moderate income individuals throughout the State. Lastly, as a biracial man who has an interest in 

stories of migration, genealogy, and being a descendant of African ancestors, loving or losing one’s home is 

close to my heart.          -Justin Fair 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Image Board/Flier 

2. Informed Consent Form (filled 

example for Questionnaire #1) 

3. Form Cover 

4. Form Cover Optional Responses 

5. Questionnaire #1 or #2 or #3 

6. Notable Interviews and 

Questionnaire Responses 

7. Note on Data Confidentiality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 69 Flier and Image Board 

 

Figure 70 Online FormFigure 71 
Flier and Image Board 
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INFORMED CONSENT  

You are invited to participate in a study of Tiny Houses and the Black Experience in Baltimore.  We 
hope to learn your views on housing options available to you and to your neighbors; regarding your sense of 
home, your culture, and your spatial concerns regarding small dwellings near or less than 400 square feet. The 
study is being conducted by Mr. Justin Fair of Morgan State University School of Architecture and Planning. 
You were selected as a possible participant in this study because you are a resident who lives in the City of 
Baltimore and could offer valuable insight on the housing values and housing needs of your neighborhood.  

If you decide to participate, we will provide you with an online or in-person interview questionnaire 
for you to complete between January 1-February 8, 2020. You may answer any or all questions; full 
completion is requested. While questionnaires can be completed independently online, you are welcome to 
attend any of 3 public information sessions to learn more about the project. After which, you may schedule 
an in-person dictation session (5-10 minutes per respondent) with Mr. Fair.  

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with you 
will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission. ] 

Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your future relation with the Morgan 
State University nor with any housing agencies as this study is independently operated. If you decide to 
participate, you are free to discontinue participation at any time without prejudice.  

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.  If you have any additional questions 
later about the study, please contact Mr. Justin Fair at 410-645-0474 jufai1@morgan.edu on Twitter and 
WhatsApp @soulstrong or Dr. Daniel Campo at 443-885-3514 who will be happy to answer them. If you 
have further administrative questions, you may contact the MSU IRB Administrator, Dr. Edet Isuk, at 443-
885-3447.  

You will be offered a copy of this form to keep.  

You are making a decision whether or not to participate. Your signature indicates that you have read 
the information provided above and have decided to participate.  You may withdraw at any time without 
penalty or loss of any benefits to which you may be entitled after signing this form should you choose to 
discontinue participation in this study.  

 

________________________________               ______________________ 

Signature       Date 

 

_______________________________________  ______________________ 

Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian (If necessary)   Date  

 

________________________________   ______________________ 

Signature of Witness (If appropriate)    Signature of Investigator 

 

mailto:jufai1@morgan.edu
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COVER: TINY HOUSES QUESTIONNAIRE 

Welcome! Please share your thoughts on home and on tiny houses. Please be as 

descriptive or as short as you like. This questionnaire opened on Wed, January 8 and will be open 

until Sat, February 15 11:59pm. 

News: Community listening sessions are now scheduled at http://soulstrong.com/tiny-homes-brief 

The next listening session is scheduled for Sunday, February 2nd at 1:30pm at Clifton Mansion. Please come on out 

to hear more about the study.  

 

Questionnaires can be completed at the session. If you would like to be verbally interviewed so your response 

can be dictated (5-10 minutes), you are welcome to after the session.  

Scroll down to get started 

[Project Flier] 

Let’s Begin 

A consent form is on the next page. At the end, you can leave final comments and then click ‘submit’ to be 

done. If at any time you need to stop mid-way, please go to the end and click ‘submit’ so your answers are 

recorded. 

Which best describes you? * 

____ Baltimore City resident 

____ Area home builder or developer 

____ Area housing advocate or supporter 

____ Tiny house supporter or prospective tiny 

house lover outside of Baltimore City 

Confidentiality for Clean-data 

Your responses are completely voluntary, uncompensated, and will be kept private. If you would like to 

complete a handwritten response before February 15, please contact Mr. Fair at jufai1@morgan.edu, by 

telephone at (410) 645-0474 or on Twitter or Whatsapp @soulstrong. ¿Se Habla Español? email 

jufai1@morgan.edu for translation. 

To ensure your confidentiality with the researcher, please answer the following to create a clean-data code:  

What was your high school mascot: 
  

The street number of a place you have lived:  
  

Your favorite color:  
  

Is this your first time completing this form?  Yes            
 
No 

  

Figure 72 Online Form 

 

 

Figure 73 Online Form 

 

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://soulstrong.com/tiny-homes-brief&sa=D&ust=1580432720595000&usg=AFQjCNFd9deqP6RMV8VD8thckDAaTcEjAw
mailto:jufai1@morgan.edu
mailto:jufai1@morgan.edu
http://bit.ly/tinyhousebalt
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Optional Responses – Please complete if you are comfortable. In addition, please initial beside 

each field above if you would like any of the optional responses to be made public upon the completion of 

the research. 

Optional Optional  Please initial to share 

publicly; or enter N/A 

to remain private. 

Your First and Last 

Name: 

   

Your E-Mail Address:    

Your Telephone 

Number: 

   

Your Physical Address:    

 

Questionnaire #1: To the public/area residents on ‘what is home’ 

35 questions on “What is home?” - These questions go by quickly and should take about ten minutes 

or less to complete. For multiple choice, click ‘Other’ to describe your thoughts in your own words. The 

more the merrier. If you don’t wish to complete a question, please write ‘skip.’ 

1. Please describe your neighborhood in 

your own words: Do you like where 

you live? 

2. What is your race?  

i. American Indian or Alaska 

Native 

ii. Asian 

iii. Black or African American 

iv. Native Hawaiian or Other 

Pacific Islander 

v. White or European-American 

vi. Latino / Hispanic 

vii. Other: 

3. When, loosely, did your family locate 

in Baltimore and from where? 

4. What is the name you call your 

neighborhood?  

5. What do you like or dislike about your 

home? 

6. What type of home do you live in 

now? Select all that apply:  

i. Rowhouse 

ii. Tiny House 

iii. Alley House  
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iv. Detached or attached single 

family home 

v. Apartment 

vi. Boarding or staying in a room 

in someone’s home 

vii. Micro-shelter 

viii. Transitional house  

ix. None of the above 

x. Other 

[Image Board of Tiny Houses with 

Shearer/Burton Typologies] / View larger at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cQRBTG3ASr5TR7LqOf43N8Yn4G

YjUNYl/view?usp=sharing  

6b. If you live in a tiny house, what type? 

i. I don’t live in a tiny house 

ii. House boat 

iii. Retrofitted shipping container 

iv. Tiny house on wheels 

v. Tiny house on foundation / 

cabin / cottage  

vi. Carriage house 

vii. Alley house 

viii. Micro-shelter  

ix. Micro-apartment 

x. Skoolie 

7. How long have you lived in your 

home? 

i. 0-2 years 

ii. 2-5 years 

iii. 5-10 years 

iv. 10-20 years 

v. 20+ years 

8. Where you live right now-- Do you 

rent, do you own, neither, or does a 

relative? 

i. I rent 

ii. I own 

iii. Neither 

9. What does ground rent mean to you?  

10. If you’re a homeowner, how much 

approximately do you pay for your 

monthly mortgage? 

i. $0 - $1000 

ii. $1000 - $1500 

iii. $1501 - $2000 

iv. $2001 - $5000 

v. Other: 

11. If you’re a renter, how much do you 

pay in rent per month excluding 

utilities? 

i. $0 - $100 

ii. $101 - $500 

iii. $501 - $750 

iv. $751 - $1000 

v. $1001 - $1500 

vi. $1500 and above 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cQRBTG3ASr5TR7LqOf43N8Yn4GYjUNYl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cQRBTG3ASr5TR7LqOf43N8Yn4GYjUNYl/view?usp=sharing
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vii. Other: 

12. Where do you get your groceries? 

i. Bodega/Corner Store 

ii. Farmer’s Market 

iii. Grocery Store 

iv. Delivery Service 

v. Other: 

13. How far is the grocery store away 

from you?  

14. How many people live in your home 

with you total? 

i. Just myself 

ii. 2 people 

iii. 3 people 

iv. 4 people or more 

15. How big is your home?  

16. How many rooms does your home 

have?  

i. Studio 

ii. 1 bedroom 

iii. 2 bedroom 

iv. 3 bedroom 

v. 4 or more bedrooms 

17. Do you know the approximate area of 

your home? If so, how much? 

18. Do you feel the square footage is 

enough for your needs? 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

iii. Other 

19. Do you enjoy spending most of your 

time at home? If not, please explain. 

20. Do you like to cook? 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

iii. Other 

21. Do you have extra space in your 

home? 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

iii. Other 

22. Which of these items do you suspect 

you have too much of? 

i. Kids’ toys 

ii. books 

iii. sports equipment 

iv. furniture 

v. hobby materials 

vi. cooking ware 

vii. household goods 

viii. clothes 

ix. Other 

23. When you are in a rush and need to 

clean up quickly, how do you 

approach cleaning up? 
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24. What’s the area called just  outside a 

home’s entrance? What do you call it? 

Is it a  

i. “stoop” 

ii. “steps” 

iii. “stair” 

iv. “out front” 

v. “porch” 

vi. “deck” 

vii. “patio” 

viii. “yard” 

ix. other 

25. How often do you enjoy your front, 

back or side porch, yard, window or 

stoop? 

i. Once a day 

ii. Periodically throughout the 

day 

iii. A few times a week 

iv. A few times a month 

v. Once a month 

vi. I don’t stay outside for long 

vii. Other 

26. Do you have a ground floor air 

conditioner?  

i. Yes 

ii. No 

iii. Other 

27. Is there a vacant home on your block? 

If so, how many? 

i. 0 1 2 3 4 

28. Is there a vacant lot on your block? If 

so, how many? 

i. 0 1 2 3 4 

29. If you have a front and back door, 

which door do you predominantly 

enter from? 

30. Do you have any outdoor furnishings 

or greenery outside your home? Why 

or why not? 

31. Were you familiar with tiny houses 

before today?  

i. Opposed 1 2 3 4 5 

Comfortable 

32. How do you feel having a tiny house 

close to you? 

33. Why would you welcome or be 

opposed to a tiny house in your 

community?   

i. Welcome 

ii. Oppose 

iii. Other 

34. Would you like to share any family 

photos or heirlooms with me? 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

iii. Other 
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35. Have you been inside a tiny house? 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

36. If you were to spend a weekend away, 

how would you feel spending a 

weekend in a tiny house? 

i. Not comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 

Very comfortable 

 

 

 

 

Any final comments, questions or thoughts on tiny homes you’d like to share? 

 

 

If you have attended a community listening session or spoke separately with me (Justin Fair), please 

remind me here!  
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Questionnaire #2: To home builders and developers 

14 questions for you. These questions go by quickly and should take about ten minutes or less to 

complete. For multiple choice, click ‘Other’ to describe your thoughts in your own words. The more the 

merrier. If you don’t wish to complete a question, please write ‘skip.’ 

1. How many residential dwellings have you constructed? How many are or will be in 

production? 

[Image Board of Tiny Houses with Shearer/Burton Typologies] / View larger at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cQRBTG3ASr5TR7LqOf43N8Yn4GYjUNYl/view?usp=sharing  

2. Which typology do you construct? Check each as applies:  

i. Frame on foundation;  

ii. shipping container;  

iii. on trailer/chassis (“on wheels”);  

iv. converted existing industrial structure;  

v. converted vehicle or boat;  

vi. micro-shelter;  

vii. micro-apartment; 

viii. other 

3. Are you building to a residential code?  

i. IRC 2018 Appendix Q  

ii. NFPA 

iii. RVIA 

iv. Other 

4. How would you rate your relationship with your permitting office? e.g. understanding your 

jurisdiction’s building code, zoning and land use ordinances...Does your jurisdiction legally 

allow accessory dwelling units (ADUs)? 

i. Unsure and Difficult 1 2 3 4 5 Happy and Insightful 

5. Please describe further 

6. Does your jurisdiction legally allow accessory dwelling units (ADUs)? 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cQRBTG3ASr5TR7LqOf43N8Yn4GYjUNYl/view?usp=sharing
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7. Who tends to become a client?  

8. From what town or state do your clients often reside? 

9. What is the average price range of your last 2 clients’ tiny homes? 

10. How long is a typical build?  

i. About 6 months 

ii. 1 year 

iii. 1 year 6 months 

iv. 2 years or more 

v. Other 

11. Do you assist your client in walking through a Use and Occupancy (U&O) inspection? 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

iii. Other 

12. Have you worked with a realtor and/or financial broker to assess home accrual? 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

iii. Other 

13. What got you into home construction?  

14. Where do you yourself live and in what type of home? 

15. Are you interested in building a tiny home village and why? 

 

Final comments on the next page. Please hit ‘Submit’ to finish. 

 

Any final comments, questions or thoughts on tiny homes you’d like to share? 

 

If you have attended a community listening session or spoke separately with me (Justin Fair), please 

remind me here!  
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Questionnaire #3: To housing advocates 

8 questions for you. These questions go by quickly and should take about ten minutes or less to 

complete. For multiple choice, click ‘Other’ to describe your thoughts in your own words. The more the 

merrier. If you don’t wish to complete a question, please write ‘skip.’ 

 

[Image Board of Tiny Houses with Shearer/Burton Typologies] / View larger at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cQRBTG3ASr5TR7LqOf43N8Yn4GYjUNYl/view?usp=sharing  

 

1. How long have you been working in housing advocacy? 

2. What opportunities and challenges are immediate for increasing affordable housing in your 

neighborhood? 

3. Who are your clients? 

4. What models inform your practice? Who do draw on for sources of inspiration? 

5. What is your organization’s operation budget (please provide a range)? 

6. Please breakdown a loose explanation of what funding sources contribute to your 

organization 

7. Approximately, how many of your donors contribute less than $500 in a year’s time? 

8. Do you believe tiny houses are conducive to Baltimore City? 

 

 

Final comments on the next page. Please hit ‘Submit’ to finish. 

 

Any final comments, questions or thoughts on tiny homes you’d like to share? 

 

If you have attended a community listening session or spoke separately with me (Justin Fair), please 

remind me here! 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cQRBTG3ASr5TR7LqOf43N8Yn4GYjUNYl/view?usp=sharing
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NOTABLE INTERVIEWS AND RESPONDENTS 

Maryland Tiny House builders and developers: 

1. Dana Stein and Dion Wright, Executive 

Director + Deputy E.D. of CivicWorks, in 

Coldstream-Homestead-Montebello 

2. Samuel Polakoff and Joshua Greenfield, 

Developer Team in Glenham-Belhar 

3. LaQuida Chancey, Owner/Realtor of 

Smalltimore Homes, in Sandtown-

Wincester south to Pigtown 

4. Christopher Wilson, Owner of Heart’s 

Place Services Inc., in Oliver  

5. Jill Kanto, Owner of 

SearchTinyHouseVillages.com 

6. Roger Brul, Builder/Owner of Tiny House 

Container in Ridgely  

7. Ben Kirk, Builder/Owner of Bmore Tiny 

Houses in Westminster 

8. Lisa Ward, Realtor/Administrator of 

Facebook Group “Tiny House Group - 

Maryland and Washington DC Metro” 

9. Lee Pera, Owner/Builder of Kotierra, 

Washington DC 

 

Housing advocates: 

10. Atiya Wells BSN RN, Owner/Farmer of 

BLISS Meadows, Frankford 

11. Baltimore Councilman Ryan Dorsey, 

District 3, in Lauraville 

12. Nicole Fabricant, Anthropology Professor 

with Towson University 

13. Laura Bianca-Pruett, Researcher with 

Homelessness Blog 

Residents and area supporters: 

4. Dominique Moody 

5. Lauren Muhammad 

6. Joy Taylor 

7. Keith Jackson 

 

Various communiques were sent to neighborhood 

contacts and interest groups. Not all can be mentioned 

here. 

 

Masters project reader committee 

This research is reviewed by chair Dr. Daniel 

Campo, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Program 

Director with the Department of Graduate Built 

Environment Studies, School of Architecture and 

Planning at Morgan State University; with committee 

reader, Jeremy Kargon, Architect, LEED AP 

Associate Professor. An additional thank you to faculty 

members Tonya Sanders-Thach, PhD, MA, AICP 

Associate Professor and Fred Scharmen, LEED AP 

Associate Professor for their guidance. 
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Data confidentiality note 

Continued from page 10: 

To ensure confidentiality, a separate coded 

form was required to limit self-identifiers like address 

information or the respondent’s name. In other words, 

the identity lived in a separate form from the responses 

themselves as to not influence analysis nor imply 

identity for any published responses. In addition, 

respondents were offered the choice to agree to share 

any or all of the respondent’s name, contact 

information, and/or responses, if they were 

comfortable; or to keep all response data private at 

all. The statement of confidentiality also emphasized 

that online data collection sought to ensure their digital 

security, ensure their privacy, and limit the risk of their 

identity being mistaken. For this reason, digital 

questionnaires were emphasized, and in only a few 

cases were paper questionnaires completed, with the 

option of mail or drop-off. Digital questionnaires were 

filled-out online via secure, form generator (Google 

Forms) that encrypts to Morgan State University’s 

enterprise subscription to Google Cloud Services and is 

accessible via Google Sheets. Form responses/input 

data will be left as a CSV-format in the sheet, and then 

incorporated into research analysis by “cleaning,” that 

is by removing duplicates and mistaken responses, and 

editing as needed for formatting or grammatical clarity. 

Care was taken to articulate respondents’ messaging 

without losing intent or vernaculars. 

Research completion/closeout 

Data has been saved as a back-up to an encrypted free-

tiered private server (AirTable.com), with a physical 

USB-copy with its files password-protected. Data will 

be retained for at least 24 months upon conclusion of 

the research.
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Maryland contact list 

The project homepage is at https://soulstrong.com/tiny-homes-brief |email justin@soulstrong.com. 

An extensive list of contacts are sorted at https://airtable.com/shrGZpHqPFausSTxo   

 

Rubrics and flowcharts 

Following the Neighborhood Indicators Comparison Matrix on page 132, the rubric on the next page (164) 

offers a grading tool to digest tips found in the literature review and in questionnaire responses. Together, 

these help assess a block, a neighborhood, and a single resident’s design-related, site plan-related readiness for 

tiny living for each of the 5 Proposals.  

This rubric does not evidence a quantitative method, e.g. a Likert Scale. Furthermore, please note 

that the scope of this project does not assign a value to an individual’s mental fitness or emotional readiness 

for tiny life but seeks to listen and provide guidelines for those who are already enthused and/or engaged in 

tiny living. The scoring rubric is best described as a mixture of a visual preference survey (VPS) as described by 

Krista Evans, which does use a Likert scale in its research; with the framework described by Elaine Morin, 

alongside tips from the excellent quantitative Building Condition Matrix created by UMD the studio project, 

under instruction of J.C. Wells, conducted on Mary Ellen Hayward’s Baltimore’s Alley Homes. Those sources 

model the best detail and exemplify styles of interviews and housing studies. As such, this research 

investigates wider planning tools being crafted along with delivering recommended best practices, 

products/goods, and tool adaptations to address concerns with good design and good planning-ahead. 

 

Second: On page 166, a rubric is compiled offering considerations of an ADU in Baltimore City. 

 

Thirdly: On page 167, a flowchart is compiled as a next-step to build a map of viable sites for tiny homes in 

the City 

 

 

  

https://soulstrong.com/tiny-homes-brief
mailto:justin@soulstrong.com
https://airtable.com/shrGZpHqPFausSTxo
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Neighborhood Indicators 
Scoring Rubric 

How does my neighborhood rank? 

NEIGHBORHOOD MEASURES:   

A In your neighborhood, what’s the land value? Ratios and counts over city average Points Total 

  1 
Vacant land that was once occupied within .10 mi radius (eye-shot view down the street 
of two city blocks); to establish land valuation 5  

  2 Vacant properties and vacant lots on a street (“missing teeth”) 5  

  3 SFHs over X sq ft 5  

  4 Rowhomes over X sq ft 5  

  5 Are homes on block are mostly single-story 5  

  6 Are there homes on the block with more than 3 floors 5  

  7 Is there a history of redlining or blockbusting 5  

  8 Renter-to-owner percentage 5  

  9 Homes with security alarm contracts 5  

  10 Homes with front-yard fences 5  

  11 Crime: Break-in rate and frequency of police walking their beat 5  

  12 Temperature on block over city average 5  

B In your neighborhood and on your block, what are the basic demographics?   

  1 People of color in neighborhood 5  

  2 Household-median-income and low-to-moderate income individuals 5  

  3 Age of residents 5  

  4 Quality of life 5  

  5 Native born individuals, immigrant individuals? 5  

  6 Short term rentals? 5  

  7 House age 5  

  8 Homeless rate 5  

C How does your community organize?   

  1 Has formed a community garden or similar ‘getting hands dirty’ use 5  

  2 School with green playfields 5  

  3 School with vocational programs 5  

  4 Charter school or head start program 5  

  5 Community associations who have held a meeting at least three times a year 5  

  6 Community associations who have held community clean-ups 5  

  7 Community associations who have received over $10K in fundraising per year 5  

  8 Churches or other religious institutions 5  

  9 Non-profits 5  

  10 Civic attitude (arts district, bike-lane support, no-shoot-zone) 5  
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  11 Seasonal outdoor community event is a tourist event 5  

  12 Councilperson funding interest within last 4 years 5  

C What attitudes are already out there?   

  1 Is there a housing advocate living in the neighborhood? 5  

  2 Is there already a bad-taste-in-the-mouth regarding small dwellings? 5  

  3 Other   

THE LOT ITSELF:     

A What’s the walking proximity to (within .30 mi radius (a ‘walk’ within a neighborhood))   

  1 Public services, to schools, to bus stop, to churches, to library 5  

  2 Fresh Food market 5  

  3 Police station or outpost 5  

  4 Vacant corner lots 5  

  5 Construction Shop/Studio, Toolbank, or maker space 5  

  6 Maryland-based bank 5  

  7 Regional or National bank 5  

  8 Hiking/biking trail 5  

  9 Bike lanes: dedicated bike lane v. sharrows 5  

  10 The White L -5  

  11 The Black Butterfly 5  

E On your block, what’s the Built environment culture like?   

  1 Corner grocer, commercial main street or shopping center? 5  

  2 Predominantly residential neighborhood 5  

  3 7 or more cars per 5 households? 5  

  4 Rowhomes or SFHs have driveways 5  

  5 Homes with porches, decks 5  

  6 Trash dumping build-up -5  

  7 Frequency of 311 Rat-based complaints -5  

  8 Are there Regularly-parked RVs or vans already in community? -1  

  9 Shelter or other walk-in clinic on block 5  

  10 Water/sewer has not been surveyed in last ten years -5  

  11 Neighborhood has “Park” or other subjective term in its name -1  

F How’s the ground look? Let’s examine ground conditions:   

  1 Flooding or pooling -5  

  2 Slope -5  

  3 Neighboring home height over 12’ tall -3  

COUNT  60  230 0 
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ADU RUBRIC 

1. SIZE, SHAPE AND ARRANGEMENT OF STRUCTURES ON THE PROPOSED SITE 

a. Does the home have committed financing yet? 

b. Does the current lot have a SFH already on it? (Review SFH lot, code compliance, and look for other entrance 

doors on the SFH) 

c. Is the proposed ADU no more than 750 sq. ft and is the total height of the ADU 14’ tall? 

d. Has the ADU been confirmed to be constructed on a foundation (Type 2A or 2B) and not mobile (Type 1A or 

1C)? If it is a shipping container (Type 1B) how will it be affixed? 

e. Is the proposed maximum lot coverage correct? 

f. Is the impervious surface correct? Rainwater must be recognized. 

2. TRAFFIC PATTERNS AND PARKING 

A. Can the street handle the additional occupant’s vehicle? 

3. PRESENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATION 

a. Is there likelihood that a surrounding vacancy could collapse onto the ADU? 

b. Is the land owner the owner of the ADU? 

c. Does the land owner intend the ADU to be a short-term placement or long-term? 

4. PROXIMITY OF CENTRAL AMENITY: DWELLINGS, CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, TRANSIT, GATHERING 

PLACES 

a. Is there any interest to use the ADU for non-residential use? 

b. How close is the nearest central amenity? 

c. When will code enforcement hold the primary dwelling occupant is responsible and liable for maintenance? 

5. EMERGENCY ACCESSIBILITY 

a. Is it placed in proximity to emergency access for fire, medical, and utility vehicle access? 

b. Is there sufficient egress for fire access to primary dwelling? To ADU itself? 

6. ACCESSIBILITY OF LIGHT AND AIR 

a. Is there sufficient means of egress? Skylights do not count. 

7. TYPE AND LOCATION OF NECESSARY FACILITIES, UTILITIES, ETC. 

a. What utility lines and other cables are in the way and need to be adjusted? 

8. PRESERVATION OF CULTURAL AND HISTORIC LANDMARKS, NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER 

a. Will the façade design of the ADU blend in or compliment existing historic facades?  

b. Is the site located in a historic district, arts district, or other overlay district of interest? 
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FLOWCHART FOR PLAN REVIEW: TO DEPICT ON MAP 

Goal: Create a figure ground map to compare Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 

1) Create an Overview of a Neighborhood:    

a 
Create latest maps by neighborhood 

   

b 
Baltimore Vacant Building Dashboard 

LINK LINK LINK 

c Compare city-wide Nolli map with Belfoure and Hayward’s Allan maps overlaid with modern property data LINK   LINK 

d 
Existing Project CORE developments via Baltimore DHCD codeMap and State of MD map  

LINK LINK  

e 
Update with Condemned Properties 

LINK LINK  

2) Form A Market Analysis: 
   

a 
Assess land valuation and dwelling status 

   

 
i Search if there’s already an economic residential market analysis for the neighborhood 

   

 
ii 

Assess ownership via State of MD property record, review sales price, and check rehabilitation 

permit records 
   

b  
Pull plat to review record of nearby houses 

   

 
i 

Speak with neighboring house owners and renters if planning to rehabilitate and give questionnaire   

3) Aggregate and Compare Neighborhood Indicators: 
   

a 
Review age of infrastructure on street 

   

b 
Confirm floodplain for topography, compaction of earth - View Baltimore Greenspace Shipping Containers 
guidance  LINK 

 
ii Green Building Statement of Compliance and then the criteria in Baltimore City Green checklist 

LINK   

 
iii 

Baltimore GreenSpace: Community Organizer checklist, Green Space Shopping Container Guide, 

Transfer of Lots in Use flowchart 
   

 
iiii Tree Inventory 

LiNK   

 
iiv Follow Adopt-A-Lot technicalities (listed in Celestin powerpoint) 

   

4) Review lot in question: neighboring dwellings 
   

a 
Speak with community association and consider Baltimore Community-Managed Open Space 

 
i Seek political and community association support to shepherd, solicit questionnaires, acquire land. 

   

 
ii Follow practices in alley house plan 

b Propose housing type (foundation-based, portable, mobile with wheels removed or [or not yet allowed-- mobile])  

 
iii Compare land use and zoning; pull lot plan if not plat 

   

 
iv Review setback, lot ratio, facade requirements 

   

c 
Assess the cost of building on the site 

   

 
v Find area builders 

   

 
vi Build list of inspection fees with construction in City Code, section 109.6 Fee schedules. (Page 26)  

LINK   

d 
Good for Greening? Green Pattern Book Vacant Lots Suitable for Green Patterns (p. 88)  

LINK   

 
vii Already vacant? See if already on Adopt a Lot and check with Power In Dirt 

LINK    

 
Conduct scoring rubric of neighborhood indicators: site conditions 

LINK   

https://app.powerbigov.us/view?r=eyJrIjoiNzFiNTU0MjktMDViOS00ZTZmLWE0ZWItM2I2ZThhNWE4ZTVjIiwidCI6IjMxMmNiMTI2LWM2YWUtNGZjMi04MDBkLTMxOGU2NzljZTZjNyJ9
http://cityview.baltimorecity.gov/vacantbuildings/
https://data.baltimorecity.gov/Housing-Development/Baltimore-Vacant-Housing-Heat-Map/5z6k-jdba
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-1.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-2.pdf
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/codemap/codemap.html
https://portal.dhcd.state.md.us/GIS/Project_CORE_v2/index.html
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_DEM_Map.aspx%20and%20Violation%20notices/citations
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_On_Map.aspx
https://baltimoregreenspace.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Baltimore-Green-Space.-Shipping-Container-Guide.pdf
https://dhcd.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/IgCC_Certification1.pdf
http://baltimore.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d2cfbbe9a24b4d988de127852e6c26c8
https://ca.baltimorecity.gov/codes/Art%2000%20-%20Bldg,%20Fire.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-10/documents/nrs_inf_32-15-green-pattern.pdf
http://www.baltimorehousing.org/adopt_a_lot
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FxkerVtRrXrjb2F6tOl1q7P-7k2YNVNIfgc2uo9OC4M/edit#gid=0
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Promotion and look-book  

This section includes a couple Maryland builders’ models, examples cited in Baltimore’s ADU Bill, 

and examples I have identified as most likely appealing to Baltimoreans. Designs should vary by builder but 

are typically purposely ergonomic, spacious, functional, or airy concepts, most in alignment with the IRC 

Appendix Q, utilizing loft ceilings or one-floor, tall ceiling heights, the proper distance of home fixtures to 

furniture, and implementing design principles like large windows and clever folding dividers or modular 

furniture. These choices in turn allow the space an intangible separation of room functions that allow cooking 

and sleeping to take place safely and comfortably in one room. Lastly, façades should consider neighborhood 

materials, such as sustainable veneers for formstone and brick.  

From Baltimore City Information Meeting 340

 

 

More photos online at https://airtable.com/shro7ZJMmaT72WvvB  

  

 

340 CORDES, 2. 

https://airtable.com/shro7ZJMmaT72WvvB
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Formstone Material, as desired by BMZA  

Removed Material; Baltimore Sun Darkroom341 

  

 

Front Steps from Welcome to Baltimore, Hon342 

 

Maryland-Built Cabins 

Hobbitat Homeplace by Hobbitat Homes343 

 

 

Hunting Cabin by TinyHouseContainer344 

 

 

 

 

341 Thack, C.. “Darkroom: Olive 27 C Davis.” Baltimore Sun. August 13, 2017.  http://darkroom.baltimoresun.com/2017/08/baltimore-true-to-formstone/olive-27-c-davis/  

342 Williams, Paul. “The Story of Formstone.” http://welcometobaltimorehon.com/the-story-behind-formstone  

343 “Super Magnolia.” Hobbitat Homes. https://hobbitatspaces.com/tiny-house-plan/sugar-magnolia 

344 Brul, Roger. “Models.” Tiny House Container. https://www.tinyhousecontainer.com/models 

http://darkroom.baltimoresun.com/2017/08/baltimore-true-to-formstone/olive-27-c-davis/
http://welcometobaltimorehon.com/the-story-behind-formstone
https://hobbitatspaces.com/tiny-house-plan/sugar-magnolia
https://www.tinyhousecontainer.com/models
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OUTREACH FLIER SAMPLE 

TINY HOUSES  AND  THE BLACK EXPERIENCE IN BALTIMORE 

Research Study:  Interview Questionnaires Jan 1 - Feb 8, 2020 

What is home? Is your home affordable?  

For those who want to live in one, can tiny houses come to Baltimore? Are tiny houses already here? 

And what really is or is not a tiny home? 

 

You’re invited to participate in a research study held by Mr. Justin Fair, a graduate student at Morgan 

State University School of Architecture and Planning. Mr. Fair is a native Baltimorean whose family is from 

West Baltimore. Mr. Fair wants to hear from you your thoughts on if tiny houses can be a valid tool in 

Baltimore’s affordable housing toolkit, or if they just aren’t going to get the job done. 

 

Mr. Fair’s research takes into consideration Baltimore’s housing culture, which has experienced 

decades of discriminatory housing practices. If tiny houses are being proposed as a radical way to increase the 

city’s affordable housing options, best practices based on real residents thoughts must be offered. This 

research seeks to analyze and provide recommendations as to how tiny houses can be smoothly and 

efficiently integrated into Baltimore’s housing culture.  

Recommendations will provide specific messaging and design strategies that address historical and 

cultural attitudes, based on both existing national literature and on interview questionnaires in Baltimore. 

Please offer your individual insight and please bring photographs of your home and any family 

heirlooms you feel reflect your sense of pride and place. 

Interview Questionnaire online: http://bit.ly/tinyhousebalt  

 

You’re also invited to attend a 30-minute in-person public information session: [calendar date and 

location]. Questionnaires can be completed at the session. If you would like to be verbally interviewed so 

your response can be dictated (5-10 minutes), you are welcome to after the session.

http://bit.ly/tinyhousebalt
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Baltimore City land use map instructions 

E-Mail from February 4, 2020: 

Hi Justin, the zoning map is available as a GIS layer, but you 

would have to do some editing yourself if you wanted to 

separate it into setback distances. It would be fairly easy to 

group by looking at the zoning tables and filtering the data 

manually. I know it’s an extra step, but might be worth it if 

setbacks are important to you project. You can download 

data sets or shapefiles here: 

 http://gis-baltimore.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/zoning 

http://gis-baltimore.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/building-footprint 

 Here is a link to the Nolli map – the most recent building 

layer is almost 2 years old, so it’s not totally up to  date, but 

it’s close. https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VBPfshF2VkULKcylaka1MtPxwy0cDtGd?usp=sharing  

 I hope that’s helpful. 

 Thanks, 

 Ren Southard 

Design Planner 

City of Baltimore │Department of Planning 

417 E. Fayette St., 8th Floor │Baltimore, MD 21202 

Phone: (410) 396-1440 

 Mission: To build Baltimore as a diverse, sustainable and thriving city of neighborhoods and as the 

economic and cultural driver for the region. 

 

 

From: Justin Fair <jufai1@morgan.edu> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:37 PM 

To: Southard, Renata L. 

<Renata.Southard@baltimorecity.gov> 

Subject: Re: Nolli maps 

Yeah I’ve chewed into the tables but I’m wondering if I can 

make a map of those tables. I was hoping a GIS map might 

already exist to filter by zone and then subfilter by land use 

value. 

Ive found some nolli maps but they’re old: 

c “Compare Nolli map from ““Baltimore Grid: Tears in the 

Fabric”“ by MIT class project Yeon Wha Hong and Jonah 

Stern” http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-

content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Str

ategy-1.pdf and in http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-

content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Str

ategy-2.pdf  

d Existing Project CORE developments via Baltimore 

DHCD codeMap and State of MD 

map http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/codemap/codemap.html             https://secure-

web.cisco.com/1G0hOyYFVsqm6k8owC9sJg6pAMNUEELRFG2QjipsSensptpnH_G-

2ki95wnTkTFocCZF7HWJcWIacr7XTavPhF3RVwbirvzAK9xifSNvUxDaJHSFiV1bm2jGWLbLuUfsbDXhDuXfy2EHs-

rxjUUaMMnVbw_OC3O2Flka6Lb6REbwY2eJk-X9bqHYfIPEm3asIpTiDLbkx0-_5kbQ4vtTU5Wz1i4tH_hmMj7juZuv9tH4y8ZV8UZVOy1-

1vaykNmZjbtOe8nYkNl3QzEtKeRKzuitLRQXl8gy1Vn9rJo7qBDvk4Jco2SJ7KXMLpBgpx_FrLTILImj4tAytkjVG1gZucXw4DJsgXyXJHGEmT

Qtu2tAnPUXGZbRS9kXJGIce0kyX3ydqVhfixjBeXiZNrwn5vujsjf7lk0utBIvqsUe8qkM/https%3A%2F%2Fportal.dhcd.state.md.us%2FGIS%2FPr

oject_CORE_v2%2Findex.html  

e Update with Condemned 

Properties http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_DEM_Map.aspx

 and Violation 

notices/citations http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_On_Map

.aspx http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_DEM_Map.aspx and 

Violation 

notices/citations http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_On_Map

.aspx  

 

 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020, 4:16 PM Southard, Renata L. 

<Renata.Southard@baltimorecity.gov> wrote: 

Hi Justin, 

There is a building layer on open city, which is a good start 

for a Nolli map. If you can wait a bit, I may have one already 

made. I would be happy to share once I have located it. Do 

you need it as a vector or raster type? And once I’ve located 

it, please feel free to share with Charlie (since he is a fan of 

the general Nolli style). 

We do not have a land use map per se, but the Transform 

Zoning map and tables are very helpful and clearly written 

with regard to setbacks. Both can be downloaded 

here: https://secure-web.cisco.com/1Bi1_3FoPW9EzEw61ejxzSjHIB-

m9528Cyg3f_u8NYCLGt2e62tYAUCqX4kFRT3AIJ01qWlGhNjXDyMutF7jTPmMwZlZ0tx

GCgq-CypZbk-L8S8-o8pIVz2SRrW9955gAntEVQkA3maef4D3h2RW-5S-rcoqSczzd-

ZTb1wpXobm3_e5ii7ftUyBRpCWVsO3eonQ1MuD6DgMzMYJ097s52Jv9o4dqJYzu8O8Cgi

y7_c1Lt2TbUjh1r20RBQVpWXLWCskKdNIDfsr_-

6YSeGd6sN0wvDmxkW_U4Nx1T8dJTyaUJD8z0vlIwpj9P1hxW4SHaA_ysR8-Mt-d-

4Gu6ep3WhGKOMcQb_5wQzb-ZLwWOr5kQW3IJBnBeZ5_AGotD_U-

V0LbdKRJixx0l85RWN6PP4KzrwcxJfUlSPhS6-

O6VSw/https%3A%2F%2Fplanning.baltimorecity.gov%2Fprograms%2Ftransform-

baltimore  

Setbacks are located in table 9-401. 

Let me know if that’s clear or if you need additional info – 

http://gis-baltimore.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/zoning
http://gis-baltimore.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/building-footprint
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VBPfshF2VkULKcylaka1MtPxwy0cDtGd?usp=sharing
mailto:jufai1@morgan.edu
mailto:Renata.Southard@baltimorecity.gov
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-1.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-1.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-1.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-2.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-2.pdf
http://aftercity.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/03_Vacancy_Development_Strategy-2.pdf
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/codemap/codemap.html
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1G0hOyYFVsqm6k8owC9sJg6pAMNUEELRFG2QjipsSensptpnH_G-2ki95wnTkTFocCZF7HWJcWIacr7XTavPhF3RVwbirvzAK9xifSNvUxDaJHSFiV1bm2jGWLbLuUfsbDXhDuXfy2EHs-rxjUUaMMnVbw_OC3O2Flka6Lb6REbwY2eJk-X9bqHYfIPEm3asIpTiDLbkx0-_5kbQ4vtTU5Wz1i4tH_hmMj7juZuv9tH4y8ZV8UZVOy1-1vaykNmZjbtOe8nYkNl3QzEtKeRKzuitLRQXl8gy1Vn9rJo7qBDvk4Jco2SJ7KXMLpBgpx_FrLTILImj4tAytkjVG1gZucXw4DJsgXyXJHGEmTQtu2tAnPUXGZbRS9kXJGIce0kyX3ydqVhfixjBeXiZNrwn5vujsjf7lk0utBIvqsUe8qkM/https%3A%2F%2Fportal.dhcd.state.md.us%2FGIS%2FProject_CORE_v2%2Findex.html
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1G0hOyYFVsqm6k8owC9sJg6pAMNUEELRFG2QjipsSensptpnH_G-2ki95wnTkTFocCZF7HWJcWIacr7XTavPhF3RVwbirvzAK9xifSNvUxDaJHSFiV1bm2jGWLbLuUfsbDXhDuXfy2EHs-rxjUUaMMnVbw_OC3O2Flka6Lb6REbwY2eJk-X9bqHYfIPEm3asIpTiDLbkx0-_5kbQ4vtTU5Wz1i4tH_hmMj7juZuv9tH4y8ZV8UZVOy1-1vaykNmZjbtOe8nYkNl3QzEtKeRKzuitLRQXl8gy1Vn9rJo7qBDvk4Jco2SJ7KXMLpBgpx_FrLTILImj4tAytkjVG1gZucXw4DJsgXyXJHGEmTQtu2tAnPUXGZbRS9kXJGIce0kyX3ydqVhfixjBeXiZNrwn5vujsjf7lk0utBIvqsUe8qkM/https%3A%2F%2Fportal.dhcd.state.md.us%2FGIS%2FProject_CORE_v2%2Findex.html
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1G0hOyYFVsqm6k8owC9sJg6pAMNUEELRFG2QjipsSensptpnH_G-2ki95wnTkTFocCZF7HWJcWIacr7XTavPhF3RVwbirvzAK9xifSNvUxDaJHSFiV1bm2jGWLbLuUfsbDXhDuXfy2EHs-rxjUUaMMnVbw_OC3O2Flka6Lb6REbwY2eJk-X9bqHYfIPEm3asIpTiDLbkx0-_5kbQ4vtTU5Wz1i4tH_hmMj7juZuv9tH4y8ZV8UZVOy1-1vaykNmZjbtOe8nYkNl3QzEtKeRKzuitLRQXl8gy1Vn9rJo7qBDvk4Jco2SJ7KXMLpBgpx_FrLTILImj4tAytkjVG1gZucXw4DJsgXyXJHGEmTQtu2tAnPUXGZbRS9kXJGIce0kyX3ydqVhfixjBeXiZNrwn5vujsjf7lk0utBIvqsUe8qkM/https%3A%2F%2Fportal.dhcd.state.md.us%2FGIS%2FProject_CORE_v2%2Findex.html
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1G0hOyYFVsqm6k8owC9sJg6pAMNUEELRFG2QjipsSensptpnH_G-2ki95wnTkTFocCZF7HWJcWIacr7XTavPhF3RVwbirvzAK9xifSNvUxDaJHSFiV1bm2jGWLbLuUfsbDXhDuXfy2EHs-rxjUUaMMnVbw_OC3O2Flka6Lb6REbwY2eJk-X9bqHYfIPEm3asIpTiDLbkx0-_5kbQ4vtTU5Wz1i4tH_hmMj7juZuv9tH4y8ZV8UZVOy1-1vaykNmZjbtOe8nYkNl3QzEtKeRKzuitLRQXl8gy1Vn9rJo7qBDvk4Jco2SJ7KXMLpBgpx_FrLTILImj4tAytkjVG1gZucXw4DJsgXyXJHGEmTQtu2tAnPUXGZbRS9kXJGIce0kyX3ydqVhfixjBeXiZNrwn5vujsjf7lk0utBIvqsUe8qkM/https%3A%2F%2Fportal.dhcd.state.md.us%2FGIS%2FProject_CORE_v2%2Findex.html
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1G0hOyYFVsqm6k8owC9sJg6pAMNUEELRFG2QjipsSensptpnH_G-2ki95wnTkTFocCZF7HWJcWIacr7XTavPhF3RVwbirvzAK9xifSNvUxDaJHSFiV1bm2jGWLbLuUfsbDXhDuXfy2EHs-rxjUUaMMnVbw_OC3O2Flka6Lb6REbwY2eJk-X9bqHYfIPEm3asIpTiDLbkx0-_5kbQ4vtTU5Wz1i4tH_hmMj7juZuv9tH4y8ZV8UZVOy1-1vaykNmZjbtOe8nYkNl3QzEtKeRKzuitLRQXl8gy1Vn9rJo7qBDvk4Jco2SJ7KXMLpBgpx_FrLTILImj4tAytkjVG1gZucXw4DJsgXyXJHGEmTQtu2tAnPUXGZbRS9kXJGIce0kyX3ydqVhfixjBeXiZNrwn5vujsjf7lk0utBIvqsUe8qkM/https%3A%2F%2Fportal.dhcd.state.md.us%2FGIS%2FProject_CORE_v2%2Findex.html
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1G0hOyYFVsqm6k8owC9sJg6pAMNUEELRFG2QjipsSensptpnH_G-2ki95wnTkTFocCZF7HWJcWIacr7XTavPhF3RVwbirvzAK9xifSNvUxDaJHSFiV1bm2jGWLbLuUfsbDXhDuXfy2EHs-rxjUUaMMnVbw_OC3O2Flka6Lb6REbwY2eJk-X9bqHYfIPEm3asIpTiDLbkx0-_5kbQ4vtTU5Wz1i4tH_hmMj7juZuv9tH4y8ZV8UZVOy1-1vaykNmZjbtOe8nYkNl3QzEtKeRKzuitLRQXl8gy1Vn9rJo7qBDvk4Jco2SJ7KXMLpBgpx_FrLTILImj4tAytkjVG1gZucXw4DJsgXyXJHGEmTQtu2tAnPUXGZbRS9kXJGIce0kyX3ydqVhfixjBeXiZNrwn5vujsjf7lk0utBIvqsUe8qkM/https%3A%2F%2Fportal.dhcd.state.md.us%2FGIS%2FProject_CORE_v2%2Findex.html
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1G0hOyYFVsqm6k8owC9sJg6pAMNUEELRFG2QjipsSensptpnH_G-2ki95wnTkTFocCZF7HWJcWIacr7XTavPhF3RVwbirvzAK9xifSNvUxDaJHSFiV1bm2jGWLbLuUfsbDXhDuXfy2EHs-rxjUUaMMnVbw_OC3O2Flka6Lb6REbwY2eJk-X9bqHYfIPEm3asIpTiDLbkx0-_5kbQ4vtTU5Wz1i4tH_hmMj7juZuv9tH4y8ZV8UZVOy1-1vaykNmZjbtOe8nYkNl3QzEtKeRKzuitLRQXl8gy1Vn9rJo7qBDvk4Jco2SJ7KXMLpBgpx_FrLTILImj4tAytkjVG1gZucXw4DJsgXyXJHGEmTQtu2tAnPUXGZbRS9kXJGIce0kyX3ydqVhfixjBeXiZNrwn5vujsjf7lk0utBIvqsUe8qkM/https%3A%2F%2Fportal.dhcd.state.md.us%2FGIS%2FProject_CORE_v2%2Findex.html
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_DEM_Map.aspx
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_DEM_Map.aspx
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_On_Map.aspx
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_On_Map.aspx
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_DEM_Map.aspx
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_On_Map.aspx
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/Search_On_Map.aspx
mailto:Renata.Southard@baltimorecity.gov
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1Bi1_3FoPW9EzEw61ejxzSjHIB-m9528Cyg3f_u8NYCLGt2e62tYAUCqX4kFRT3AIJ01qWlGhNjXDyMutF7jTPmMwZlZ0txGCgq-CypZbk-L8S8-o8pIVz2SRrW9955gAntEVQkA3maef4D3h2RW-5S-rcoqSczzd-ZTb1wpXobm3_e5ii7ftUyBRpCWVsO3eonQ1MuD6DgMzMYJ097s52Jv9o4dqJYzu8O8Cgiy7_c1Lt2TbUjh1r20RBQVpWXLWCskKdNIDfsr_-6YSeGd6sN0wvDmxkW_U4Nx1T8dJTyaUJD8z0vlIwpj9P1hxW4SHaA_ysR8-Mt-d-4Gu6ep3WhGKOMcQb_5wQzb-ZLwWOr5kQW3IJBnBeZ5_AGotD_U-V0LbdKRJixx0l85RWN6PP4KzrwcxJfUlSPhS6-O6VSw/https%3A%2F%2Fplanning.baltimorecity.gov%2Fprograms%2Ftransform-baltimore
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1Bi1_3FoPW9EzEw61ejxzSjHIB-m9528Cyg3f_u8NYCLGt2e62tYAUCqX4kFRT3AIJ01qWlGhNjXDyMutF7jTPmMwZlZ0txGCgq-CypZbk-L8S8-o8pIVz2SRrW9955gAntEVQkA3maef4D3h2RW-5S-rcoqSczzd-ZTb1wpXobm3_e5ii7ftUyBRpCWVsO3eonQ1MuD6DgMzMYJ097s52Jv9o4dqJYzu8O8Cgiy7_c1Lt2TbUjh1r20RBQVpWXLWCskKdNIDfsr_-6YSeGd6sN0wvDmxkW_U4Nx1T8dJTyaUJD8z0vlIwpj9P1hxW4SHaA_ysR8-Mt-d-4Gu6ep3WhGKOMcQb_5wQzb-ZLwWOr5kQW3IJBnBeZ5_AGotD_U-V0LbdKRJixx0l85RWN6PP4KzrwcxJfUlSPhS6-O6VSw/https%3A%2F%2Fplanning.baltimorecity.gov%2Fprograms%2Ftransform-baltimore
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1Bi1_3FoPW9EzEw61ejxzSjHIB-m9528Cyg3f_u8NYCLGt2e62tYAUCqX4kFRT3AIJ01qWlGhNjXDyMutF7jTPmMwZlZ0txGCgq-CypZbk-L8S8-o8pIVz2SRrW9955gAntEVQkA3maef4D3h2RW-5S-rcoqSczzd-ZTb1wpXobm3_e5ii7ftUyBRpCWVsO3eonQ1MuD6DgMzMYJ097s52Jv9o4dqJYzu8O8Cgiy7_c1Lt2TbUjh1r20RBQVpWXLWCskKdNIDfsr_-6YSeGd6sN0wvDmxkW_U4Nx1T8dJTyaUJD8z0vlIwpj9P1hxW4SHaA_ysR8-Mt-d-4Gu6ep3WhGKOMcQb_5wQzb-ZLwWOr5kQW3IJBnBeZ5_AGotD_U-V0LbdKRJixx0l85RWN6PP4KzrwcxJfUlSPhS6-O6VSw/https%3A%2F%2Fplanning.baltimorecity.gov%2Fprograms%2Ftransform-baltimore
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1Bi1_3FoPW9EzEw61ejxzSjHIB-m9528Cyg3f_u8NYCLGt2e62tYAUCqX4kFRT3AIJ01qWlGhNjXDyMutF7jTPmMwZlZ0txGCgq-CypZbk-L8S8-o8pIVz2SRrW9955gAntEVQkA3maef4D3h2RW-5S-rcoqSczzd-ZTb1wpXobm3_e5ii7ftUyBRpCWVsO3eonQ1MuD6DgMzMYJ097s52Jv9o4dqJYzu8O8Cgiy7_c1Lt2TbUjh1r20RBQVpWXLWCskKdNIDfsr_-6YSeGd6sN0wvDmxkW_U4Nx1T8dJTyaUJD8z0vlIwpj9P1hxW4SHaA_ysR8-Mt-d-4Gu6ep3WhGKOMcQb_5wQzb-ZLwWOr5kQW3IJBnBeZ5_AGotD_U-V0LbdKRJixx0l85RWN6PP4KzrwcxJfUlSPhS6-O6VSw/https%3A%2F%2Fplanning.baltimorecity.gov%2Fprograms%2Ftransform-baltimore
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Guidance example:  Talbot County Outreach flier sample 173 

Guidance example:  Talbot County  

Research advice to prospective client of firm, Tiny 

House Container, solicited by the client during my visit 

during an open house. 10/19/19-10/21/19:  

When calling the Talbot County permit office (link: 

http://www.talbotcountymd.gov/index.php?page=Planning_and_Zoning 410-770-8030 Monday through Friday, 

8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.), please tell them you are a private homeowner who wants 

to place a comfortable, fully insulated, pre-fabricated shipping container 

behind your single family detached home, to be a private office on your 1.6 

acre residential property in the Village of Unionville. This is a permitted use 

as an accessory dwelling unit (ADU). Shipping containers are usually 

described as a manufactured home.  

 

Tell the permit office staff person, “We want to fit in with the neighborhood 

and be good neighbors.  

Its facade will match the blue of our house. It’ll look like another shed next 

to my garden.”  

 

Details you may need to discuss with the office staff, since this is not their 

typical permit: 

You may need to say that it is not a mobile home like a “trailer home” (that 

tends to have a stigma) nor is it a “tiny home on wheels” (it is a tiny home 

but don’t describe it as a residential dwelling or “home” because it’s a private 

office. They might give you the run around and say it is anyway.) Emphasize 

that it’ll be grounded to the ground.  

The builder is constructing the container locally in Caroline County. He’s 

already built three and they are lovely and custommade. (link: 

http://tinyhousecontainer.com) 

 

This addition upholds your neighborhood character: An ADU is permitted 

in the Table of Uses 33.6 as A for Village Districts VR, VH and VM. ADUs 

also align with the master village plan for Unionville, which you love (link: 

https://www.ecode360.com/10159901?highlight=table,table%20iv,tables&searchId=9582073072521650#10159901 ) . 

Communicate that as proud Talbot County homeowners and as elder 

African-Americans, you don’t see the ‘tiny house movement’ as all the hype 

on magazines and on HGTV, but as a local way to comfortably uphold the 

civic values of Unionville while enhancing your private home’s value. (link: 

http://www.talbotcountymd.gov/uploads/File/PlanningPermits/PZ/Comprehensive%2520Plan/Village%2520Plans/VA%2520Unionville.pdf  ) 

Note, you may want to show a mock-up drawing with the local homeowners 

association to communicate that this will match the visual appearance of the 

neighborhood to look like any another shed or house.  

 

Land Use Placement: Note that this manufactured home will be built off 

site and placed onto your property. While your home is in a residential zone, 

in your case you don’t plan for it to be a residential dwelling,  though the 

county does allow guest homes as “accessory dwelling units” (ADUs) 

defined already as “A second, accessory dwelling unit on the same lot as a 

primary, single-family detached dwelling. An accessory dwelling may be an 

apartment located within and smaller than the primary dwelling, or it may be 

within a detached building accessory to the primary dwelling.”. (links: ADU 

https://www.ecode360.com/33680173?highlight=accessory&searchId=9580903305114711#33680173 and guest home 

https://www.ecode360.com/13726032?highlight=accessory&searchId=9580903305114711#13726032)  

Be explicit that this is not a rental property. Nor a rental home community 

for which you’d need a license from Talbot County.  

 

Regarding fire and building codes: Note that the builder is retrofitting the 

container so that it fits with State’s 2018 adoption of the International 

Residential Code (IRC) Appendix Q guidance for tiny homes. “If it’s good 

enough for the state, it’s good enough for now. “ While Talbot County 

hasn’t adopted the 2018 guidance yet, they’re still on 2015 like most 

counties, I’m sure they intend to. (link: http://www.talbotcountymd.gov/index.php?page=Code_Information )  

The permit office will help you literally site the structure so it is accessible in 

respect to utility lines and emergency access. Unionville is not in a flood 

plan, floodways or coastal high hazard areas, and the structure is less than 

300 square feet so no variance is needed and this use should be fine (link: 

https://www.ecode360.com/32159126?highlight=accessory&searchId=9580903305114711#32159126). It will need to be 

anchored it to the ground with a permanent, reinforced foundation (ask how 

high this should be and you can build steps or a a ramp and can place 

skirting below). Please ask that they recommend the PSI-strength of 

concrete needed for an anchor and ask if you need a  full foundation slab. 

Note, it cannot just be sturdily placed on a platform of concrete blocks, it 

needs to be anchored (link:  https://www.ecode360.com/10156865 and 

https://www.ecode360.com/32159007#32159007).  

The builder’s models typically feature two standard sized doors of egress. 

His models can be adjusted to environmental code for minimum 

requirement, and for the most part, already do! Bug screens, stove, 

plumbing, etc. (link: https://www.ecode360.com/10156550)  

The only two adjustments I saw that I recommend he make is to 

1) install a NFPA-compliant single sprinkler above the stove area in case the 

inspector view the structure as a residential dwelling by default, in which 

case that’s required for all new single-family construction post-2015. Even if 

the structure is made of steel! (link: 

https://ecode360.com/10154992#10154992).  

2) Place mechanical and electrical components above the flood protection 

elevation line (find out how tall that is*) and that he ensure the area below it 

is constructed with flood damage-resistant materials (confirm what those 

are*). (link: https://www.ecode360.com/32159007#32159007 ) 
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